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Abstract:!!
!
The!recent!discovery!of!Burkholderia!lethal!factor!1!(BLF1)!a!potent!glutamine!de=amidase!toxin,!
provides!the!third!example!in!the!putative!glutamine!de=amidase!superfamily!comprising!two!
toxin!examples!and!a!key!regulator!of!chemotaxis.!Both!toxin!members!inactivate!disparate!but!
essential!cellular!processes;!yet!have!diverged!at!a!genetic!level!to!such!a!degree!that!
identification!of!additional!family!members!presented!a!substantial!challenge.!Structural!
comparisons!between!the!3!current!members!of!the!super=family:!BLF1,!Cytotoxic!necrotising!
factor!1!(CNF1)!and!CheD!have!led!to!the!design!of!a!1o!sequence!fingerprint,!with!which!other!
members!of!the!family!might!be!identified.!Sequence!searches!using!this!motif!have!led!to!the!
identification!of!a!number!of!putative!targets,!which!were!rank!ordered!for!structural!studies.!!
!
Of!these!putative!targets!a!single!novel!member!of!the!super=family!has!been!identified,!called!
HCH_03101.!This!protein!is!produced!by!a!recently!discovered!marine!bacterium!Hahella.'
chejuensis,!which!is!implicated!in!the!destruction!of!harmful!algal!blooms!through!the!secretion!of!
secondary!metabolites.!The!structure!of!HCH_03101!shares!striking!similarity!to!the!toxin!BLF1,!
apart!from!at!a!long!insertion!protruding!directly!outwards!from!the!globular!body!by!44!Å.!This!
protrusion!conserves!a!repeated!proline!rich!motif!mirrored!across!opposite!strands,!which!forms!
a!remarkable!structural!motif!displaying!a!pseudo=2=fold!axis!of!symmetry.!Functional!studies!
reveal!that!HCH_03101!binds!to!and!de=amidates!Eukaryotic!initiation!factor!4a!(eIF4a)!at!the!
same!site=specific!glutamine!position!as!BLF1.!Furthermore,!like!BLF1,!HCH_03101!also!exhibits!no!
signal!peptides!or!additional!domains!capable!of!mediating!cellular!secretion.!Thus,!it!is!possible!
that!H.'chejuensis!is!also!capable!of!occupying!an!intracellular!niche!as!a!pathogenic!organism.!!
!
This!thesis!also!presents!the!structure!of!BLF1!in!complex!with!its!native!substrate!human!eIF4a=I,!
which!is!the!first!substrate!bound!structure!for!this!novel!family!of!toxins!and!the!highest!
resolution!data!yet!elucidated!for!eIF4a!at!2.5!Å.!Revealing!that!BLF1!co=ordinates!its!glutamine!
substrate!through!formation!of!a!oxyanion!hole,!prior!to!forming!an!tetrahedral!acyl!intermediate!
via!nucleophilic!attack!by!a!catalytic!CYS!–!HIS!dyad,!a!catalytic!mechanism!shared!with!the!
cysteine!protease!papain.!!
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Chapter(1:(Introduction((
This%chapter%will%offer%a%brief%overview%(Figure%1.1.1)%of%the%three%Glutamine%de=amidase%
enzymes%currently%characterised,%two%of%which%are%potent%toxins%with%the%third%regulating%
chemotaxis%across%all%prokaryotes.%
(
1.1(3(Toxins%%
The%term%toxin%is%defined%in%the%Oxford%Dictionary%as:%‘A%poison%of%plant%or%animal%origin,%
especially%one%produced%by%or%derived%from%microorganisms%and%acting%as%an%antigen%in%the%
body’.%Bacteria%commonly%employ%toxins%to%promote%virulence,%typically%by%modulating%the%
host’s%cellular%machinery%in%favour%of%the%pathogen.%There%are%two%classes%of%toxin,%endo%and%
exo=toxins.%Endotoxins%are%not%secreted%instead%they%are%found%associated%with%the%
membranes%of%many%gram=positive%bacteria.%An%example%of%an%endo=toxin%is%the%
Lipopolysaccharide%family%found%in%pathogenic%bacteria%like%S.#aureus,%where%they%interact%with%
immune%cell%receptors%causing%increased%cytokine%secretion%and%local%inflammation%
(Schumann,%1992).%Exo=toxins%on%the%other%hand%are%secreted%by%the%pathogen%and%then%
further%classified%based%on%how%they%interact%with%the%host,%into%three%distinct%classes:%The%first%
class%is%cell%surface%active,%interacting%with%receptors%on%the%outer%membrane%of%the%host.%The%
second%is%the%membrane%damaging%class,%which%forms%holes%in%the%host%cell%membrane%
allowing%either%secondary%secretions%access%to%the%cytoplasm%or%causing%cell%lysis.%The%final%
class%of%exo=toxin%is%the%intracellular%toxin,%which%requires%access%to%the%hosts%cytoplasm%in%
order%to%effect%virulence.%%
In%the%case%of%pore=forming%toxins%the%presented%phenotype%is%clear.%However%many%
intracellular%toxins%are%extremely%subtle%and%challenging%to%characterise.%Two%members%of%the%
Glutamine%de=amidase%family%are%type%III%intracellular%exotoxins,%presenting%a%straightforward%
site=specific%de=amidation%phenotype.%However,%the%knock%on%effects%of%this%de=amidation%are%
dramatic,%as%they%both%disrupt%essential%processes%in%the%host%cell,%making%them%a%fascinating%
topic%to%review.!
(
1.2.1(–(Cytotoxic(necrotising(factor(–(CNF1((
Cytotoxic%necrotising%factor%1%(CNF1)%was%first%characterised%in%the%early%eighties%as%a%toxin%
capable%of%inducing%significant%cyto=skeletal%reorganisation%in%Eukaryotes%(Caprioli%et#al.,%1983,%
Fiorentini%et#al.,%1988).%It%is%expressed%by%uropathogenic%E.#coli%strains,%
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Figure(1.1.1(–(Flow(chart(outlying(the(organisation(of(this(introduction.(This%chapter%
introduces%the%Glutamine%de=amidase%protein%super=family%and%has%been%split%into%6%
subsections.%The%first%section%will%offer%a%brief%overview%of%the%toxin%classification%system,%with%
sections%2,%3%and%4%examining%the%currently%characterised%Glutamine%de=amidase%enzymes%
CNF1,%CheD%and%BLF1%respectively.%Section%5%will%then%draw%parallels%between%the%Glutamine%
de=amidase%family%and%the%well%characterised%Cysteine%protease%Papain,%with%which%they%share%
a%catalytic%dyad.%The%chapter%will%then%conclude%with%section%6%laying%down%the%aims%and%
objectives%of%this%study.%%
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implicated%in%harmful%urinary%tract%infections%(Boquet,%2001).%CNF1%is%encoded%for%by%a%3042%bp%
gene%(Falbo%et#al.,%1993),%located%within%a%pathogenicity%island%(Blum%et#al.,%1995).%This%gene%
encodes%for%a%1014%residue%A/B%type%toxin,%with%three%distinct%domains%(Falbo%et#al.,%1993)%and%
a%combined%molecular%weight%of%108%KDa%(figure%1.2.1).%%
%%
%
%
Figure(1.2.1(–(CNF1(is(an(A/B(type(toxin(composed(of(three(domains.%The%N%terminal%domain%
is%190%residues%long%and%responsible%for%cell%binding%(Lemichez%et#al.,%1997).%The%central%
domain%extends%from%residues%191%to%720%and%incorporates%two%spans%of%hydrophobic%
residues,%organised%into%transmembrane%helices%separated%by%a%hydrophilic%loop,%suggesting%
membrane%translocation%(Choe%et#al.,%1992).%This%transmembrane%region%is%believed%to%
function%in%a%similar%fashion%to%Diphtheria%toxin,%with%the%hydrophilic%loop%becoming%
protonated%in%low%pH%conditions%allowing%membrane%translocation%(Pei%et#al.,%2001).%The%
catalytic%domain%(C=CNF1)%is%located%at%the%C–terminus,%between%residues%720%and%1014%
(Lemichez%et#al.,%1997)%and%de=amidates%site%specific%GLN%side%chains.%
%
1.2.2(3(C3CNF1(function(
C=CNF1%constitutively%activates%the%small%GTP%binding%proteins%RhoA,%Rac%and%Cdc42,%leading%to%
the%formation%of%stress%fibres%and%adhesions%(figure%1.2.2)%in%most%cell%lines%(Caprioli%et#al.,%
1983).%Typically%RhoA%activation%is%characterised%by%the%formation%of%stress%fibres,%Rac%with%the%
formation%of%membrane%ruffles%and%Cdc42%with%membrane%outcroppings%called%Filopodia.%Cells%
infected%with%C=CNF1%have%been%observed%exhibiting%all%the%above%phenotypes%(Flatau%et#al.,%
1997;%Schmidt%et#al.,%1997)%along%with%multi=nucleation%and%aneuploidy%(D’Amato%and%Patarua,%
1998).%%
These%observed%phenotypes%are%caused%by%the%site=specific%de=amidation%of%GLN%63%in%RhoA%
and%GLN%61%in%both%Rac%and%Cdc42%(Flatau%et#al.,%1997).%De=amidation%is%the%irreversible%
conversion%of%a%side%chain%amide%into%a%carboxylate%moiety,%which%has%the%effect%of%switching%a%
polar%side=chain%for%a%negatively%charged%polar%acidic%side%chain%(Washington%et#al.,%2013).%
%
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Figure(1.2.2(–(Physiological(effects(of(CNF1(infection(on(Eukaryotic(cells.(The%above%images%
are%fluorescence%micrographs%of%Eukaryotic(cells,%incubated%with%10=9%M%C=CNF1%for%24%hrs%and%
then%mixed%with%a%fluorescent%label%targeting%actin.%Hep=2%cells%(panel%A)%display%actin=rich%
outgrowths%called%Filopodia%caused%by%Cdc42%over=expression.%The%VERO%cells%(panel%B)%show%
high%stress%fibre%content%corresponding%to%RhoA%activation,%with%the%HEK293%cells%(panel%C)%
exhibiting%membrane%ruffles%a%hallmark%of%Rac1%over=expression.%Panel%D%shows%a%non=infected%
VERO%control%cell,%which%does%not%exhibit%any%of%the%above%morphological%alterations.%Adapted%
from%(Lemonnier%et#al.,%2007).(
%
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The%target%GLN%in%all%three%small%GTPases%is%conserved%and%involved%in%stabilising%the%transition%
state%between%Rho%GTP%and%a%water%molecule%interacting%with%the%complex%during%GTP%
hydrolysis%(Buetow%et#al.,%2001).%Modifications%at%this%location%preclude%GTPase%interaction%
with%the%GTPase%activating%proteins%(GAP),%which%mediate%hydrolysis%of%the%bound%GTP%into%
GDP.%As%a%result%the%small%GTPase%remains%constitutively%active%and%its%downstream%effectors%
improperly%regulated%(figure%1.2.3).%%%
Currently%no%indiscriminate%bacterial%glutamine%de=amidase%enzymes%have%been%identified%
(Washington%et#al.,%2013).%The%apparent%recognition%site%for%C=CNF1%is%fairly%compact%with%a%
short%oligo=peptide%analogous%to%RhoA,%with%5%amino%acids%either%side%of%the%modified%GLN,%the%
smallest%viable%substrate%(Flatau%et#al.,%2000).%The%multiple%substrate%specificity%exhibited%by%C=
CNF1%is%likely%a%consequence%of%this%limited%recognition%site.%However,%site=specific%de=
amidation%of%GLN%residues%is%not%catalytically%novel;%for%example,%it%is%an%important%stage%in%
several%transglutaminase%reactions%such%as%with%blood%coagulation%factor%XIII%(Yee%et#al.,%1994).%
Despite%this%toxins%exhibiting%site=specific%glutamine%de=amidase%activity%had%not%previously%
been%reported.%Early%attempts%at%elucidating%the%catalytic%mechanism%of%C=CNF1%involved%
broad%site%directed%mutagenesis%experiments,%highlighting%two%essential%residues%CYS%866%and%
HIS%881%(Schmidt%et#al.,%1998).%However,%the%possible%roles%these%residues%played%in%catalysis%
were%not%fully%understood%until%the%structure%of%C=CNF1%was%solved%(Buetow%et#al.,%2001).%%
%
1.2.3(3(CNF1(structure(
The%C=CNF1%structure%was%solved%using%X=ray%crystallography%with%a%quadruple%MET%mutant,%
Se=MET%derivative%and%MAD%phase%solution,%then%refined%to%a%resolution%of%1.83%Å.%It%forms%a%
compact%globular%domain%composed%of%a%central%β=sandwich,%made%from%opposing%β=sheets%
flanked%by%α=helices%(figure%1.2.4).%The%β=sandwich%portion%of%the%protein%is%formed%from%two%
mixed%β=sheets%comprising%6%and%7%strands%respectively.%The%active%site%contains%a%catalytic%CYS%
–%HIS%dyad,%supported%by%an%underlying%TYR%residue%(figure%1.2.4).%CYS%866%is%believed%to%be%
responsible%for%a%nucleophilic%attack%at%the%δ=carboamide%of%the%target%GLN,%with%HIS%881%
thought%to%hydrogen%bond%with%CYS%866%forming%a%thiol=imidazolate%ion%pair.%Mutation%at%the%
CYS%position%leads%to%a%complete%loss%of%catalysis,%suggesting%that%CYS%866%is%an%essential%
catalytic%residue%(Buetow%et#al.,%2001).%VAL%833%plays%a%role%in%orienting%the%imidazole%ring%of%
HIS%881%to%interact%with%the%thiol%moiety%of%CYS%866,%both%VAL%833%and%HIS%881%are%located%
parallel%to%one%another%on%opposing%β=strands.%
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Figure(1.2.3(3%Schematic(of(C3CNF1(activity(on(Rho(GTP(binding(proteins.%C=CNF1%acts%upon%
the%small%GTPase%regulation%cycle.%The%step%inhibited%by%C=CNF1%is%labeled%red,%with%the%stages%
permitted%highlighted%in%green.%The%de=amidation%of%GLN%63%in%RhoA%to%GLU%prevents%the%turn%
over%of%GTP%into%GDP%by%the%GTPase%activating%proteins%(GAP),%whilst%the%activity%of%Guanine%
exchange%factors%(GEF)%is%un=impeded.%This%skews%the%equilibrium%between%active%and%inactive%
small%GTPases%towards%an%active%state,%which%leads%to%the%inflated%expression%of%cytoskeleton%
components%observed%in%infected%host%cells.%Adapted%from%(Boquet,%2001).%
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Figure(1.2.3(–(3D(representation(of(C3CNF1.%C=CNF1%is%a%type%III%exotoxin,%exhibiting%A/B%type%
translocation%into%the%host,%expressed%by%uropathogenic%E.#coli.%It%is%composed%of%three%
domains%the%C=terminal%catalytic%domain%C=CNF1%is%shown%above.%The%most%striking%element%of%
the%C=CNF1%structure%is%the%central%β=sandwich,%shown%from%the%top%down%in%panel%A.%This%β=
sandwich%is%composed%of%two%mixed%β=sheets%comprising%7%strands%on%the%left%flank%and%6%
strands%on%the%right,%which%is%best%shown%in%panel%B.%This%central%β=strand%motif%is%then%flanked%
by%α=helices.%Diagram%constructed%in%Pymol%using%PDB%ID:%1HQ0%(Buetow%et#al.,%2001).%% %
%
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Unlike%the%other%catalytic%residues%CYS%866%is%located%on%a%loop%between%two%β=strands,%
supported%from%underneath%by%TYR%962%through%a%hydrogen%bond%with%the%backbone%carbonyl%
of%CYS%866.%%
Previous%studies%had%shown%that%the%recognition%surface%of%C=CNF1%for%the%small%GTPases%is%
relatively%small%(Flatau%et#al.,%2000).%This%observation%is%further%corroborated%by%the%shallow%
active%site%cleft%exhibited%in%both%surface%and%electrostatic%maps%of%C=CNF1%(figure%1.2.5).%Site%
directed%mutagenesis%of%individual%amino%acids%surrounding%the%active%site,%did%not%identify%an%
obvious%region%for%substrate%recognition%(Buetow%et#al.,%2001).%However,%crude%loop%knockouts%
(figure%1.2.5C)%showed%that%the%deletion%of%two%loops%proximal%to%the%active%site%eliminates%
function,%indicating%that%these%two%loops%may%play%a%role%in%substrate%recognition%(Beutow%and%
Ghosh,%2003).%%
Sequence%comparison%has%identified%CNF1%homologues%in%a%number%of%pathogens,%but%
structural%comparison%detected%no%protein%super%families%with%a%similar%tertiary%fold,%which%led%
to%CNF1%initially%being%classed%as%an%orphan.%At%this%point%in%time,%C=CNF1%was%believed%to%have%
evolved%convergently%from%the%cysteine%proteases,%with%which%it%shares%the%same%catalytic%
dyad%arrangement.%However,%recently%several%novel%glutamine%de=amidase%enzymes%have%been%
uncovered,%suggesting%that%CNF1%instead%belongs%to%a%larger%super=family%that%has%evolved%
divergently%from%a%common%ancestor%(Washington%et#al.,%2013).%
%
1.2.4(3(CNF1(homologues(and(biological(significance(%
Across%the%E.#coli%genus%there%are%a%variety%of%strains%encoding%homologues%of%CNF1.%For%
example,%CNF2%is%a%close%homologue%with%85% %sequence%similarity%and%is%produced%by%entero=
pathogenic%E.#coli%(Oswold%et#al.,%1994).%CNF3%is%another%close%homologue%produced%by%
necrotoxigenic%E.#coli,%which%displays%70% %sequence%similarity%(Orden%et#al.,%2007).%This%group%
of%closely%related%homologues%also%extends%further%than%the%E.#coli%genus.%For%example,%
Yersinia.#Pseudotuberculosis%the%causative%agent%of%Far%East%scarlet=like%fever%(a%disease%closely%
resembling%tuberculosis)%produces%a%homologue%with%61% %sequence%similarity%called%CNFY%
(Lockman%et#al.,%2002).%The%final%functional%homologue%of%CNF1,%sharing%40% %sequence%
similarity,%is%Dermonecrotic%toxin%(DNT)%produced%by%Bordetella.#pertussis%(Masuda%et#al.,#
2000).%The%homologues%listed%above%all%target%glutamine%residues%in%small%GTPases.%
%
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Figure(1.2.4(–(C3CNF1(exhibits(a(catalytic(dyad(with(supporting(residues(located(on(both(sides(
of(the(central(β3sandwich.%C=CNF1%has%four%functionally%important%residues%(panel%A)%with%CYS%
866%and%HIS%881%forming%an%essential%catalytic%dyad,%which%is%supported%from%either%side%by%
TYR%962%and%VAL%833.%The%active%site%is%located%centrally,%with%key%residues%on%both%sides%of%the%
β=sandwich%and%CYS%866%located%on%a%loop.%Panel%B(displays%the%hydrogen%bonds%made%
between%the%catalytic%dyad%and%their%two%stabilising%residues.%HIS%881%is%stabilised%in%a%location%
to%co=ordinate%with%CYS%866%through%a%hydrogen%bond%between%the%imidazole%rings%Nε%and%the%
backbone%carbonyl%of%VAL%833.%The%catalytic%CYS%is%located%on%a%loop%and%stabilised%through%a%
hydrogen%bond%between%the%side%chain%carbonyl%of%TYR%962%with%backbone%amide%of%CYS%866.%
Diagram%constructed%in%Pymol%using%PDB:%H1Q0%(Buetow%et#al.,%2001).%%%
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Figure(1.2.5(–(Examination(of(the(active(site(cleft(of(C3CNF1.(It%has%previously%been%shown%
that%a%short,%10%amino%acid,%oligo=peptide%analogous%to%RhoA%can%be%de=amidated%by%C=CNF1.%
This%indicates%a%narrow%range%of%substrate%specificity;%which%is%borne%out%by%C=CNF1s%affinity%for%
multiple%small%GTPases.%Panel%A%displays%a%surface%mesh%model%of%C=CNF1%with%the%catalytic%
dyad%(CYS%866%and%HIS%881)%and%VAL%833%coloured%red.%Panel%B%is%the%same%view%of%C=CNF1%but%
with%the%surface%mesh%substituted%with%an%electrostatic%charge%diagram,%with%red%
corresponding%to%negative%charges%and%blue%relating%to%positive%charges.%This%diagram%
demonstrates%that%the%active%site%cleft%is%neutral,%but%flanked%by%positively%charged%ridges.%
Panel%C%displays%the%loops%surrounding%the%active%site%cleft,%mutagenesis%experiments%deleting%
each%loop%in%isolation%indicated%that%loops%8%(purple)%and%9%(orange)%are%involved%in%substrate%
recognition.%Diagram%constructed%in%Pymol%using%PDB%ID:%H1Q0%(Beutow%et#al.,%2001;%Buetow%
and%Ghosh,%2003).%%%%%%%((
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However,%not%all%of%these%examples%display%identical%affinity%for%all%three%of%the%small%GTPase%
substrates.%CNF3%binds%far%more%tightly%to%RhoA%(Stoll%et#al.,%2009),%whilst%CNF2%does%not%bind%
Rac%at%all%(Oswold%et#al.,%1994).%%%%%%%
De=regulation%of%the%small%GTPase%signalling%pathway%and%its%effect%on%E.#coli%pathogenesis%is%
presently%under%significant%scrutiny.%For%example%in%mouse%infection%models%ΔCNF1%knockouts%
display%reduced%colonisation%in%liver%and%bladder%cells%(Rippere=Lampe%et#al.,%2001).%It%was%later%
shown%that%CNF1%is%required%for%E.#coli%to%gain%access%to%the%uroepithelial%cells%(Doye%et#al.,%
2002)%(figure%1.2.6A),%via%a%mode%of%action%believed%to%mimic%pathogens%from%the%salmonella%
genus%(Galan%and%Zhou,%2000).%These%reports%suggest%that%CNF1%is%an%essential%virulence%factor%
for%the%promotion%of%host%invasion%at%endothelial%locations.%%
However,%this%mode%of%action%is%complicated%by%reports%of%de=amidated%RhoA%becoming%
ubiquitylated%in%host%cells,%triggering%degredation%of%RhoA%and%subsequent%de=regulation%of%its%
downstream%effectors%(Landraud%et#al.,%2004).%Therefore,%the%impact%of%CNF1%on%E.coli%
virulence%is%clearly%not%as%straightforward%as%had%previously%been%expected.%This%trend%is%
further%examined%in%a%variety%of%recent%publications,%with%CNF1%shown%to%be%involved%in%a%
multitude%of%non=uropathogenic%infections.%For%example,%CNF1%is%an%essential%virulence%factor%
in%the%K1%strain%of#E.coli,%where%along%with%Ferredoxin%it%promotes%invasion%of%the%endothelial%
cells%in%human%brains.%This%colonisation%of%the%brain%is%a%critical%stage%in%the%pathogens%
progression%to%the%central%nervous%system%and%the%eventual%development%of%E.#coli%mediated%
Meningitis%(Yu%and%Kim,%2010).%CNF1%is%clearly%an%extremely%versatile%virulence%factor%(figure%
1.2.7)%and%has%even%been%shown%to%have%a%role%in%the%onset%of%oncogenesis.%This%role%in%cancer%
is%due%to%the%downstream%disruption%of%mitosis,%where%CNF1%has%been%shown%to%increase%the%
occurrence%of%aneuploidy%and%multi=nucleation%in%infected%cells%(Malorni%and%Fiorentini,%2006).%
%
1.3.1(3(CheD(%
CheD%was%the%next%enzyme%to%be%characterised%with%a%tertiary%fold%and%suggested%catalytic%
mechanism%in%common%with%C=CNF1.%CheD%is%a%16%KDa%protein%that%unlike%C=CNF1%is%neither%a%
toxin%nor%particularly%isolated%phylogenetically,%as%it%is%present%in%most%Prokaryotes%as%an%
essential%component%in%the%chemotaxis%signalling%cascade.%The%latter%has%been%shown%by%a%lack%
of%motility%in%CheD%knockout%mutants%(figure%1.3.1)%(Kirby%et#al.,%2001).%CheD%primarily%
functions%through%modifying%the%receptors%responsible%for%sensing%environmental%stimuli,%but%
it%also%plays%a%role%in%regulating%the%downstream%effectors%that%mediate%flagella%rotation.%
%
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Figure(1.2.6(–(C3CNF1(has(a(role(in(E.coli(virulence(through(increased(invasiveness(and(
disruption(of(the(host(cell(cycle.(Panel%A%displays%a%transmission%electron%micrograph%of%E.#coli#
strain%UPEC%58A1%invading%804G%epithelial%bladder%cells.%The%pathogenic%UPEC%cells%are%treated%
with%10=10%M%C=CNF1%overnight%and%then%incubated%with%the%epithelial%cells%for%2%hours,%prior%to%
preparation%for%electron%microscopy%(Landraud%et#al.,%2004).%Panel%B(and%C%display%the%multi=
nucleation%commonly%exhibited%by%CNF1%infected%host%cells.%Panel%B%is%non=infected%control%
with%a%single%nucleus,%whereas%the%infected%cell%shown%in%panel%C%exhibits%4%nuclei%(Travaglione%
et#al.,%2008).%%%%
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Figure(1.2.7(–(Flow(chart(exploring(the(multifaceted(impact(of(CNF1(upon(E.coli(virulence.(
Constitutive%activation%and%downstream%deregulation%of%the%small%GTPase%enzymes%RhoA,%Rac%
and%Cdc42%has%been%shown%to%induce%cytoskeletal%stress.%However,%further%study%has%shown%
that%disruption%of%this%signalling%pathway%has%wide%spread%effects,%on%both%the%hosts%cell%
division%and%ability%to%resist%invasion.%The%observed%increase%in%E.#coli%invasion%is%directly%linked%
to%changes%made%to%the%host%cells%cytoskeleton%(highlighted%in%red).%Nevertheless,%C=CNF1%is%
also%hypothesised%to%play%a%role%in%oncogenesis,%due%to%the%tendency%of%infected%cells%to%exhibit%
multi=nucleation%and%aneuploidy%(highlighted%in%blue).%However,%there%is%also%a%third%route%of%
virulence%(highlighted%in%green),%which%involves%activating%the%AKT%and%IKK%signalling%cascade.%
This%pathway%leads%to%the%activation%of%nuclear%transcription%factor%NF=kB,%which%in%turn%up%
regulates%transcription%of%the%IL=8,%IL=9%and%TNFα%genes%involved%in%inflammation%and%Bcl2%a%
prominent%anti=apoptosis%effector.%These%unregulated%proteins%have%a%direct%influence%on%both%
of%the%previously%established%virulence%pathways%(indicated%with%dotted%green%arrows).%Figure%
adapted%from%diagrams%found%in%(Travaglione%et#al.,%2008;%Malorni%Fiorentini,%2006).%
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Figure(1.3.1(–(B.(subtilis(strains(with(defective(CheC3CheD(heterodimers(exhibit(reduced(
motility.(The%swarm%plate%assay%going%from%the%top%and%around%clockwise%shows%WT%B.#subtilis,%
a%ΔCheC%complement,%a%CheC%D149K%mutant%and%finally%a%ΔCheC%deletion.%The%6%o’clock%D149K%
mutation%in%CheC%is%located%at%the%CheD%binding%interface,%preventing%heterodimer%formation%
between%CheC%and%CheD.%The%swarms%at%6%and%9%o’clock%show%that%motility%in%the%two%strains%
with%in=active%CheC%are%reduced%by%~70% %in%comparison%to%the%wild%type,%suggesting%that%a%
CheC:%CheD%heterodimer%plays%an%essential%role%in%regulating%chemotaxis.%Image%taken%from%
(Chao%et#al.,%2006).%%((%
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1.3.2(3(CheD(function(
CheD%binds%to%both%methyl%accepting%chemotaxis%proteins%(MCP),%which%are%a%family%of%
transmembrane%receptor%proteins,%and%the%downstream%de=phosphorylase%CheC;%in%both%cases%
CheD%catalyses%the%site=specific%de=amidation%of%GLN%residues.%MCP%receptors%comprise%an%
intracellular%Histidine%kinase%domain%and%extracellular%signal%transducing%domain,%separated%by%
a%membrane=spanning%domain%made%up%of%4%α=helices%(Falke%and%Hazelbauer,%2001).%These%
MCP%receptors%and%their%downstream%effectors%mediate%chemotaxis,%a%critical%component%for%
virulence%in%most%pathogens%(Foynes%et#al,%2000).%%
The%feedback%system%mediating%chemotaxis,%is%well%characterised%(figure%1.3.2)%(Garrity%and%
Ordal,%1997;%Muff%and%Ordal,%2007).%It%is%initiated%by%methylation%of%the%extracellular%MCP%
domain,%in%response%to%stimuli%binding%(Kehry%et#al.,%1985).%This%excitation%is%transmitted%across%
the%transmembrane%portion%of%the%MCP%with%the%aid%of%CheD%(Rosario%et#al.,%1995),%triggering%
the%cytoplasmic%Histidine%kinase%CheA,%which%in%turn%phosphorylates%a%downstream%effector%
CheY.%The%active%phosphorylated%CheY%then%interacts%in%a%concentration%dependent%fashion%
with%FliM,%a%flagella%switch%protein%mediating%flagella%rotation%(Toker%and%Macnab,%1997).%This%
switch%is%crucial%as%the%mode%of%motility%observed%in%Prokaryotes%is%directly%related%to%the%
direction%their%flagella%are%rotating.%For%example,%in%B.#subtilis%clockwise%rotation%corresponds%
to%a%tumbling%motion,%whereas%counter=clockwise%rotation%is%associated%with%swimming%
movements.%The%stimulation%of%B.#subtilis%MCP%receptors%causes%the%flagella%to%rotate%in%a%
counter=clockwise%direction,%leading%to%a%swimming%movement%(Ordal%et#al.,%1993).%
A%critical%stage%in%this%cycle%relates%to%the%adaptation%of%the%signalling%cascade%from%an%active%
state,%into%a%stalled%but%sensitive%condition%ready%to%adapt%to%fresh%stimuli.%For%this%to%occur%the%
CheY=P%signal%requires%negating%and%the%cascade%being%returned%to%pre=excitation%levels.%In%
Prokaryotes%there%are%two%proteins%responsible%for%the%de=phosphorylation%of%active%CheY=P,%
FliY%a%constitutively%active%low%level%de=phosphorylase%and%CheC%a%more%efficient%enzyme%
requiring%activation%(Szurmant%et#al.,%2003).%CheC%has%previously%been%shown%to%form%
heterodimeric%complexes%with%CheD%(Rosario%and%Ordal,%1996)%leading%to%the%up%regulation%of%
CheC%(Szurmant%et#al.,%2004).%Further%studies%have%shown%that%this%dimerisation%with%CheD%is%
essential%to%activate%CheC’s%de=phosphorylase%activity%(Park%et#al.,%2004).%%
At%the%other%end%of%the%cycle,%CheD%has%also%been%shown%to%activate%the%initial%Histidine%kinase%
CheA%(Rosario%et#al.,%1995).%Therefore,%CheD%has%a%dual%role%in%both%the%production%of%active%
CheY=P%and%its%eventual%de=phosphorylation%and%deactivation%to%CheY.%This%suggests%that%it%
plays%a%regulatory%role%in%bacterial%chemotaxis,%moderating%the%MCP%receptors%sensitivity%to%
environmental%stimuli%(Saulmon%et#al.,%2004).%
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Figure(1.3.2(–(Regulation(of(chemotaxis(in(B.(subtilis.(The%mode%of%movement%in%bacteria%is%
determined%by%the%direction%its%flagella%rotate%clockwise%denoting%a%tumbling%pattern%and%
counter=clockwise%a%swimming%motion.%Initially%the%system%is%in%a%balanced%state%with%cells%
predominantly%tumbling.%The%protein%modulating%flagella%rotation%is%FliM,%which%is%activated%by%
increased%levels%of%CheY%in%its%active%phosphorylated%form.%CheY%is%phosphorylated%in%response%
to%MCP%receptors%interacting%with%external%stimuli,%activating%an%intracellular%MCP%domain%a%
Histidine%kinase%called%CheA.%The%balance%between%inactive%CheY%and%active%CheY=P%is%
mediated%by%a%de=phosphorylase%FliY.%Upon%stimulant%binding%and%MCP%excitation%(panel%B)%
CheA%phosphorylates%CheY.%CheY=P%then%interacts%with%FliM,%which%switches%the%flagella%to%
rotate%clockwise%yielding%a%swimming%motion.%Panel%C%displays%the%adaptation%required%to%reset%
the%MCP%so%it%can%react%to%new%stimuli.%Elevated%CheY=P%levels%lead%to%an%increased%affinity%of%
CheC%for%CheD,%which%in%turn%leads%CheD%to%dissociate%from%the%MCP%deactivating%the%receptor.%
Deactivation%of%both%the%MCP%and%CheA%stalls%the%production%of%fresh%CheY=P.%CheD%then%forms%
a%heterodimer%with%CheC,%activating%CheC%and%its%de=phosphorylase%activity,%which%along%with%
FliY%depletes%the%excess%CheY=P%back%to%pre%stimulus%levels.%Diagram%adapted%from%(Muff%and%
Ordal,%2007).%%%%%%(
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%1.3.3(3(CheD(structure%
CheD%is%a%16%KDa%protein,%the%first%structure%was%solved%using%recombinant%protein%from%T.#
maritima%in%complex%with%CheC,%a%22%KDa%protein%with%a%previously%determined%structure%(Park%
et#al.,%2004).%The%CheD=CheC%complex%was%solved%using%molecular%replacement%with%a%CheC%
exclusive%ensemble%(PDB%ID:%1XKR)%and%refined%to%a%resolution%of%2.5%Å%(Chao%et#al.,%2006).%%
CheD%shares%a%similar%tertiary%fold%with%C=CNF1%(figure%1.3.3),%composed%of%a%3%layered%α,%β,%β%
sandwich,%made%up%of%2%mixed%β%sheets%of%5%β%strands%respectively,%flanked%on%one%side%by%2%α%
helices.%The%active%site%cleft%is%located%towards%the%top%edge%of%the%central%β%sandwich%within%a%
shallow%cavity%(figure%1.3.4).%This%active%site%contains%a%CYS%27%–%HIS%44%catalytic%dyad%(figure%
1.3.5),%which%is%consistent%with%the%dyad%observed%in%C=CNF1.%However,%unlike%C=CNF1%there%is%
no%supportive%TYR%residue%below%the%essential%CYS,%despite%it%conserved%location%on%a%loop.%
There%is%also%a%difference%observed%in%the%pattern%of%hydrogen%bonds%made%to%the%Imidazole%
ring%of%the%catalytic%HIS%44.%In%C=CNF1%the%Nε%of%the%catalytic%HIS%forms%a%hydrogen%bond%with%a%
backbone%carbonyl,%whereas%in%CheD%an%equivalent%hydrogen%bond%is%formed%with%a%side%chain%
hydroxyl%supplied%by%THR%21%(Chao%et#al.,%2006).%The%cleft%in%CheD%is%also%far%shallower%than%
observed%in%C=CNF1,%explaining%how%subtle%conformational%changes%in%CheC%allow%it%to%become%
a%CheD%binding%partner.%%
This%structure%is%especially%relevant%as%it%shows%CheD%in%complex%with%one%of%its%binding%
partners.%CheD%across%both%its%binding%partners%interacts%with%a%consistent%consensus%
sequence,%composed%of%an%A/S%–%X(2)%–%Q/E%–%Q/E%–%X(2)%–%A/S%motif,%with%the%de=amidated%
GLN%consistently%followed%by%another%GLN%which%is%not%modified.%With%both%monomeric%and%
heterodimeric%structures%of%CheC%available.%It%has%been%shown%that%the%α%helical%CheD%binding%
interface%of%CheC,%is%modified%to%favour%interaction%by%mimicking%the%protrusion%of%small%ALA%or%
SER%residues%observed%at%the%MCP=CheD%binding%site%(Chao%et#al.,%2006).%Therefore,%CheD%
exhibits%multiple%substrate%specificity%through%site=specific%interaction%with%a%weak%consensus%
sequence,%a%trait%shared%with%C=CNF1%and%its%specificity%for%multiple%small%GTPases.%However,%
despite%similarities%at%an%active%site%and%tertiary%structure%level%C=CNF1%and%CheD%are%
sequentially%extremely%divergent%sharing%only%5% %sequence%similarity,%which%only%becomes%
apparent%after%structural%alignment.%The%observed%conservation%in%tertiary%fold,%partnered%with%
very%different%binding%partners%and%primary%sequences,%indicate%that%CheD%and%C=CNF1%have%
not%recently%split%from%a%common%ancestor.%
(((
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Figure(1.3.3(–(3D(representation(of(CheD.(CheD%is%a%small%16%KDa%protein,%mediating%MCP%
sensitivity%in%Prokaryotic%cells%and%is%located%exclusively%in%the%cytoplasm.%Like%C=CNF1%it%is%
composed%of%a%central%α,%β,%β%sandwich%composed%of%2%mixed%β%sheets.%However,%unlike%C=
CNF1%these%sheets%are%much%smaller,%each%composed%of%only%5%β%strands.%The%arrangement%of%
the%flexible%loops%also%differs%from%C=CNF1,%with%CheD%exhibiting%much%shorter%connective%
loops%apart%from%those%connecting%the%flanking%α%helices.%Diagram%constructed%in%Pymol%using%
PDB%ID:%2F9Z%(Chao%et#al.,%2006).%%%%
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Figure(1.3.4(–(Surface(model(of(the(CheD(active(site(cleft(in(comparison(with(C3CNF1.(CheD%
binds%to%both%MCP%receptors%and%CheC%via%the%same%active%site%cleft,%through%closely%matched%
recognition%sites.%Panel%A%is%a%surface%model%of%CheD%with%the%catalytic%dyad%(CYS%27%and%HIS%
44)%and%stabilising%THR%21%highlighted%in%red.%Panel%B%is%the%same%view%but%with%the%surface%
model%substituted%for%a%mesh%representation,%displaying%the%orientation%of%the%catalytic%
residues%relative%to%the%active%site%cleft.%Panels%C(and(D%are%electrostatic%charge%diagrams%of%
CheD%and%C=CNF1%respectively,%their%active%sites%are%highlighted%in%black,%with%red%portions%of%
the%surface%corresponding%to%negatively%charged%and%the%blue%positively%charged%regions.%This%
diagram%demonstrates%that%the%active%site%cleft%of%CheD%is%located%in%a%neutral%valley%
surrounded%on%either%side%by%positively%charged%regions,%a%trait%shared%with%C=CNF1.%Diagram%
constructed%in%Pymol%using%PDB%ID:%2F9Z%(Chao%et#al.,%2006).%%
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Figure(1.3.5(–(CheD(exhibits(a(similar(catalytic(dyad(to(C3CNF1.(Panel%A%displays%the%
characteristic%Glutamine%de=amidase%active%site%complete%with%CYS%=%HIS%dyad.%In%this%example%
the%dyad%is%located%towards%the%top%edge%of%the%central%β%sandwich,%which%highlights%the%small%
size%of%CheD.%Unlike%C=CNF1%the%catalytic%dyad%in%CheD%is%located%towards%the%N%terminal%with%
the%conserved%HIS%supported%through%hydrogen%bonding%with%a%side%chain%hydroxyl%supplied%by%
THR%21.%Panel%B%shows%a%top%down%view%of%the%active%site,%which%better%demonstrates%the%
direction%and%length%of%the%hydrogen%bonds%involved.%Diagram%constructed%in%Pymol%using%PDB%
ID:%2F9Z%(Chao%et#al.,%2006).%%
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1.4.1(3(Burkholderia(lethal(factor(1(–(BLF1((
BLF1%is%the%third%and%final%phenotypically%distinct%Glutamine%de=amidase%enzyme%to%have%been%
uncovered.%It%is%a%23%KDa%protein%and%the%first%toxin%to%be%characterised%from%the%pathogen%
Burkholderia#pseudomallei.#
#
1.4.2(3(B.(pseudomallei(a(growing(threat(
B.#pseudomallei%is%an%intracellular%(Ray%et#al.,%2009),%gram=negative%bacterium%and%the%
causative%agent%of%the%disease%Melioidosis%(Wiersinga%et#al.,%2006).%It%inhabits%a%wide%array%of%
habitats%ranging%from%moist%soil%through%to%surface%water%(Nandi%et#al.,%2010),%but%can%also%
survive%in%distilled%water%for%over%a%decade%(Aldhous,%2005).%It%is%Endemic%in%South%East%Asia%
and%Northern%Australia%(Dance,%2000),%where%natural%climates%are%humid%and%moist.%In%
Northern%Thailand%80% %of%all%4%year%old%children%test%serologically%positive%for%having%been%
exposed%to%B.#pseudomallei#(Kanaphun%et#al.,%1993).%Moreover%this%high%level%of%exposure%
within%a%human%population%is%further%confirmed%when%examining%the%American%veterans%of%the%
Vietnam%War,%with%all%225,%000%survivors%testing%positive%for%the%organism%(Howe%et#al.,%1971).%
As%a%result%of%its%startling%persistence%and%varied%natural%habitats%B.#pseudomallei%has%been%
classified%as%a%category%B%bio=warfare%agent%(Rotz%et#al.,%2002).%%
The%genome%of%B.#pseudomallei%is%composed%of%2%chromosomes%with%distinctive%evolutionary%
backgrounds.%The%large%chromosome%is%4.07%MBp%and%encodes%for%genes%involved%in%essential%
functions,%with%the%smaller%3.17%MBp%chromosome%encoding%a%variety%of%accessory%proteins%
including%virulence%factors%(Holden%et#al.,%2004).%%%%%
B.#pseudomallei%is%transmitted%by%cutaneous%contamination,%predominantly%through%either%
cuts%to%the%feet%or%via%inhalation%and%ingestion%of%infected%aerosols%or%particles.%However,%the%
organism%appears%to%favour%infection%via%inhalation,%as%the%rate%of%infection%increases%during%
the%wet%season%alongside%elevated%aerosol%production%(Kanaphun%et#al.,%1993).%It%also%can%
infect%tomato%plants,%suggesting%that%the%virulence%factors%responsible%for%host%cell%invasion%
and%pathogenicity%are%broad%range%(Lee%et#al.,%2010).%This%leaves%very%few%Eukaryotic%hosts%
where%B.#pseudomallei%is%unable%to%survive%and%propagate,%making%it%an%extremely%versatile%
pathogen.%%
%
#
#
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1.4.3(3(B.(pseudomallei(is(the(causative(agent(of(Melioidosis((
B.#pseudomallei%is%the%causative%agent%of%the%disease%Melioidosis.%The%name%Melioidosis%is%
derived%from%the%Greek%‘melis’%(distemper%of%asses)%and%‘eidos’%(resemblance),%the%disease%is%
often%termed%the%‘great%mimicker’%(Wiersinga%et#al.,%2006).%This%is%because%the%disease%exhibits%
a%wide%variety%of%symptoms,%which%make%diagnosis%and%treatment%extremely%challenging.%
Infections%are%commonly%misdiagnosed%as%Tuberculosis%(Vidyalakshmi%et#al.,%2008),%Typhoid%
fever,%Malaria%(Currie%et#al.,#2008)%or%even%Cancer%(Reechaipichitkul,%2004).%The%variety%of%
symptoms%required%for%B.#pseudomallei%to%resemble%such%a%wide%range%of%diseases%is%only%
possible%because%of%the%broad%suite%of%morphologies%the%organism%is%capable%of%adopting.%B.#
pseudomallei%cells%have%been%observed%adopting%1%of%7%morphologies,%each%corresponding%to%a%
different%pattern%of%virulence%(Stone%et#al.,%2007).%%
Melioidosis,%even%when%correctly%diagnosed,%is%difficult%to%cure%requiring%upwards%of%5%months%
treatment%with%a%cocktail%of%antibiotics%(Wuthiekanun%and%Peacock,%2006).%This%length%of%
treatment%is%necessary%because%of%drug%resistance%and%the%high%levels%of%anti=microbial%
compounds%secreted%by%the%pathogen%(Mima%and%Schweizer,%2010).%Patients%typically%display%
symptoms%within%1=2%weeks%of%infection%with%20=50% %of%infected%patients%not%surviving%the%
prescribed%treatment%(Wuthiekanun%and%Peacock,%2006).%Furthermore,%B.#pseudomallei%can%
also%enter%into%a%dormant%state%for%decades,%later%presenting%with%symptoms%in%an%
opportunistic%manner.%A%pertinent%example%is%an%US%citizen%who%served%in%Burma%and%Thailand%
during%WWII.%Before%returning%to%the%US%for%the%remainder%of%his%life,%who%62%years%after%initial%
contact%with%the%organism%contracted%Melioidosis%(Ngauy%et#al.,%2005).%%
Gaining%intra=cellular%access%to%the%host%is%a%crucial%component%of%B.#pseudomallei%virulence.%
The%pathogen%gains%entry%to%the%host%through%extensive%modification%of%its%actin%cytoskeleton,%
followed%by%arresting%its%cell%cycle%(Cui%et#al.,%2010).%Once%present%in%the%host%B.#pseudomallei%
secretes%a%selection%of%virulence%factors,%such%as%Superoxide%dismutase%C%an%enzyme%that%
protects%the%pathogen%from%host%super=oxides%(Lefebre%et#al.,%2001).%However,%the%vast%
majority%of%proteins%involved%in%pathogenesis%and%propagation%of%B.#pseudomallei%remain%
uncharacterised.%%
%
1.4.4(3(BLF1(the(first(characterised(lethal(toxin(from(B.(pseudomallei.(((((((((((((
BLF1%was%one%of%14%hypothetical%proteins%of%unknown%function,%which%had%been%identified%
through%proteome%comparison%between%pathogenic%B.#pseudomallei%and%a%non=pathogenic%
relative%B.#thailandensis,#as%possible%virulence%factors%(Wongtrakoonate%et#al.,%2007).%%
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The%toxin%was%identified%through%a%structural%genomics%project%and%comparison%with%structures%
of%known%function,%using%the%Dali=lite%server,%which%identified%it%as%a%structural%relative%of%C=
CNF1%(Cruz=Migoni%et#al.,%2011).%Like%C=CNF1,%BLF1%displays%site=specific%Glutamine%de=amidase%
activity.%However,%it%does%not%share%with%C=CNF1%an%affinity%for%GTPases.%Instead%BLF1%targets%
eukaryotic%initiation%factor%4a%(eIF4a),%which%plays%a%crucial%role%in%translation%(figure%1.4.1)%
(Hautbergue%et#al.,%2012).%eIF4a%is%a%RNA%helicase%that%melts%the%secondary%structures%present%
in%mRNA,%prior%to%translation%at%the%ribosome.%Knocking%out%eIF4a%results%in%extensive%
inhibition%of%protein%synthesis%in%human%cells%(Pause%et#al.,%1994).%The%inhibition%of%protein%
synthesis%is%further%compounded%by%the%stalled%mRNA%blocking%access%to%the%ribosome,%which%
prevents%it%from%interacting%with%non=initiation%dependent%mRNA%transcripts%(Hautbergue%et#
al.,%2012).%%
%
1.4.5(3(BLF1(structure(
BLF1%is%a%23%KDa%single%domain%protein,%the%structure%was%solved%via%X=ray%diffraction%utilising%a%
Se=MET%derivative%and%MAD%phase%solution%using%1.04%Å%resolution%diffraction%data%(Cruz=
Migoni%et#al.,%2011).%Its%tertiary%structure%comprises%the%now%characteristic%β%sandwich%(figure%
1.4.2).%Like%C=CNF1%before,%the%central%β%sandwich%in%BLF1%is%made%up%of%2%mixed%β%sheets%
flanked%on%either%side%by%α%helices,%with%these%central%β%strands%following%the%same%route%as%
the%C=CNF1%equivalent.%This%similarity%is%clearer%when%comparing%α%carbon%alignment%along%the%
peptide%backbone,%with%170%out%of%211%residues%in%BLF1%aligning%to%within%3.9%Å%RMSD%of%a%
corresponding%C=CNF1%position.%However,%despite%matching%closely%in%the%central%β%sandwich%
region%these%two%toxins%diverge%significantly%in%both%the%α%helical%and%loop%regions,%with%BLF1%
displaying%far%shorter%loops%and%α%helices%than%observed%in%C=CNF1.%%
The%active%site%cleft%in%BLF1%is%also%different%from%that%of%C=CNF1,%exhibiting%a%clearly%different%
electrostatic%layout%(figure%1.4.3).%Unlike%C=CNF1,%the%active%site%opening%in%BLF1%is%located%in%a%
shallow%negatively%charged%crater,%not%a%neutral%valley,%with%the%catalytic%residues%deeply%
buried.%Examination%of%the%BLF1%active%site%reveals%a%CYS%–%HIS%dyad%in%common%with%all%the%
previously%characterised%Glutamine%de=amidases%(figure%1.4.4).%CYS%94%is%the%essential%
nucleophile%position,%with%HIS%106%co=ordinating%its%orientation%and%TYR%164%supporting%it%from%
below,%with%THR%88%orienting%the%Nε%of%HIS%106%in%a%position%conserved%with%CheD%(Cruz=Migoni%
et#al.,%2011).%
%
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Figure(1.4.1(–(De3amidation(of(eIF4a(GLN(339(results(in(stalled(protein(synthesis(in(host(cells.(
B.#pseudomallei#is%an%intracellular%pathogen,%once%internalised%it%produces%a%selection%of%
secreted%virulence%factors%including%the%toxin%BLF1,%represented%with%red%triangles.%BLF1%
influences%initiation%dependent%translation%by%blocking%post=transcriptional%modification%of%
mRNA,%preventing%it%from%accessing%the%ribosome.%In%BLF1%infected%cells%transcription%occurs%as%
usual,%with%viable%folded%mRNA%exported%from%the%nucleus.%The%next%stage%is%translation%of%the%
mRNA%at%the%ribosome.%In%order%for%the%ribosome%to%process%the%mRNA%it%is%first%circularised,%
through%interactions%with%the%Poly=A%binding%protein%(PABP)%(red)%and%the%Eukaryotic%initiation%
factor%complex%at%the%mRNA%cap%(purple).%BLF1%de=amidates%Eukaryotic%initiation%factor%4a%
(eIF4a)%at%GLN%339,%a%position%mediating%the%initiation%factors%interaction%with%mRNA.%This%is%
crucial%because%eIF4a%is%a%helicase%enzyme,%responsible%for%unfolding%secondary%structures%in%
the%mRNA%allowing%it%to%enter%the%ribosome,%panel%A.%De=amidation%of%GLN%339%abolishes%this%
helicase%activity,%which%stalls%translation%by%irreversibly%binding%any%unprocessed%mRNA%at%the%
ribosome.%Cell%death%occurs%when%the%majority%of%ribosomes%have%been%de=activated,%as%shown%
in%panel%B.%Diagram%adapted%from%(Hautbergue%et#al.,%2012).%%
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Figure(1.4.2(–(3D(representation(of(BLF1.(BLF1%is%a%23%KDa%toxin%that%de=amidates%GLN%339%in%
the%mRNA%binding%region%of%eIF4a,%a%helicase%enzyme%and%component%of%the%Eukaryotic%
translation%initiation%factor%complex.%eIF4a%mediates%the%melting%of%secondary%structures%
present%in%mRNA%allowing%it%to%access%the%ribosome.%BLF1,%like%both%CheD%and%C=CNF1,%folds%
into%a%α,%β,%β%sandwich%with%the%central%β%stranded%region%composed%of%opposing%mixed%β%
sheets%made%up%of%5%and%4%β%strands%(left%to%right).%However,%unlike%either%C=CNF1%or%CheD%
there%also%is%a%second%β=stranded%region%located%on%the%right%flank,%best%displayed%in%panels%A%&%
B.%Diagram%constructed%in%Pymol%using%PDB%ID:%3TU8%(Cruz=Migoni%et#al.,%2011).%%%%%
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(
Figure(1.4.3(–(Surface(models(comparing(the(active(site(cleft(of(BLF1(with(C3CNF1.(Panel%A%is%
an%electrostatic%charge%diagram%of%BLF1,%with%the%active%site%cleft%denoted%by%a%dashed%black%
circle.%Alongside%this%is%the%corresponding%surface%mesh%representation%of%BLF1%in%red%with%THR%
88,%CYS%94%and%HIS%107%highlighted%in%blue.%Panel%B%displays%C=CNF1%in%the%same%fashion,%but%
with%the%surface%mesh%in%blue%and%the%active%site%residues%VAL%833,%CYS%866%and%HIS%881%
highlighted%in%red.%The%clearest%deviation%from%C=CNF1%is%the%shallow%active%site%cleft,%with%the%
catalytic%CYS%–%HIS%dyad%in%BLF1%buried%deeper%from%the%surface.%There%is%also%a%different%
distribution%of%charged%residues%surrounding%the%active%site;%with%C=CNF1%exhibiting%a%neutral%
valley%surrounded%by%a%positively%charged%ridge,%whereas%BLF1%is%surrounded%on%either%side%by%
positively%charged%regions%with%the%active%site%located%in%a%shallow%negatively%charged%crater.%
Diagram%produced%in%Pymol%using%PDB%ID:%1HQ0%and%3TU8%(Buetow%et#al.,%2001;%Cruz=Migoni%et#
al.,%2011).%
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Figure(1.4.4(–(BLF1(exhibits(a(characteristic(active(site(dyad,(which(aligns(strongly(with(C3
CNF1.(Panel%A%displays%the%active%site%of%BLF1%from%the%solvent%accessible%face,%whilst%panel%B%
shows%the%same%region%but%from%the%top%face.%Panel%C%zooms%into%the%active%site,%comparing%
the%alignment%of%catalytic%dyads%between%BLF1%(red)%and%C=CNF1%(blue).%BLF1%exhibits%a%
characteristic%Glutamine%de=amidase%catalytic%dyad,%located%centrally%in%the%toxins%primary%
sequence.%Like%C=CNF1%the%essential%CYS%is%located%on%a%loop%and%supported%from%underneath%
by%a%TYR%residue.%BLF1%deviates%from%C=CNF1%at%the%HIS%co=ordinating%component%of%the%active%
site,%with%THR%88%hydrogen%bonding%with%the%Nε%of%HIS%106.%However,%when%BLF1%and%C=CNF1%
are%aligned%along%their%central%β%sandwich%(panel%C),%the%active%site%dyad%and%its%relative%
location%in%the%overall%fold%are%clearly%conserved.%Diagram%produced%in%Pymol%using%PDB%ID:%
1HQ0%and%3TU8%(Buetow%et#al.,%2001;%Cruz=Migoni%et#al.,%2011).%%%
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1.4.6(3(BLF1(plays(an(important(role(in(B.(pseudomallei(virulence(and(future(treatments((((((
BLF1%was%the%first%toxin%isolated%from%B.#pseudomallei%capable%of%inciting%cell%death%in%vivo.%
When%administered%via%intra=peritoneal%injection%to%BalB/C%mice,%BLF1%is%lethal%within%14%days%
(Cruz=Migoni%et#al.,%2011).%BLF1%is%an%extremely%effective%agent%against%immune%response%cells,%
with%only%3%days%incubation%alongside%J774%Macrophage%cells%required%for%LD50%cell%death%(Cruz=
Migoni%et#al.,%2011).%It%has%also%been%calculated,%in%vivo,%that%a%single%molecule%of%BLF1%can%de=
amidate%approximately%700%eIF4a%molecules%per%minute,%stalling%the%activity%of%the%same%
number%of%ribosomes.%Different%cell%types%exhibit%varying%numbers%of%ribosomes,%but%at%a%rate%
of%700%de=activated%ribosomes%per%minute%even%the%most%densely%active%cells%will%reach%total%
ribosome%depletion%within%a%mater%of%hours%(Hautbergue%et#al.,%2012).%
BLF1%has%also%been%shown%to%play%a%role%in%pathogenesis%as%ΔBLF1%knockout%mutants%of%B.#
pseudomallei%are%100%fold%less%virulent%than%the%WT,%with%a%median%lethal%dose%of%1.26%x105%
colony%forming%units.%This%depreciation%of%virulence%in%the%ΔBLF1%strain%indicates%that%BLF1%is%
essential%for%B.#pseudomallei%virulence.%Furthermore%mutating%the%catalytic%residue%CYS%94,%
leads%to%significantly%reduced%toxicity%in%J774%macrophages%and%no%measured%toxicity%in%BalB/C%
mice,%confirming%its%importance.%However,%BLF1%when%incubated%with%a%3T3%Eukaryotic%cell%line%
does%not%display%toxicity%unless%the%BLF1%is%first%internalised%using%Bio=porters.%This%suggests%
that%BLF1%does%not%have%the%ability%to%independently%gain%entry%to%the%host,%without%being%
exported%from%intracellular%B.#pseudomallei#(Cruz=Migoni%et#al.,%2012).%Currently%BLF1%secretion%
is%not%well%understood.%%
Despite%not%understanding%how%the%pathogen%delivers%BLF1,%its%characterisation%has%the%
potential%to%influence%the%development%of%several%novel%therapies.%The%first%is%through%the%
design%of%small%molecule%rational%inhibitors,%analogous%to%eIF4a,%which%could%become%a%
preventative%drug%for%high=risk%candidates.%The%second%is%the%modification%of%BLF1%to%produce%
an%effective%vaccine;%the%C94S%mutant%for%example%is%not%lethal%and%could%be%made%safe%for%use.%
The%final%avenue%relates%to%cancer%treatment,%as%BLF1%could%be%targeted%specifically%to%cancer%
cells%where%it%would%act%against%protein%synthesis%(Malina%et#al.,%2011).%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
1.5.1(3(Elucidating(a(mechanism(for(Glutamine(de3amidation(through(comparison(with(
Papain.(
All%the%currently%characterised%glutamine%de=amidase%enzymes%exhibit%a%central%catalytic%CYS%–%
HIS%dyad.%This%core%component%of%their%catalytic%machinery%has%drawn%comparison%with%
another%family%of%enzymes%the%cysteine%proteases,%most%notably%Papain.%Papain%is%a%protease,%
! 29!
an%enzyme%that%cleaves%peptide%bonds.%This%cleavage%occurs%through%a%nucleophilic%attack%on%
the%protein%backbones%scissile%C=N%bond%via%an%essential%CYS%residue%(Brocklehurst%et#al.,%1988).%
Therefore,%Papain%shares%a%similar%target%bond%and%likely%chemical%mechanism%with%the%
Glutamine%de=amidases.%The%Papain%superfamily%has%been%shown%to%play%a%key%role%in%both%the%
immune%response%in%lyzosomes%(Amamoto%et#al.,%1984),%additionally%also%in%muscle%
degradation%(Gopalan%et#al.,%1986).%De=regulation%of%this%family%of%proteases%has%also%been%
linked%to%the%development%of%cancer%(Lah%et#al.,%1989)%and%muscular%dystrophy%(Gopalan%et#al.,%
1986).%Papain%was%one%of%the%earliest%proteins%to%be%studied%and%as%a%result%is%very%well%
characterised,%making%it%an%ideal%protein%to%model%glutamine%de=amidase%activity%upon.%%
(
1.5.2(3(Papain’s(structure((
The%first%papain%structure%was%solved%using%non=recombinant%protein%isolated%from%the%latex%
layer%of%papaya%fruit,%to%2.8%Å%resolution%(Drenth%et#al.,%1968).%However,%examination%of%the%
structure%at%an%even%higher%resolution%of%1.65%Å%(figure%1.5.1)%reveals%that%it%is%composed%of%
two%distinct%domains%separated%by%a%cleft%(Kamphuis%et#al.,%1984).%The%structure%of%papain%does%
not%closely%resemble%any%Glutamine%de=amidase,%with%the%only%structural%similarities%arising%at%
the%active%site%where%both%families%share%a%catalytic%CYS%–%HIS%dyad.%%%
Papain%contains%two%catalytic%residues%CYS%25%and%HIS%159,%which%are%located%facing%one%
another%from%across%the%domain%cleft.%The%sequential%distance%between%this%dyad%is%large,%with%
CYS%25%present%on%a%α%helix%at%the%N=terminal%domain%and%HIS%159%located%much%further%
downstream%on%a%β%strand%in%the%C=terminal%domain.%Both%residues%are%surface%accessible%and%
like%the%Glutamine%de=amidases%are%thought%to%form%a%thiol%–%imadizolate%ion%pair%through%a%
hydrogen%bond.%Figure%1.5.2,%displays%a%schematic%of%the%catalytic%dyad%in%Papain%and%its%
accessory%residues%GLN%19%and%ASN%175%interacting%with%a%peptide%substrate.%The%side%chain%
amide%nitrogen%of%GLN%19%forms%a%hydrogen%bond%with%the%carbonyl%moiety%of%the%peptide.%
This%peptide%carbonyl%also%interacts%with%the%main%chain%amide%of%CYS%25%to%produce%an%
oxyanion%hole.%This%interaction%is%involved%in%stabilising%reaction%intermediates%(Garavito%et#al.,%
1977),%with%Q19A%and%Q19S%mutants%displaying%a%~600%fold%reduction%in%activity%(Ménard%et#al.,%
1991).%ASN%175%forms%a%hydrogen%bond%with%HIS%159%between%its%Cγ%=%carbonyl%and%the%HIS%
residues%Nε.%This%interaction%permits%the%rotation%of%the%Imidazole%ring%along%the%Cβ%=%Cγ%bond,%
allowing%a%favourable%orientation%for%stabilisation%of%the%thiol%–%imadizolate%ion%pair%(Harrison%
et#al.,%1997).%An%important%step%in%peptide%cleavage%is%the%exchange%of%protons%between%the%
thiol%–%imadizolate%ion%pair,%with%this%exchange%believed%to%be%highly%dependent%on%the%
conformation%of%HIS%159%in%relation%to%CYS%25%(Rullmann%et#al.,%1989).%
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Figure(1.5.1(–(3D(representation(of(Papain(and(its(active(site(dyad.(Panels(A%and%B%show%the%
overall%tertiary%structure%of%Papain%from%two%perspectives,%with%panel%C%zooming%into%the%
active%site%where%the%catalytic%dyad%is%highlighted%in%red.%Papain%is%composed%of%a%single%
polypeptide%chain%divided%into%two%clear%domains,%separated%by%a%central%cleft.%The%N=terminal%
domain%to%the%right%hand%side%of%panels%A%and%B%and%is%composed%predominantly%of%α%helices.%
Whereas,%the%C=terminal%domain%on%the%left%hand%side%is%more%heavily%populated%by%β%strands.%
The%catalytic%dyad%of%Papain%comprises%a%CYS%25%–%HIS%159%dyad,%which%is%separated%by%the%
domain%cleft.%CYS%25%is%located%on%an%α%helix%and%HIS%159%on%a%β%sheet,%both%of%which%are%
solvent%accessible.%A%hydrogen%bond%interaction%forms%between%the%terminal%thiol%of%CYS%25%
and%the%Nδ%position%in%HIS%159.%Overall%Papain%(with%the%exception%of%the%active%site%dyad)%
shares%little%structural%or%sequential%similarity%to%the%Glutamine%de=amidases.%Diagram%
produced%in%Pymol%using%PDB%ID:%9PAP%(Kamphuis%et#al.,%1984).%(
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Figure(1.5.2(–(Schematic(representation(of(the(Papain(active(site(interacting(with(a(peptide.(
At%the%top%of%the%diagram%is%a%single%peptide%unit%(green)%interacting%with%Papain.%The%catalytic%
bonds%are%highlighted%in%blue%with%supportive%interactions%coloured%red.%Papain%has%4%active%
site%residues%responsible%for%first%binding%to%peptides%and%then%cleaving%the%scissile%C=N%peptide%
bond.%CYS%25%is%essential%supplying%the%nucleophilic%sulphur%atom,%which%when%oxidised%attacks%
the%scissile%bonds%carbon%atom%(2).%But%prior%to%this%reaction%HIS%159%orients%and%de=protonates%
CYS%25,%through%a%hydrogen%bond%(1)%between%the%Nδ%of%HIS%159%and%the%terminal%thiol%of%CYS%
25,%producing%an%active%Sulphur%ion.%Meanwhile,%ASN%175%as%an%accessory%residue%that%
supports%HIS%159%through%a%hydrogen%bond%between%its%side%chain%carbonyl%and%the%catalytic%
HIS%residues%spare%Nε.%This%interaction%permits%rotation%around%the%Cβ%–%Cγ%bond%in%HIS%159,%
facilitating%eventual%disassociation%from%CYS%25.%On%the%opposite%side%of%the%active%site%GLN%19%
together%with%CYS%25%form%an%oxyanion%hole,%with%both%residues%hydrogen%bonding%to%the%
peptides%carbonyl.%This%oxyanion%hole%is%thought%to%be%important%in%stabilising%the%tetrahedral%
transition%state%and%acyl%intermediates%of%the%reaction.%Diagram%adapted%from%a%figure%
published%in%(Harrison%et#al.,%1997).%%
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In%the%Glutamine%de=amidase%enzymes,%residues%VAL%833%and%THR%88%in%C=CNF1%and%BLF1%
respectively%are%thought%to%fill%analogous%roles%to%ASN%175%in%Papain.%However,%it%is%presently%
unclear%which%positions%in%the%Glutamine%de=amidase%enzymes%would%pair%with%the%catalytic%
CYS%to%form%an%oxyanion%hole%as%GLN%19%does%in%Papain.%%%
%
1.5.3(3(The(catalytic(mechanism(of(Papain%
The%protease%reaction%catalysed%by%Papain%is%driven%by%the%de=protonation%of%CYS%25%by%HIS%159%
oxidises%the%terminal%thiol%to%create%a%powerful%nucleophile.%This%de=protonation%is%driven%by%
differences%in%the%pKa%observed%between%the%two%domains.%HIS%159%is%located%on%the%C=
terminal%domain%and%held%at%an%ionising%pKa%of%8.5,%whilst%CYS%25%is%located%on%the%N=terminal%
domain%and%held%at%an%opposing%pKa%of%4%(Daggett%et#al.,%1991).%This%pKa%discrepancy%between%
the%two%domains%encourages%the%oxidation%of%CYS%25,%forming%the%reactive%Sulphur%ion.%The%
nucleophilic%sulphur%ion%then%attacks%the%peptide%backbones%carbonyl%carbon,%to%cleave%the%
scissile%peptide%bond.%This%attack%is%theorised%to%involve%HIS%159%either%ionising%the%substrate%
peptide%prior%to,%or%in%tandem%with,%the%nucleophilic%attack%of%CYS%25%to%form%a%stable%
tetrahedral%transition%state%(Arad%et#al.,%1990).%The%proton%provided%by%HIS%159%leads%to%the%
release%of%the%amino%terminal%of%the%polypeptide,%with%the%remaining%carbonyl%group%bonded%
to%the%CYS%residue%as%an%acyl%–%enzyme%intermediate.%This%acyl%group%is%then%released%through%a%
hydrolysis%reaction,%which%reduces%the%terminal%sulphur%returning%it%to%a%thiol%moiety%ready%for%
the%cycle%to%repeat.%The%catalytic%CYS%–%HIS%dyad%observed%in%the%Glutamine%de=amidase%
enzymes%is%currently%hypothesised%to%be%analogous%to%those%seen%in%Papain.%However,%there%is%
currently%no%evidence%for%this,%besides%the%dyads%structural%arrangement.%Having%examined%the%
catalytic%mechanism%of%Papain%a%hypothetical%mechanism%for%the%Glutamine%de=amidases%is%
described%in%figure%1.5.3.%%
(
1.6(3(Aims(and(objectives((
Presently%there%are%only%three%characterised%Glutamine%de=amidase%enzymes.%As%they%all%share%
a%catalytic%dyad%and%broad%tertiary%fold%in%common,%it%is%highly%probable%that%more%exist.%This%
thesis,%starting%with%the%following%Bio=informatics%chapter,%is%going%to%examine%the%methods%
and%challenges%involved%in%isolating%and%characterising%novel%members%from%this%super=family.%%
%
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Figure(1.5.3(–(Hypothetical(Glutamine(de3amidase(mechanism.%The%arrows%in%blue%denote%
individual%stages%with%the%arrows%in%red%indicating%the%movement%of%electrons.%The%above%
mechanism%is%modeled%on%the%Papain%family%of%Cysteine%proteases,%with%which%the%Glutamine%
de=amidase%enzymes%share%a%catalytic%dyad.%Papain%cleaves%peptide%bonds%by%attacking%C=N%
peptide%bonds%through%a%nucleophilic%Sulphur%ion,%later%forming%a%tetrahedral%transition%state%
and%finally%an%acyl%=%enzyme%intermediate.%This%hypothetical%mechanism%is%therefore%heavily%
dependant%upon%Glutamine%de=amidases%retaining%Papain’s%tetrahedral%reaction%mechanism,%
but%instead%targeting%a%side%chain%C=N%bond.%Glutamine%de=amidases%are%expected%to%initiate%
their%nucleophilic%attack%through%an%oxidised%CYS%residue,%interacting%with%the%target%GLN%side%
chains%δ=carboamide%leading%to%a%tetrahedral%intermediate.%This%nucleophilic%attack%is%coupled%
with%the%introduction%of%a%proton%(AH),%supplied%by%an%essential%HIS%residue,%allowing%the%
formation%of%a%carboxyl%moiety%at%the%previously%ionised%oxygen%resulting%in%an%Ammonium%
leaving%group.%This%leaves%an%acyl%–%enzyme%complex%that%is%broken%through%hydrolysis,%
reducing%CYS%25’s%terminal%Sulphur%and%releasing%the%substrate.%The%end%result%is%that%the%
substrate%Glutamine%side%chain%has%been%modified,%thus%mutating%this%position%into%a%Glutamic%
acid.%%
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The%specific%aims%of%this%study%were%to%identify%and%characterise%through%X=ray%crystallography%
and%a%variety%of%biophysical%techniques%a%selection%of%novel%Glutamine%de=amidase%enzymes.%
However,%up%till%this%point%none%of%the%currently%characterised%Glutamine%de=amidase%toxins%
have%been%examined%binding%with%either%their%substrates%or%suitable%analogues.%Therefore,%a%
secondary%aim%of%this%study%is%to%examine%in%more%detail%the%active%sites%of%these%enzymes%and%
how%they%may%catalyse%de=amidation,%through%co=crystallisation%with%either%their%natural%
substrates%or%analogous%oligo=peptides.%
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Chapter(2:(Bioinformatics(and(glutamine(de7amidase(target(selection(
(
The$following$chapter$is$going$to$introduce$bioinformatics$as$a$concept,$before$moving$onto$
the$programmes$used$to$identify$a$selection$of$glutamine$de9amidase$targets$to$be$examined$
as$part$of$a$small$scale$structural$genomics$project$(figure$2.1.1).$$$
(
2.1(–(Introduction(to(Bioinformatics(
(
Bioinformatics$is$the$science$of$collecting$and$analysing$complex$biological$data$such$as$
genetic$codes,$protein$sequences$and$folding$properties.$It$involves$the$production$of$
computer$programmes$that$aim$to$provide$meaningful$biological$information$from$easily$
obtainable$sequence$data.$Bioinformatics$has$been$made$possible$by$the$parallel$explosion$of$
both$computing$power$and$low$cost$sequencing.$There$are$now$full$genome$sequences$
available$for$a$vast$selection$of$model$microorganisms,$with$niche$organisms$added$
frequently.$This$wave$of$DNA$sequence$information$has,$largely$been$made$possible$by$the$
seminal$work$of$Fred$Sanger$(Sanger,$1977).$$
$
The$Sanger$approach$to$sequencing$can$broadly$be$divided$into$two$classes,$which$are$the$
shotgun$and$targeted$sequencing$methodologies$(Sanger,$1988).$Both$techniques$rely$heavily$
upon$the$production$of$amplified$template$material,$through$either$high$copy$number$
plasmids$or$the$Polymerase$chain$reaction$(PCR).$The$template$region$of$the$genome$is$then$
identified$through$thermal$‘cycle$sequencing’$similar$in$principle$to$PCR,$but$with$one$of$four$
differing$fluorescent$Deoxyribonucleotide$triphosphates$(dNTP)$incorporated$at$each$position.$
The$amplified$fluorescent$template$is$then$separated$by$gel$electrophoresis$and$passed$
through$a$capillary.$These$fluorescent$bases$mimic$standard$dNTPs$but$upon$excitation,$using$
lasers,$emit$a$distinct$wavelength$of$visible$light$that$can$be$recorded$(Swerdlow$and$
Gesteland.,$1990).$This$trace$of$fluorescence$allows$the$sequence$of$the$template$DNA$to$be$
read,$by$linking$the$peaks$observed$with$the$corresponding$nucleotide.$$
$
However,$compared$to$DNA$sequences,$polypeptide$chains$are$far$more$challenging$to$identify$
experimentally.$At$present$the$easiest$method$is$to$digest$the$protein$into$smaller$peptides$
(Steen$and$Mann.,$2004),$then$identify$the$fragments$via$electro9spray$Mass$spectroscopy$
(Fenn$et#al.,$1989).$Therefore,$a$far$easier$method$for$determining$protein$sequences$is$to$
translate$the$gene$which$encodes$them$using$the$standard$3$base$codons$(Matthaei$and$
Nirenberg.,$1962).$$
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Figure(2.1.1(–(Constructing(a(search(strategy.(This$chapter$will$introduce$the$concepts$of$
Bioinformatics$and$what$can$be$expected,$particularly$from$the$perspective$of$a$structural$
genomics$project.$Before$moving$onto$describe$the$range$of$software$available.$The$final$
portion$of$the$chapter$will$introduce$each$of$the$shortlisted$glutamine$de9amidase$targets,$
whilst$ranking$them$in$order$of$interest.$$$$
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2.2(–(Exploitable(gene(and(protein(characteristics((
(
Gene$sequences$for$the$most$part$are$directly$related$to$protein$sequences$across$most$
Prokaryotes,$which$means$these$sequences$can$be$used$to$predict$not$only$the$location$of$
genes$encoding$proteins$within$a$genome,$but$also$the$amino$acid$composition$of$the$resulting$
protein.$Therefore,$from$a$well9annotated$genome,$it$is$possible$to$assign$first$operons$and$
then$promoter$regions.$The$relative$promoter$strength,$along$with$any$information$regarding$
the$characterisation$of$other$genes$within$a$given$operon$can$provide$a$wealth$of$information$
regarding$a$candidate$proteins$function$and$importance.$It$is$also$possible$from$comparing$
sequences,$to$identify$proteins$that$share$a$common$evolutionary$ancestor$and$will$likely$
exhibit$similar$folding$patterns$and$functional$characteristics.$$
$
Knowledge$of$the$amino9acid$sequence$can$lead$directly$to$functional$identification.$This$is$
because$residue$composition$particularly$at$the$active$site$is$normally$conserved$to$a$varying$
degree$across$all$but$the$most$distantly$related$homologues.$Therefore,$functionally$related$
proteins$that$do$not$share$significant$global$sequence$similarity$can$usually$be$identified$
through$short$sequence$motifs,$which$account$for$the$active$site.$However,$codon$usage$is$
different$in$all$organisms$therefore$protein$sequences$can$also$be$used$to$reconstruct$genes$to$
become$more$suitable$for$over9expression$in$a$given$microorganism.$Finally,$primary$sequence$
information$can$also$be$used$to$attempt$prediction$of$its$secondary$structure$characteristics.$$(
(
2.3(–(Bioinformatics(software(encountered(in(this(thesis(
(
Bioinformatics$is$a$common$first$stage$in$many$structural$biology$projects,$used$both$to$
identify$potential$targets$but$also$to$search$for$homologues$that$can$be$utilised$as$search$
ensembles$in$Molecular$replacement.$However,$this$thesis$is$going$to$examine$a$case$where$
the$mainstay$methods$of$target$acquisition$were$not$capable$of$returning$high$confidence$
targets.$Necessitating$the$use$of$a$multi9faceted$search$strategy,$employing$multiple$
programmes,$to$uncover$a$selection$of$candidate$targets.$$$$
$
2.3.1(–(Gene(and(protein(sequence(homology(search(tool:(BLAST(
(
BLAST$is$the$most$popular$sequence$homology$search$engine,$it$is$hosted$on$the$NCBI$website$
and$aggregates$a$wide$variety$of$the$most$popular$sequence$databases.$BLAST$compares$an$
input$sequence$with$its$potential$homologues$via$a$substitution$matrix,$filtering$out$unlikely$
matches$based$on$sequence$identity.$It$is$composed$of$two$separate$algorithms,$run$one$after$
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the$other.$The$first$is$called$Gapped9BLAST$and$allows$for$significant$gaps$between$regions$of$
sequence$similarity,$to$account$for$insertions.$The$second$is$PSI9BLAST$that$takes$any$identified$
homologues$from$the$Gapped9BLAST$output$and$uses$them$to$create$a$more$accurate$
position9specific$substitution$matrix$(Altschul$et#al.,$1997).$$
$
BLAST$is$particularly$useful$because$it$incorporates$over$30$searching$options$(Jones$and$
Swindells.,$2002),$along$with$robust$statistics$quantifying$the$likelihood$of$the$observed$
similarities$occurring$at$random.$These$statistics$are$important$because$the$success$of$a$BLAST$
search$centres$on$correct$assumptions$being$made$during$the$construction$of$the$substitution$
matrix.$However,$BLAST$only$manipulates$sequence$information$it$makes$no$concessions$for$
either$the$function$or$fold$when$the$gene$product$has$been$characterised.$Therefore,$it$is$used$
predominantly$to$identify$close$homologues$for$comparative$studies.$$$$
$$$$$$(
2.3.2(–(Primary(sequence(functional(motif(search:(PATTINPROT(
(
PATTINPROT,$like$BLAST,$is$a$web9based$search$engine$(Combet$et#al.,$2000).$PATTINPROT$
takes$short$peptide$motifs$written$in$PROSITE$syntax,$searching$specified$sequence$databases$
to$find$any$proteins$that$share$the$query$pattern.$When$searching$for$proteins$based$on$
shared$function,$this$search$motif$often$corresponds$to$the$arrangement$of$conserved$amino$
acids$located$in$or$around$the$active$site.$Therefore,$it$is$an$essential$tool$when$searching$for$
either$distantly$or$functionally$related$proteins,$which$share$little$sequence$homology.$$
(
2.3.3(–(Tertiary(structure(homology(search(tool:(Dali7Lite((
(
Dali9Lite$is$a$tool$for$comparing$3D$models$with$the$vast$selection$of$solved$structures$on$the$
PDB$(Holm$et#al.,$2008).$Proteins$that$share$functional$characteristics,$but$share$little$sequence$
similarity$often$exhibit$similar$tertiary$folds.$This$is$because$structural$characteristics$tend$to$
be$more$stable$than$sequence$conservation$throughout$evolution$(Baker$and$Sali.,$2001).$As$a$
result$it$is$often$possible$to$piece$together$distantly$related$super9families$through$structure$
comparison,$which$would$not$have$been$matched$through$sequence$homology$searches.$Dali9
Lite$works$by$scanning$the$PDB$with$a$variety$of$filters,$the$heavy$computing$load$is$reduced$
by$combining$homologues$with$sequence$identities$over$90$%$into$batches$that$are$only$
searched$once.$Therefore,$Dali9Lite$is$an$essential$tool$for$analysing$proteins$of$unknown$
function,$as$structural$identification$can$often$lead$to$clues$regarding$a$proteins$function.$This$
is$the$basis$of$structural$genomics,$which$often$relies$on$the$produced$structures$exhibiting$
similarity$with$characterised$proteins,$to$help$in$assigning$a$function.$$$
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$2.3.4(–(Protein(secondary(structure(prediction:(PSI7PRED((
(
PSI9PRED$predicts$the$secondary$structure$components$of$a$query$protein,$based$on$its$amino$
acid$sequence$(Jones.,$1999).$It$incorporates$the$sequence$similarity$of$related$homologues$as$
an$integral$facet$of$the$prediction$using$two$feed$forward$neural$networks.$These$networks$
analyse$the$output$of$a$PSI9PRED$job,$constructing$a$position$specific$matrix$to$identify$
conserved$positions.$Therefore,$this$matrix$gives$an$estimated$probability$of$how$likely$it$is$
that$a$given$residue$will$be$located$in$that$position.$Using$this$information$portions$of$the$
sequence$can$then$be$identified$that$exhibit$similar$residue$types$consistently.$The$secondary$
structure$is$then$assigned$based$on$values$estimating$how$accessible$that$position$or$region$
will$be$to$the$surrounding$solvent;$allowing$for$assignment$of$either$an$α9helix$or$a$β9strand$
for$each$stretch$of$residues$(Benner$and$Gerloff.,$1991).$PSI9PRED$is$one$of$the$most$consistent$
secondary$structure$prediction$tools$available,$however$this$form$of$prediction$is$by$no$means$
biologically$accurate.$Therefore,$It$is$typically$used$to$profile$prospective$targets$based$on$
residue$distribution,$offering$no$information$regarding$the$queries$tertiary$fold.$$$$$
(
2.3.5(–(Threading:(PHYRE2(
(
PHYRE2$is$a$template$homology$tool$for$the$detection$of$homologues$with$known$3D$
structures.$PHYRE2$aggregates$PSI9BLAST$scoring$matrices$along$with$multiple$secondary$
structure$prediction$algorithms$to$identify$a$consistent$putative$folding$pattern.$It$then$
predicts$the$tertiary$structure$of$the$query,$based$on$mapping$the$fold$to$the$nearest$
homologues$determined$by$a$combination$of$sequence$homology$and$secondary$structure$
predictions$(Kelley$and$Sternberg,$2009).$It$is$particularly$useful$when$isolating$potential$
targets$with$poor$sequence$conservation,$which$exhibit$strong$structural$preservation.$$
(
2.4(–(Uncovering(novel(glutamine(de7amidases((
(
There$are$currently$three$phenotypically$unique$glutamine$de9amidase$enzymes$that$have$
been$characterised,$all$of$them$with$3D$structures.$They$are:$C9CNF1,$BLF1$and$CheD$(chapter$
1).$The$aim$of$this$project$is$to$uncover$additional$glutamine$de9amidase$enzymes$from$novel$
species,$to$expand$this$interesting$super9family.$All$three$enzymes$conserve$a$central$β9
sandwich$flanked$by$α9helices,$with$their$respective$active$sites$comprised$of$a$catalytic$CYS9
HIS$dyad.$$$
$
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However,$typical$search$strategies$involving$BLAST$and$PHYRE2$in$isolation$do$not$identify$
many$novel$targets,$just$analogues$from$closely$related$species.$What$is$especially$indicative$of$
the$challenge$faced$in$identifying$new$glutamine$de9amidase$enzymes;$is$that$neither$BLF1$nor$
C9CNF1$returns$one$another$in$PHYRE2,$despite$displaying$strong$structural$conservation.$
Therefore,$because$both$sequence$and$structural$template$homology$tools$are$unable$to$
identify$the$currently$characterised$enzymes,$it$is$unlikely$that$they$will$resolve$any$
sequentially$novel$distant$homologues.$$
$
PHYRE2$fails$to$identify$the$characterised$glutamine$de9amidase$proteins$because$they$share$
little$primary$sequence$similarity.$BLF1$and$C9CNF1$for$example$share$7%$sequence$
conservation,$which$is$barely$above$the$probable$5%$similarity$expected$between$two$
unrelated$proteins.$Therefore,$one$route$that$was$explored$to$identify$novel$glutamine$de9
amidase$proteins$was$to$produce$a$short$sequence$motif,$based$on$the$conserved$residues$
found$across$the$3$distantly$related$examples$available.$Sequence$alignments$based$on$the$
superposition$of$these$3D$molecules$along$their$active$sites,$are$shown$for$BLF1$and$C9CNF1$
(figure$2.4.2)$and$C9CNF1$and$CheD$(figure$2.4.3).$These$alignments$show$that$the$small$
portion$of$sequence$identity$conserved$across$all$three$enzymes,$is$clustered$in$or$around$the$
active$site$(figure$2.4.4).$$
$
2.5(–(Constructing(a(primary(sequence(search(motif((
(
Shown$below$are$the$conserved$positions$identified$near$to$the$active$site$across$both$BLF1$
and$C9CNF1$(figure$2.5.1):$$$
(
$
Figure(2.5.1(–(Sequence(conservation(across(the(toxin(glutamine(de7amidase(enzymes.((
There$are$no$other$positions$present$in$both$CNF1$and$BLF1$that$combine$these$two$enzymes$
considerable$structural$alignment$with$residue$conservation.$However,$within$this$conserved$
region$there$are$significant$sequence$insertions,$which$limit$the$resolving$power$of$any$
resultant$primary$sequence$motif.$The$red$numbers$correspond$to$the$gaps$between$
functional$residues,$highlighting$those$that$if$included$would$weaken$the$search$motif.$$
$
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Figure(2.4.2(–(Structure(based(sequence(alignment(of(BLF1(with(C7CNF1.(Panels$A$and$B$
display$a$superposition$of$C9CNF1$in$blue$with$BLF1$in$red.$The$central$β9sandwich$is$very$
closely$conserved$along$the$protein$backbone,$however$the$flanking$α9helices$are$not$aligned.$
Panel$C$is$a$structure9based$sequence$alignment$with$secondary$structure$indicated$above$the$
primary$sequence,$with$red$arrows$for$α9helices$and$blue$rectangles$for$β9strands.$This$
alignment$indicates$that$BLF1$and$C9CNF1$share$little$sequence$similarity$apart$from$at$the$
active$site,$highlighted$in$red.$Where$there$is$a$strong$L9S9G9C$motif$with$HIS$and$TYR$residues$
conserved$downstream.$Diagram$constructed$using$PDB$ID:$1HQ0$(Beutow$et#al.,$2001),$PDB$
ID:$3TU8$(Migoni9Cruz$et#al.,$2011)$and$DaliLite$(Holm$and$Rosenström,$2010).$$$$$$
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Figure(2.4.3(–(Structure(based(sequence(alignment(of(CheD(with(C7CNF1.(Panels$A$and$B$
display$a$superposition$of$C9CNF1$in$blue$with$CheD$in$orange.$The$central$β9sandwich$is$
conserved.$However,$the$flanking$α9helices$on$the$right$hand$side$of$C9CNF1$are$not$present$in$
CheD.$Panel$C$is$a$structure9based$sequence$alignment$with$conserved$secondary$structure$
features$indicated$above$the$primary$sequence,$with$red$arrows$for$α9helices$and$blue$
rectangles$for$β9strands.$This$alignment$indicates$that$there$is$little$primary$sequence$
similarity$between$these$enzymes$apart$from$at$the$active$site$(red).$However,$close$
inspection$of$the$conserved$residues$reveals$that$the$central$LSGC$motif$has$been$exchanged$
for$an$LGSC$in$CheD.$Diagram$constructed$using$PDB$ID:$1HQ0$(Beutow$et#al.,$2001),$PDB$ID:$
2F9Z$(Chao$et#al.,$2006)$and$DaliLite$(Holm$and$Rosenström,$2010).$$$$$$
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Figure(2.4.4(–(Active(site(comparison(between(the(currently(characterised(glutamine(de7
amidase(enzymes.(Panel$A$displays$C9CNF1$in$blue$and$BLF1$in$red$aligned$along$the$
conserved$LSGC$motif,$the$active$site$residues$have$been$expanded$with$hydrogen$bonds$
displayed$by$dotted$lines.$These$two$structures$align$closely$in$the$active$site,$with$the$
catalytically$essential$CYS$–HIS$dyad$overlaying$closely.$The$key$difference$between$these$two$
structures,$is$where$the$other$residue$interacting$with$the$HIS$position$is$located.$In$C9CNF1$
VAL$833$occupies$this$position$and$is$located$higher$and$further$away$from$the$HIS,$when$
compared$to$THR$88$which$fulfils$this$role$in$BLF1.$Panel$B$displays$a$superposition$of$CheD$in$
orange$with$C9CNF1$in$blue.$CheD$does$not$match$with$C9CNF1$as$closely,$but$the$catalytic$
dyad$is$broadly$analogous.$Diagram$constructed$using$PDB$ID:$1HQ0$(Beutow$et#al.,$2001),$PDB$
ID:$3TU8$(Migoni9Cruz$et#al.,$2011),$PDB$ID:$2F9Z$(Chao$et#al.,$2006).$(
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With$several$of$the$conserved$locations$having$been$discounted,$what$is$left$behind$is$a$short$
motif$encompassing$the$conserved$loop$containing$the$nucleophilic$CYS,$along$with$the$other$
member$of$the$catalytic$dyad,$a$HIS$residue$located$on$an$adjacent$β9strand.$
$
Initial$search$motif:$LSGC(–(X((10,16)(–(H.$$
$
This$motif$is$strong,$with$PATTINPROT$returning$2500$hits$from$the$non9redundant$database$
using$these$terms.$However,$most$of$these$hits$belong$to$a$family$of$membrane$anchors$that$
also$incorporate$the$LSGC$motif$(which$the$above$search$motif$is$anchored$around)$at$their$N9
terminal$region.$The$key$issue$is$that$the$LSGC$motif$is$not$fully$conserved.$Homologues$of$
BLF1$have$been$identified$with$an$LAGC$motif$and$CheD$adopts$a$LGSC$pattern.$Therefore,$the$
conserved$locations$across$all$three$examples$would$be$better$represented$by$an$L7
[AGSTV](2)7C$motif.$Where$the$diverging$positions,$located$on$a$short$conserved$loop,$are$
limited$to$smaller$residues.$
$
When$this$new$pattern$is$incorporated$with$the$conserved$HIS$position,$the$search$motif$
becomes:$L7[AGSTV](2)7C7X(10,16)7H,$which$returns$>65,000$hits.$However,$this$is$a$very$large$
number$of$candidates$to$examine,$in$stark$contrast$to$the$previous$pattern,$necessitating$the$
production$of$a$more$discriminating$motif.$$
$
Whilst$the$primary$sequence$identities$exhibited$by$the$characterised$glutamine$de9amidases$
appear$almost$random,$the$structural$motif$surrounding$the$active$site$is$extremely$well$
conserved.$This$allows$assumptions$to$be$made$regarding$amino$acid$distribution,$particularly$
relating$to$solvent$accessibility$and$probable$secondary$structures.$The$sequence$alignments$
for$all$the$glutamine$de9amidases$are$shown$below$along$with$a$consensus$(figure$2.5.2):$
$
$
$$!
(
Figure(2.5.2(–(Residue(conservation(surrounding(the(active(site(across(the(glutamine(de7
amidase(super7family.(Structure$based$sequence$alignments$of$the$active$site$regions$of$all$
three$glutamine$de9amidase$enzymes,$show$several$regions$of$conserved$residue$type.$$$
   C-CNF1- TSGN-LSGC-TTIVAR----KV-H-TG 
     BLF1- FTYY-LSGC-KVFAGD----VW-H-ID 
   CheD- VTLG-LGSC-VAVCMR----MA-H-VM 
Consensus- BBBB-LBBC-XBHBHC----XH-H-BX  
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For$example,$the$catalytic$CYS$is$located$directly$after$a$β9strand$in$all$3$examples$and$the$
residue$distribution$for$the$4$positions$upstream$of$this$CYS$are$consistently$uncharged.$
However,$there$is$no$obvious$patch$of$residue$distribution$to$be$taken$advantage$of$directly$
after$the$catalytic$loop.$Until$the$HIS$member$of$the$catalytic$dyad,$which$across$all$these$
enzymes$is$flanked$on$either$side$by$first$a$hydrophobic$residue$and$then$a$buried$position.$
This$information$can$readily$be$used$to$strengthen$the$motif,$providing$specificity$towards$the$
expected$structure$without$discriminating$against$novel$examples$by$imposing$rigid$sequence$
requirements.$$
$
The$distribution$of$structurally$buried$residues$can$be$harnessed$to$adapt$the$previous$motif$
into:$$$
$
$
$
$
$
$
The$motif$above$results$in$>10,000$hits,$which$is$a$significantly$larger$pool$of$potential$targets$
than$the$initial$motif$but$far$more$manageable$than$the$accurate$but$weak$intermediate$motif.$$
$
2.6(–(Filtering(out(primary(sequence(targets((((
(
The$primary$sequence$motif$provides$a$list$of$>10,000$possible$targets$from$the$non9
redundant$database,$an$intimidating$number.$However,$a$large$proportion$of$these$hits$are$of$
known$function,$or$from$eukaryotic$organisms$that$would$potentially$require$more$advanced$
expression$systems$than$were$locally$available.$Therefore,$passing$forwards$only$the$hits$from$
unknown$or$hypothetical$proteins$produced$by$prokaryotic$organisms.$Whilst$also$
discriminating$based$on$the$location$of$the$search$motif$within$the$candidate$sequence,$
avoiding$hits$near$either$the$N$or$C$–$terminal$domain.$The$initially$large$target$list,$was$
reduced$to$just$over$300$hits.$
$
However,$300$candidate$glutamine$de9amidases$were$still$too$many$for$a$small9scale$structural$
genomics$project.$Therefore,$the$search$strategy$required$filters$to$highlight$5910$particularly$
interesting$examples.$This$was$achieved$through$a$combination$of$secondary$structure$
prediction$(PSI9PRED)$and$tertiary$fold$template$homology$(PHYRE2).$PHYRE2$proving$
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particularly$useful,$as$it$incorporates$a$batch$mode$where$up$to$20$sequences$can$be$run$as$a$
single$job.$All$300$target$sequences$were$tested$using$PHYRE2,$with$candidates$closely$related$
to$proteins$of$known$function$discarded.$These$filters$produce$a$target$list$of$15$proteins,$of$
unknown$function.$These$proteins$were$then$ranked$based$on$interest,$availability$of$the$
native$organism$and$the$likelihood$of$it$being$a$functional$glutamine$de9amidase.$Producing$a$
shortlist$of$5$targets$to$explore$via$a$small9scale$structural$genomics$project.$$
$
2.7(–(Selected(targets(and(priority(assignment((
(
The$five$targets$explored$in$this$section$are$the$closest$matches$found$using$the$search$
strategy$described$previously.$This$section$aims$to$convince$that$these$proteins$are$suitable$
candidates,$whilst$briefly$offering$a$background$into$the$organisms$that$produce$them.$$$
(
2.7.1(–(Hahella&chejuensis:(HCH_03101((
(
Hahella.#chejuensis$is$a$gram9negative$facultative$anaerobe$from$the$γ9proteobacteria$family,$
which$requires$NaCl$concentrations$over$2%$(w/v)$for$growth$(Lee$et#al.,$2001),$making$it$a$
moderate$halophile.$Its$genome$is$7.2$MBp$large$and$well$equipped$for$survival$in$an$ocean$
environment,$it$also$encodes$for$several$genes$expected$to$convey$pathogenic$activity,$via$
genomic$islands$containing$both$type$III$excretion$systems$and$putative$toxins$(Jeong$et#al.,$
2005).$16S$ribosomal$DNA$analysis,$indicates$that$the$Hahella#genus$is$distantly$related$to$the$
Pseudomonas$family.$H.#chejuensis#is$also$implicated$in$the$production$of$a$red$polysaccharide$
pigment,$implicated$in$the$destruction$of$harmful$algal$blooms,$through$the$lysis$of$the$
constituent$C.#polykrikaides$dinoflagellate$cells$(Kwon$et#al.,$2010).$$
$
The$candidate$is$annotated$as$a$hypothetical$protein,$labeled$HCH_03101.$It$is$234$residues$
long$and$shares$significant$sequence$similarity$with$BLF1$surrounding$the$toxins$active$site$
residues:$
$
$
Global$sequence$conservation$is$under$5%$between$HCH_03101$and$C9CNF1,$growing$to$9$%$
shared$with$BLF1,$when$compared$with$BLAST.$However,$all$the$identified$conservation$is$
located$within$the$active$site$region.$HCH_03101$fits$the$primary$sequence$motif$well,$
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exhibiting$a$conserved$central$LSGC$motif$along$with$nearby$THR$and$HIS$residues$in$
conserved$positions$of$the$sequence.$$
$
The$secondary$structure$prediction$(figure$2.7.1)$exhibits$a$largely$β9stranded$fold,$with$the$
LSGC$motif$correctly$assigned$to$a$loop$and$the$coordinating$residues$both$located$on$β9
strands.$There$are$however$large$stretches$of$un9assigned$sequence,$located$between$amino$
acids$1109135$and$1409172.$It$is$unlikely$that$both$these$regions$are$loops$that$long,$but$BLAST$
searches$on$both$regions$yield$no$similarity$to$domains$of$known$function.$$
(
PHYRE2$predicts$the$tertiary$structure$using$BLF1$as$the$template,$consequently$the$tertiary$
fold$exhibits$a$characteristic$central$β9sandwich.$However,$the$aforementioned$sequence$
conservation$at$the$active$site$with$BLF1$suggests$HCH_03101$may$be$a$distant$homologue$of$
the$toxin.$Nevertheless,$with$substantial$deviations$in$sequence$encountered$elsewhere$and$
what$appears$to$be$a$large$insertion$between$residues$1409175,$it$could$equally$be$expected$
to$exhibit$a$phenotypically$distinct$function.$Therefore,$HCH$03101$represents$a$high$priority$
target$for$expanding$the$Glutamine$de9amidase$super9family.$
(
2.7.2(–(Pseudomonas&putida:(PPUT_1063((
(
Pseudomonas#putida$is$a$gram$negative,$rod$shaped$bacterium$that$inhabits$soil$environments.$
It$was$the$first$microorganism$to$be$patented$and$is$of$particular$interest$for$its$commercial$
uses$in$the$bioremediation$of$oil$(Wackett$and$Gibson.,$1988).$An$undergraduate$project$
student$identified$PPUT$1063,$by$using$a$less$discriminating$search$strategy$integrated$into$an$
automatic$python$script.$Their$strategy$differed$from$the$one$presented,$in$that$it$did$not$
discriminate$based$on$the$distribution$of$charged$residues$surrounding$the$conserved$active$
site.$As$a$result$two$charged$residues,$within$what$was$previously$held$to$be$a$buried$region$of$
the$protein,$precede$the$conserved$LSGC$motif.$$$$$
$
The$candidate$protein$PPUT_1063$is$239$residues$long$and$does$not$conserve$any$significant$
patches$of$sequence$similarity$when$aligned$with$either$BLF1$or$C9CNF1$outside$of$the$
conserved$LSGC$motif.$However,$unlike$the$previous$candidate$HCH_03101,$PPUT_1063$lacks$a$
conserved$THR$or$VAL$residue$that$would$be$anticipated$to$interact$with$the$identified$
putative$HIS$of$the$catalytic$dyad.$Despite$this$reservation,$PPUT$1063$is$a$promising$target$
displaying$a$PSI9PRED$secondary$structure$prediction$(figure$2.7.2)$closely$resembling$the$
currently$characterised$glutamine$de9amidases.$
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Figure(2.7.1(–PSI7PRED(secondary(structure(prediction(of(HCH_03101.(The$PSI9PRED$
secondary$structure$prediction$for$HCH_03101$shows$that$the$LSGC$motif$is$centrally$located$
within$the$protein.$With$the$residues$highlighted$in$red$corresponding$to$the$putative$catalytic$
positions,$which$are$all$assigned$to$the$correct$secondary$structure$element.$However,$the$
distinguishing$feature$of$this$prediction$is$the$long$stretch$of$unassigned$residues$between$
positions$1409175,$with$the$sequence$offering$no$clues$regarding$the$regions$function$or$fold.$$
$
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Figure(2.7.2(–PSI7PRED(secondary(structure(prediction(of(PPUT_1063.(The$PSI9PRED$
secondary$structure$prediction$shows$that$PPUT_1063$is$likely$to$exhibit$a$predominantly$β9
stranded$fold.$The$conserved$residues$believed$to$make$up$the$active$site,$are$highlighted$in$
red.$$PPUT_1063$conserves$the$LSGC$motif,$seen$in$both$BLF1$and$C9CNF1,$which$is$located$
towards$the$centre$of$the$sequence$well$away$from$either$terminus.$The$putative$catalytic$
dyad$residues$CYS$118$and$HIS$131$are$also$located$on$the$anticipated$secondary$structure$
component.$$
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With$the$catalytic$residues$correctly$assigned$to$the$anticipated$secondary$structure$
components$and$a$predominantly$β9stranded$secondary$structure$overall.$$However,$the$
PHYRE2$tertiary$structure$prediction$fails$to$produce$a$sensible$model,$due$to$a$lack$of$suitable$
homology$models$to$base$the$model$on.$Therefore,$PPUT_1063$potentially$represents$either$a$
distantly$related$member$from$a$currently$known$protein$super9family,$or$is$from$a$novel$class$
of$uncharacterised$proteins.$$$
$
$2.7.3(–(Serratia&odorifera:(dermonecrotic(toxin((DNT)($
(
Serratia.#odorifera$is$a$gram$negative,$rod$shaped$facultative$anaerobic$member$of$the$
enterobacteria$family$(Grimont$et#al.,$1978).$It$is$an$opportunistic$pathogen$leading$
predominantly$to$urinary$or$respiratory$tract$infections$(Julie$et#al.,$2009).$Unlike,$the$
previously$described$targets$this$protein$has$been$assigned$to$the$CNF1$super9family$as$a$
dermonecrotic$toxin.$However,$this$S.#odourifera$DNT$is$a$much$smaller$protein$at$138$
residues$long,$than$the$previously$characterised$C9CNF1$at$194$residues.$With$Its$size$more$
closely$resembling$CheD$than$either$of$the$toxin$examples.$This$target$conforms$to$the$primary$
sequence$motif$with$the$exception$of$an$additional$upstream$HIS$residue$at$position$69,$
located$within$a$putative$buried$location.$
$
DNT$shows$significant$sequence$conservation$with$the$active$site$of$C9CNF1:$$$$$
$
$
DNT   39   NVIEIANGNCGVIGIRFHLGQLKSNNPLLIHGGALSGCTIAFAIKDDCFYAFHCGQS  95 
             |   |   |  ||   |       |  |  | |||||   | |    |  | |   
CNF1  110  SIIRVSNSARGANGIKIALEEVQEGKPVIITSGNLSGCTTIVARKEGYIYKVHTGTT  166$
$
$
Across$the$whole$protein$it$shares$15%$sequence$conservation$with$C9CNF1$and$5%$with$BLF1.$
Secondary$structure$predictions$show$that$S.#odourifera$DNT,$conforms$to$a$predominantly$β9
stranded$fold$(figure$2.7.3).$With$the$LSGC$motif$correctly$assigned$to$a$loop$with$the$
conserved$HIS$91$located$on$an$adjacent$β9strand.$Tertiary$structure$predictions$select$C9CNF1$
as$the$closest$homologue,$as$a$result$the$catalytic$dyad$is$arranged$as$expected.$However,$due$
to$its$shorter$primary$sequence$DNT$cannot$encode$for$the$full$central$β9sandwich$motif$
conserved$across$all$the$currently$characterised$glutamine$de9amidase$toxins$and$will$not$
include$the$flanking$α9helices$on$one$side.$These$differences$make$S.#odourifera$DNT$an$
interesting$proposition$for$structural$studies,$despite$strong$sequence$similarity$in$the$active$
site$likely$indicating$that$it$is$both$a$functional$and$structural$homologue$of$CNF1.$$
$
$
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Figure(2.7.3(–(PSI7PRED(secondary(structure(prediction(for(S.&odorifera(DNT.(The$PSI9PRED$
secondary$structure$prediction$for$S.#odourifera$DNT$is$shown$above,$with$the$putative$
catalytic$residues$highlighted$in$red.$The$secondary$structure$is$predicted$to$be$predominantly$
β9stranded.$However,$the$NTD$α9helix$observed$in$both$BLF1$and$C9CNF1$is$not$present.$The$
sequence$is$over$80$residues$shorter$than$the$previously$characterised$glutamine$de9amidase$
toxins,$more$closely$resembling$the$non9toxic$CheD.$Consequently$S.#odorifera$DNT$could$to$be$
result$of$a$gene$truncation$from$a$full9length$glutamine$de9amidase.$$
$
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2.7.4(–(Vibrio&splendidus:(VSII(1134((
(
Vibrio.#splendidus(is$a$gram$negative,$rod$shaped$member$of$the$gamma9proteobacteria$
family,$a$trait$that$appears$to$be$shared$across$all$the$candidate$proteins$identified.$Its$natural$
habitat$is$seawater$and$ocean$sediment,$where$it$requires$NaCl$concentrations$higher$than$
0.5M$to$grow$(Baumann$et#al.,$1980).$V.#splendidus(is$a$pathogenic$bacteria$capable$of$
infecting$marine$organisms$with$a$disease$called$vibrosis,$which$can$then$be$passed$onto$
humans$via$ingestion$presenting$with$symptoms$resembling$severe$food$poisoning$(Jensen$et#
al.,$2003).$Its$genome$is$composed$of$two$chromosomes$the$first$encodes$is$3.5$Mbp$large$and$
encodes$for$predominantly$essential$genes,$the$second$is$smaller$at$1.6$Mbp$and$encodes$
accessory$proteins.$$
$
VSII$1134$is$a$212$amino$acid$hypothetical$protein$that$shares$24%$sequence$similarity$with$
the$active$site$region$of$C9CNF1$shown$below:$
$
1134   69   LSSSAKALQCIHIPVSQFEQLKPESISKVTHYDSANFLVTTQLTGCTFAIRPGKGGGLEF  128 
             | ||     | |        ||  |                | |||  |   | |     
CNF1   114  VSNSARGANGIKIALEEVQEGKPVIIT------------SGNLSGCT-TIVARKEGYIYK  160 
 
 
1134   129  LHVQPNRDFDGAKIQQAIKKEFQV  152 
             |        |       ||   | 
CNF1   161  VHTGTTKSLAGFTSTTGVKKAVEV  184((((
$
However,$on$a$global$scale$VSII_1134$and$CNF1$only$share$9%$sequence$similarity$suggesting$
that$this$candidate$may$be$a$distant$homologue$of$CNF1.$Sequentially$the$major$deviation$
from$the$previously$characterised$glutamine$de9amidases$is$that$the$central$LSGC$motif$has$
been$substituted$for$a$LTGC$pattern.$
$
The$secondary$structure$prediction$(figure$2.7.4)$is$promising$with$significant$stretches$of$β9
sheet$and$two$distinct$α9helices.$The$coordinating$members$of$the$catalytic$triad$are$correctly$
arranged$on$β9strands$but$the$LTGC$motif$is$only$partially$contained$on$a$short$loop,$however$
these$encroaching$β9strands$are$predicted$with$low$confidence.$The$tertiary$structure$is$poorly$
defined$with$no$high$confidence$homology$template$identified.$However,$when$the$sequence$
is$folded$using$CNF1$as$a$template$despite$little$global$sequence$conservation$the$target$does$
fold$into$a$characteristic$glutamine$de9amidase$structure,$with$the$catalytic$residues$arranged$
as$a$triad.$VSII_1134$represents$the$most$likely$toxin$type$glutamine$de9amidase$to$add$to$the$
super9family$from$a$human$pathogen.$
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Figure(2.7.4(–(VSII_1134(PSI7PRED(secondary(structure(prediction$The$secondary$structure$
prediction$for$VSII_1134$is$shown$above,$with$the$catalytic$triad$highlighted$in$red.$VSII_1134$
is$expected$to$fold$into$a$predominantly$β9stranded$structure$with$two$α9helical$regions.$The$
central$motif$is$expressed$as$a$LTGC$motif$rather$than$a$LSGC,$with$the$local$buried$residue$
distribution$fitting$the$search$strategy.$$
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2.7.5(–(Pseudomonas&stutzeri:(PSTAA_2862((
(
Pseudomonas.#stutzeri$like$P.#putida$before,$is$a$gram$negative,$rod$shaped$soil$dwelling$
bacterium$capable$of$bioremediation.$However,$unlike$P.#putida$it$is$also$an$opportunistic$
pathogen,$which$has$previously$been$isolated$from$human$spinal$fluids$(Lalucat$et#al.,$2006).$
PSTAA_2862$is$a$low$confidence$target$displaying$significant$deviations,$from$the$anticipated$
search$filters.$It$also$exhibits$large$regions$of$high$confidence$α9helix,$with$the$HIS$component$
of$the$catalytic$dyad$located$on$one$(figure$2.7.5).$In$spite$of$these$predicted$deviations$the$
search$motif$fits$well$with$no$unexpected$charged$residues$in$putative$buried$positions.$
PSTAA_2862$shares$no$significant$sequence$similarity$with$any$previously$characterised$
proteins$and$as$a$result$all$template$homology$prediction$methods$yield$disordered$tertiary$
structures.$This$target$represents$a$low$chance$of$expanding$the$super9family$and$is$the$lowest$
priority$target$moving$onwards.$
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Figure(2.7.5(–(PSTAA_2862(PSI7PRED(secondary(structure(prediction.(The$secondary$structure$
prediction$for$PSTAA_2862$predicted$using$PSI9PRED,$shows$that$the$typical$LSGC$pattern$is$
not$conserved;$the$catalytic$CYS$is$instead$preceded$by$an$LAT$motif$highlighted$in$red.$
However,$despite$conserving$the$primary$sequence$motif$and$the$buried$residue$distribution,$
the$predicted$secondary$structure$is$predominantly$α9helical.$$$
$
$
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Chapter(3:(X,ray(crystallography(theory((
(
All#the#structures#represented#in#this#thesis#have#been#determined#with#data#obtained#from#X7
ray#diffraction#experiments.#Using#X7rays#to#resolve#atomic#detail#began#in#1895,#when#Wilhelm#
Röntgen#first#isolated#the#wavelengths#of#electro7magnetic#radiation#now#characterised#as#X7
rays.#Max#von#Laue#in#1912#showed#that#X7rays#could#be#diffracted#at#measurable#levels#
through#crystalline#samples#(Eckert,#2012).#However,#the#first#X7ray#structures#solved#were#of#
small#molecule#salts#such#as#NaCl#and#KCl#by#Lawrence#and#William#Bragg#in#1912#(Bragg,#
1913).#It#took#over#50#years#for#the#first#protein#structure#to#be#solved#in#the#form#of#
Myoglobin#(Kendrew#et#al.,#1958).#The#field#has#since#flourished#with#the#number#of#structures#
deposited#in#the#Protein#data#bank#(PDB)#currently#exceeding#100,000,#of#which#90,000#were#
solved#using#X7ray#crystallography.#This#chapter#is#going#to#detail#first#the#theory#and#methods#
involved#in#obtaining#crystalline#materials,#followed#by#the#collection#and#interpretation#of#X7
ray#diffraction#data#(figure#3.1.1).##
#
3:1(Protein(crystallisation(#
#
3.1.1(Bragg’s(law(
#
The#production#of#crystalline#samples#is#necessary#when#collecting#diffraction#data#using#X7
rays.#This#is#because#X7rays#with#their#high#energy,#short#wavelengths#(λ),#pass#through#most#
low7density#materials#without#interacting#with#them.#With#this#in#mind#Lawrence#Bragg’s#
greatest#contribution#to#X7ray#crystallography#was#his#insight#into#how#incident#X7rays#
constructively#interfere#with#one7another#provided#that#the#path#difference#between#rays#
reflected#from#successive#planes#are#equal#to#an#integral#of#their#λ#(figure#3.1.2)#(Bragg#and#
Bragg,#1913).#This#law#can#be#defined#by#the#following#equation:##
#
#
#
#
Equation(3.1.1(–(Bragg’s(law.#dhkl#is#the#distance#(Å)#between#separate#planes#within#a#crystal#
with#indices#h,#k#and#l;#θ#is#the#angle#at#which#the#incident#X7ray#strikes#the#plane;#n#is#an#
integer#and#λ#is#the#wavelength#of#the#incoming#X7ray.##
#
(
(
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Figure(3.1.1(–(Flow(diagram(outlining(the(methodology(of(an(X,ray(crystallography(
experiment.(X7ray#crystallography#experiments#predominantly#follow#a#standard#protocol.#First#
the#desired#recombinant#protein#is#purified;#this#pure#sample#is#then#placed#in#crystal#trials#to#
establish#a#set#of#parameters#that#will#allow#the#formation#of#single#crystals.#These#crystals#are#
then#tested#with#the#best#conditions#optimised#across#smaller#variations#in#hanging#drop#trials.#
In#most#cases#any#crystals#produced#were#tested#at#home#to#identify#well#diffracting#samples#
and#conditions,#with#the#top#examples#sent#on#to#a#synchrotron#to#collect#the#best#quality#data#
set#possible.#This#data#comprises#thousands#of#2D#images,#but#the#eventual#protein#model#will#
be#built#into#a#3D#electron#density#map.#Therefore,#the#2D#diffraction#patterns#require#
processing#to#produce#a#merged#dataset#from#which#a#model#can#be#built.#The#final#
experimental#hurdle#is#to#identify#the#phases#of#the#reflected#X7rays.#However,#the#initial#
experimental#phases#contain#significant#errors,#improved#upon#with#information#provided#by#a#
model#in#a#process#termed#refinement.#Refinement#is#an#iterative#process,#undertaken#until#
the#model#accounts#for#the#majority#of#the#information#provided#by#the#data.#The#final#stage#of#
the#process#is#to#validate#and#deposit#the#structure#in#the#PDB.#(
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Figure(3.1.2(–(Bragg’s(Law((,(Conditions(for(the(production(of(diffracted(X,rays.(When#a#
crystal#is#exposed#to#X7rays,#thousands#of#crystallographic#planes#interact#with#the#incident#X7
ray#beam.#In#order#for#these#scattered#X7rays#to#constructively#interfere#with#one#another,#thus#
allowing#measurement,#the#path#difference#between#the#scattered#beams#has#to#be#an#integer#
of#their#wavelength.#This#can#be#summarised#as:#nλ"="2d"sinθ.#The#principle#of#path#difference#
is#best#described#geometrically.#Using#the#diagram#above#the#incident#X7ray#interacts#with#
successive#planes#of#a#crystal,#separated#by#distance#d.#This#leads#to#a#path#difference#between#
the#two#reflections#of#2CB.#However,#if#a#right#angle#triangle#is#constructed#(red#line)#with#the#
hypotenuse#corresponding#to#the#d#and#with#the#angle#θ#positioned#at#point#A,#then#the#path#
difference#can#also#be#expressed#as#2d#sinθ.#(
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When#Bragg’s#law#is#not#satisfied#the#path#difference#of#the#reflected#X7rays#are#no#longer#in#
phase#and#will#interfere#with#one#another#destructively,#preventing#measurement.##
#
3.1.2(Protein(crystal(composition(#
(
The#most#prominent#interactions#commonly#found#within#the#crystal#lattice#are#hydrogen#
bonds,#formed#between#residue#side#chains#or#intermediate#water#molecules#and#van#der#
Waals#forces.#Protein#crystals#are#generally#smaller#and#more#fragile#than#those#encountered#
with#small#molecules.#This#is#because#the#crystal#contacts#made#between#the#constituent#
protein#molecules#are#small#in#both#number#and#size.###
#
3.1.3(Protein(crystal(growth(
#
A#common#crystallisation#experiment#is#the#vapour#diffusion#method.#Vapour#diffusion#works#
by#drawing#water#out#of#a#solution#containing#the#target#protein#mixed#with#buffering#and#
precipitant#components,#into#a#much#larger#reservoir#of#just#buffer#and#precipitant.#Reducing#
the#water#concentration#raises#both#the#protein#and#precipitant#concentrations#and#when#the#
rise#in#protein#concentration#reaches#super7saturation,#the#protein#molecules#in#certain#
conditions#are#pushed#towards#a#crystalline#state.##
(
3.1.4(Vapour(diffusion((
(
There#are#two#classic#examples#of#a#vapour#diffusion#experiment.#The#first#is#the#sitting#drop#
(figure#3.1.3A),#which#involves#placing#the#droplet#on#top#of#a#plastic#well#located#alongside#a#
precipitant#reservoir.#These#trials#are#typically#laid#down#robotically#96#drops#at#a#time#in#pre7
set#trials,#designed#to#elucidate#suitable#crystallisation#conditions,#termed#sparse#matrix#
screening.#The#second#type#of#trial#is#the#hanging#drop#(figure#3.1.3B),#which#adheres#the#
droplet#onto#a#siliconised#glass#slip#holding#it#above#the#precipitant#reservoir.#Hanging#drop#
trials#are#predominantly#used#to#optimise#established#growth#conditions#to#improve#both#their#
size#and#diffraction#properties.#Typically#vapour#diffusion#experiments#require#the#protein#to#
super7saturate#and#concentrate#into#the#spontaneous#nucleation#phase#where#crystals#will#
form.#From#this#point#onwards#protein#concentration#will#decrease#while#the#relative#
precipitant#concentration#increases,#this#imbalance#is#what#drives#crystal#growth#until#the#
protein#in#solution#has#been#depleted#(figure#3.1.4).###
#
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Figure(3.1.3(–(Vapour(diffusion(crystallisation(trials.(There#are#two#common#formats#of#
vapour#diffusion.#The#first#are#sitting#drop#experiments#with#pre#cast#plastic#trays#incorporating#
both#a#well#and#reservoir#as#shown#in#panel#A.#These#trays#commonly#accommodate#drop#sizes#
approaching#200#–#500#nl,#administered#by#robotics#and#sealed#with#a#layer#of#adhesive#tape.#
They#are#predominantly#used#as#part#of#a#sparse#matrix#screening#strategy.#However,#there#are#
several#drawbacks#to#sitting#drop#experiments,#relating#to#crystal#extraction#and#the#
irreversible#binding#of#some#proteins#to#the#plastic#trays.#The#second#form#of#vapour#diffusion#
involves#hanging#drops#shown#in#panel#B.#These#are#normally#laid#down#by#hand#taking#
considerably#longer#to#produce;#as#a#result#they#tend#to#be#reserved#for#optimisation#of#known#
conditions.#The#major#advantage#of#hanging#drop#trials#is#that#the#crystals#are#easier#to#extract.#
They#are#also#useful#in#scaling#up#the#size#of#crystals#with#much#larger#drops#and#different#
ratios#of#protein#to#mother#liquor#possible.
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Figure(3.1.4(–(Phase(diagram(for(a(successful(vapour(diffusion(experiment.(This#diagram#
shows#a#crystallisation#trial#with#an#initial#droplet#containing#1:1#ratios#of#protein#to#mother#
liquor.#The#initial#concentrations#of#protein#and#precipitant#are#represented#by#black#dotted#
lines#labeled#P/2#and#C/2#respectively.#The#driving#force#of#vapour#diffusion#is#the#precipitant,#
with#the#reservoir#dragging#water#away#from#the#droplet#bringing#it#into#equilibrium.#
Therefore,#it#is#important#that#the#P#and#C#values#(at#equilibrium)#correspond#to#an#intersection#
in#the#in7soluble#phase#where#spontaneous#nucleation#is#possible.#Once#nucleation#has#
occurred#the#crystal#will#grow,#with#growth#driven#by#the#protein:#precipitant#imbalance#in#the#
droplet#as#more#protein#is#incorporated#into#the#crystal.#Crystal#growth#generally#halts#when#
the#crystalline#protein#content#equals#that#of#the#initial#droplet#at#P/2.##
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However,#the#process#described#above#is#rarely#encountered#in#real#trials#(figure#3.1.5).#
Instead,#a#common#occurrence#is#clear#droplets,#where#the#protein#never#reaches#the#super7
saturation#point.#This#lack#of#nucleation#is#normally#due#to#insufficient#precipitant#
concentrations.#Another#alternative#is#the#formation#of#micro7crystals.#Typically#large#numbers#
of#small#crystals#occur#when#there#is#a#higher#precipitant#to#protein#ratio#at#the#point#of#
nucleation.#This#large#number#of#tiny#crystals#prevents#the#formation#of#larger#crystals#because#
the#total#protein#content#in#the#drop#has#been#depleted.#Nevertheless,#these#small#crystals#are#
useful#as#they#can#be#introduced#to#fresh#droplets,#adding#nucleation#sites#and#reducing#the#
precipitant#concentration#required#for#super7saturation.#Unfortunately,#crystal#growth#prior#to#
the#establishment#of#a#suitable#set#of#conditions#is#highly#unpredictable.#In#order#to#ascertain#
the#correct#conditions,#hundreds#of#trial#conditions#are#tested#prior#to#optimising#around#a#
smaller#selection#of#promising#hits.###
#
3.1.5(Protein(crystal(growth(defects#
#
Crystals#predominantly#grow#from#a#single#nucleation#point#with#each#new#unit#preferentially#
binding#onto#a#ledge,#step#or#gap#in#the#existing#lattice.#As#crystal#growth#progresses#the#supply#
of#homogenous#target#protein#decreases,#this#opens#the#door#for#contaminants#or#non7
homogenous#isoforms#of#the#target#protein#to#bind#onto#the#pre7existing#lattice.#However,#
there#is#also#a#small#chance#that#larger#debris#contained#within#the#crystallisation#condition#will#
act#as#a#nucleation#site,#becoming#incorporated#into#the#crystal#(figure#3.1.6).#These#defects#
lead#to#highly#mosaic#crystals,#which#can#limit#the#resolution#and#introduce#anisotropy.###
#
3.1.6(Cryogenic(crystallography((
(
When#exposed#to#X7rays#at#room#temperature#the#radiation#damage#incurred,#due#to#free#
radical#formation,#normally#prevents#collection#of#a#whole#dataset#from#a#single#crystal.#To#
circumvent#this#crystals#are#commonly#frozen#in#liquid#nitrogen#to#cryogenic#temperatures,#
immobilizing#the#damaging#free#radicals#and#prolonging#the#crystals#exposure#life,#by#a#factor#
of#70#(Nave#and#Garman,#2005).#Prior#to#freezing,#the#crystals#are#mounted#on#a#loop#along#
with#a#small#volume#of#mother#liquor.#However,#due#to#the#high#solvent#content#in#protein#
crystals#special#care#has#to#be#taken#when#freezing#them#to#avoid#Ice#crystals.#External#ice#
crystals#commonly#cause#the#crystal#to#shatter,#but#hidden#within#the#lattice#internal#ice#
crystals#can#introduce#or#amplify#mosaicity.##
#
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Figure(3.1.5(–(Phase(diagram(detailing(failed(vapour(diffusion(experiments.(The#most#
common#example#of#a#failed#crystal#trial#is#non7crystalline#precipitate,#which#occurs#when#
either#the#precipitant#or#protein#concentrations#are#so#high#that#the#phase#diagram#intersects#
in#the#thermodynamically#unstable#region,#highlighted#in#red.#Analysing#sparse#matrix#screens#
often#reveal#conditions#producing#clear#drops,#or#small#micro7crystals#unsuitable#for#use#in#
diffraction#experiments.#Clear#drops#are#usually#symptomatic#of#a#lack#of#precipitant,#with#the#
reaction#unable#to#reach#the#in7soluble#phase.#Whereas,#the#occurrence#of#micro7crystals#is#
due#to#nucleation#occurring#further#into#the#in7soluble#phase,#with#lots#of#tiny#crystals#forming,#
which#depletes#the#protein#content#of#the#drop.##
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Figure(3.1.6(–(Schematic(of(a(high(mosaicity(crystal(with(poor(lattice(formation(and(twinning.(
Panel#A#represents#a#highly#mosaic#crystal.#The#homogenous#target#protein#is#represented#in#
blue,#with#trace#impurities#in#red#and#green.#The#large#purple#block#is#debris#capable#of#forming#
a#preferential#nucleation#site.#Crystal#growth#rarely#occurs#along#planar#surfaces,#instead#
bonding#on#steps,#ledges#and#gaps#as#indicated#by#the#red#arrows.#This#allows#for#the#
integration#of#impurities#and#the#introduction#of#gaps#in#the#lattice,#where#the#integral#water#is#
far#more#flexible#than#a#lattice#component.#Another#major#defect#found#mostly#in#large#crystals#
is#off#centre#domains#highlighted#in#the#black#dashed#box.#These#factors#on#their#own#reduce#
the#quality#of#diffraction#and#together#will#totally#preclude#it.#Panel#B(shows#how#two#
independent#crystal#lattices#can#combine#and#appear#homogenous,#whilst#actually#being#out#of#
alignment,#this#is#termed#macroscopic#twinning.##
#
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To#avoid#ice#crystals#great#care#is#taken#to#match#the#mother#liquor#with#a#cryo7protectant#
composed#of#the#same#buffers#and#precipitants,#along#with#15730#%#(v/v)#cryo7protectant.#
Protectants#include#Ethylene#glycol,#Glycerol#or#even#low#molecular#weight#PEG#solutions#and#
are#soaked#into#the#crystal#for#approximately#10#seconds.#These#chemicals#displace#surface#
water#molecules,#without#disrupting#the#crystal#lattice,#refracting#X7rays#or#forming#crystalline#
structures#at#cryogenic#temperatures.#Prior#to#mounting#crystals,#cryo7protectants#are#tested#
by#looping#a#small#amount#without#a#crystal#and#testing#for#ice#formation#on#a#home#X7ray#
source.#There#are#two#ways#of#quenching#the#protected#samples#the#easiest#is#to#dip#them#
directly#into#a#static#store#of#liquid#nitrogen,#in#a#single#motion#to#rapidly#cross#the#warm#N2#gas#
above.#The#second#method#utilises#a#cryo7stream#freezing#the#crystals#with#a#continuous#
stream#of#100#K#nitrogen#gas.#The#frozen#crystals#are#then#stored#in#liquid#nitrogen#until#
required.##
#
3.1.7(Crystal(twinning((
(
Twinning#is#a#common#issue#in#protein#crystals,#often#yielding#diffraction#patterns#that#are#
difficult#to#interpret.#There#are#three#classes#of#twinning,#two#of#which#are#readily#identifiable#
with#a#final#subtle#type#that#is#far#harder#to#identify.##
(
The#first#category#is#macroscopic#twinning,#which#occurs#when#separate#crystals#grow#from#
independent#nucleation#events#coming#together#as#a#cluster.#This#is#usually#detectable#when#
observing#the#crystals#prior#to#looping#them,#however#with#flat#plates#or#thin#rod#shaped#
crystals#multiple#lattices#can#be#hard#to#identify.#Figure#3.1.7#displays#the#effects#of#
macroscopic#twinning#on#diffraction#patterns.#Macroscopic#twinning#is#generally#the#easiest#
form#to#identify,#due#to#low7resolution#spots#that#resemble#a#figure#of#eight#and#circular#
patterns#in#the#high7resolution#region#(figure#3.1.7C).#(
#
The#second#possibility#is#non7merohedral#twinning,#where#two#crystal#lattices#that#are#related#
along#a#shared#face#but#with#misaligned#lattices#form#together.#This#is#shown#in#figure#3.1.8A#
where#the#long#faces#of#each#lattice#are#the#same#but#one#has#been#turned#90#degrees#along#a#
single#axis.#Figure#3.1.8C#shows#how#the#combination#of#the#two#lattices#yields#high#intensity#
spots#at#symmetry#related#positions.#Crystals#with#this#defect#are#typically#hard#to#identify#
visually,#but#the#persistent#high#intensity#spots#are#recognisable#during#data#processing.#
#
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Figure(3.1.7(–(The(effects(of(macroscopic(twinning(and(mosaicity(on(diffraction(patterns.(
Macroscopic#twinning#occurs#when#two#crystal#clusters#combine#on#a#plane#without#a#common#
point#of#origin,#resulting#in#misaligned#lattices.#Panel#A#shows#independent#diffraction#patterns#
for#two#lattices#prior#to#combining#them#in#panel#B.#In#this#case#the#difference#between#the#
two#lattices#is#simply#a#rotation#along#a#central#axis,#which#is#easy#to#identify#at#the#point#of#
collecting#the#data.#In#large#crystals#constructed#from#multiple#smaller#domains#it#is#possible#to#
acquire#a#pattern#like#that#shown#in#panel#C,#where#multiple#misaligned#lattices#have#formed.#
The#reflections#in#this#case#typically#look#like#a#figure#of#eight#and#are#not#suitable#for#structure#
solution.##
#
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Figure(3.1.8(–(Non,merohedral(twinning.(The#two#lattices#depicted#in#panel#A#are#related#
along#one#face#but#oriented#apart#by#90o.(Panel#B#shows#each#lattices#individual#diffraction#
pattern#with#panel#C#combining#them#as#if#they#had#both#been#exposed.#In#this#case#processing#
software#will#struggle#to#assign#the#space#group,#whilst#still#taking#account#of#all#the#strongly#
diffracting#spots.#However,#occasionally#it#is#possible#to#isolate#a#higher#intensity#set#of#
reflections#that#correspond#to#a#single#lattice#from#the#combined#diffraction#patterns,#allowing#
non7merohedral#datasets#to#be#processed.####
#
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The#third#and#most#difficult#class#to#identify#is#the#merohedral#twin.#The#previously#discussed#
mosaic#issues#are#predominantly#the#result#of#small#misalignments,#but#crystal#domains#can#
also#grow#together#in#differing#orientations#(figure#3.1.9).#As#a#consequence#of#this#
arrangement#the#diffraction#patterns#are#indistinguishable#from#the#norm,#apart#from#high#
intensity#spots#in#regions#attributable#to#symmetry#related#positions#in#the#lattice.##
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Figure(3.1.9(–(Merohedral(orientation(of(crystal(lattices(within(a(cluster.#The#three#
crystallographic#domains#above#are#the#same#lattice#type#but#oriented#along#a#symmetry#axis#
in#opposite#directions,#without#a#common#related#plane.##
#
3.2(–(X,ray(diffraction(experiments(
(
3.2.1(X,ray(sources((
#
X7rays#are#electromagnetic#emissions#with#wavelengths#ranging#between#0.01#7#10#nm.#The#
emission#spectrum#of#X7rays#can#be#broadly#divided#into#two#groups;#hard#X7rays#with#low#
wavelengths#in#the#0.2#–#0.1#nm,#5+#keV#range#and#soft#X7rays#with#larger#wavelengths#and#
lower#corresponding#energies.#Macromolecular#experiments#typically#utilise#hard#X7rays#
because#the#wavelength#matches#the#length#between#two#covalently#bonded#carbon#atoms,#
allowing#for#the#resolution#of#individual#atoms#within#a#protein.##
180$o$
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3.2.2(X,ray(Production((#
#
X7rays#are#generated#using#vacuum#tubes,#through#the#bombardment#of#a#metal#anode#with#
high7energy#electrons#directed#by#an#electrical#current.#The#most#common#form#of#lab#X7ray#
source#is#a#rotating#anode#(figure#3.2.1).#X7ray#emission#from#a#metal#anode#is#typically#
characterised#by#a#spectrum#(figure#3.2.2A)#exhibiting#multiple#peaks.#These#differing#energies#
of#X7ray#emerge#because#the#incident#electrons#can#interact#with#the#anode#in#a#variety#of#
ways#(figure#3.2.2B).#The#resulting#emission#from#this#variable#bombardment#can#generate#
both#heat#and#Bremsstrahlung#radiation,#or#it#can#displace#an#inner#shell#electron#from#the#
anode.#This#displacement#leads#to#a#higher#shell#electron#filling#the#gap#in#the#inner#shell#and#
emitting#X7ray#radiation#(figure#3.2.2C).#Of#the#released#radiation#the#most#prominent#peak#is#
the#Kα,#this#is#because#the#energy#required#to#produce#Kα#radiation#is#much#smaller#than#Kβ#
(figure#3.2.2D).#Therefore,#the#emission#most#commonly#selected#for#diffraction#experiments#is#
the#high#intensity#Kα#peak.#####
#
3.2.4(Laboratory(based(X,ray(diffraction(apparatus#
(
The#aim#of#collecting#X7ray#diffraction#data#is#to#produce#a#set#of#consistently#measured#and#
indexed#intensities#for#as#many#unique#reflections#as#possible.#Figure#3.2.3#displays#a#typical#X7
ray#diffraction#setup#grouped#into#four#main#categories,#X7ray#generation#in#red#with#focusing#
in#blue,#detection#in#purple#and#crystal#manipulation#in#green.##
#
3.2.5(Producing(monochromatic(X,rays(with(collimators(and(focusing(mirrors#
(
The#first#challenge#for#a#diffraction#experiment#is#that#the#X7rays#emitted#from#a#copper#anode#
tube#cover#a#spectrum#of#differing#wavelengths.#In#order#to#discern#structural#information#from#
a#dataset#during#processing,#a#single#species#of#monochromatic#X7rays#is#required.#The#highest#
intensity#portion#of#the#spectrum#is#the#Kα#radiation#and#the#simplest#way#to#separate#them#is#
to#discriminate#by#wavelength.#Figure#2.2.2A#shows#the#broad#range#of#Kβ#and#Bremsstrahlung#
radiation#that#requires#filtering#away,#the#classic#method#for#achieving#this#is#through#a#crystal#
monochromator#(figure#3.2.4).#In#most#cases#a#silicon#crystal#monochromator#is#employed,#
which#only#diffracts#the#Kα#wavelengths.#This#smaller#range#of#wavelengths#is#then#filtered#
once#again#by#passage#through#a#precisely#oriented#collimator,#made#out#of#Nickel,#to#produce#
a#narrow#beam#of#X7rays.##
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Figure(3.2.1(–(Rotating(anode(X,ray(source.(Rotating#anode#vacuum#tubes#are#the#most#
common#laboratory#X7ray#source.#These#tubes#produce#X7rays#by#bombarding#an#anode#with#a#
steady#stream#of#electrons#emitted#from#a#cathode;#these#electrons#are#accelerated#towards#
the#anode#by#passing#a#large#electrical#current#between#the#two#electrodes.#A#magnetic#motor#
rotates#the#anode,#preventing#the#same#spot#from#being#continuously#bombarded.#
Consequently#rotating#anode#sources#are#capable#of#generating#more#flux#and#higher#energy#X7
rays#than#fixed#anode#counterparts;#this#is#because#they#dissipate#the#heat#generated#far#more#
efficiently.#
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Figure(3.2.2(–(X,ray(generation(at(the(atomic(level(and(the(characteristic(emission(spectra.(
Panel#A#displays#the#typical#radiation#emission#spectra#from#a#copper#anode#X7ray#tube;#with#
its#three#characteristic#peaks.#The#first#from#the#left#is#the#Bremsstrahlung#radiation#created#
when#the#incident#electrons#interact#with#the#copper#atoms#nuclei#and#are#deflected#away,#as#
shown#in#panel#B.#Copper#can#only#lose#electrons#from#its#M#or#L#electron#shells,#with#any#gap#
having#to#be#filled#from#the#K#shell,#shown#in#panel#C,#leading#to#the#characteristic#Kα#and#Kβ#
radiation#prominent#in#spectra#A.#In#all#X7ray#emission#spectra#the#lower#energy#M#shell#
radiation#Kβ#is#less#prevalent#than#Kα,#this#is#due#to#the#energy#requirement#to#fill#this#vacancy,#
illustrated#in#panel#D.####
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Figure(3.2.3(–(Laboratory(X,ray(diffraction(apparatus.(An#X7ray#diffractometer#has#four#key#
modules.#The#first#is#X7ray#generation#via#a#rotating#anode#tube.#The#optics#portion#then#
produces#and#focuses#a#monochromatic#beam,#covering#a#small#enough#area#that#the#radiation#
can#be#directed#at#the#sample.#The#third#fraction#of#the#equipment#manipulates#the#crystal#via#
a#goniostat#that#orients#the#crystal#and#a#cryo7stream#responsible#for#maintaining#cryogenic#
conditions.#The#final#stage#of#the#experiment#is#to#detect#and#record#the#diffracted#X7rays#using#
a#CCD#detector#on#a#moving#platform,#with#a#small#lead#beam#stop#preventing#the#powerful#
non7scattered#incident#beam#from#damaging#the#sensitive#detector.#
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Figure(3.2.4(–(Wavelength(filtering(and(beam(focusing(tools.(Panel#A#displays#how#Kα#X7rays#
suitable#for#diffraction#experiments#are#filtered#from#the#rest#of#the#emitted#radiation,#using#a#
crystal#monochromator#and#fine#tube#collimator.#
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Therefore,#to#achieve#smaller#beam#sizes#the#flux#of#the#initial#wide#beam#is#sacrificed,#which#is#
why#micro7focus#beams#are#only#possible#when#using#high#flux#synchrotron#light#sources.#
#
3.2.6(Manipulating(the(crystal(sample#
(
In#order#to#determine#the#structure#of#a#protein#it#is#necessary#to#collect#a#full#asymmetric#unit#
of#reciprocal#space,#accounting#for#the#unique#portion#of#the#diffraction#pattern.#This#requires#
the#crystal#be#placed#in#a#range#of#different#orientations#and#rotated#within#the#X7ray#beam.#
The#apparatus#responsible#for#this#is#called#a#goniostat#(figure#3.2.5).#
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Figure(3.2.5(–(Schematic(representation(of(a(goniostat.(The#primary#rotation#axis#on#which#
the#data#is#collected#is#φ,#the#motor#that#drives#this#motion#is#both#accurate#and#stable#to#
reduce#errors.#The#other#rotation#axes#are#responsible#for#orienting#the#crystal#into#the#X7ray#
beam.#The#bottom#axis#ω#is#not#routinely#required#with#the#θ#and#χ#axes#responsible#for#
orienting#the#crystal.#
#
A#convenient#method#of#determining#which#reflections#will#be#measurable#at#a#given#
orientation#of#the#crystal#is#an#Ewald#construction#(figure#3.2.6).#This#type#of#construct#is#useful#
for#determining#the#Miller#indices#of#the#exposed#crystal#and#informs#the#rotation#range#
required#to#collect#a#complete#dataset.##
φ
θ#
ω#
χ#
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Figure(3.2.6(–(Interpreting(2D(diffraction(patterns(using(an(Ewald(sphere(construct.(An#Ewald#
construct#describes#the#relationship#between#the#angle#and#path#of#the#scattered#X7rays#with#
the#unit#cell#of#the#crystal,#by#reconstructing#which#reflections#will#be#present#in#a#given#lattice#
orientation.#Panel#A#shows#how#using#the#detector#distance#as#a#guide#for#maximum#resolution#
a#2D#diffraction#pattern#can#be#used#to#place#the#spots#into#a#spherical#construct.#With#panel#B#
showing#how#the#Miller#indices#are#examined#by#integrating#multiple#images#encompassing#the#
whole#asymmetric#unit#into#a#single#construct#shown#to#the#right.#
#
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3.2.7(Detecting(the(diffracted(X,rays#
#
The#most#common#in#house#detector#type#is#the#charge7coupled#device#(CCD)#(figure#3.2.7).#
The#reflected#X7rays#interact#with#a#fine#phosphorous#screen,#which#generates#visible#light#
species#that#can#travel#down#a#fibre#optic#taper#leading#directly#onto#the#CCD#chip.#The#CCD#
then#detects#these#photons#through#the#generation#of#free#electrons#in#the#semi7conductor.#
This#portion#of#the#detector#is#fully#digital#resulting#in#much#shorter#scanning#and#storage#times#
than#analogue#image#plate#and#photographic#film#technologies.#
#
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Figure(3.2.7(–(Schematic(of(a(charge,coupled(device(coupled(with(a(semiconductor(chip.(CCD#
detectors#first#capture#the#diffracted#X7rays#and#then#convert#them#into#a#format#of#light#that#a#
semi7conductor#chip#can#accurately#measure.#Diffracted#X7rays#bombard#a#phosphorus#screen#
producing#visible#light,#which#is#passed#along#a#fibre#optic#taper#to#the#CCD#that#measures#the#
light#and#produces#a#digital#image#of#the#diffraction#pattern#directly#from#it.#
#
However,#Synchrotrons#are#currently#equipped#with#a#newer#technology#called#pixel#array#
detectors#(PAD),#which#incorporate#silicon#diodes#directly#bonded#to#a#complimentary#
semiconductor#with#the#reflected#X7rays#creating#a#measurable#electrical#charge.#This#removes#
the#need#for#separate#X7ray#capturing#and#detection#components,#reducing#the#noise#and#time#
required#to#expose#the#detector#then#store#the#image.#Resulting#in#shutter#less#operation#and#
reduced#noise,#which#is#well#suited#to#phasing#and#high7throughput#diffraction#experiments.#
(
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3.2.8(Synchrotron(light(sources(#
#
All#the#data#represented#in#this#thesis#were#collected#at#the#Diamond#light#source#Oxford,#UK.#A#
synchrotron#is#a#particle#accelerator,#with#the#electrons#orbiting#the#booster#and#storage#rings#
traveling#at#relativistic#speeds#measured#by#the#total#energy#input#in#electron#volts#(eV).#The#
electrons#are#generated#by#a#cathode#filament#at#90#KeV#and#accelerated#by#a#series#of#
magnets#to#100#MeV#by#a#linear#accelerator.#They#are#then#exposed#to#magnets#and#centrifugal#
forces#in#the#booster#ring#that#amplify#the#energy#of#the#beam#to#3#GeV,#which#is#maintained#in#
the#storage#loop#by#radio#frequency#generators.#This#storage#ring#is#not#a#perfect#circle#but#
instead#is#constructed#from#straight#sections#punctuated#by#46#bending#magnets#to#maintain#
the#beams#circular#orbit.#Experimental#stations#are#positioned#either#alongside#the#bending#
magnets#or#at#insertion#devices#located#on#the#straight#segments.#Macro7molecular#diffraction#
experiments#rely#on#X7rays#generated#by#insertion#devices#called#undulators,#which#vary#the#
distance#between#parallel#magnet#arrays#to#select#for#the#desired#wavelength#of#X7ray.#
Diamond#light#source#is#an#example#of#a#3rd#generation#synchrotron,#defined#by#its#constant#re7
charging#of#the#storage#ring#with#fresh#photons#(figure#3.2.8).#
#
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(
Figure(3.2.8(,(Top(down(view(of(a(synchrotron.(Synchrotrons#are#composed#of#4#key#portions#
the#electron#gun#that#supplies#the#photons#which#are#then#accelerated#and#maintained#at#
extremely#high#energies#in#the#booster#and#storage#rings#through#the#use#of#powerful#magnets.#
The#final#stage#is#the#experimental#beam#line#fed#by#an#insertion#device.##
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3.3.1(Wave(theory(and(how(X,ray(diffraction(can(yield(electron(density#
(
The#aim#of#the#diffraction#experiments#is#to#construct#a#map#of#electron#density#using#
information#derived#from#the#diffraction#patterns.#This#section#is#going#to#briefly#introduce#the#
key#equations#and#theory#involved#in#moving#from#2D#spots#onto#3D#density.##
#
The#diffraction#patterns#collected#and#their#corresponding#spots#represent#complicated#cosine#
/#sine#waves#for#each#reflected#X7ray.####
#
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(
Figure(3.3.1(,(A(2D(wave(can(be(described(using(three(terms.#The#phase#describes#the#point#
on#the#Y7axis#the#wave#originated#from.#The#amplitude,#how#far#up#the#Y7axis#the#peaks#and#
troughs#of#the#wave#extend#to.#The#wavelength#being#a#measure#of#the#frequency#of#the#wave.##
#
Two7dimensional#waves#can#also#be#described#via#an#equation:##
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
Equation(3.3.1(–(Simple(2D(wave(equation.#This#equation#describes#the#path#of#a#2D#wave#
with#a#given#point#on#the#x7axis#described#by#a#variable#angle#along#with#constant#constraints#
such#as#the#wavelength,#amplitude#and#phase.#
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A#diffracted#X7ray#can#be#treated#as#a#complicated#waveform,#which#is#described#by#taking#the#
terms#of#equation#3.3.1#and#applying#a#Fourier#transform.#This#is#done#by#integrating#multiple#
waves#as#described#by#the#previous#equation#into#the#following#equation:##
#
#
#
#
#
#
(
Equation(3.3.2(–(Complicated(2D(wave(equation.((
(
Experimental#diffraction#data#yields#information#relating#to#both#the#crystals#unit#cell#and#the#
measured#intensity#of#the#reflected#X7rays#scattered#from#a#given#location#in#the#crystal#lattice.#
This#intensity#value#is#directly#proportional#to#the#amplitude#of#a#wave#and#can#be#described#
with#the#following#equation:##
#
#
#
##
#
#
#
#
(
(
Equation(3.3.3(–(Measured(intensities(equation.#This#equation#relates#the#collected#intensities#
for#each#reflection#with#the#eventual#structure#factor#required#to#derive#electron#density.#The#
red#box#represents#the#intensity#measurement#produced#during#the#scaling#portion#of#
processing.#This#intensity#measurement#is#a#description#of#the#frequency#of#reflected#X7rays#
measured#from#a#single#point#in#the#lattice.#The#blue#box#contains#all#the#factors#derived#
empirically#from#data#obtained#during#the#indexing#and#integration#portions#of#processing,#
which#relate#to#the#unit#cell#and#Miller#indices#of#the#crystal.#The#final#green#box#represents#the#
structure#factor#for#each#unique#reflection,#which#is#expressed#as#a#complex#waveform#
(equation#3.3.4)#and#is#directly#related#to#the#amplitude#of#the#reflected#X7rays.##
#
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#
#
######
#
#
#
(
Equation(3.3.4(–(Structure(factor(equation.#The#structure#factor#is#a#complicated#function#
because#it#accounts#for#the#variable#scattering#potentials#of#atoms#from#different#species.#This#
scattering#is#factored#into#the#above#equation#in#the#red#box,#with#fj#corresponding#to#a#
scattering#value#and#j#contributing#the#amplitude#value#to#the#individual#atom#responsible.#
However,#this#scattering#is#not#just#influenced#by#a#single#atom#at#a#time,#but#by#all#the#atoms#
present#within#the#unit#cell.#Therefore,#the#location#of#atom#j#is#expressed#through#a#
coordinate#system#in#the#blue#box#in#both#real#and#reciprocal#space.##
#
The#end#result#of#a#diffraction#experiment#is#the#production#of#an#electron#density#map.#In#
order#to#produce#this#map#there#are#three#prerequisite#experimental#values,#the#unit#cell#
dimensions#and#for#each#reflected#X7ray#a#structure#factor#and#phase#measurement.##
##
!
(
(
(
(
Equation(3.3.5(–(Electron(density(equation.#The#red#box#is#the#end#result#of#an#electron#
density#calculation#given#in#Å3#for#a#given#3D#point#in#real#space,#as#defined#by#X,#Y#and#Z#axes.#
However,#what#this#is#describing#in#real#terms#is#the#frequency#of#reflected#X7rays,#which#is#
proportional#to#the#electrons#present#at#a#given#location.#The#blue#boxes#contain#components#
that#can#be#experimentally#derived#from#standard#diffraction#patterns#through#data#processing#
(section#3.3.2).#The#green#box#holds#the#phase#component,#which#is#not#determined#from#the#
diffraction#data#and#has#to#be#derived#from#separate#experiments#(section#3.3.4).##
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3.3.2(Processing(diffraction(patterns(into(usable(intensity(values((
(
The#purpose#of#processing#is#to#uncover#the#structure#factor#for#each#spot#on#a#diffraction#
pattern.#This#structure#factor#can#be#calculated#directly#from#the#measured#intensities#
(equation#3.3.3).#However,#the#only#data#available#to#elucidate#the#intensity#of#the#reflected#
rays#from#are;#the#collected#diffraction#images,#the#distance#parameters#for#the#detector#and#
goniostat,#along#with#the#incident#X7rays#wavelength.#There#are#three#stages#when#processing#
data#from#X7ray#crystallography#experiments,#indexing,#integration#and#scaling#(figure#3.3.2).#
The#measured#intensity#value#for#each#diffraction#spot#is#calculated#during#integration.#The#
other#components#of#the#structure#factor#equation#such#as#the#scale,#absorption,#Lorenz#and#
polarizing#factors#are#all#calculated#during#the#scaling#portion#of#processing,#using#unit#cell#
information#determined#during#the#first#stage#indexing.##
#
3.3.3(Indexing((
(
Indexing#is#the#process#of#taking#predetermined#goniostat#and#detector#parameters#and#
applying#them#to#the#observed#diffraction#spots.#It#is#used#to#determine#the#unit#cell#
dimensions,#Miller#indices#and#crystal#space#group.#Indexing#does#this#by#taking#each#
diffraction#image#and#identifying#the#spots,#before#assigning#them#their#Miller#indices.###
#
3.3.5(Integration((
#
Integration#is#where#the#intensity#of#each#identified#reflection#is#calculated.#It#takes#the#
indexed#spot#locations#and#Miller#indices#along#with#how#many#degrees#of#rotation#each#
reflection#persists#for,#termed#the#mosaic#spread,#and#assigns#an#intensity#value.#This#value#is#
calculated#by#counting#the#number#of#pixels#on#the#detector#influenced#by#the#reflection#and#is#
proportional#to#the#intensity#of#scattered#X7rays.#The#measured#Intensity#is#related#to#the#
atomic#arrangement#and#number#of#unit#cells#present#in#the#crystal,#therefore#larger#crystals#
tend#to#diffract#more#strongly.#The#primary#challenge#is#that#intensity#calculations#have#to#
account#for#any#background#radiation#or#noise#surrounding#the#diffraction#spots.#As#a#result#
reflections#with#low#intensity#are#hard#to#identify#from#the#background,#necessitating#the#
prediction#of#spots#from#unit#cell#and#space#group#parameters.##
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(
Figure(3.3.2(–(Flow(diagram(detailing(information(available(during(data(processing.(The#
diagram#above#details#the#information#available#at#each#stage#of#processing.#Indexing#provides#
the#unit#cell#dimensions#and#Miller#indices#of#the#crystal.#Integration#quantifies#intensity#values#
based#on#the#size#and#darkness#of#diffraction#spots#on#a#pattern,#in#relation#to#how#many#
degrees#they#persist#and#how#often#they#repeat#in#reciprocal#space.#Scaling#then#models#
empirically#unknown#values#related#to#the#unit#cell#dimensions#and#Miller#indices.#When#the#
outputs#of#scaling#and#integration#are#combined#it#is#possible#to#calculate#a#structure#factor.###
#
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3.3.6(Scaling((
#
Scaling#takes#the#measured#intensity#and#combines#it#with#knowledge#of#the#unit#cell#and#its#
symmetry#operators#to#calculate#a#structure#factor#for#each#reflection.#The#structure#factor#
equation#(equation#3.3.3)#incorporates#a#variety#of#correction#factors,#empirically#determined#
and#taken#into#account#along#with#a#unified#scale#value#for#the#whole#dataset.#The#absorption#
factor#models#the#reflecting#X7rays#passage#through#the#crystal.#The#Lorentz#factor#corrects#the#
angular#velocities#of#the#reflected#X7rays#from#an#Ewald#construct#(section#3.2.6).#The#
polarizing#factor#corrects#for#the#polarizing#effect#of#the#incident#X7ray#beam#and#is#a#measure#
of#how#intense#the#initial#X7ray#was.#All#of#the#above#values#are#modeling#using#data#brought#
forward#from#the#indexing#and#integration#stages,#refined#against#the#scaled#intensities.#This#
refinement#aims#to#normalize#these#values#until#they#return#intensities#for#symmetry#related#
spots#that#are#the#same.##
#
3.3.7(Quality(control((
(
The#most#convenient#opportunity#to#audit#the#quality#of#the#data#is#directly#after#scaling,#
where#a#standard#set#of#quality#control#indicators#are#calculated.#These#relate#to#one#of#three#
processing#functions,#the#merging#of#the#indexed#reflections,#signal#to#noise#and#completeness.##
#
Merging#statistics#are#prominent#when#assessing#data#quality#because#many#of#the#reflections#
are#measured#multiple#times.#The#first#figure#of#interest#is#the#number#of#unique#reflections#in#
comparison#to#the#total#number#of#reflections,#which#offers#a#gauge#of#data#redundancy.#The#
simplest#representation#of#this#is#the#linear#merging#R7value#or#Rmerge:#
#
######
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
Equation(3.3.6(–(Merging(statistic(Rmerge.(The(Rmerge#relates#the#number#of#redundant#
observations#(N)#of#a#single#reflection#(h),#to#the#measured#intensity#of#the#reflection#and#the#
average#intensity#(ī).##
Reﬂec%on(
Redundant(
observa%ons(
Average(Intensity(for(
each(reﬂec%on(
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Rmerge#values#tend#to#rise#along#with#resolution,#as#high7resolution#spots#normally#diffract#
weakly#introducing#larger#errors.#However,#the#Rmerge#does#not#take#into#account#the#inherent#
benefits#of#redundancy,#with#each#individual#reflections#contribution#a#function#of#the#
redundancy.#As#a#result#large#datasets,#such#as#those#from#phasing#experiments,#exhibit#larger#
Rmerge#values#than#those#from#smaller#native#datasets.(
##
To#correct#this#effect#a#more#accurate#representation#of#merging#quality#is#Rpim,#which#
incorporates#a#precision#factor#that#acknowledges#that#Intensity#measurements#are#more#
accurate#when#more#observations#have#been#taken.##
#
#
#
######
(
#
(
(
Equation(3.3.7(–(Merging(statistic(Rpim.#The#terms#are#the#same#as#for#the#linear#merging#
value,#but#an#additional#(1/N71)1/2#term#factors#redundancy#of#the#same#scattering#component#
in#the#reciprocal#lattice#into#the#calculation.#As#a#result#Rpim#declines#when#there#is#a#higher#
degree#of#redundancy.###
(
The#second#quality#determinant,#signal#to#noise,#is#expressed#by#the#term#I/σ(I):#
#
#
##
(
(
(
Equation(3.3.8(–(Signal(to(noise.(The#importance#of#this#value#differs#depending#on#the#
intended#purpose#of#the#data.#A#typical#high7resolution#dataset#for#model#building#involves#
software#that#weights#the#data#so#signal#to#noise#is#not#a#crucial#quality#determinant.#However,#
phasing#datasets#are#dependant#on#strong#signal#to#noise;#as#the#differences#being#measured#
are#small#values#between#much#larger#numbers.#(
#
Addi$onal)precision)
indica$ng)term)
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The#final#quality#determinant#is#the#completeness#statistic.#Completeness#equates#the#total#
unique#reflections#that#could#be#observed#at#a#given#resolution#range#to#the#anticipated#value.##(
#
3.3.8(Constructing(the(electron(density(map##
#
Unit#cell#information#and#structure#factors#are#the#most#prominent#values#derived#from#a#
diffraction#experiment,#however#they#do#not#encompass#all#the#terms#that#are#required#to#
solve#the#electron#density#equation#(equation#3.3.5).#The#remaining#unknown#term#is#the#
phase#of#the#reflected#X7rays#and#phase#information#cannot#be#recovered#from#native#
diffraction#patterns.#This#is#important,#as#the#phase#is#not#a#trivial#value.#It#contributes#more#to#
the#appearance#of#an#electron#density#map#than#the#measured#amplitudes#(figure#3.3.3).#
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Figure(3.3.3(–(Relative(importance(of(phase(and(amplitude(values(in(image(reconstruction.(
Panel#A#and#B#are#representative#of#Bill#Clinton#and#Hillary#Clinton#phases#and#amplitudes#
respectively.#Panel#C#however#is#a#combination#of#Bill’s#amplitudes#with#Hillary’s#phases.#The#
predominant#image#taken#away#from#panel#C#is#that#of#Hillary,#this#is#because#the#phases#of#the#
reflected#X7ray#beams#provide#more#information#in#the#electron#density#equation#than#
structure#factors.#(Diagram#modified#from#a#lecture#series#presented#by#Lindsay#Sawyer)#
A" B"
C"
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3.4(Phasing(experiments((
(
The#phase#of#a#wave#shares#no#formal#relationship#with#its#amplitude.#Therefore,#all#phasing#
experiments#involve#measuring#the#difference#between#native#reflections#and#a#subset#of#
reflections#behaving#differently.#There#are#three#mainstream#methods#for#estimating#the#
phase,#which#are#covered#in#historical#order.#
#
3.4.1(Isomorphous(replacement((
#
Isomorphous#replacement#(IR)#was#the#earliest#method#of#dealing#with#the#phase#problem#
(Perutz,#1954).#IR#relies#upon#incorporation#of#a#heavy#metal#compound#within#the#crystal#
lattice#through#either#displacement#of,#or#interaction#with#an#amino#acid#side#chain.#The#
technique#is#extremely#flexible#as#any#native#crystal#can#be#soaked#and#incorporation#of#heavy#
metals#is#not#uncommon.#However,#there#are#considerable#issues#with#crystal#isomorphism,#
because#the#crystals#space7group#and#unit#cell#dimensions#have#to#be#retained#to#accurately#
differentiate#between#the#native#and#derivative#samples.#Heavy#atoms#are#used#because#they#
contain#significantly#more#electrons,#which#contribute#more#to#the#diffraction#pattern#and#are#
easily#identified#and#measured.#It#was#estimated#by#Watson#Crick#in#1956#that#1#incorporated#
atom#of#Mercury#in#a#protein#of#1000#atoms#would#elicit#a#25%#change#in#measured#intensity.#
As#a#result#most#proteins#only#require#a#single#heavy#atom#to#bind#consistently#within#the#
asymmetric#unit#to#phase#the#entire#molecule.##
#
There#are#two#IR#formats#employed#to#solve#the#phase#problem.#The#easiest#to#prepare#for#is#
single#Isomorphous#replacement#(SIR),#where#a#single#heavy#atom#type#is#incorporated#(figure#
3.4.1).#However,#an#alternative#to#SIR#is#multiple#Isomorphous#replacement#(MIR),#which#
employs#multiple#independent#heavy#atom#derivatives#to#simplify#phase#calculation#(figure#
3.4.3).##
#
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Figure(3.4.1((,(Argand(plot(from(a(typical(SIR(experiment.(Heavy#atoms#exhibit#different#
intensity#values#than#native#reflections.#Black#and#teal#lines#represent#structure#factors#
calculated#from#these#intensities#for#the#native#and#derivative#reflections#respectively.#The#
isomorphous#difference#between#the#two#structure#factors#is#represented#by#the#red#|Fh|#
term.#Using#the#isomorphous#difference#it#is#possible#to#determine#a#phase#difference#termed#
αh,#accounting#for#the#heavy#atom.#|Fh|#is#then#used#to#determine#the#heavy#atom(s)#location#
in#the#reciprocal#lattice#and#in#turn#real#space.#This#XYZ#interpretation#permits#reverse#
calculation#of#the#derivative#phase,#through#refinement#of#the#heavy#atom(s)#location#in#real#
space.#This#derivative#phase#is#then#used#to#approximate#the#native#phase#through#application#
of#the#cosine#rule#described#in#equation#3.4.1.#(Taylor,#2010).###
#
#
#
#
Equation(3.4.1(–(IR(cosine(rule.#This#equation#relates#the#calculated#derivative#phase#to#the#
distance#between#measured#amplitudes#from#the#native#dataset.##
#
Unfortunately,#when#phasing#with#a#single#derivative#the#cosine#term#provides#two#disparate#
solutions#for#the#native#phase#leading#to#a#high#level#of#ambiguity.#
#
MIR#attempts#to#break#this#phase#selection#ambiguity,#by#manipulating#Harker#constructs.#If#
two#independent#derivatives#are#present#each#with#unique#amplitude#values#then#the#resulting#
circular#constructs#will#likely#only#intersect#at#one#location,#corresponding#to#the#correct#phase#
(figure#3.4.3).##
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(
Figure(3.4.2(–(Argand(diagram(and(Harker(construct(for(SIR(phase(determination.(Panel#A#
displays#SIR#via#an#Argand#plot,#there#are#two#possible#native#phase#(αp)#values#related#by#the#
derivative#phase#(αH).#This#ambiguity#is#better#represented#in#a#Harker#construction,#Panel#B.#
Where#the#calculated#Isomorphous#difference#|Fh|#acts#as#the#origin#of#the#|Fph|#term,#with#
the#|Fp|#term#expressed#as#on#Argand#plot.#The#αp#is#calculated#via#two#circles#drawn#with#the#
origin#of#the#|Fp|#and#|Fph|#lines#at#the#centre#and#the#amplitude#value#dictating#the#radius.#
The#points#where#the#two#circles#intersect#indicate#potential#αp#candidates.#(Taylor,#2010).#
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Figure(3.4.3(–(Harker(construct(for(MIR(phase(determination.(SIR#does#not#provide#a#
definitive#phase#value.#However,#if#data#is#collected#for#more#than#one#derivative#then#several#
Isomorphous#differences#can#be#measured.#In#this#example#an#additional#derivative#|Fph2|#is#
included#and#where#the#two#green#derivative#circles#intersect#the#black#native#amplitude#plot#is#
the#point#from#which#to#calculate#the#native#phase.#(Taylor,#2010).#
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3.4.3(Anomalous(scattering((
#
Structure#factors#(equation#3.3.4)#incorporate#an#atomic#scattering#factor#comprising#three#
components.#The#first#is#a#normal#scattering#term#f0#measuring#an#atoms#scattering#potential.#
The#second#and#third#terms#f’#and#f”#are#wavelength#dependent,#accounting#for#scattering#
anomalies#that#occur#at#the#atoms#absorption#edge.#These#anomalies#occur#because#at#an#
atoms#absorption#edge#the#incident#X7rays#do#not#provide#the#energy#required#to#promote#an#
inner#shell#electron.#Therefore,#anomalous#scattering#is#the#only#occasion#where#Friedel’s#law#
breaks#down.#Friedel’s#law#(Fhkl##=#F.h.k.l#)#states#that#within#a#unit#cell#equivalent#atoms#from#
each#asymmetric#unit#should#scatter#in#the#same#way.#If#two#asymmetric#units#aren’t#
diffracting#in#an#identical#fashion#as#a#result#of#a#small#number#of#target#atoms,#it#is#possible#to#
measure#where#this#anomalous#signal#is#originating#from#in#the#reciprocal#lattice.#The#
difference#between#two#measured#intensities,#or#Bijvoet#pairs,#for#a#given#point#is#termed#the#
Bijvoet#difference#(figure#3.4.4A).#This#difference#value#is#used#in#an#identical#fashion#to#the#
isomorphous#difference#encountered#in#IR#experiments#(Hendrickson,#1979).#The#Bijvoet#
difference#can#also#be#combined#with#SIR#to#offer#a#second#value#with#which#to#determine#the#
correct#native#phase,#in#a#similar#fashion#to#MIR,#called#SIRAS.###
#
Multiple#wavelength#anomalous#dispersion#(MAD)#is#the#most#widely#used#experimental#
phasing#technique#(Hendrickson,#1985).#It#offers#several#benefits#over#Isomorphous#
replacement,#as#it#does#not#require#multiple#crystals#for#native#and#derivative#data#collection.#
Instead#crystals#are#grown#from#a#protein#derivative,#which#incorporates#Selenium#or#an#
alternative#heavy#atom,#in#the#place#of#the#Sulphur#atoms#present#in#Methionine#residues.#The#
major#advantage#is#that#both#the#native#and#anomalous#data#can#be#collected#from#a#single#
crystal,#alleviating#non7isomorphism.#MAD#experiments#work#by#exposing#the#sample#to#three#
differing#wavelengths#of#X7ray.#The#wavelengths#chosen#correspond#to#the#derivative#atoms#
absorption#edge.#The#first#two#wavelengths#determine#the#anomalous#scattering#and#are#
collected#at#the#absorption#peaks#calculated#for#both#f’#and#f”,#the#final#data#set#is#at#a#remote#
wavelength#designed#to#act#as#a#native#set#of#reflections#providing#a#stark#contrast#to#the#
anomalous#data.#Collecting#the#data#at#multiple#wavelengths#allows#calculation#of#the#phase#
using#a#Harker#construction#(figure#3.4.5).###
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Figure(3.4.4(–(Argand(plot(for(calculating(anomalous(scattering(factors(f’(and(f”.(An#Argand#
plot#is#used#to#show#how#the#anomalous#scattering#factor#f”#is#related#to#the#anomalous#
differences#measured#when#Friedel’s#law#breaks#down.#The#measured#native#and#anomalous#
amplitudes#are#termed#by#|Fp|#and#|Fph|#respectively.#However#with#Friedel’s#law#broken#there#
is#a#gap#between#|Fph|#and#|Fh|#which#is#accounted#for#by#the#anomalous#scattering#factor#f”.#
(Taylor,#2010).#
#
#
Figure(3.4.5(–(Multiple(wavelength(anomalous(dispersion((MAD)(phase(determination.(Panel(
A(displays#each#wavelength#of#X7ray,#yielding#different#structure#factor#and#f”#values.#With#
panel#B#showing#the#same#values#but#plotted#on#a#Harker#construct.#The#point#where#the#
native,#f’#and#f”#peak#structure#factors#come#together#can#be#used#to#plot#a#phase#in#relation#to#
the#native#structure#factor#on#its#own.#(Taylor,#2010).#
#
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The#second#and#increasingly#common#format#is#single#wavelength#anomalous#dispersion#(SAD).#
A#SAD#experiment#involves#collecting#an#entire#dataset#on#the#f”#absorption#peak#of#the#
anomalous#atom,#usually#Selenium#but#with#modern#PAD#detectors#increasingly#Sulphur.#
Because#SAD#experiments#do#not#vary#the#wavelength#of#the#incident#X7rays#it#can#only#
measure#a#single#Bijvoet#difference.#This#Bijvoet#difference#is#substituted#for#a#|Fh|#value#and#
the#experiment#follows#in#a#similar#fashion#to#SIR#(figure#3.4.6).#However,#just#as#with#SIR#there#
is#a#phase#ambiguity#to#deal#with.#As#a#result#phases#calculated#using#SAD#often#require#
improvement#and#the#technique#is#commonly#combined#with#density#modification#(section#
3.4.5).#SAD#experiments#are#especially#challenging#because#the#Bijvoet#difference#is#only#172#%#
different#from#the#native#intensity.#With#most#datasets#displaying#an#Rmerge#statistic#significantly#
larger#than#the#Bijvoet#difference,#anomalous#scattering#it#is#often#interpreted#as#an#error.#
Therefore,#highly#redundant#data#is#required#to#provide#statistically#significant#anomalous#
values.#
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Figure(3.4.6(–(SAD(phase(derivation(and(comparison(with(SIR.(SAD#experiments#only#provide#
a#measurement#of#a#single#Bijvoet#difference.#When#the#|Fph|#and#|Fh|#values#are#plotted#on#a#
Harker#construct#as#a#symmetrical#function#of#the#f”#there#are#two#possible#phase#values.#This#
is#a#very#similar#situation#to#the#phase#ambiguity#encountered#in#SIR,#but#in#SAD#experiments#
the#two#potential#phase#regions#are#spread#much#further#apart.#(Taylor,#2010).#
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3.4.4(Molecular(replacement((
#
Molecular#replacement#(MR)#solves#the#phase#problem#by#estimating#a#set#of#phases#obtained#
from#a#homologous#model#(Rossmann#and#Blow,#1962).#It#requires#a#complete#data#set#and#a#
replacement#model,#homologous#to#the#molecule#present#in#the#unit#cell.#In#most#cases#a#
model#with#60%#sequence#identity#and#273#Å#RMSD#between#the#model#and#molecules#protein#
backbone#is#sufficient.#With#increasingly#sophisticated#software#it#is#possible#to#modify#a#model#
with#a#closely#predicted#3o#fold#to#exhibit#the#1o#sequence#of#the#molecule#of#interest.#
However,#large#insertions#or#deviations#in#the#input#model#require#deleting,#as#correctness#is#
more#important#than#completeness.##
#
Before#its#phases#can#be#applied#to#the#experimental#data#the#model#needs#to#be#reoriented#to#
match#the#target#molecule#in#the#unit#cell.#The#rotational#and#translational#position#of#the#
target#molecule#is#determined#by#comparing#Patterson#functions.#A#Patterson#function#is#a#
vector#map#that#represents#the#atomic#distances#associated#with#a#crystallised#molecule,#
calculated#independently#of#the#phases#by#squaring#the#calculated#structure#factors.#As#a#result#
heavier#atoms#with#larger#scattering#potential#will#lead#to#stronger#peaks.#If#there#are#several#
atoms#that#are#expected#to#scatter#more#prominently#that#others#it#is#possible#to#calculate#a#
vector#between#them,#which#are#then#used#to#fingerprint#the#protein.#All#proteins#can#be#
assigned#an#individual#Patterson#fingerprint#and#moreover,#proteins#with#similar#structures#will#
bare#a#resemblance#to#one#another.#Therefore,#MR#provides#phase#information#by#reorienting#
a#model#into#the#provided#data.###
#
There#are#two#groups#of#Patterson#vectors;#smaller#distances#are#assumed#to#be#intra7
molecular#vectors#between#two#atoms#within#the#asymmetric#unit#termed#self7vectors,#with#
larger#distances#typically#accounting#for#inter7molecular#distances#termed#cross7vectors.#Self7
vectors#are#used#to#determine#the#rotation#component#of#the#orientation,#with#cross7vectors#
utilised#later#to#translate#the#model#within#the#experimental#unit#cell.#Rotation#and#translation#
movements#of#the#model#require#the#calculation#of#self7Patterson#vectors.#The#unknown#
protein#termed#Fobs#is#derived#from#the#measured#intensities#and#the#search#model#Fcalc#is#
backwards#calculated#from#the#model#by#reconstituting#its#electron#density#and#estimating#its#
structure#factors.#The#resulting#vector#maps#contain#both#self#and#cross#vectors,#for#rotation#
the#search#model#is#limited#to#just#self7vectors#through#careful#space7group#selection.#It#is#then#
compared#with#the#experimental#vector#map#through#small#angle#rotations#along#the#origin.###
Once#the#input#model#has#been#rotated#it#is#then#placed#into#the#unit#cell#of#the#experimental#
data#and#new#Fcalcs#are#produced.#However,#the#translation#required#to#complete#re7orientation#
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is#best#attempted#using#cross7vectors.#Therefore#the#self7vectors#identified#from#the#previous#
step#are#subtracted#from#both#maps.#The#model#is#then#translated#with#the#highest#scoring#
position#applied#to#the#rotated#model.#This#process#of#rotation#and#translation#is#summarised#
in#figure#3.4.7.###
#
The#newly#rotated#and#translated#search#model#should#provide#a#set#of#co7ordinates#similar#to#
the#target#protein.#The#phases#are#then#calculated#using#a#Fourier#Transform#and#combined#
with#the#experimental#structure#factors#to#produce#an#electron#density#map.#This#means#that#
the#model#can#introduce#significant#bias#to#the#map.#Therefore,#a#molecular#replacement#
model#that#inspires#confidence#should#always#incorporate#information#that#the#input#model#
did#not#provide.##
#
3.4.5(–(Phase(/(Density(improvement(techniques((
(
Phasing#methods#such#as#SAD#and#SIR#produce#an#inaccurate#phase#value,#but#even#phase#
values#far#from#correct#can#be#taken#to#produce#crude#electron#density#maps.#These#maps#are#
often#of#sufficient#quality#to#identify#a#solvent#barrier#between#the#protein#molecules,#but#
inadequate#to#attempt#building#an#initial#model.#However#the#inaccurate#phases#leading#to#this#
poor#density#information#can#be#improved#upon,#without#having#to#resort#to#inaccurate#model#
building.#The#process#of#improving#the#phases,#by#manipulating#the#experimental#data#is#
termed#density#modification.#There#are#two#commonly#used#density#modification#techniques#
termed#solvent#flattening#and#histogram#matching.##
#
Solvent#flattening#involves#defining#where#the#globular#protein#component#of#the#asymmetric#
unit#starts#and#only#incorporating#reflections#from#this#portion#of#the#data#when#calculating#the#
phase.#This#is#possible#because#the#density#of#scattering#atoms#is#much#higher#in#the#protein#
portion#of#a#crystal,#with#an#average#electron#density#of#0.43#e7#Å73.#This#density#value#is#easily#
separated#from#the#solvent#portion#with#an#average#electron#density#of#0.33#e7#Å73.#All#
reflections#contributed#by#the#40750%#solvent#region#are#then#discounted,#resulting#in#a#lower#
signal#to#noise#ratio#for#calculating#the#phase.#
#
On#the#other#hand,#histogram#matching#involves#adapting#the#broad#electron#density#peaks#
typically#seen#in#poorly#phased#maps#for#a#sharper#peak#in#the#same#position.#The#exchanged#
peak#more#closely#resembles#what#would#be#observed#with#correct#phases.#This#method#
however#is#heavily#reliant#on#the#accuracy#of#the#measured#amplitudes#being#correct,#as#it#is#
possible#to#introduce#substantial#bias.#
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Figure(3.4.7(–(Flow(chart(examining(Molecular(replacement.(Molecular#replacement#fits#a#
homologous#search#model#into#the#experimental#molecules#unit#cell.#This#is#achieved#by#
creating#a#Paterson#function#directly#related#to#the#experimental#and#calculated#structure#
factors#for#the#data#and#the#search#model#respectively.#A#Patterson#function#allows#
fingerprinting#of#the#molecule;#the#search#models#fingerprint#is#then#matched#first#through#
rotation#and#then#through#translation#functions#with#the#target#molecule.#####
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However,#histogram#matching#also#inhibits#negative#density,#which#is#important#when#model#
building#so#should#be#employed#conservatively.##
#
If#the#techniques#above#do#not#yield#more#accurate#phases#then#non7crystallographic#
symmetry#(NCS)#between#the#intra7protein#and#inter7protein#components#of#the#asymmetric#
unit,#can#also#be#used.#For#example,#if#there#is#strong#density#assignment#for#one#portion#of#the#
molecule,#it#is#possible#to#average#or#transplant#this#density#into#a#related#region#with#poor#
density.#In#asymmetric#units#composed#of#proteins#that#exhibit#a#large#proportion#of#intra7
molecular#symmetry#this#can#be#extremely#powerful#for#improving#electron#density#maps.##
#
3.5(Model(building(and(refinement(((((
(
With#a#correctly#phased#set#of#reflections,#the#last#requirement#for#constructing#an#electron#
density#map#is#satisfied.#The#final#stage#of#protein#structure#solution#is#building#a#model#that#
matches#the#map#whilst#also#conforming#to#chemical#assumptions#such#as#bond#lengths,#angles#
and#steric#clashes.#Building#a#model#is#also#a#valid#method#for#recalculating#the#phase#of#the#
measured#reflections,#producing#a#better#map#from#which#a#more#accurate#model#can#be#built.#
This#process#of#iterative#model#building#and#phase#recalculation#is#termed#refinement.#Thus#
the#aim#of#refinement#is#to#improve#the#phases,#through#increasing#the#level#of#agreement#
between#the#measured#and#calculated#structure#factors#(Winn#et#al.,#2011).###
#
The#model#can#be#improved#by#adjusting#several#parameters;#the#x,#y#and#z#location#of#the#
atoms#termed#co7ordinates,#along#with#the#B7factor#of#the#atoms#and#the#occupancy#of#
selected#positions.#The#B7factor#(Å2)#is#a#measure#of#thermal#vibration#that#accounts#for#the#
movement#of#atoms#at#each#given#position.#Model#accuracy#is#then#quantified#by#comparing#
the#structure#factors#calculated#from#the#diffraction#experiment#(Fobs)#with#calculated#structure#
factors#derived#from#the#model#(Fcalc),#the#aim#is#to#minimise#the#difference.#This#comparison#is#
expressed#as#an#Rfactor:#
#
##
#
#
(
(
(
Equation(3.5.1(–(Measuring(model(completeness(via(an(Rfactor.((
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#
During#refinement#it#is#possible#to#over#build#a#model#incorporating#features#that#improve#the#
overall#Rfactor#without#significant#density#evidence#to#justify#their#inclusion.#False#minima#are#
monitored#by#separating#out#a#small#subset#of#the#measured#reflections#(~5%)#termed#the#Rfree,#
which#are#not#refined#against.#This#subset#is#then#available#to#compare#with#the#refined#data.#If#
the#Rfree#is#significantly#higher#than#the#refined#Rfactor#it#indicates#that#modifications#made#to#the#
model#are#not#in#line#with#the#information#provided#by#the#data.######
#
3.6(Model(validation(and(deposition(
(
Before#the#finished#model#can#be#deposited#in#the#PDB#it#needs#to#be#checked#thoroughly#for#
errors.#There(are#two#areas#of#the#model#that#need#to#be#considered;#the#first#is#the#
conformation#of#the#model,#the#second#involves#the#interpretation#of#the#electron#density#
map.#Structural#considerations#include#Ramachandran#plots#to#check#that#the#bond#angles#(phi#
and#psi)#for#the#peptide#backbone#are#within#allowed#regions#and#do#not#clash.#Another#
important#consideration#is#the#molecules#general#geometry#with#both#bond#angles#and#lengths#
taken#into#account#(Chen#et#al.,#2010).#Finally,#any#portions#of#the#protein#that#are#modeled#for#
completeness#sake,#but#without#sufficient#density#evidence#need#to#be#either#truncated#or#
have#their#B7factors#adjusted#to#200#to#indicate#that#the#model#at#that#point#is#unclear.##
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Chapter(4:(Materials(and(methods(
(
This%chapter%is%going%to%explore%the%general%methodologies%that%are%encountered%routinely%
during%the%production%of%recombinant%proteins.%Specific%purification%and%over:expression%
conditions%will%be%expanded%on%in%a%case:by:case%basis.%Instead%this%portion%of%the%thesis%
summarises%the%techniques%involved.%Figure%4.1.1%details%the%stages%involved%in%taking%a%
hypothetical%protein%from%the%bioinformatics%stage%through%to%crystallisation%and%functional%
characterisation.%%
%
All%the%experiments%described%throughout%this%thesis%were%undertaken%using%equipment%and%
materials%common%to%most%laboratories.%The%chemicals%used%were%sourced%predominantly%
from%either%Sigma:Aldrich%or%Fisher%and%unless%specified%were%99.9%%pure%analytical%grade%
materials.%%
%
4.1:(Production(of(genetic(constructs((
%
This%section%describes%the%standard%methods%used%to%produce%genetic%constructs%suitable%for%
the%production%of%recombinant%proteins.%%
%
4.1.1(–(Plasmid(vectors((
%
X:ray%crystallography%requires%large%volumes%of%high%concentration,%homogenous%protein.%In%
the%past%it%was%common%to%purify%proteins%directly%from%their%native%organism.%However%these%
organisms%had%to%be%easy%to%culture,%whilst%exhibiting%abundant%expression%levels%of%the%target%
protein.%Nevertheless%this%approach%limits%the%crystallographer%to%a%very%small%subset%of%a%given%
organism’s%proteome%and%rules%out%targets%from%pathogenic%microorganisms.%Therefore,%It%is%
more%common%to%produce%proteins%for%crystallisation%experiments%via%a%recombinant%
expression%system.%%
%
All%the%protein%samples%detailed%in%this%thesis%were%produced%using%a%bacterial%E.coli%expression%
system.%Where%the%host%cells%are%adapted%to%contain%a%foreign%gene,%through%introduction%of%a%
genetically%altered%plasmid.%These%altered%plasmids%are%termed%constructs%throughout%this%
thesis.%The%pET%system%of%expression%plasmids%were%used%exclusively%in%the%construction%of%
modified%vectors%(figure%4.1.2).%
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Figure(4.1.1(–(Flow(chart(outlying(recombinant(protein(production.(All%the%recombinant%
protein%samples%discussed%in%this%thesis%have%been%produced%in%the%same%fashion.%Through%the%
construction%of%a%modified%plasmid,%that%when%transformed%into%a%genetically%altered%E.'coli%cell%
line%promotes%artificially%high%levels%of%foreign%protein%production.%The%target%gene%is%isolated%
from%its%host%microorganism’s%genome%using%polymerase%chain%reaction%(PCR).%PCR%amplifies%a%
specific%gene%through%short%sequence%specific%complimentary%oligo:nucleotides%called%primers%
and%thermal%cycling%exploiting%heat%stable%DNA%polymerases.%The%isolated%gene%and%intended%
vector%are%then%both%digested%with%restriction%enzymes%specific%to%sites%introduced%by%the%PCR%
primers.%These%restriction%enzymes%introduce%short%single%stranded%overhangs.%The%plasmid%
and%gene%fragments%samples%are%then%mixed%together%and%incubated%across%a%range%of%
temperatures%in%the%presence%of%T4%Ligase;%an%enzyme%that%joins%the%complimentary%overhangs%
together%re:circularising%the%vector%whilst%incorporating%the%insert.%This%construct%is%then%
transformed%into%an%engineered%E.coli%expression%cell%line,%which%induces%over:expression%of%
the%target%gene%when%IPTG%is%introduced.%The%final%stage%is%to%prepare%a%homogenous%pure%
sample%of%the%target%protein%using%a%variety%of%chromatography%stages%and%buffer%exchange%
into%a%low%salt%buffer%suitable%for%crystallisation.%%%
PCR$insert$produc0on$
PCR$ampliﬁca0on$
Primer$design$
Restric0on$digests$
Vector:$Insert$liga0on$
Transforma0on$into$
competent$E.$coli$cell$line$
Over?expression$of$
recombinant$protein$
Prepara0on$of$a$
homogenous$protein$
sample$
Puriﬁca0on$
Buﬀer$exchange$
and$concentra0on$
Protein$characterisa0on$
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Figure(4.1.2(–(Plasmid(map(for(a(pET24(vector.(All%the%plasmids%used%in%this%study%belong%to%
the%pET%family%of%expression%vectors.%Exaggerated%levels%of%protein%production%require%the%
transcription%of%the%target%gene%above%levels%commonly%exhibited%in%prokaryotic%cells.%To%
achieve%this%expression%plasmids%incorporate%a%viral%T7%RNA%polymerase%promoter,%which%
cannot%be%down%regulated%by%the%host,%with%the%corresponding%T7%RNA%polymerase%encoded%
for%by%the%expression%cell%line.%As%a%result%both%the%polymerase%and%target%genes%transcription%
are%controlled%by%the%lac'I%gene,%which%is%ordinarily%repressed%apart%from%in%the%presence%of%
lactose.%Therefore,%the%introduction%of%a%lactose%analogue%IPTG%triggers%T7%RNA%polymerase%
production,%which%in%turn%transcribes%the%target%gene.%The%remaining%critical%components%in%
pET%vectors%are%the%antibiotic%resistance%cassette%and%poly:linker%multiple%cloning%site.%The%
antibiotic%cassette%serves%a%dual%purpose.%Allowing%selection%of%cell%lines%incorporating%the%
plasmid%from%background%non:transformants,%whilst%also%preventing%the%transformed%cells%
from%disposing%of%the%plasmid.%The%poly:linker%region%provides%a%wide%range%of%possible%
restriction%sites%for%ligating%into,%essential%as%many%genes%can%contain%one%or%more%internal%
restriction%site.%%%
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4.1.2(Restriction(site(cloning(into(plasmid(vectors((
%
Production%of%a%construct%for%recombinant%protein%production,%involves%producing%a%large%
quantity%of%exact%repeats%of%the%target%gene.%The%amplified%genes%are%modified%with%N%and%C%
terminal%tags,%containing%specific%sites%where%restriction%endo:nucleases%can%bind%and%nick%the%
DNA%to%create%short%overhangs%of%single%stranded%DNA.%These%restriction%sites%if%correctly%
assigned%should%match%a%complimentary%pair%within%the%poly:linker%region%of%the%plasmid.%
When%the%plasmid%has%been%digested%this%forms%a%site%where%the%foreign%gene%can%be%inserted%
into%the%vector%through%ligation%of%complimentary%single%stranded%overhangs,%yielding%a%new%
construct.%%%
(
4.1.3(Polymerase(chain(reaction%
(
Amplification%of%the%target%gene%was%achieved%using%PCR%(Bartlett%and%Stirling,%2003).%First%the%
double%stranded%host%DNA%is%unzipped%through%exposure%to%boiling%temperatures%of%94%oC,%
leaving%single%stranded%DNA%that%a%short%oligo:nucleotide%primer%can%adhere%to.%This%primer%
annealing%process%is%temperature%specific%to%each%individual%sequence%and%is%a%key%primer%
design%criterion.%Once%annealed%the%reaction%proceeds%through%interaction%with%a%heat%stable%
DNA%polymerase%that%extends%the%short%region%of%double%stranded%DNA,%starting%from%the%
primer%before%extending%across%the%whole%target%gene,%via%complementary%base%pairing%at%a%
temperature%of%72%oC.%PCR%reactions%were%performed%using%a%Phusion%(NEBTM)%cloning%kit%
incorporating%a%proof%reading%DNA%polymerase,%in%a%final%volume%of%50%μl%with%the%following%
components:%%
%
• 5%μl%forwards%primer%25%ng%μl:1.%%
• 5%μl%reverse%primer%25%ng%μl:1.%
• 1%μl%gDNA%100%ng%μl:1.%%
• 10%μl%HF%buffer.%%%
• 1%μl%10%mM%dNTP%solution.%
• 1%μl%Phusion%DNA%polymerase.%
• 0:5%μl%DMSO.%
• 25%μl%sterilised%MQ:H2O
%%%%%%Standard%cycle,%repeated%30%times%%
• 94%oC%hot%start%5%minutes%
• 94%oC%melting%45%seconds%
• 70:50%oC%annealing%45%seconds%
• 72%oC%extending%1%minute%
• 72%oC%hold%10%minutes%
%
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Chapter(5:(Protein(production(and(structural(determination(of(HCH_03101((
(
This%chapter%details:%the%production,%purification%and%crystallisation%of%recombinant%protein%for%
the%candidates,%identified%in%chapter%2.%The%later%portions%of%this%chapter%will%then%move%on%to%
cover%the%diffraction%data%obtained.%Finishing%with%the%refinement%and%validation%of%the%models%
built.%This%study%will%predominantly%focus%on%the%work%undertaken%solving%the%structure%of%
HCH_03101,%the%highest%priority%Glutamine%deEamidase%target,%produced%by%the%marine%
bacterium%H.#chejuensis.%With%the%current%progress%made%on%the%alternative%quartet%of%
structural%genomics%targets%detailed%concurrently.%%
%
5.1(–(Molecular(cloning((
%
All%of%the%candidate%proteins%(chapter%2.7)%required%production%through%a%recombinant%overE
expression%system%(chapter%4.1.1).%The%first%step%was%to%excise%the%target%gene%from%its%native%
organisms%gDNA%using%PCR%amplification%(chapter%4.1.3).%To%facilitate%the%rapid%amplification%of%
multiple%gene%fragments,%standardised%thermalEcycle%protocols%and%primer%designs%were%
employed.%The%constructs%produced%throughout%this%study%are%listed%in%table%5.1.1,%with%their%
related%primers%detailed%in%table%5.1.2.%All%of%the%primers%described%were%designed%to%share%a%
large%consensus%sequence%with%the%target%gene,%approximately%15E25%nucleotides%long.%
However,%this%level%of%consensus%across%a%broad%range%of%template%sequences%has%resulted%in%a%
wide%variety%of%annealing%temperatures.%Therefore,%a%straightforward%approach%that%allows%for%
the%amplification%of%multiple%genes%(from%inherently%different%template%material)%is%the%
touchdown%methodology.%Touchdown%PCR%shifts%from%higher%annealing%temperatures%
(intended%to%encourage%specific%interactions)%through%to%lower%temperatures%were%
amplification%is%more%efficient.%Consequently,%this%method%relies%upon%a%surplus%of%correctly%
amplified%template%being%produced%early%in%the%reaction,%which%limits%the%quantity%of%nonE
specific%template%available%at%the%less%discriminating%lower%annealing%temperatures.%%
%
5.1.1(Cloning(HCH_03101(from(H.#chejuensis(
%
The%first%gene%cloned%in%this%fashion%was%the%top%priority%Glutamine%deEamidase%candidate,%
HCH_03101%from%H.#chejuensis.%The%initial%amplification%of%the%gene%from%genomic%DNA%(figure%
5.1.1A),%kindly%supplied%by%the%KRIBB%institute,%was%initially%extremely%nonEspecific%requiring%
the%addition%of%5% %DMSO.%%
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Table(5.1.1(–(List(of(genetic(constructs(produced(and(their(experimental(purpose.(
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Table(5.1.2(–(List(of(primers(used(to(amplify(target(genes(from(genomic(template(DNA.((
(
(
!"#$%"&'($%& !"#$%"&)%*+%',%&-.&/0&1.&& 2$&3045&
4678&629&:;<=>&7& CGAAGC | CAT-ATG | CAT-CAC-CAT-CAC-CAT-CAC | AGT-ACT-!
Nonsense      NdeI                NTD 6xHIS tag              CNF1 ORF!
GGA-AGC-ACC-TCC!
?@&
4678&A& GGCGCG| GGA-TCC | TTA | AAA-TTT-TTT-TGA-AAA-TAC-CTT-C!
Nonsense    Bam HI      Stop                 CNF1 ORF!
?@&
<4<BC18C8&7& GGTCCT | AC-ATG-T | GG-AGT-GAA-CTG-GAA-AGA-GT!
Nonsense       NcoI                HCH_03101 ORF!
?8&
<4<BC18C8&A& GGAATA | GGA-TCC | TTA | GGC-CAA-CAC-AGC-CGT!
Nonsense     Bam HI      Stop         HCH_03101 ORF!
??&
<4<BC18C8&429&
:D<=>&A&
GGAATA | CTC-GAG | GGC-CAA-CAC-AGC-CGT!
Nonsense       XhoI            HCH_03101 ORF!
@E&
!!F2B8C:1&7& TATATT | C-ATG | ACA-GGC-TTC-GAG-CG!
Nonsense      FatI         PPUT_1063 ORF!
:?&
!!F2B8C:1&A& TGTATT | GGA-TCC | TCA | ATA-TTG-CAG-GAA-GCG-G!
Nonsense     Bam HI      Stop          PPUT_1063 ORF!
:G&
!!F2B8C:1&429&
:D<=>&A&&
TGTATT | CTC-GAG | ATA-TTG-CAG-GAA-GCG-G!
Nonsense       XhoI          PPUT_1063 ORF!
:-&
!>2HHBE@:E&7& ATATTG | C-ATG | ACC-TTC-GGC-CGA!
Nonsense      FatI        PSTAA_2862 ORF!
::&
!>2HHBE@:E&&A& TTATAT | GGA-TCC | CTA | ACG-GCA-CAT-GCC-G!
Nonsense     Bam HI      Stop        PSTAA_2862 ORF!
:G&
!>2HHBE@:E&
429&:D<=>&A&&&
TTATAT | CTC-GAG | ACG-GCA-CAT-GCC-G!
Nonsense      XhoI           PSTAA_2862 ORF!
:-&
962&7& TATGTA | C-ATG | CAT-GAA-CAT-GGA-GTT-TA!
Nonsense      FatI              DNT ORF!
:-&
962&A& TATGTA | GGA-TCC | CTA | CCG-TCC-TAC-TAG-AAC-CTA-GAA-C!
Nonsense     Bam HI      Stop                  DNT ORF!
:?&
962&429&:D<=>&A& TATGTA | CTC-GAG | CCG-TCC-TAC-TAG-AAC-CTA-GAA-C!
Nonsense       XhoI                       DNT ORF!
:@&
I>==B881G&7& TCGTCT | C-ATG | CCA-TTF-ACA-TTA-GAT!
Nonsense      FatI          VSII_1134 ORF!
:-&
I>==B881G&A& TATGTA | GGA-TCC | CTA | CCG-TTC-TA-TAG-AAC-CTA-GAA-C!
Nonsense     Bam HI      Stop              VSII_1134 ORF!
:?&
I>==B881G&&
429&:D<=>&A&
TATGTA | CTC-GAG | CCG-TTC-TA-TAG-AAC-CTA-GAA-C!
Nonsense       XhoI                  VSII_1134 ORF!
:@&
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Figure(5.1.1(–(PCR(amplification(of(the(HCH_03101(gene(from(genomic(DNA.(Panel%A%shows%
the%initial%amplification%of%the%HCH_03101%gene,%from%1%μl%of%genomic%DNA%(~%50%ng%μlE1)%
supplied%by%the%KRIBB%institute.%The%nonEspecific%amplification%is%initially%overEwhelming.%
However,%with%the%addition%of%5%%(v/v)%DMSO%the%nonEspecific%amplification%can%be%reduced%to%
a%level%allowing%excision%of%the%correct%705%Bp%sized%band,%highlighted%in%red.%Panel%B%displays%
the%amplification%of%the%nonEtagged%HCH_03101%gene%product,%using%the%excised%band%from%
previous%amplifications%as%template%material%(~%50%ng).%Despite%being%far%less%abundant,%the%
fragment%amplified%in%10% %DMSO%(v/v)%provided%the%correct%fragment.%Panel%C%exhibits%
amplifications%undertaken%with%the%alternate%6x%HIS%tagged%primers,%both%examples%contain%a%
fragment%of%the%correct%size%(705%Bp).%However,%the%only%successful%constructs%were%produced%
using%fragments%amplified%with%the%CTD%specific%primer.%%%%%%
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DMSO%is%a%chemical%that%lowers%the%relative%annealing%temperature%of%the%reaction,%by%unE
folding%superEcoiled%DNA,%which%in%this%case%allowed%identification%of%the%correct%sized%
fragment.%This%fragment%was%then%excised%from%an%agarose%gel%and%purified%using%a%gel%
extraction%kit%QiagenTM%(section%4.1.5),%for%use%as%template%material%in%subsequent%PCR%
reactions.%Figures%5.1.1B%and%C%detail%the%amplification%of%both%the%native%and%tagged%6x%HIS%
variants%of%HCH_03101%using%this%specific%gene%fragment%as%template%material.%This%change%in%%
template%leads%to%cleaner%amplification%of%the%target%gene,%which%is%suitable%for%purification%by%
PCR%cleanup%QiagenTM%(section%4.1.6).%%
%
Following%amplification,%the%HCH_03101%gene%fragments%were%then%inserted%into%an%expression%
plasmid,%pET24d+,%through%complementary%single%stranded%sticky%ends,%introduced%by%
restriction%endoEnucleases.%Therefore,%the%native%HCH_03101%construct%was%digested%at%the%5’%
end%with%NcoI%and%PciI%for%the%vector%and%insert%respectively;%then%digested%at%the%3’%end%with%
Bam%HI%for%both%the%vector%and%insert.%The%HIS%tagged%variant%of%HCH_03101%was%digested%in%a%
similar%fashion%but%with%the%3’%Bam%HI%exchanged%with%an%XhoI%restriction%site.%Post%digestion%
the%DNA%fragments%were%then%ligated%together,%through%incubation%with%T4%DNA%ligase%(section%
4.1.8)%at%temperatures%rising%from%4%oC%through%to%20%oC%across%24%hours.%The%ligated%constructs%
were%then%sequenced%by%the%Core%genomics%group%(University%of%Sheffield),%which%confirmed%
them%as%an%unaltered%match%for%the%sequence%deposited%in%the%NCBI%nonEredundant%database.%%%%
%
5.1.2(–(Cloning(the(remaining(structural(genomics(targets(
%
Once%functional%studies%on%HCH_03101%were%well%underway,%the%remaining%target%proteins%
were%cloned%simultaneously.%The%amplification%of:%PPUT_1063,%VSII_1134,%PSTAA_2862%and%S.#
odourifera%DNT%was%undertaken%with%genomic%DNA%provided%by%Dr%Richard%Eaton%(Meredian%
Bioplastics%Inc),%Professor%Didier%Mazel%(Pasteur%institute)%and%the%DSMZ%repository%respectively.%
Unlike%HCH_03101,%all%but%one%of%the%aforementioned%genes%was%amplified%without%excessive%
nonEspecific%contamination%(figure%5.1.2)%then%excised%for%secondary%PCR%reactions.%However,%
despite%repeated%primer%redesigns%and%the%production%of%fresh%genomic%DNA%it%has%not%proved%
possible%to%amplify%a%fragment%corresponding%to%VSII_1134.%The%3%successfully%amplified%
fragments%where%then%digested%with%5’%Fat%I%and%either%3’%Bam%HI%or%3’%Xho%I,%for%the%WT%and%
6xHIS%tagged%variant%respectively.%These%digested%fragments%were%then%ligated%into%a%similarly%
digested%pET24d+%vector%using%the%same%methods%described%previously,%prior%to%sequencing%by%
the%Core%genomics%group%(University%of%Sheffield).%All%three%constructs%were%confirmed%to%be%
unaltered%matches%from%the%sequences%deposited%in%the%nonEredundant%database.%%%%
(
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(
5.1.3(–(Producing(a(selection(of(active(site(mutants(of(both(HCH_03101(and(BLF1.((
%
The%final%genetic%constructs%produced%for%this%study%were%a%variety%of%active%site%mutants.%The%
first%was%a%SER%substitution%at%the%essential%CYS%94%position%in%BLF1,%which%was%used%for%
substrate%binding%assays%and%structure%determination%for%a%publication%(appendix%1).%This%C94S%
mutant%was%also%replicated%in%HCH_03101,%which%is%hypothesised%to%conserve%its%catalytic%CYS%
residue%at%the%same%sequence%location,%position%94.%Therefore,%mutation%at%this%position%should%
result%in%a%inactive%protein%that%broadly%shares%the%same%structural%features%as%the%WT.%This%
construct%could%then%be%used%for%a%range%of%assays%and%coEcrystallisations,%which%require%the%
irreversible%capture%of%the%enzymes%substrate.%The%presented%mutants%were%amplified%using%a%
variation%of%the%QuickEchange%SDM%methodology%(section%4.1.12).%Where%a%circularised%plasmid%
template%is%amplified%in%its%entirety%with%long%complimentary%primers%encoding%for%the%desired%
substitution.%Initial,%unsuccessful,%attempts%at%producing%these%mutants%with%both%BLF1%and%
HCH_03101%templates%were%undertaken%with%a%stock%QuickEchange%II%kit%(AgilentTM).%However,%
successful%mutation%was%achieved%with%a%modified%protocol;%which%utilising%the%same%overall%
scheme%as%the%QuickEchange%protocol,%whilst%substituting%the%stock%DNA%polymerase%Pfu%turbo%
(AgilentTM)%with%Phusion%(NEBTM)%and%reducing%the%annealing%temperature%in%2o%steps%every%10%
cycles%from%68E58%oC.%To%reduce%the%chance%of%transforming%nonEmodified%template%material%
these%amplified%samples%are%then%digested%with%DpnI%prior%at%37%oC%for%2%hrs,%prior%to%
transformation%into%DH5α%competent%cells.%DpnI%is%a%restriction%enzyme%that%nicks%methylated%
DNA,%the%amplified%material%is%produced%from%nonEmethylated%dNTP%stocks,%whereas%the%
template%material%is%sourced%from%an%E.#coli%a%strain%that%methylates%its%DNA.%Therefore,%the%
digestion%of%template%material%allows%for%selection%of%the%mutated%plasmids.%DNA%sequencing%
performed%by%the%Core%genomics%group%(University%of%Sheffield)%confirmed%that%all%the%mutated%
constructs%contained%the%desired%substitution%without%additional%modifications.%%
%
5.2(–(OverMexpression(of(recombinant(protein(samples%
(
Having%produced%a%selection%of%genetic%constructs,%trials%were%undertaken%to%determine%the%
best%conditions%for%producing%large%quantities%of%soluble%recombinant%protein.%All%the%genes%
cloned%were%trialled%for%expression%in%an%identical%fashion,%with%the%construct%first%transformed%
into%Tuner%(DE3)%competent%cells,%then%incubated%at%varying%temperatures%in%the%presence%of%
IPTG.%Expression%trials%were%conducted%in%5,%50ml%flasks%each%inoculated%with%2%ml%of%an%
overnight%starter%culture%then%grown%to%an%OD600%of%0.6.%This%culture%was%then%induced%with%an%
overall%concentration%of%1mM%IPTG,%before%incubation%at%15,%20,%25,%30%and%37%oC%for%24%hours.%
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Figure(5.1.2(–(Amplification(of(targets(not(taken(through(to(structural(determination.(Panel%A%
shows%the%PCR%amplification%of%the%4%remaining%Glutamine%deEamidase%candidates.%All%four%
genes%were%amplified%simultaneously%from%~%50%ng%of%fresh%template%gDNA.%PPUT_1063%and%
PSTAA_2862%amplified%best%in%the%presence%of%5% %Dimethyl%sulfoxide%(v/v),%yielding%clear%
bands%at%719%and%692%Bp%respectively.%Whilst%the%S.#odourifera%DNT%did%not%require%any%
additives%to%produce%a%single%fragment%at%416%Bp.%However,%despite%repeated%attempts%and%
multiple%primer%reEdesigns%it%was%not%possible%to%amplify%VSII_1134.%Panel%B%displays%the%
secondary%PCR%reactions,%using%50%ng%of%the%gelEextracted%PCR%product%previously%shown%as%
template%material.%In%all%three%cases%the%addition%of%DMSO%was%unnecessary%with%clear%
amplified%bands%present%at%the%correct%size%locations.%%%%
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5ml%samples%were%then%taken%and%centrifuged%at%5000%g%for%10%minutes%prior%to%induction%to%
act%as%a%control.%Additional%5%ml%samples%were%then%collected%and%centrifuged%from%each%trial%
and%corresponding%temperature%bracket%at%4,%8%and%24%hr%intervals,%with%the%cell%pellets%frozen%
for%storage.%The%level%of%expression%from%each%trial%was%then%tested%by%resuspending%the%cell%
pellet%in%400%μl%of%50%mM%Tris%pH%8,%prior%to%cell%breakage%through%3,%4%second%intervals%of%
sonication.%These%broken%cells%were%then%centrifuged%at%20,%000#g%for%10%minutes%and%the%
soluble%cell%free%extract%removed.%The%insoluble%portion%contained%within%the%pellet%was%then%
solubilised%in%a%50%mM%Tris%pH%8,%4% %SDS%buffer%and%incubated%at%20%oC%under%agitation%for%20%
minutes,%prior%to%being%centrifuged%at%20,%000%g%for%10%minutes.%The%protein%concentration%of%
the%soluble%cell%free%extract%was%then%determined%by%Bradford%assays%(section%4.2.4),%with%20%μg%
of%the%protein%loaded%onto%an%SDSEPAGE%gel%for%analysis.%%
%
5.2.1(OverMexpression(trials(of(HCH_03101((((
%
The%unEtagged%WT%HCH_03101%(figure%5.2.1A)%expresses%best%at%25%oC%for%8%hours.%In%these%
conditions%it%accounts%for%approximately%10% %of%the%cells%total%protein%content,%with%negligible%
inEsoluble%expression.%However,%the%tagged%variants%of%HCH_03101%both%favour%lower%
expression%temperatures.%The%native%6x%HIS%construct%(5.2.1B)%expresses%best%at%20%oC%for%24%
hours,%with%insoluble%products%outweighing%the%useful%material%within%8%hours%at%higher%
temperatures.%Whilst%the%SeEMET%derivative,%which%was%trialled%in%minimal%expression%medium%
(figure%5.2.1C)%expresses%more%slowly%with%the%best%expression%obtained%at%15%oC%after%24%
hours.%
%
5.2.2(OverMexpression(trials(of(the(structural(genomics(targets(not(pursued((
%
At%present%none%of%the%alternative%Glutamine%deEamidase%constructs%yield%soluble%protein,%with%
PPUT_1063%producing%vast%amounts%of%insoluble%protein,%whilst%the%remaining%constructs%
produced%no%detectable%expression%whatsoever.%Sequencing%of%the%constructs%has%confirmed%
that%the%foreign%genes%are%present,%unEaltered,%in%the%expression%plasmid.%However,%it%does%not%
provide%adequate%coverage%of%the%flanking%region%surrounding%the%gene.%For%example,%the%
stock%plasmid%could%have%developed%a%mutation%within%the%promoter%region,%or%an%insertion%
prior%to%the%open%reading%frame.%Therefore,%all%three%genes%require%reEcloning%into%a%different%
batch%of%pET24d+%or%a%different%pET%vector%altogether,%before%being%discarded%as%failures.%%%%
%
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Figure(5.2.1(–(OverMexpression(trials(of(HCH_03101.(Panel%A%displays%the%8%hour%time%point%for%
the%unEtagged%WT%HCH_03101%overEexpression%trial,%with%the%best%conditions%highlighted%in%
red.%Panel%B%corresponds%to%the%CTD%6x%HIS%variant%at%24%hours%and%panel%C%the%SeEMET%
derivative%of%the%6x%HIS%variant%trailed%in%minimal%medium%at%24%hours.%These%tagged%
HCH_03101%constructs%are%shown%to%express%best%for%24%hours%at%20%oC%and%15%oC,%for%the%
native%and%SeEMET%derivative%samples%respectively.%%%%%
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5.3(–(Purification(of(HCH_03101(protein(samples(
(
5.3.1(Purifying(tagged(CTD(6xHIS(HCH_03101(
%
The%tagged%(CTD%6xHIS)%WT%construct%of%HCH_03101%was%the%first%to%be%successfully%overE
expressed,%its%terminal%HIS%tag%permits%an%efficient%twoEstep%purification%(figure%5.3.1).%3%g%of%
cell%paste%were%resuspended%in%35%ml%of%buffer%A%(50%mM%Tris%pH%8,%0.5%M%NaCI)%and%the%cell%
walls%disrupted%through%3,%20%second%rounds%of%sonication.%The%soluble%fraction%was%then%
separated%by%centrifuging%the%broken%cells%at%60,000%g%for%20%minutes%in%a%JLAE25E50%rotor%
(BeckmanTM),%before%being%loaded%onto%a%NiEHP%5%ml%column%(GE%healthcareTM)%at%5%ml%minE1.%
The%protein%was%then%eluted%from%the%NiEHP%5%ml%column%with%a%linear%gradient%moving%from%0E
70%%buffer%B%(50%mM%Tris%pH%8,%0.5%M%NaCl,%0.5%M%Imadizole)%in%15%column%volumes,%
HCH_03101%is%eluted%with%0.3%M%Imadizole.%SDSEPAGE%analysis%of%this%purification%step,%shows%
that%this%chromatography%stage%achieves%approximately%95% %purity.%The%final%stage%of%the%
purification%is%size%exclusion%chromatography%using%a%gelEfiltration%column,%the%selected%NiEHP%
fractions%were%concentrated%to%approximately%8%mg%mlE1%in%a%2%ml%volume%and%then%loaded%
onto%a%Superdex%200%16/60%GelEfiltration%column%(GE%healthcareTM)%at%1.5%ml%minE1.%The%column%
was%then%run%at%a%rate%of%1.5%ml%minE1%for%120%ml,%with%a%single%peak%eluted%at%90%ml.%This%
corresponds%to%a%Kav%of%0.55,%which%is%equivalent%to%a%25%KDa%molecular%weight,%which%in%turn%is%
close%to%the%anticipated%monomeric%mass%of%HCH_03101.%However,%despite%eluting%in%a%single%
sharp%peak%the%overall%purity%of%the%sample%is%no%better%as%a%result%of%GelEfiltration.%%
%
Throughout%expression%trials%HCH_03101%behaved%as%expected%for%a%readily%soluble%protein.%
However,%during%purification%it%became%apparent%that%this%recombinant%protein%is%sensitive%to%
both%low%salt%and%high%concentration%conditions,%rapidly%precipitating%in%buffers%below%100%mM%
NaCl%and%at%concentrations%above%8%mg%mlE1.%Therefore%the%useful%lifetime%of%the%protein%in%
favourable%(high%salt)%conditions%is%approximately%three%hours,%severely%limiting%the%scope%of%
experiments%possible.%Nonetheless,%removing%the%GelEfiltration%stage%(which%offers%little%purity%
benefit)%significantly%increases%the%lifetime%of%the%protein%to%approximately%5%hours.%Analysis%of%
this%purified%protein%under%a%microscope.%Shows%that%in%certain%buffering%conditions%(25%mM%
HEPES%pH%7.5,%100%mM%NaCl)%and%at%concentrations%>%7%mg%mlE1%HCH_03101%is%liable%to%form%
either%small%poorly%diffracting%crystals,%or%insoluble%precipitate%within%a%day%of%storage.%
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Figure(5.3.1(–(Purification(strategy(for(6x(HIS(tagged(HCH_03101(protein(samples.(Panel%A%
displays%the%purification%trace%of%a%NiEHP%5%ml%column.%There%are%two%peaks%eluted%at%45%and%65%
ml,%corresponding%to%contaminants%and%HCH_03101%respectively.%The%column%was%run%on%a%
gradient%from%0%–%70% %buffer%B%(50%mM%Tris%pH%8,%0.5%M%NaCl,%1%M%Imidazole)%with%HCH_03101%
dissociating%from%the%matrix%with%0.3%M%Imidazole.%The%NiENTA%affinity%column%is%followed%by%a%
GelEfiltration%step,%shown%in%panel%B,%were%HCH_03101%elutes%in%a%single%peak%at%90%ml%
corresponding%to%a%monomeric%25%KDa%molecular%weight.%Panel%C%is%an%SDSEPAGE%gel%for%the%
above%purification%protocol:%Lane%1,%Mark%12%MW%marker%(NovexTM);%lane%2,%20%μg%NiEHP%run%
off;%lane%3,%crude%cell%free%extract;%lane%4,%20%μg%pooled%NiEHP%elution%and%lanes%5%E8,%20%μg%GelE
filtration%fractions.%This%gel%displays%that%a%single%NiEHP%stage%is%capable%of%achieving%95% %purity%
with%no%additional%gains%made%with%GelEfiltration.%
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5.3.2(–(Purifying(unMtagged(WT(HCH_03101%
%
Having%previously%established%that%the%tagged%(CTD%6xHIS)%HCH_03101%construct%was%unstable,%
led%to%the%production%of%an%unEtagged%construct.%A%purification%protocol%was%developed%to%
provide%pure%HCH_03101%protein,%in%as%few%chromatography%stages%as%possible.%HCH_03101%
has%an%isoEelectric%point%of%9.12,%predicted%by%PROTPARAM%(Gasteiger%et#al.,%2003).%As%a%result%
it%is%an%ideal%candidate%for%cation%exchange%chromatography.%At%neutral%pH%conditions%the%
majority%of%proteins%produced%by%E.#coli%exhibit%an%acidic%pH,%as%a%result%the%cation%exchange%
matrix%will%only%interact%with%a%small%subset%of%the%natively%produced%contaminants.%The%first%
purification%trial%was%with%a%CMESepharose%(GE%HealthcareTM)%column,%a%weak%cation%
exchanger.%However,%In%this%case%the%matrix%is%too%weak%with%a%large%proportion%of%the%sample%
protein%running%straight%through%(figure%5.3.2).%The%remaining%bound%protein%was%eluted%with%a%
linear%gradient%across%10%column%volumes%(10%x%20%ml),%moving%from%100% %buffer%A%(50%mM%
MES%pH%6.5)%to%100%%buffer%B%(50%mM%MES%pH%6.5,%0.5%M%NaCl),%with%HCH_03101%eluting%at%0.2%
M%NaCl.%SDSEPAGE%analysis%of%this%chromatography%step%shows%that%the%eluted%protein%is%
significantly%contaminated%(figure%5.3.2B).%Therefore,%a%stronger%cation%exchange%resin,%SPE
Toyopearl%(ToyopearlTM)%was%attempted%next.%When%run%using%the%same%buffer%and%gradient%
conditions%as%the%previous%CMESepharose%stage,%the%SPEToyopearl%column%yields%a%single%peak%
at%0.3%M%NaCl,%that%is%95% %pure%(figure%5.3.3).%Unfortunately,%further%experiments%to%improve%
upon%the%purity,%by%adding%a%Resource%S%(GE%HealthcareTM)%column%(the%strongest%cation%
exchanger%available)%resulted%in%irreversible%protein%adherence%to%the%matrix.%Consequently,%all%
future%WT%HCH_03101%purifications%were%undertaken%using%an%SP%cation%exchange%column.%%%
%
The%finalised%protocol%for%purifying%unEtagged%HCH_03101%protein%(figure%5.3.4),%involves%
several%minor%alterations%from%the%preliminary%trials;%Including%the%substitution%of%a%selfEpacked%
SPEtoyopearl%column%with%a%preEpacked%SPEHP%(GE%HealthcareTM)%5%ml%column%and%the%addition%
of%a%GelEfiltration%stage.%3%g%of%cell%paste%was%broken%in%35%ml%of%buffer%A%(50%mM%MES%pH%6)%
through%3,%20%second%rounds%of%sonication.%The%disrupted%cells%were%then%centrifuged%at%60,000%
g%for%20%minutes%in%a%JLAE25E50%rotor,%before%being%loaded%directly%onto%the%SPEHP%5%ml%
column.%This%column%was%run%at%a%rate%of%5%ml%minE1,%with%a%linear%gradient%from%0%E100% %
buffer%B%(50%mM%MES%pH%6,%0.5%M%NaCl)%across%15%column%volumes.%HCH_03101%is%eluted%from%
this%column%at%0.2%M%NaCl,%with%no%significant%contaminant%peaks.%SDSEPAGE%analysis%of%the%
peak%(figure%5.3.4A)%shows%that%the%protein%is%approaching%>95% %purity%from%a%single%
chromatography%step.%%
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Figure(5.3.2(–(Purification(of(unMtagged(HCH_03101(using(a(CMMsepharose(column.(Panel%A%
displays%an%SDSEPAGE%analysis%of%a%20%ml(CMEsepharose%column:%Lane%1,%20%μg%of%cell%free%
extract;%lane%2,%20%μg%CMEsepharose%of%run%off;%Lane%3,%mark%12%MW%marker;%lanes%4E12,%13%μl%
(~15%μg)%of%CMEsepharose%fractions%16E24.%The%run%off%contains%a%large%proportion%of%the%
soluble%HCH_03101%loaded%onto%the%column,%indicating%that%the%CM%resin%does%not%interact%
tightly%to%HCH_03101.%Panel%B%shows%the%corresponding%purification%trace%for%the%CME
sepharose%column,%with%the%only%clear%peak%between%fractions%20%E25%at%approximately%0.2%M%
NaCl.%The%SDSEPAGE%analysis%shows%that%the%large%peak%corresponds%to%HCH_03101.%However,%
the%fractions%are%heavily%contaminated%with%a%prominent%band%observed%at%34%KDa.%
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Figure(5.3.3(–(Purification(of(unMtagged(HCH_03101(with(an(SPMToyopearl(column.(Panel%A%
displays%an%SDSEPAGE%analysis%of%the%elution%profiles%from%first%a%20%ml(SPEToyopearl%column%
and%afterwards%a%Resource%S%5%ml%column.%Lane%1,%20%μg%soluble%cell%free%extract;%lane%2,%Mark%
12%MW%marker;%lane%3,%20%μg%SPEToyopearl%run%off;%lanes%4E7,%20%μg%SPEToyopearl%fractions%32E
35,%lanes%8E11,%13%μl%Resource%S%fractions.%Panel%B%is%the%purification%trace%from%the%SPE
Toyopearl%column%showing%a%single%peak%at%110%ml,%with%0.2%M%NaCl.%The%SDSEPAGE%gel%
highlights%that%SP%type%resins%are%well%suited%for%purifying%HCH_03101,%with%the%majority%of%the%
protein%interacting%with%the%resin%and%the%resultant%HCH_03101%>%95% %pure.%However,%
HCH_03101%binds%irreversibly%to%Resource%S%columns%removing%any%potential%for%improving%
purity%through%additional%ion%exchange%chromatography.%%%
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Figure(5.3.4(–(The(finalised(untagged(WT(HCH_03101(purification(strategy.(Panel%A%shows%an%
SDSEPAGE%gel%of%the%untagged%WT%HCH_03101%purification%scheme.%Lane%1,%20%μg%cell%free%
extract;%lane%2,%Mark%12;%lane%3,%20%μg%SPEHP%run%off;%lanes%4E7,%5%μl%SPEHP%fractions%19E22;%lane%
8,%20%μg%pooled%SPEHP%fractions;%lanes%9E13,%8%μl%GelEfiltration%fractions%25E29;%lane%14,%
concentrated%7%mg%mlE1%HCH_03101%in%crystallisation%buffer%(25%mM%HEPES%pH%7.5,%100%mM%
NaCl).%Panel%B%SDSEPAGE%test%for%protein%degradation:%lane%1,%15%μg%freshly%concentrated%
HCH_03101;%lane%2,%15%μg%after%72%hours%incubation%at%4oC.%The%protein%is%>95% %pure%and%
displays%only%minor%degradation.%Panel%C%and%D%are%the%purification%traces%from%the%SPEHP%5%ml%
and%Superdex%200%16/60%GelEfiltration%columns%respectively.%HCH_03101%is%eluted%from%the%
GelEfiltration%column%as%a%single%peak%at%88%ml,%consistent%with%a%monomeric%25%KDa%molecular%
weight.%%
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The%fractions%where%then%pooled%and%concentrated%to%7%mg%mlE1%in%a%2%ml%volume%and%loaded%
onto%a%Superdex%200%16/60%GelEfiltration%column,%run%at%1.5%ml%minE1%(figure%5.3.4C).%The%nonE
tagged%HCH_03101%is%eluted%in%a%single%peak%at%88%ml,%which%corresponds%to%a%Kav%of%0.56%and%
molecular%weight%of%25%KDa.%
%
The%above%purification%scheme%has%the%advantage%of%speed,%which%is%important%because%as%
none%of%the%solubility%issues%affecting%the%tagged%constructs%were%negated.%To%the%contrary,%the%
unEtagged%protein%is%less%stable,%precipitating%within%2E3%hours%of%concentration.%The%protein%
also%takes%approximately%3%hours%to%concentrate,%and%cannot%go%further%than%7%mg%mlE1.%
However,%the%observed%precipitation%is%not%pH%dependent;%with%low%concentration%1%mg%mlE1%
stocks%incubated%overnight%in%pH%6,%7%and%8%(50%mM%Tris,%0.5%M%NaCl)%buffers,%all%precipitating%
overnight.%This%decrease%in%solubility%also%cannot%be%explained%by%degradation.%Figure%5.3.4B%
shows%an%SDSEPAGE%analysis%of%a%sample%incubated%at%4%oC%for%3%days%in%crystallisation%buffer%
(25%mM%HEPES%pH7.5,%100%mM%NaCl),%with%the%resultant%precipitant%reEsolubilised%in%detergent%
(50%mM%TRIS%pH%8,%50%mM%SDS).%This%gel%shows%that%lower%molecular%weight%degradation%
products%are%present.%However,%the%majority%of%the%sample%remains%at%a%native%molecular%
weight.%Curiously,%the%untagged%HCH_03101%protein%has%not%been%observed%forming%crystals%
when%stored,%a%common%occurrence%with%the%tagged%protein.%.%%
%
5.3.3(–(Purifying(the(C94S(point(mutant(of(CTD(6xHIS(HCH_03101(
%
The%final%HCH_03101%construct%to%be%purified%was%a%CYS%to%SER%point%mutant%believed%to%be%
located%within%the%putative%proteins%active%site.%This%CYS%position%is%the%proposed%catalytic%
nucleophile%in%HCH_03101,%assigned%on%the%basis%of%sequence%homology%with%BLF1.%Therefore%
any%mutation%at%this%site%would%be%anticipated%to%knock%out%activity,%without%necessarily%
modifying%the%enzymes%ability%to%bind%its%substrate.%The%primary%purpose%of%this%active%site%
mutant%was%to%act%as%a%bait%protein%in%pullEdown%experiments%to%elucidate%the%binding%partners%
of%HCH_03101.%However,%structural%validation%that%the%enzyme%had%not%been%modified%on%a%
tertiary%basis%by%this%mutation%was%also%desirable.%It%was%logical%to%attempt%crystallisation%with%
the%same%CTD%6xHIS%variant%of%the%C94S%mutant,%as%would%be%used%in%the%pullEdown%
experiments.%Therefore,%the%purification%protocol%was%the%same%as%described%in%section%5.3.1%
for%the%WT%tagged%HCH_03101%protein%with%a%typical%C94S%purification%detailed%in%figure%5.3.5.%%%%%%%%%
%
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Figure(5.3.5(–(Purification(of(the(6x(HIS(tagged(C94S(active(site(mutant(of(HCH_03101.%Panel%
A%is%an%SDSEPAGE%analysis%for%the%purification%of%HCH_03101%C94S%(6xHIS%tagged),%using%a%NiEHP%
5%ml%column.%Lane%1,%Mark%12%MW%marker;%lane%2,%20%μg%cell%free%extract;%lane%3,%20%μg%NiEHP%
run%off;%lanes%4E7,%15%μg%NiEHP%fractions%17E20.%Panel%B%is%the%purification%trace%for%the%NiEHP%5%
ml%with%the%column%run%with%a%linear%gradient%moving%from%0E70%%buffer%B%(50%mM%Tris%pH%8,%
0.5%M%NaCl,%0.5%M%Imidazole),%showing%that%unlike%the%tagged%WT%HCH_03101%constructs%the%
C94S%mutant%elutes%with%less%Imadizole,%at%0.25%M.%Furthermore,%the%single%NiEHP%stage%yields%
protein%>95% %pure.%Therefore,%skipping%the%GelEfiltration%stage%provides%an%extra%2%hours%of%
working%time%prior%to%precipitation.%%%%%%%
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5.4(–(HCH_03101(Crystallisation(and(diffraction(tests((
%
For%crystallisation%trials%a%sparse%matrix%screening%strategy%was%employed,%with%the%protein%
samples%concentrated%to%between%7E9%mg%mlE1%and%trialled%across%384%conditions%encompassing%
the%JCSG+,%PACT,%Classics%(QiagenTM)%and%Proplex%(Molecular%DimensionsTM)%screens.%These%
preliminary%crystallisation%conditions%were%set%up%in%sitting%drop%vapour%diffusion%experiments%
(section%3.1.4),%using%a%Hydra%II%Plus%1%crystallisation%robot%(MatrixTM).%With%the%robot%
programmed%to%administer%200%nl%of%protein%into%a%200%nl%droplet%of%mother%liquor,%which%was%
flanked%by%a%50%μl%precipitant%reservoir%of%precipitant.%Favourable%crystallisation%conditions%
were%then%optimised%upon%by%hanging%drop%vapour%diffusion,%with%the%protein%and%precipitant%
combined%in%1%μl%:1%μl%and%1%μl%:2%μl%ratios%on%the%same%cover%slip,%above%a%1%ml%reservoir%of%
precipitant.%Both%the%sparse%matrix%and%optimisation%trials%were%produced%in%duplicate%to%be%
incubated%at%both%7%and%17%oC.%%
%
5.4.1(–(Crystallising(HCH03101(CTD(6xHIS((
(
The%tagged%WT%HCH_03101%crystallises%in%over%50%of%the%initial%384%conditions%trialled,%with%
little%correlation%observed%between%crystal%formation%and%the%specific%salt%and%precipitant%
concentrations,%or%different%buffering%solutions.%However,%there%was%a%single%area%of%
consistency,%with%the%time%frame%required%for%crystallisation%approximately%a%week.%Despite%
crystallising%across%a%range%of%conditions,%the%diffraction%quality%of%the%crystals%varies%
dramatically%from%one%condition%to%another%in%both%resolution%and%mosaic%spread.%The%hits%that%
displayed%the%best%diffracting%crystals%are%displayed%in%figure%5.4.1A.%All%the%crystals%grown%in%
sitting%drop%trials%share%eightEsided%diamond%morphologies,%with%uniform%dimensions%of%50%μm%
x%30%μm%x%30%μm.%%
%
Crystals%grown%in%PACT%C9%(0.2%M%Lithium%chloride,%0.1%M%Tris%pH%8,%20% %(w/v)%PEG%6000),%
Proplex%A5%(0.1%M%MES%pH%6.5,%15% %(v/v)%PEG%550%MME)%and%Proplex%E9%(0.2%M%Sodium%
Chloride,%0.1M%HEPES%pH%7.5,%12% %(w/v)%PEG%8000)%conditions%were%the%first%to%be%tested.%
These%crystals%were%frozen%prior%to%diffraction%tests,%in%the%same%buffer%and%precipitant%
conditions%present%in%the%mother%liquor%with%30% %(v/v)%Ethylene%glycol.%The%PACT%C9%crystals%
diffracted%to%2.8%Å,%whilst%both%Proplex%conditions%reached%3.5%Å.%However,%the%quality%of%the%
diffraction%in%both%cases%was%poor.%The%Proplex%conditions%exhibited%figure%of%eight%reflections,%
a%common%indicator%of%multiple%lattices%and%macroscopic%twinning.%Whereas%the%crystals%grown%
in%PACT%C9%appeared%to%diffract%nicely%out%to%2.5%Å,%but%displayed%a%high%mosaic%spread%of%6%o,%
which%would%hinder%any%phasing%experiments%downstream.%%
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Figure(5.4.1(–(Selection(of(crystallisation(conditions(uncovered(for(both(tagged(and(nonM
tagged(HCH_03101.((
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The%only%condition%from%the%initial%screens%that%combined%high%resolution%with%a%low%mosaic%
spread%were%grown%in%JCSG+%E8%(1%M%diEAmmonium%phosphate,%0.1%M%Sodium%acetate%pH%4.5),%
diffracting%out%to%1.9%Å%with%a%mosaic%spread%of%2%o.%Optimising%the%JCSG+%E8%condition%was%
attempted%by%varying%the%diEAmmonium%phosphate%concentration%between%0.4%E%1.4%M%and%the%
Sodium%acetate%concentration%between%0.05%E%0.2%M,%in%both%cases%this%range%is%covered%in%0.05%
M%steps.%The%largest%crystals%were%grown%in%optimised%conditions%between%0.7%E%0.9%M%diE
Ammonium%phosphate%with%0.1%M%Sodium%acetate%pH%4.5,%measuring%150%x%70%x%70%μm.%
However,%despite%testing%over%20%of%the%optimised%crystals%in%a%variety%of%cryoEprotectants%
between:%15%–%35% %(v/v)%Ethylene%glycol,%25E30% %(v/v)%Glycerol,%25E30% %(v/v)%Sucrose%and%25E
30% %(v/v)%PEG%400.%None%of%these%crystals%diffracted%above%2.15%Å.%Therefore,%the%cryoE
protectant%does%not%appear%to%play%a%crucial%role%in%determining%diffraction%quality.%%
%
5.4.2(–(Crystallising(the(SeMMET(phasing(derivative(of(HCH_03101(CTD(6xHIS((
(
With%a%selection%of%suitable%native%crystals%of%the%tagged%WT%HCH_03101%produced%and%tested,%
a%derivative%incorporating%heavy%atoms%was%required%to%solve%the%phase%problem%(section%3.4).%
Attempts%to%soak%in%Mercury%ethylEcompounds%and%salts%proved%unsuccessful.%Therefore,%with%
no%Isomorphous%replacement%derivative%possible,%it%was%decided%to%attempt%anomalous%
dispersion%by%incorporating%SeEMET%residues%during%overEexpression%(section%5.2.1).%Therefore,%
HCH_03101%with%4%MET%residues%should%provide%4%different%heavy%atom%sites,%plenty%for%
phasing.%%
%
Expression%trials%for%the%SeEMET%derivative,%grown%in%minimal%media%supplemented%with%SeE
MET,%showed%that%the%protein%expresses%at%a%lower%level%with%more%in%the%insoluble%fraction.%
However,%none%of%the%previously%identified%conditions%produced%single%crystals.%Therefore,%
fresh%sparse%matrix%trials%where%set%up,%with%JCSG+,%PACT%and%Classics%screens%laid%down%at%8%
mg%mlE1.%These%trials%identified%two%conditions:%PACT%H12%(0.2%M%Sodium%malonate,%0.1%M%BisE
Tris%propane%pH%8.5,%20% %(w/v)%PEG%3350)%and%JCSG+%C4%(0.1%M%HEPES%pH%7.5,%10% %(w/v)%PEG%
6000)%(figure%5.4.1B).%These%crystals%were%diffraction%tested%frozen%in%mother%liquor%+%30% %
(v/v)%Ethylene%glycol.%With%the%PACT%H12%samples%not%producing%diffraction%patterns%but%
several%crystals%from%the%JCSG+%C4%condition%reaching%2.6%Å%resolution.%%%%%
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At%a%later%date%the%C4%JCSG+%condition%was%optimised%upon,%by%setting%up%hanging%drop%trials,%
which%varied%the%precipitant%concentration%in%1% %steps%between%4%E%20% %(w/v)%PEG%6000%and%
buffering%pH%between%6%E8%in%0.5%steps.%The%optimised%condition%yielding%the%largest%crystals%
was%0.1%M%HEPES%pH%7.5,%8% %PEG%6000.%However,%as%with%the%native%HCH_03101%(tagged)%
these%larger%crystals%failed%to%diffract%better%than%their%sitting%drop%counterparts,%with%higher%
mosaic%spread%and%lower%overall%resolution%observed.%%
%
5.4.3(Crystallising(the(Native(nonMtagged(HCH_03101(
(
Despite%the%unEtagged%HCH_03101%expression%trials,%showing%less%material%in%the%insoluble%
fraction%than%the%tagged%variants.%The%Purification%trials%suggest%that%the%untagged%protein%is%
significantly%less%stable.%However,%sparse%matrix%trials%incorporating%the%JCSG+,%PACT%and%
Proplex%screens%were%laid%down%for%with%the%unEtagged%HCH_03101%protein%to%isolate%
preliminary%crystallisation%conditions.%The%best%hits%identified%from%these%screens%(figure%
5.4.1C)%are%spread%across,%the%now%customary,%wide%variety%of%conditions.%However,%unlike%the%
unEtagged%protein%none%of%these%conditions%have%produced%crystals%that%diffract%to%a%higher%
resolution%then%3%Å.%Moreover%they%also%displayed%significantly%different%unit%cell%dimensions%to%
the%previously%discussed%crystals,%especially%along%the%c%axis%where%they%are%13%Å%longer%than%
the%tagged%WT%HCH_03101%(section%5.4.1).%%%%
%
5.4.4(Crystallising(the(C94S(mutant(of(HCH_03101(CTD(6xHIS(
(
The%C94S%mutant%of%HCH_03101%predominantly%exhibited%crystallisation%conditions%in%common%
with%the%WT%6xHIS%construct.%However,%the%condition%that%produced%the%best%diffracting%
crystals,%PACT%E4%(0.2%M%Potassium%thiocyanate,%20% %(w/v)%PEG%3350)%was%novel.%This%crystal%
was%optimised%along%the%same%parameters%as%the%derivative%JCSG+%C4%crystals%with%the%best%
crystals%grown%in%0.2%M%Potassium%thiocyanate,%12% %PEG%3350.%Unlike%the%previous%constructs%
the%C94S%mutant%is%the%first%to%display%better%diffraction%quality%as%a%result%of%larger%optimised%
crystals%with%data%collected%to%2.08%Å.%These%optimised%crystals%also%display%the%same%unit%cell%
dimensions%previously%exhibited%by%the%unEtagged%crystals%(section%5.4.3).%With%a%c%unit%cell%
dimension,%12%Å%longer%than%observed%in%any%of%the%previously%tested%HIS%tagged%constructs%
(sections%5.4.1%–%5.4.2).%%%%%%%
%
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(
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5.5(–(HCH_03101(SeMMet(derivative(diffraction(data(
%
A%wide%variety%of%crystals%were%tested%for%their%diffraction%properties.%The%best%crystals%were%
grown%in%the%sparse%matrix%condition%JCSG+%C4%(0.1%M%HEPES%pH%6.5,%10% %PEG%6000)%(figure%
5.5.1A).%These%crystals%were%exposed%to%XErays%at%the%Diamond%light%source%on%beamline%I03,%
diffracting%out%to%a%maximum%resolution%of%2.6%Å,%which%was%comfortably%the%highest%resolution%
observed%from%a%SeEMET%derivative%crystal.%They%also%exhibited%tetragonal%symmetry%in%spaceE
group%P%41%21%2.%Prior%to%collecting%any%data%these%crystals%were%tested%for%heavy%atom%
incorporation.%A%fluorescence%scan%identified%a%strong%selenium%signal%from%which%the%peak%
energy%and%atomic%scattering%factors%(f’%and%f”)%were%estimated%(figure%5.5.1B).%The%wavelength%
of%the%incident%XErays%was%consequently%altered,%to%match%the%peak%energy%indicated%from%the%
above%scan%at%12660%eV%(0.098%nm).%%
%
Phasing%HCH_03101%was%approached%using%a%high%redundancy,%SAD%data%collection%strategy.%
This%was%due%to%preliminary%tests%on%the%less%well%diffracting%examples%from%this%condition,%
which%had%shown%that%these%crystals%succumbed%to%radiation%damage%after%approximately%400%
o%of%rotation.%Therefore,%it%is%unlikely%that%a%single%crystal%could%survive%the%multiple%exposures%
required%to%collect%an%effective%MAD%dataset.%For%the%data%collection%a%single%crystal%was%
tested,%diffracting%to%2.6%Å,%with%the%anticipated%P%41%21%2%spaceEgroup.%A%dataset%incorporating%
360%o%of%rotation%in%0.2%o%steps%was%collected%(figure%5.5.2A).%However,%despite%the%data%
displaying%a%strong%anomalous%mid%slope%(1.45)%and%high%multiplicity%statistics%(24%/%14),%it%was%
not%possible%to%locate%more%than%one%of%the%heavy%atom%site%using%SHELX%(Sheldrick,%2008).%
Undeterred,%a%second%crystal%was%tested%(figure%5.5.2B)%using%the%same%parameters,%which%
diffracted%to%2.8%Å%resolution%with%similarly%strong%anomalous%stats.%However,%this%crystal%also%
did%not%locate%any%additional%heavy%atom%sites.%%
%
This%was%perplexing%as%every%indicator%pointed%towards%these%data%being%capable%of%providing%a%
solution.%However,%close%inspection%of%the%diffraction%patterns%revealed%a%troubling%flaw%with%
the%diffraction.%With%both%crystals%displaying%a%high%mosaic%spread%of%2%–%2.5%o.%This%mosaic%
spread%value%is%unusually%high,%with%each%reflection%persisting%for%upwards%of%10E15%images,%
which%has%the%effect%of%broadening%the%intensity%peaks%measured%during%the%diffraction%
experiment.%These%broader%intensity%peaks%make%accurately%determining%the%anomalous%
scattering%extremely%difficult.%A%potential%solution%to%this%problem%would%have%been%to%attempt%
production%of%new%crystals%in%an%alternative%condition.%Unfortunately,%in%the%case%of%
HCH_03101,%a%2.5o%mosaic%spread%was%the%lowest%that%was%observed%across%any%of%the%tested%
SeEMET%derivatives%and%also%many%of%the%native%crystals.%%
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Figure(5.2.1(–(SeMMET(derivative(crystals(grown(in(JCSG+(C4(contain(a(heavy(atom(sites.(Panel%
A%displays%the%best%diffracting%SeEMET%derivative%crystals,%grown%in%sitting%drop%condition%JCSG+%
C4%(0.1%M%HEPES%pH%6.5,%10% %PEG%6000).%Panel%B%shows%the%CHOOCH%output%of%a%fluorescence%
scan,%undertaken%to%identify%the%Selenium%absorption%edge%prior%to%adjusting%the%XEray’s%
wavelength%to%0.97930%Å%for%data%collection.(
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Figure(5.5.2(–(Data(collection(statistics(for(the(SeMMET(derivative.(Panels%A%and%B%show%the%
processing%statistics%from%2%individual%360%o%datasets%each%collected%from%a%single%JCSG+%C4%
crystal.%Panel%C%shows%the%processing%statistics%produced%when%the%two%datasets%above%are%
combined%as%a%single%dataset,%by%reEprocessing%them%in%Xia2.%Interestingly%outside%of%the%
increase%in%the%anomalous%values,%there%is%a%broad%improvement%observed%in%both%the%merging%
(Rpim)%and%signal%to%noise%(I/σI)%stats%as%a%result%of%the%increased%redundancy.%%%
%
A""HCH_03101"Se+MET"deriva4ve"–"C4+1"SAD""
Overall" Low" High"
High"resolu4on"limit"(Å)" 2.79% 12.49% 2.79%
Low"resolu4on"limit"(Å)" 37.70% 37.70% 2.87%
Completeness" 99.9% 97.9% 100%
Mul4plicity" 24.0% 15.5% 25.6%
I"/"sigma" 26.1% 57.1% 5.1%
Rpim"(I)" 0.023% 0.013% 0.148%
Rpim"(I+/+)" 0.029% 0.011% 0.201%
Wilson"B"factor"(Å2)"" 55.03%
Anomalous"
completeness"
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Anomalous"mul4plicity"" 13.8% 13.7% 14.1%
Anomalous"correla4on"" 0.744% 0.973% -0.025%
Anomalous"mid+slope" 1.367%
Total"observa4ons" 148,215% 1538% 11,422%
Total"unique"
observa4ons"
6176% 99% 447%
Unit"cell"dimensions"
A,"B,"C"(Å)" 52.15% 52.15% 163.69%
α,"β,"γ"(o)" 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%
Space"group" P%41%21%2%
B""HCH_03101"Se+MET"deriva4ve"–"C4+2"SAD""
Overall" Low" High"
High"resolu4on"limit"(Å)" 2.64% 11.82% 2.64%
Low"resolu4on"limit"(Å)" 33.62% 33.62% 2.71%
Completeness" 99.8% 96.3% 99.6%
Mul4plicity" 24.2% 15.6% 24.7%
I"/"sigma" 27.1% 60.9% 4.7%
Rpim"(I)" 0.021% 0.013% 0.162%
Rpim"(I+/+)" 0.026% 0.011% 0.221%
Wilson"B"factor"(Å2)" 50.8%
Anomalous"completeness" 99.8% 100.0% 99.3%
Anomalous"mul4plicity"" 13.8% 13.4% 13.3%
Anomalous"correla4on"" 0.786% 0.986% 0.013%
Anomalous"mid+slope" 1.446%
Total"observa4ons" 174,057% 1734% 12,519%
Total"unique""
observa4ons"
7205% 111% 506%
Unit"cell"dimensions"
A,"B,"C"(Å)" 52.15% 52.15% 163.59%
α,"β,"γ"(o)" 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%
Space"group" P%41%21%2%
C"""HCH_03101–"Se+MET"deriva4ve"–"C4+C"SAD""
Overall" Low" High"
High"resolu4on"limit"(Å)" 2.65% 11.85% 2.65%
Low"resolu4on"limit"(Å)" 40.91% 40.91% 2.72%
Completeness" 99.8% 98.3% 99.6%
Mul4plicity" 44.8% 30.5% 24.8%
I"/"sigma" 33.8% 76.6% 4.8%
Rpim"(I)" 0.016% 0.009% 0.158%
Rpim"(I+/+)" 0.021% 0.009% 0.216%
Wilson"B"factor"(Å2)" 51.6%
Anomalous"
completeness"
99.8% 100.0% 99.3%
Anomalous"mul4plicity"" 25.5% 27.2% 13.4%
Anomalous"correla4on"" 0.853% 0.980% 0.053%
Anomalous"mid+slope" 1.560%
Total"observa4ons" 321,057% 3505% 12,438%
Total"unique"
observa4ons"
7159% 115% 502%
Unit"cell"dimensions"
A,"B,"C"(Å)" 52.15% 52.15% 163.63%
α,"β,"γ"(o)" 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%
Space"group" P%41%21%2%
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Therefore%it%was%decided%to%maximise%the%statistical%significance%of%the%poor%anomalous%signal%
available,%by%increasing%the%redundancy%of%the%data.%However,%these%crystals%had%previously%
identified%radiation%damage%limitations,%which%precluded%the%use%of%alternative%kappa%angles%or%
longer%rotations%to%increase%the%redundancy%possible%from%a%single%crystal.%Therefore,%the%best%
option%available%was%to%combine%multiple%datasets.%The%best%two%datasets,%selected%based%on%
their%anomalous%midEslope%and%isomorphous%unit%cell%dimensions%were%combined.%This%was%
achieved%by%reEprocessing%the%data%collected%for%each%crystal%in%Xia2%(Winter,%2010),%with%each%
independent%1800%image%batch%treated%as%a%separate%wave%(figure%5.5.2C).%Whilst%this%was%a%
slightly%unusual%way%of%producing%a%highly%redundant%dataset%for%SAD%phasing,%the%statistics%
outputted%from%AIMLESS%indicate%that%this%combined%dataset%has%a%positive%effect%on%the%
overall%quality%of%the%data.%There%are%clear%improvements%observed%in%both%the%Merging%(Rpim)%
and%signal%to%noise%(i/σi)%statistics,%besides%the%marked%improvement%to%the%anomalous%mid%
slope%up%from%1.45%to%1.56%in%the%new%dataset.%
%
The%processed%combined%dataset%was%then%used%to%calculate%the%experimental%phases%using%
Autosol%within%the%Phenix%suite%(Adams%et#al.,%2010).%Autosol%starts%by%determining%the%location%
of%the%heavy%atoms%within%the%derivative%unit%cell%(figure%5.5.3).%However,%Autosol%identifies%6%
sites,%which%was%unexpected%as%HCH_03101%only%codes%for%4%possible%MET%positions.%
Examination%of%these%sites%(figure%5.5.3)%indicates%that%sites%1E3%are%high%occupancy%with%a%
fourth%Selenium%split%between%sites%4%and%6,%which%are%in%close%proximity%to%one%another%with%a%
combined%occupancy%of%0.%95.%The%5th%and%final%site%has%an%extremely%low%occupancy%of%0.17%
and%possibly%represents%either%an%error%or%a%low%occupancy%location.%Overall%the%Figure%of%merit%
calculated%for%these%sites%is%0.33,%which%leads%onto%the%poor%initial%electron%density%map%(figure%
4.5.B)%calculated%using%only%the%heavy%atom%sites.%However,%the%following%panel%(5.5.3B)%shows%
the%same%portion%of%electron%density,%post%density%modification%in%DM,%highlighting%how%
inaccurate%the%initial%experimental%phases%were.%%
%
Having%identified%the%heavy%atom%sites%and%calculated%a%set%of%experimental%phases,%Autosol%
was%then%used%to%build%a%model%into%the%densityEmodified%map.%This%model%building%is%guided%
by%prior%knowledge%of%the%primary%sequence,%provided%by%a%.seq%file,%and%the%location%of%the%
heavy%atom%sites%within%this%sequence,%at%the%corresponding%MET%residues.%Autosol%outputs%an%
incomplete%HCH_03101%model,%building%202%of%the%234%expected%residues%with%152%correctly%
assigned%in%chain%A%and%a%further%50%positions%built%as%polyEALA%backbone%in%chain%B.%%
%
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Figure(5.5.3(–(Identifying(heavy(atom(sites(and(constructing(an(initial(electron(density(map.%
The%SeEMET%derivative%of%HCH_03101%encodes%for%4%Selenium%sites,%but%Autosol%identifies%6.%
Chart%A%details%the%occupancy,%temperature%factor%and%realEspace%locations%for%each%potential%
site.%Selenium’s%1,%2%and%3%couple%high%occupancy%with%low%BEfactors,%site%5%is%likely%an%error%
and%sites%4%and%6%with%their%close%proximity%and%otherwise%high%occupancies%most%likely%
constitute%a%single%4th%selenium.%The%initial%electron%density%map%was%calculated%using%phases%
obtained%from%the%above%sites.%Panel%B%shows%the%electron%density%map%calculated%from%the%
experimental%heavy%atom%phases%alone.%The%resulting%map%is%of%poor%quality,%as%SAD%data%is%
rarely%conclusive%until%some%degree%of%density%modification%has%been%employed.%Panel%C%shows%
the%same%portion%of%map,%post%density%modification.%%%%%(
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Figure(5.5.4(–(Automated(model(building(of(SeMMET(derivative(HCH_03101(CTD(6x(HIS.(
Having%calculated%experimental%phases,%Autosol%builds%a%model%which%it%refines%the%initial%
phases%against%prior%to%iterative%model%rebuilding.%The%chart%to%the%top%left%hand%corner%
summarises%the%progress%of%the%automated%model%building.%HCH_03101%is%composed%of%234%
residues%152%of%which%are%automatically%placed,%with%a%further%50%positions%built%as%unassigned%
polyEALA%fragments.%Taken%together%the%model%accounts%for%86% %of%the%anticipated%protein%
backbone%with%a%mapEmodel%correlation%of%0.77.%Panel%A%displays%the%assigned%residues%with%3%
key%gaps%in%the%model.%However,%2%of%these%large%gaps%have%been%built%in%as%a%polyEALA%
backbone%in%a%separate%chain%indicated%in%red.%Both%N%and%CEterminal%domains%are%built%and%
complete,%leaving%a%25%residue%gap%unaccounted%for.%Panel%B%shows%the%active%site%residues%
THR%88,%CYS%94%and%HIS%108%built%into%the%initial%density%modified%map%contoured%at%1%σ.%Panel%
C(shows%the%same%region%after%5%cycles%of%model%building%and%iterative%refinement,%with%the%
map%once%again%contoured%at%1%σ.%Whilst%this%map%represents%a%significant%improvement%it%is%
not%possible%to%locate%any%unassigned%residues.%
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Between%these%two%chains%there%are%11%fragments%accounting%for%86% %of%the%anticipated%
protein%backbone,%with%an%mapEmodel%correlation%of%0.77.%Analysis%of%the%partial%model%
indicated%that%chain%B%had%been%built%incorrectly.%This%region%was%entirely%rebuilt%using%Coot%
(Emsley%and%Cowtan,%2004),%but%despite%iterative%refinement%against%this%new%model%yielding%
significant%improvements%upon%the%initial%phases,%shown%in%Figure%5.5.4BEC,%it%was%not%possible%
to%produce%a%model%accounting%for%HCH_03101’s%full%protein%backbone.%%
%
%5.6(–(HCH_03101(Native(diffraction(data(%
(
With%a%partial%model%accounting%for%over%80% %of%HCH_03101’s%primary%sequence,%the%next%
challenge%was%to%optimise%the%diffraction%quality%from%the%native%CTD%6xHIS%crystals.%The%
crystals%with%the%best%diffraction%properties%were%harvested%from%a%sitting%drop%trial%in%
condition%JCSG+%E8%(1%M%diEAmmonium%phosphate,%0.1%M%Sodium%acetate%pH%4.5),%detailed%in%
figure%5.6.1.%The%diffraction%from%this%particular%condition%was%far%stronger%than%previously%
observed,%as%shown%in%figure%5.6.2,%it%also%exhibited%a%lower%mosaic%spread%of%2%o.%A%120%o%
dataset%was%collected%from%a%single%crystal%at%the%Diamond%synchrotron%on%BeamEline%I03,%
diffracting%to%1.88%Å%with%a%P%41%21%2%spaceEgroup.%%
%
An%initial%electron%density%map%was%produced%using%phases%calculated%from%a%Molecular%
replacement%of%the%incomplete%derivative%model%into%the%improved%native%data,%using%PHASERE
MR%in%the%CCP4i%suite%(McCoy%et#al.,%2007).%This%route%was%chosen%in%place%of%phase%extension%
because%of%the%incomplete%nature%of%the%previous%model.%The%resulting%electron%density%map%
was%substantially%improved%from%the%2.6%Å%SeEMET%derivative,%with%substantial%difference%
density%observed%at%both%previously%unresolved%fragments%of%the%backbone%and%for%incorrectly%
modelled%portions%of%the%search%model,%as%shown%in%figure%5.6.3B.%This%superior%map%was%
subsequently%used%to%model%a%complete%HCH_03101%structure,%with%all%234%residues%assigned%
in%a%single%continuous%chain,%along%with%154%water%molecules%and%a%single%phosphate%ion.%
%
Optimisation%to%produce%superior%crystals%was%attempted%around%the%JCSG+%E8%condition.%The%
best%crystals%were%grown%in%0.7%M%diEAmmonium%phosphate,%0.1%M%Sodium%acetate%and%
diffracted%to%2.15%Å%resolution.%However,%closer%inspection%of%the%diffraction%patterns,%figure%
5.6.2C,%showed%that%the%reflections%are%not%as%well%defined%as%previously%collected%datasets.%%
%
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Figure(5.6.1(M(Crystal(conditions(and(processing(statistics(for(the(native(6x(HIS(HCH_03101.(
Panel%A%shows%the%crystal%droplet%from%which%the%best%diffracting%HCH_03101%crystals%were%
harvested.%The%condition%is%JCSG+%E8%(1%M%diEAmmonium%phosphate,%0.1%M%Sodium%acetate%pH%
4.5).%Chart%B%details%the%processing%statistics%for%the%dataset%collected%from%crystals%from%JCSG+%
E8,%which%were%used%to%build%the%current%best%model%of%HCH_03101.%(
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Condi&on'JCSG+'E8:''
1'M'di1Ammonium''
Phosphate,'0.1'M'Sodium'acetate''
pH'4.5!
HCH_03101'CTD'6xHIS'–'Na&ve'''
Overall' Low' High'
High'resolu&on'limit'(Å)'' 1.88! 8.41! 1.88!
Low'resolu&on'limit'(Å)'' 51.96! 51.96! 1.93!
Completeness' 96.5! 99.4! 71.5!
Mul&plicity' 8.1! 6.2! 7.4!
I'/'sigma' 21.9! 55.0! 4.3!
Rpim'(I)' 0.018! 0.010! 0.224!
Wilson'B'factor'(Å2)' 30.25!
Total'observa&ons' 151,649! 1808! 7392!
Total'unique'observa&ons' 18,619! 290! 997!
Unit'cell'dimensions'
A,'B,'C'(Å)' 51.96! 51.96! 164.25!
α,'β,'γ'(o)' 90.0! 90.0! 90.0!
Space'group' P!41!21!2!
200#μm#
A' B'
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Figure(5.6.2(–(Comparison(of(diffraction(quality(across(the(HCH_03101(crystals.(Panel%A%
shows%a%typical%diffraction%pattern%taken%from%the%SeEMET%derivative,%with%panels%B%and%C%
displaying%diffraction%from%sitting%drop%and%optimised%crystals%of%tagged%WT%HCH_03101%
respectively.%Panel%B%is%from%the%dataset%used%to%model%HCH_03101%and%exhibits%multiple%ice%
rings.%%
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Figure(5.6.3(–(Examining(the(initial(and(final(electron(density(maps(from(tagged(WT(
HCH_03101.(Panel%A%shows%a%strongly%aromatic%portion%of%the%structure%between%residues%83%
and%88%with%the%initial%electron%density%map,%calculated%directly%after%Molecular%replacement,%
overlayed%and%contoured%to%1%σ.%Panel%B%exhibits%an%unassigned%polyEALA%portion%of%chain%B%in%
the%incomplete%starting%model,%where%the%green%FoEFc%difference%map%is%contoured%at%3%σ%
provides%new%information,%in%the%final%model%U%245%corresponds%to%PHE%51.%Panel%C%is%the%same%
portion%of%the%structure%as%panel%A%but%overlaid%with%the%final%refined%map%contoured%at%1%σ.%%%%%
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A%final%further%attempt%to%produce%crystals%that%diffracted%to%higher%resolution,%involved%
crystallising%the%WT%construct.%The%statistics%from%the%best%data%obtained%from%crystals%of%WT%
HCH_03101,%is%shown%in%figure%5.6.4.%This%data%was%collected%from%sitting%drop%crystals%
produced%in%JCSG+%E11%(0.16%M%Calcium%acetate,%0.08%M%Sodium%cacodylate%pH%6.5,%14.4% %
(w/v)%PEG%8000,%20% %Glycerol).%However,%they%only%diffract%to%3%Å%resolution%and%so%any%
resulting%model%would%provide%little%insight%into%either%the%structure%or%function%of%HCH_03101.%%%
%
5.7(–(HCH_03101(C94S(diffraction(data%%
%
Data%were%also%collected%from%a%C94S%mutant%of%the%tagged%HCH_03101%construct;%this%was%to%
show%that%the%expected%inactive%mutant%displayed%the%same%tertiary%fold%as%the%WT.%The%best%
diffracting%crystals%(figure%5.7.1),%were%an%optimisation%from%the%sparse%matrix%condition%PACT%
E4%(0.2%M%Potassium%thiocyanate,%20% %(w/v)%PEG%3350)%grown%in%0.2%M%Potassium%
thiocyanate,%12% %(w/v)%PEG%3350.%A%full%dataset%was%collected%at%the%Diamond%synchrotron%on%
beamEline%I03%to%a%resolution%of%2.08%Å,%encompassing%a%full%360%o%rotation%in%0.2%o%steps.%These%
crystals%display%a%characteristic%P%41%21%2%spaceEgroup,%but%unlike%the%tagged%examples%the%unit%
cell%dimensions%are%extended%by%13.6%Å%along%the%C%axis,%in%a%similar%fashion%to%the%unEtagged%
crystals%that%diffracted%to%low%resolution.%This%crystal%structure%has%therefore%been%solved%from%
a%crystal%displaying%a%different%crystal%form,%which%will%be%examined%in%chapter%6.%%
%
An%electron%density%map%was%calculated%for%the%above%dataset%through%Molecular%replacement%
using%the%finalised%WT%6xHIS%HCH_03101%model%as%a%search%ensemble,%displayed%in%figure%
5.7.2A.%The%search%ensemble%was%not%modified%to%incorporate%the%desired%mutation;%therefore%
analysis%of%the%initial%map%refined%against%an%incorrect%CYS%94%model%could%be%used%to%check%for%
model%bias.%Figure%5.7.B%shows%HCH_03101’s%active%site,%the%incorrect%CYS%94%has%not%been%
modified%and%the%difference%density%map%post%refinement%indicates%an%excess%of%atoms%
modeled%at%the%sideEchains%thiol%termini,%validating%the%successful%mutation.%The%model%was%
then%modified%to%a%SER%at%position%94%and%fully%rebuilt%in%Coot.%Under%cursory%inspection%there%
where%substantial%portions%of%the%protein,%in%particular%a%20%residue%stretch%between%positions%
165%and%185%which%occupied%a%different%conformation%to%the%WT%model.%This%deviation%in%the%
global%structure%is%likely%a%consequence%of%the%alternative%crystal%form.%
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Figure(5.6.4(M(Crystal(conditions(and(processing(statistics(for(the(native(nonMtagged(
HCH_03101.(Panel%A%shows%the%sitting%drop%crystals%obtained%from%condition%JCSG+%E11%(0.16%
M%Calcium%acetate,%0.08%M%Sodium%cacodylate%pH%6.5,%14.4% %(w/v)%PEG%8000,%20% %Glycerol).%
These%were%the%best%diffracting%crystals%produced%from%unEtagged%WT%HCH_03101%protein%with%
a%360%o%dataset%collected%in%0.2%o%slices%at%Diamond%synchrotron,%beamEline%I02,%to%2.99%Å%
resolution.%Chart%B%displays%the%processing%statistics%for%the%above%dataset.%Outside%of%differing%
unit%cell%dimensions%along%the%C%axis%the%dataset%was%considered%to%be%of%little%interest%due%to%
the%low%resolution%achieved.%(
%
HCH_03101'–'Na+ve'''
Overall' Low' High'
High'resolu+on'limit'(Å)'' 2.99$ 13.37$ 2.99$
Low'resolu+on'limit'(Å)'' 33.49$ 33.49$ 3.07$
Completeness' 99.9$ 93.9$ 100.0$
Mul+plicity' 11.6$ 7.1$ 12.7$
I'/'sigma' 22.8$ 39.5$ 3.2$
Rpim'(I)' 0.021$ 0.014$ 0.272$
Wilson'B'factor'(Å2)'' 98.371$
Total'observa+ons' 62,353$ 578$ 4833$
Total'unique'observa+ons' 5354$ 81$ 382$
Unit'cell'dimensions'
A,'B,'C'(Å)' 51.59$ 51.59$ 176.15$
α,'β,'γ'(o)' 90.0$ 90.0$ 90.0$
Space'group' P$41$21$2$
JCSG+'E11:'0.16'M'Calcium'acetate,'0.08'M'
Sodium'cacodylate'pH'6.5,'14.4'%'(w/v)'PEG'
8000,'20'%'Glycerol'
100#μm#
A' B'
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Figure(5.7.1(M(Crystal(conditions(and(processing(statistics(for(the(C94S(6x(HIS(HCH_03101.(
Panel%A%details%the%sitting%drop%crystals%obtained%from%condition%PACT%E4%(0.2%M%Potassium%
thiocyanate,%20% %(w/v)%PEG%3350).%This%condition%was%optimised%upon%with%the%best%
diffracting%crystals%growing%in%0.2%M%Potassium%thiocyanate,%12% %(w/v)%PEG%3350%shown%in%
panel%B.%Chart%C%details%a%full%dataset%incorporating%360%o%of%rotation%with%a%0.2o%oscillations,%
collected%at%the%Diamond%synchrotron%on%beamEline%IO3%to%2.08%Å%resolution.%The%data%
collected%for%the%mutant%bears%a%close%resemblance%to%the%unEtagged%WT%data%(figure%5.6.4)%
with%a%C%axis%13.6%Å%longer%than%previously%exhibited%in%the%tagged%WT%HCH_03101%crystals%
(164%Å).%%%%(((!!!!!!!!!
100#μm#
Op#mised:*0.2*M*Potassium*thiocyanate,*12*%*(W/V)*
PEG*3350*
200#μm#
PACT*E4:*0.2*M*Potassium*thiocyanate,*20*%*(W/V)*
PEG*3350*
HCH_03101*CTD*6xHIS*C94S*–*Na#ve***
Overall* Low* High*
High*resolu#on*limit*(Å)** 2.08# 9.30# 2.08#
Low*resolu#on*limit*(Å)** 31.22# 31.22# 2.13#
Completeness* 99.9# 97.9# 100.0#
Mul#plicity* 12.3# 8.4# 13.2#
I*/*sigma* 27.3# 51.9# 4.4#
Rpim*(I)* 0.014# 0.016# 0.199#
Wilson*B*factor*(Å2)** 55.02#
Total*observa#ons* 191,317# 1932# 12,345#
Total*unique*observa#ons* 15,513# 229# 1090#
Unit*cell*dimensions*
A,*B,*C*(Å)* 51.95# 51.95# 177.82#
α,*β,*γ*(o)* 90.0# 90.0# 90.0#
Space*group* P#41#21#2#
A*
B*
C*
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Figure(5.7.2(M(Examining(the(initial(and(final(electron(density(maps(for(the(tagged(C94S(
HCH_03101(mutant.(Panel%A%shows%a%strongly%aromatic%portion%of%the%structure%between%
residues%83%and%88%placed%in%the%initial%electron%density%map%calculated%directly%after%Molecular%
replacement,%contoured%at%1%σ.%Panel%B%displays%the%putative%active%site,%with%an%incorrectly%
modelled%CYS%94.%However,%the%Fo%–%Fc%difference%map%coloured%red%(contoured%to%3%σ)%is%
providing%new%information.%In%the%finished%model%position%94%corresponds%to%a%SER.%Panel%C%is%
the%same%portion%of%the%structure%described%in%panel%A%but%overlaid%with%the%final%refined%map%
contoured%at%1%σ.%%%%%
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5.8(Model(refinement(and(validation(%
(
5.8.1(–(Refinement(and(Rfactors(
(
Both%the%WT%and%C94S%tagged%HCH_03101%models%were%iteratively%rebuilt%and%refined%using%
Phenix%Refine%and%Coot,%until%no%further%improvements%to%either%the%Rfactor%or%the%models%
geometry%were%identified.%Each%round%of%refinement%carried%out%5E10%cycles%of%maximum%
likelihood%restrained%refinement,%allowing%unErestrained%individual%isotropic%BEfactors.%
Isotropic%BEfactors%assume%that%the%thermal%vibration%of%an%atom%within%a%molecule%can%occur%
in%every%direction%around%a%mean%position.%%
%
Both%HCH_03101%structures%were%then%refined%with%a%constant%5% %sub%set%of%the%reflections%
withheld%as%a%free%Rfactor%(Rfree),%for%comparison%with%the%refined%Rfactor%(Rwork)%to%guard%against%
model%bias%(Brunger,%1993).%The%Rfactor%correlates%how%closely%the%model%corresponds%to%the%
experimental%data,%by%comparing%structure%factors%backwards%calculated%from%the%model%(Fcalc)%
with%experimental%structure%factors%calculated%from%the%measured%intensities%(Fobs).%Therefore,%
a%round%of%refinement%was%considered%a%success%provided%both%the%Rwork%and%Rfree%values%
reduced%in%tandem.%Table%5.8.1%details%the%refinement%of%both%the%WT%and%C94S%models%of%
HCH_03101%CTD%6xHIS.%With%both%of%these%models%fully%accounting%for%all%the%expected%
macromolecular%contents%of%the%crystal.%Each%model%was%then%refined%to%the%point%where%Rwork%
and%Rfree%no%longer%reduced%in%tandem,%aiming%for%above%average%Rfactor%values%for%the%
resolution%range%(Kleywegt%and%Jones,%2002).%The%WT%model%was%refined%from%a%starting%Rwork%
of%0.28%to%0.22,%with%the%Rfree%concurrently%dropping%from%0.33%to%0.27.%Whereas,%the%C94S%
model%started%at%an%Rwork%of%0.28%reducing%to%0.24,%with%an%initial%Rfree%of%0.33%dropping%to%0.29.%%%
%
5.8.2(–(Model(validation(using(MolMprobity(((
(
The%final%refined%model%was%analysed%in%MolEprobity%(Chen%et#al.,%2010),%to%highlight%issues%
regarding%steric%clashes%and%general%geometry%such%as%poor%rotamers,%Ramachandran%outliers%
and%anomalous%bond%lengths.%MolEprobity%calculates%two%statistics%quantifying%model%quality;%
both%rank%the%query%model%by%comparison%with%structures%submitted%to%the%PDB%within%a%0.25%
Å%resolution%range.%The%first%is%the%Clash%score,%which%measures%the%number%of%atoms%modeled%
within%clashing%distance%of%one%another.%However,%this%clashing%analysis%requires%the%
incorporation%of%hydrogen%atoms,%which%until%this%point%have%not%been%modeled.%The%second%
metric%is%the%MolEprobity%score,%which%accounts%for%both%the%steric%and%geometric%quality%of%
the%model.%%
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The%overall%refinement%and%validation%statistics%for%both%models%are%displayed%in%table%5.8.1.%
Both%the%WT%and%C94S%HCH_03101%models%acquit%themselves%favourably%with%Clash%scores%
ranking%within%the%top%2% %and%MolEprobity%scores%in%the%top%quarter%of%all%structures%
deposited%in%the%1.88%and%2.09%Å%(±0.25)%resolution%ranges%respectively.%Individual%
Ramachandran%plots%for%each%model%are%shown%in%figures%5.8.2%and%5.8.3%for%the%WT%and%C94S%
mutant%respectively.%94% %of%the%WT%and%93% %of%the%C94S%mutants%234%residues%occupy%
favorable%regions.%However,%there%is%a%single%residue%in%the%WT%HCH_03101%structure%that%is%
modeled%marginally%outside%the%permitted%region.%This%residue%is%PHE%47,%comparison%between%
the%two%structures%of%HCH_03101%reveals%that%this%residue%is%located%on%a%sharp%turn%between%
two%secondary%structure%components%that%is%not%conserved%in%the%mutant.%Moreover%deleting%
the%entire%region%and%refining%the%map%returns%exactly%the%same%density%features%it%was%
previously%built%into,%culminating%in%the%same%outlier.%%%%%
%
%
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Table(5.8.1(–(HCH_03101(refinement(statistics.(Both%the%WT%and%C94S%models%of%HCH_03101%
CTD%6xHIS%were%refined%in%Phenix%Refine%(Adams%et#al.,%2010)%and%validated%using%MolEprobity%
(Chen%et#al.,%2010).%%
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Figure(5.8.2(–(Ramachandran(plot(for(the(WT(6xHIS(HCH_03101(model.(Ramachandran%
analysis%of%the%WT%HCH_03101%model,%94% %of%the%234%residues%have%been%modeled%in%
favorable%positions%with%only%a%single%residue,%PHE%47,%built%marginally%outside%the%permitted%
region%as%shown%in%pink.%Adapted%from%MolEprobity%output%(Chen%et#al.,%2010).%%
%
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Figure(5.8.3(–(Ramachandran(plot(for(the(C94S(6xHIS(HCH_03101(model.(Ramachandran%
analysis%of%the%C94S%HCH_03101%model,%93% %of%the%234%residues%have%been%modeled%in%
favorable%positions%with%no%residues%occupying%the%forbidden%regions%of%steric%hindrance.%
Adapted%from%MolEprobity%output%(Chen%et#al.,%2010).%%
%
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Chapter(6:(Structural(analysis(of(HCH_03101((
6.1(–(HCH_03101(structural(description!
6.1.1(–(Gross(structure(of(HCH_03101((
Two!HCH_03101!structures!have!been!solved!from!related!crystal!forms!in!a!P!41!21!2!space!
group,!with!differing!unit!cell!dimensions!along!the!c!axis.!The!highest!resolution!structure!was!
solved!with!crystals!grown!from!WT!tagged!protein!(6xHIS),!with!a!164!Å!c!unit!cell!dimension.!
Whereas!the!active!site!mutant!C94S,!also!tagged,!has!a!c!dimension!of!178!Å.!Cursory!
inspection!reveals!only!minor!differences!in!the!overall!fold!of!HCH_03101!between!the!two!
crystal!forms,!none!of!which!alter!the!general!flow!of!the!tertiary!structure.!Therefore,!for!the!
initial!description!of!the!gross!structure,!only!the!highest!resolution!WT!HCH_03101!structure!
is!described.!
The!WT!HCH_03101!structure!was!solved!using!data!collected!to!1.88!Å!resolution!(section!
5.6),!in!a!P!41!21!2!spaceOgroup,!with!a!single!molecule!per!asymmetric!unit.!HCH_03101!is!a!25!
KDa!large!and!composed!of!a!single!domain,!displaying!a!tertiary!structure!resembling!the!
previously!characterised!Glutamine!deOamidase!enzymes!BLF1,!COCNF1!and!CheD!(figure!6.1.1).!
The!secondary!structure!of!HCH_03101!is!dominated!by!14!βOsheets,!which!are!flanked!by!3!
short!α!helices.!The!gross!structure!of!HCH_03101!can!be!neatly!divided!into!two!portions!
(figure!6.1.2).!The!first!is!the!β!sandwich!region,!which!is!composed!of!two!mixed!βOsheets!
each!containing!5!β!strands,!which!is!flanked!on!both!sides!by!α!helices.!This!βOsandwich!is!
located!centrally!in!the!globular!body!of!the!protein,!a!trait!shared!with!the!Glutamine!deO
amidase!family.!The!second!region!of!interest!is!a!long!loop,!which!extends!outwards!from!the!
main!body!of!the!protein!through!a!pair!of!βOstrands.!One!of!the!βOstrands!anchoring!this!loop!
in!position,!β16,!is!deeply!embedded!into!the!βOsandwich.!Whilst!the!other!strand,!β14,!is!
located!in!a!novel!position.!This!long!loop!is!the!most!distinctive!structural!feature,!with!no!
equivalent!within!the!Glutamine!deOamidase!family!and!from!this!point!onwards!it!is!termed!
the!βOprotrusion.!!
The!core!of!HCH_03101!is!composed!of!a!βOsandwich.!One!sheet!contains!βOstrands!5,!7,!16,!17!
and!18,!whereas!the!other!sheet!is!composed!of!βOstrands!6,!8,!9,!11!and!13!(figure!6.1.2).!
Within!this!βOsandwich!the!strand!length!varies!significantly,!with!some!strands!like!β16!
spanning!50!Å!while!shorter!examples!like!β2!only!cover!8!Å.!This!central!βOsandwich!is!flanked!
on!the!one!side!by!a!single!helix!α1,!whilst!the!other!sheet!is!flanked!by!shorter!helices,!α10!
and!α12.!
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Figure(6.1.1(–(3D(representation(of(HCH_03101.!HCH_03101!is!a!25!KDa!single!domain!protein!
composed!of!234!residues.!It!shares!significant!structural!similarity!with!the!Glutamine!deO
amidase!super!family.!In!common!with!these!enzymes!it!exhibits!a!characteristic!β!sandwich!
comprising!2!mixed!βOsheets,!each!containing!5!βOstrands.!This!central!βOsandwich!is!flanked!
by!3!α!helices,!2!on!one!hand!side!and!a!single!more!substantial!α!helix!on!the!other!(panel!A).!
The!most!striking!structural!feature!is!the!long!loop!extending!outwards!from!the!globular!
body!of!the!protein.!Panels!A!and!B!show!that!this!βOprotrusion!does!not!project!straight!
outwards,!instead!curving!back!towards!the!globular!body!of!the!protein.!Diagram!produced!
using!Pymol.!!!!!!
A" B"
C"
90#o#
90#o#
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Figure(6.1.2(–(Secondary(structure(elements(of(HCH_03101.!Both!panels!A!and!B!show!a!
ribbon!representation!of!HCH_03101,!with!rainbow!colours!tracking!the!progression!from!the!
NOterminus!(blue)!through!to!the!COterminus!(red).!Panel!A!shows!HCH_03101!with!each!of!its!
18!secondary!structure!elements!labelled!in!order!from!the!NOterminus.!HCH_03101!is!
composed!of!14!β!strands!and!4!α!helices,!with!a!continuous!run!of!βOstrands!between!β2!and!
α10!covering!94!residues!(which!is!40!%!of!the!total!length!of!the!protein).!Panel!B!shows!
HCH_03101!from!a!side!on!perspective,!which!highlights!the!βOprotrusion!extending!outwards!
from!the!main!globular!body!of!the!protein.!It!also!highlights!the!βOsandwich!region!in!red!
dashed!lines.!The!βOprotrusion!is!particularly!interesting!as!it!extends!for!an!unusually!long!
distance.!44!Å!from!base!to!tip,!equal!to!the!width!of!the!globular!body!of!the!protein.!This!
protrusion!initially!projects!out!from!the!βOsandwich!but!halfway!along!it!curves!sharply!by!70O
80!o,!with!the!tip!of!the!loop!facing!the!top!face!of!the!protein.!Diagram!produced!using!Pymol.!!
A"
B"
β"%"protrusion" β"%"sandwich"
α1"
β2" β3"β4"
β5"
β6"
β7"
β8"
β9"α10"
β11"
α12"
β13"
β14"
α15"
β16"
β17"
β18"
44"Å"
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The!second!note!worthy!feature!is!the!aforementioned!βOprotrusion,!which!extends!from!β14!
(position!157)!and!terminates!at!β16!(position!195).!With!an!extended!3O10!bend!that!has!
been!interpreted!as!a!short!α!helix!(α15)!located!at!the!tip!of!the!loop.!In!total!the!βOprotrusion!
accounts!for!38!residues,!which!is!16!%!of!the!primary!sequence.!Despite!only!accounting!for!a!
small!portion!of!the!primary!sequence!this!protrusion!extends!out!an!unusual!distance!from!
the!globular!body!of!HCH_03101,!measuring!44!Å!from!TYR!157!at!the!base!of!β14!through!to!
PRO!176!at!the!tip.!Indeed!the!protrusion!is!longer!than!the!globular!body!of!HCH_03101!is!
wide.!It!is!also!noteworthy!that!the!loop!makes!very!few!backbone!interactions!with!the!rest!of!
the!protein.!!
!
6.1.2(–(HCH_03101(active(site(arrangement((!
The!active!site!region!of!HCH_03101!has!been!identified!through!analogy!with!BLF1!and!CO
CNF1.!The!putative!site!is!located!on!the!surface!of!the!protein!with!key!residues!placed!on!
both!sheets!of!the!βOsandwich.!The!overall!arrangement!of!the!βOsandwich!in!HCH_03101!is!
reminiscent!of!the!Glutamine!deOamidase!superOfamily.!This!resemblance!extends!to!the!
proposed!active!site!(figure!6.1.3),!where!the!characteristic!CYS!–!HIS!dyad!is!held!in!a!similar!
environment.!The!hypothetical!CYS!nucleophile!is!located!at!position!94!on!a!short!loop!
between!β6!and!β7,!supported!from!underneath!by!TYR!157!which!is!located!on!β13.!TYR!157!
shares!a!hydrogen!bond!with!CYS!94,!between!its!terminal!carbonyl!and!the!backbone!amide!
of!CYS!94.!CYS!94!also!forms!a!thiolOimidazolate!pair!with!HIS!107,!which!is!located!on!β9,!
through!a!hydrogen!bond!formed!between!the!terminal!thiol!of!CYS!94!and!Nδ!of!the!
imidazole!ring!3.2!Å!away.!On!the!other!side!of!the!imidazole!ring!the!Nε!of!HIS!107!is!
supported!from!the!other!direction,!by!a!hydrogen!bond!with!the!terminal!carbonyl!of!THR!88!
located!2.9!Å!away!on!β7.!If!as!appears!likely!the!above!residues!form!the!basis!of!the!active!
site!in!HCH_03101,!then!they!are!arranged!in!the!same!orientation!as!the!previously!
characterised!Glutamine!deOamidase!enzymes.!
!
6.1.3(–(Analysis(of(the(active(site(cleft(in(HCH_03101((
The!hypothetical!active!site!in!HCH_03101!is!located!close!to!the!surface.!However,!out!of!the!
three!conserved!residues!shared!between!HCH_03101,!BLF1!and!COCNF1!(section!2.5.5)!only!
CYS!94!is!solvent!accessible!(figure!6.1.4).!The!active!site!cleft!is!a!deep!circular!crater!
surrounded!by!charged!ridges,!the!top!ridge!is!negative,!whilst!the!bottom!edge!is!positively!
charged.!
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Figure(6.1.3(–(Examining(the(active(site(of(HCH_03101.!Panel!A!is!a!surface!mesh!diagram!of!
HCH_03101!with!the!proposed!catalytic!CYSOHIS!dyad!and!nearby!THR!highlighted!in!red.!Panel!
B!zooms!into!the!active!site!showing!the!entire!region,!with!panel!C!focusing!on!the!catalytic!
dyad.!The!essential!CYS!94!position!is!located!on!a!loop,!a!trait!shared!with!the!other!
Glutamine!deOamidase!enzymes.!The!active!site!contains!a!dyad!believed!to!be!catalytically!
essential;!produced!by!the!formation!of!a!thiolOimidazolate!pair!between!CYS!94!and!HIS!107.!
This!dyad!is!supported!by!a!hydrogen!bond!shared!between!the!thiol!of!CYS!94!and!the!
imidazole!ring!Nδ.!The!loop!containing!CYS!94!is!supported!from!underneath!by!a!hydrogen!
bond!between!the!side!chain!carbonyl!of!TYR!157!and!the!backbone!amide!of!CYS!94!(panel!B).!
Whilst!HIS!107!is!oriented!in!position!to!interact!with!CYS!94!through!a!hydrogen!bond!
between!the!side!chain!carbonyl!of!THR!88!and!Nε!of!HIS!107!(panel!C).!Diagram!produced!in!
Pymol.!!
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CYS"94"
HIS"107"
THR"88"
L91"
S92"G93"
3.2$Å$
2.9$Å$
CYS"94"
TYR"157"
THR"88"HIS"107"
3.1$Å$
3.2$Å$
2.9$Å$
B"
CYS$94$
HIS$107$ THR$88$
A"
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Figure(6.1.4(–(The(active(site(cleft(in(HCH_03101.(Panels!A!and!B!are!electrostatic!surface!
charge!diagrams!of!the!front!and!rear!faces!of!HCH_03101,!with!red!and!blue!regions!
indicating!negative!and!positive!surface!charges!respectively.!HCH_03101!exhibits!a!deep!
active!site!cleft,!identified!by!the!black!dashed!circle,!located!within!a!circular!crater!
surrounded!by!a!charged!ridge.!However,!this!ridge!is!not!uniformly!charged,!with!the!top!and!
bottom!edges!displaying!different!charges.!Unlike!the!ridge!surrounding!it!the!active!site!itself!
is!only!moderately!charged!with!a!weakly!negative!surface.!Panel!C!is!a!surface!mesh!
representation!of!HCH_03101,!with!the!active!site!residues!THR!88,!CYS!94!and!HIS!107!
coloured!red.!This!mesh!diagram!shows!that!of!the!conserved!active!site!residues,!only!CYS!94!
is!surface!accessible.!Diagram!produced!in!Pymol.!!!!!
160$o$
A"
B"
C"
CYS"94"
HIS"107" THR"88"
Ac2ve"site"
cle9"
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At!the!bottom!of!this!crevice!the!active!site!is!held!in!a!mild!negatively!charged!environment.!
The!distinctive!βOprotrusion!is!located!in!front!of!the!active!site,!separated!by!30!~Å,!with!a!
largely!positive!charge!distribution.!This!close!proximity!matched!with!the!curvature!of!the!
protrusion,!pointing!it!towards!the!active!site,!suggests!it!may!play!a!role!in!substrate!binding.!!
(
6.1.4(Regions(of(disorder(
The!majority!of!HCH_03101!was!straightforward!to!model,!owing!to!its!highly!ordered!βO
sandwich!tertiary!structure.!However,!there!were!three!regions!that!proved!challenging!to!
interpret.!These!regions!included!the!longer!loops!between!the!NOterminus!and!βOsandwich,!
particularly!the!loop!between!α1!and!β2!and!the!entire!βOprotrusion.!The!aforementioned!
loops!whilst!challenging!to!interpret,!were!eventually!modelled!giving!BOfactors!only!slightly!
above!the!average!(39!Å2).!!
However,!the!initial!map!used!to!model!the!βOprotrusion!(figure!6.1.5A)!did!not!provide!
density!information!for!a!continuous!polypeptide!backbone,!requiring!several!rounds!of!model!
building!and!refinement!to!resolve!the!necessary!density!(figure!6.1.5B).!In!the!final!model!the!
peptide!backbone!is!well!supported!by!extensive!density!evidence,!with!clearly!defined!density!
features!representative!of!backbone!carbonyl!moieties.!The!same!cannot!be!said!for!the!side!
chains,!with!several!positions!displaying!poor!density!and!high!BOfactors!post!the!Cβ!atom!
(figure!6.1.5C).!This!disparity!suggests!that!the!βOprotrusion!is!either!a!flexible!component!of!
the!protein,!or!located!in!poorly!supported!region!of!the!crystal!lattice.!!
!
6.2(–(Comparing(HCH_03101(with(the(characterised(Glutamine(deLamidase(enzymes((!
To!determine!structural!relatives!of!HCH_03101,!it!was!compared!with!all!the!structures!
deposited!in!the!PDB!using!the!DaliOlite!server!(Rosenstrom,!2010).!The!top!40!structural!
matches!are!displayed!in!figure!3.2.1.!
!
6.2.1(–(Comparing(HCH_03101(with(BLF1(
DaliOlite!structure!comparison!indicates!that!HCH_03101!is!most!closely!related!to!BLF1!
(chapter!1.4).!Inspection!of!the!gross!structural!alignment!(figure!6.2.2)!shows!that!BLF1!and!
HCH_03101!share!a!conserved!βOsandwich!fold.!With!their!respective!secondary!structures!
following!an!identical!route!with!a!RMSD!of!2.9!Å!along!the!entire!region.!
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Figure(6.1.5(L(Modelling(the(βLprotrusion(of(HCH_03101.(The!region!of!HCH_03101!that!posed!
the!greatest!challenge!to!model!was!the!βOprotrusion.!Panel!A!shows!the!electron!density!
available!to!build!the!furthest!extremity!of!the!protrusion!contoured!at!1!σ,!directly!after!
molecular!replacement.!This!density!provides!ample!evidence!of!the!protrusions!turning!point,!
but!little!information!for!the!backbone!leading!up!to!it!(black!arrow).!Panel!B!is!the!same!
region,!but!with!the!refined!model!overlaid!with!its!electron!density!map!contoured!at!1!σ.!
Placement!of!the!polypeptide!backbone!within!this!improved!map!is!secure,!with!wellO
distinguished!density!features!corresponding!to!backbone!carbonyl!groups.!Panel!C!zooms!out!
to!display!the!whole!βOprotrusion,!with!the!map!contoured!at!1!σ.!A!selection!of!residues!has!
been!highlighted,!with!their!highest!atomic!BOfactor!displayed!in!blue.!This!diagram!shows!that!
even!the!side!chains!built!into!wellOdefined!electron!density!exhibit!higher!than!average!(39!Å2)!
BOfactors.!Diagram!produced!in!Pymol.!!!!!!!!!
A" B"
C"
TYR"157"
31"
MET"191"
72"
THR"174"
67"
PHE"178"
50"
ARG"181"
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PRO"167"
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Figure(6.2.1(–(Structural(comparison(of(HCH_03101(with(structures(deposited(in(the(PDB.(A!
Structural!comparison!against!the!PDB!was!undertaken!using!DaliOLite,!to!identify!proteins!that!
share!structural!similarity!with!HCH_03101.!The!top!40!hits!are!shown!above,!with!the!
currently!characterised!Glutamine!deOamidases!BLF1,!COCNF1!and!CheD!ranking!highest!(red).!
BLF1!is!the!closest!identified!structural!match!for!HCH_03101,!with!166!of!its!211!residues!
aligning!to!within!2.9!Å!RMSD,!with!20!%!sequence!conservation.!The!remaining!Glutamine!deO
amidase!enzymes!also!aligned!with!HCH_03101,!particularly!in!the!βOsandwich!region.!161!/!
295!COCNF1!residues!align!to!within!3.6!Å!RMSD,!with!108!/!154!CheD!residues!aligning!to!
within!4.5!Å!RMSD.!However,!despite!similar!levels!of!structural!conservation!neither!COCNF1!
nor!CheD!share!the!same!level!of!sequence!conservation!with!HCH_03101!at!10!%!and!6!%!
respectively.!Interestingly!the!Papain!like!family!of!Cysteine!proteases!is!also!identified!as!a!
possible!match!(blue).!However,!the!Cysteine!protease!inhibitors!Cystatin!and!Stefin!are!also!
identified.!Inspection!of!the!Papain!matches!shows!that!the!Cystatin!subunits,!included!in!the!
coOordinate!file,!are!the!molecules!aligning!with!HCH_03101.!Cystatin!aligns!with!HCH_03101!
along!the!NTD!αOhelix!and!a!single!sheet!of!the!βOsandwich,!with!none!of!the!catalytic!residues!
conserved.!Diagram!adapted!from!the!DaliOlite!output!(Rosenstrom,!2010).!
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Figure(6.2.2(–(Structural(alignment(of(HCH_03101(with(the(Glutamine(deLamidase(toxin(BLF1.(
Panel!A!shows!the!structural!alignment!of!HCH_03101!(green)!with!BLF1!(red).!Both!proteins!
exhibit!a!conserved!βOsandwich,!which!align!with!one!another!closely.!However,!the!flanking!α!
helices!are!located!in!nonOconserved!locations.!The!alignment!also!highlights!the!novel!nature!
of!the!βOprotrusion.!With!BLF1!not!displaying!either!the!protrusion!or!the!βOstrands!forming!
the!base.!Panel!B!zooms!into!the!active!site,!showing!the!structural!conservation!of!the!
catalytic!CYSOHIS!dyad!and!its!surrounding!residues.!Panel!C!is!a!structureObased!sequence!
alignment.!The!blue!bars!represent!βOstrands!and!the!red!arrows!α!helices!shared!in!common.!
A!short!region!of!continuous!sequence!conservation!has!been!identified!(blue),!giving!a!WLPW!
motif.!The!conserved!active!site!residues!are!highlighted!in!red,!displaying!how!close!the!novel!
WLPW!motif!lies!in!relation!to!the!current!search!motif.!Diagram!produced!using!Lsqkab!
alignments!and!Pymol.!!!
A" B"
C"
HCH_03101"
BLF1"
B"
BLF1"
HIS"107"/"
"""""""106"
CYS"94"
THR"88"
TYR"157"/"
""""""""164"
="β$strand"
="α$helix""
HCH_03101!
HCH_03101!
HCH_03101!
HCH_03101!
HCH_03101!
BLF1!
BLF1!
BLF1!
BLF1!
BLF1!
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However,!there!are!also!clear!differences!between!these!two!proteins,!particularly!the!flanking!
α!helices!and!connecting!loops.!With!the!only!structurally!conserved!loop!lying!between!β7!
and!β8,!which!contains!the!conserved!LSGC!search!motif.!This!structural!alignment!also!
highlights!the!novel!nature!of!the!βOprotrusion,!which!represents!a!major!insertion!in!
HCH_03101.!
BLF1!consists!of!211!residues!whilst!HCH_03101!has!234.!In!both!cases!the!active!site!is!
located!between!residues!88O107.!There!are!several!short!insertions!and!deletions!between!
these!two!enzymes,!but!in!both!cases!the!putative!catalytic!CYS!residue!is!located!at!position!
94.!Unsurprisingly,!given!the!strong!conservation!of!the!βOsandwich!between!BLF1!and!
HCH_03101,!the!aligned!active!sites!display!significant!levels!of!sequence!and!structural!
similarity!(figure!6.2.2B).!This!level!of!conservation!also!extends!to!the!location!and!orientation!
of!catalytic!side!chains,!particularly!the!CYSOHIS!dyad!which!is!held!in!an!identical!orientation!
between!both!proteins.!The!obvious!conservation!of!catalytic!residues,!which!are!held!in!
functionally!active!orientations!shared!with!BLF1,!strongly!suggests!that!HCH_03101!will!
exhibit!Glutamine!deOamidase!activity.!!!
The!sequence!conservation!shared!between!HCH_03101!and!BLF1!across!the!aligned!βO
sandwich!region!is!20!%.!However,!this!conservation!is!not!just!localised!at!the!active!site,!but!
spread!broadly!across!the!whole!of!HCH_03101,!apart!from!at!the!novel!βOprotrusion!where!
no!conservation!is!observed.!Given!the!sequence!and!structure!similarities!between!BLF1!and!
HCH_03101,!it!is!clear!they!are!related.!The!major!question!at!this!stage,!especially!given!the!
strong!sequence!conservation,!is!whether!HCH_03101!is!a!functional!homologue!of!BLF1.!
Given!the!significant!sequence!conservation!observed!with!BLF1,!HCH_03101!may!be!helpful!in!
determining!a!better!Glutamine!deOamidase!search!motif!in!the!hunt!for!further!examples.!
There!is!a!single!portion!of!continuous!sequence!similarity!observed!close!to!the!active!site!in!
both!enzymes,!between!residues!64!O67!giving!a!WLPW!motif!(figure!6.2.2C,!blue).!This!motif!is!
structurally!conserved!in!both!HCH_03101!and!BLF1!(figure!6.2.3A).!This!is!of!interest!because!
these!residues!are!located!on!a!βOstrand!directly!above!the!active!site!and!are!solvent!
accessible!(figure!6.2.3BOC).!The!close!proximity!to!the!active!site,!in!particular!the!solvent!
accessible!cleft,!suggests!that!the!conserved!WLPW!region!may!play!a!role!in!substrate!
binding.!
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Figure(6.2.3(–(Inspection(of(the(conserved(WLPW(motif.!Panel!A!is!a!structural!alignment!of!
HCH_03101!and!BLF1,!displaying!the!WLPW!motif!between!positions!63O67.!This!alignment!
shows!that!the!motif!is!both!sequentially!and!structurally!conserved.!Panels(B!and!C(display!a!
surface!mesh!representation!of!the!top!and!front!faces!of!HCH_03101!respectively.!The!
conserved!WLPW!motif!is!highlighted!in!blue!and!the!active!site!residues!THR!88,!CYS!94!and!
HIS!107!are!coloured!red.!This!novel!motif!sits!directly!above!the!active!site!and!forms!no!
explicit!interactions!with!any!of!the!functional!residues.!However,!it!is!located!close!to!the!
active!site!in!a!solvent!accessible!location,!which!may!indicate!that!it!plays!a!role!in!substrate!
binding.!Diagram!produced!in!Pymol.!!
!
BLF1%
TRP%63%/%64%%
LEU%64%/%65%
PRO%65%/%66%
TRP%66%/%67%
HCH_03101%
B%A%
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THR$88$
CYS$94$
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Electrostatic!surface!diagrams!(figure!6.2.4)!show!that!the!active!site!cleft!in!HCH_03101!is!
located!within!a!small!but!deep!circular!crevice.!Surrounded!by!a!strongly!charged!ridge!with!
both!positive!(bottom)!and!negatively!(top)!charged!edges.!BLF1!on!the!other!hand!has!a!far!
shallower!cleft,!which!is!surrounded!by!a!narrow!neutrally!charged!ridge.!These!diagrams!
suggest,!that!despite!significant!sequence!conservation!surrounding!the!active!site,!
HCH_03101!and!BLF1!likely!bind!to!differing!substrates.!!
One!of!the!curious!features!of!BLF1!is!that!it!lacks!a!signal!peptide!or!any!alternative!
components!to!enable!secretion.!This!trait!is!shared!with!HCH_03101,!which!may!provide!an!
insight!into!the!lifestyle!of!Hahella.'Chejuensis.!BLF1!is!produced!by!the!intracellular!pathogen!
B.'pseudomallei!and!is!believed!to!be!secreted!post!internalisation.!If!HCH_03101!is!a!toxin,!
then!it!is!a!distinct!possibility!that!H.'chejuensis!is!also!an!intracellular!pathogen.!This!is!
significant!because!H.chejuensis!has!previously!been!characterised!as!an!extracellular!
bacterium,!which!secretes!algaecidal!secondary!metabolites!(Lee!et'al.,!2001;!Jeong!et'al.,'
2005).!Therefore,!if!HCH_03101!is!as!critical!to!this!organism’s!pathogenesis,!as!BLF1!is!for!B.'
pseudomallei,!then!this!discovery!could!represent!a!major!step!towards!characterising!H.'
chejuensis!a!poorly!understood!marine!bacterium.!!
!
6.2.2(–(Comparing(HCH_03101(with(the(remaining(Glutamine(deLamidase(family(members(
The!DaliOlite!search!against!HCH_03101!(figure!6.2.1)!also!identified!both!the!remaining!
Glutamine!deOamidase!enzymes,!albeit!with!reduced!sequence!similarity.!COCNF1!(chapter!1.2)!
when!aligned!with!HCH_03101!matches!across!161!of!its!295!residues!to!3.7!Å!RMSD,!
accounting!for!the!majority!of!the!βOsandwich.!However,!in!comparison!with!BLF1,!it!shares!
significantly!less!sequence!similarity!with!HCH_03101!at!10!%.!Yet!despite!lower!sequence!
conservation!there!is!a!strong!level!of!structural!similarity,!particularly!within!the!active!site!
region!where!the!backbone!aligns!closely!(figure!6.2.5B).!When!structureObased!sequence!
alignments!of!COCNF1!with!both!BLF1!(chapter!2.4)!and!then!HCH_03101!are!compared!the!
level!of!conservation!is!equivalent!across!both!examples.!This!alongside!strong!sequence!
conservation!with!BLF1,!further!suggests!that!HCH_03101!is!potentially!a!member!of!the!
Glutamine!deOamidase!toxin!subOfamily.!!
The!third!and!final!Glutamine!deOamidase!enzyme!available!for!comparison!is!CheD!(chapter!
1.3),!a!nonOtoxic!distant!relative!of!BLF1!and!COCNF1.!Of!the!154!residues!present!in!CheD,!108!
align!with!HCH_03101,!accounting!for!70!%!of!its!primary!sequence!and!the!entire!βOsandwich!
region!(figure!6.2.6).!!
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Figure(6.2.4(–(Comparison(between(the(active(site(clefts(of(BLF1(and(HCH_03101.(Panels!A!
and!B!are!electrostatic!surface!charge!diagrams!of!HCH_03101!and!BLF1!respectively,!with!
positive!charges!shown!in!blue!and!negative!charges!shown!in!red.!On!both!diagrams!a!black!
dashed!circle!identifies!the!active!site!cleft.!In!HCHO03101!the!active!site!is!located!in!a!deep!
cavity!surrounded!by!a!strongly!charged!ridge.!Whereas,!the!active!site!in!BLF1!is!located!in!a!
shallow!crater!surrounded!by!a!neutral!ridge.!The!two!proteins!also!display!different!charge!
distributions!surrounding!the!cleft.!For!example,!HCH_03101!is!flanked!by!strong!negative!
charges,!whilst!BLF1!is!encircled!by!weaker!positive!charges.!However,!one!aspect!that!both!
active!sites!share!in!common!is!a!mild!negative!charge!at!the!centre!of!the!cleft.!These!active!
site!environments!do!not!suggest!that!HCH_03101!will!share!substrate!specificity!with!BLF1.!
Diagram!produced!in!Pymol.!!!!
A"
Ac$ve"site"
cle+"
B"
HCH_03101"
BLF1"
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Figure(6.2.5(L(Structural(alignment(of(HCH_03101(with(CLCNF1.(Panel(A(is!the!structural!
alignment!of!HCH_03101!(green)!with!COCNF1!(blue).!COCNF1!matches!with!HCH_03101!across!
the!βOsandwich!region,!with!161!of!its!295!residues!aligning!to!within!3.6!Å!RMSD.!Panel!B!
zooms!into!the!active!site!region,!with!both!enzymes!exhibiting!a!well!conserved!CYSOHIS!dyad!
arrangement.!The!minor!differences!observed!in!active!site!orientation!caused!by!the!differing!
HIS!107!Nε!coOordinating!positions,!VAL!833!in!COCNF1!as!opposed!to!THR!88!in!HCH_03101.!
Panel!C!is!a!structureObased!sequence!alignment.!The!blue!bars!represent!βOstrands!and!the!
red!arrows!α!helices!shared!in!common.!Outside!of!the!highlighted!catalytic!residues!(panel!B),!
there!are!11!conserved!positions!spread!evenly!across!the!entire!primary!sequence.!Diagram!
produced!using!Lsqkab!alignments!and!Pymol.!!
A" B"
C"
HCH_03101"
C*CNF1" VAL"833"
THR"88"
HIS"107"/""
"""""""881"
CYS"94/"866"
 HHHHHHHHH             BBBB!
HCH_03101 --------MWSEL-erVMGSlrnatplyttPYFVDIP-----------------------   28!
ident                 |                                               !
C-CNF1    siestsksNFQKLsrgNIDV-------lkgRGSISSTrqraiypyfeaanadeqqplffy  772!
                                      BBBBB                         BB!
HCH_03101 -----------------------gSTSKGQRAIKI---vasespFRFNfvlgdgANSRTV   62!
ident                                       |                    |    !
C-CNF1    ikkdrfdnhgydqyfydntvgpngIPTLNTYTGEIpsdssslgsTYWK--kynlTNETSI  830!
          BBB      BBBBB           BBBB       BBBBB      BBBBB!
HCH_03101 QWLPWEEGGVTKLKLNRDSA----DYWFVTAALSGCSVGFDRN--rGEVFHLN-------  109!
ident             |    |                  ||||     |        |         !
C-CNF1    IRVSNSARGANGIKIALEEVqegkPVIITSGNLSGCTTIVARKegyIYKVHTGttkslag  890!
                                            HHHH      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -GGYSDIP--------------------------ADLRQ----TSDFLCPLQSAtgvtld  138!
ident                                        |        |               !
C-CNF1    fTSTTGVKkavevlelltkepiprvegimsndflVDYLSenfeDSLITYSSSEK------  944!
             HHH          EEEE!
HCH_03101 awaEGAGVR-sNANSNITQYGSirrkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymTDIA--  195!
ident                  |     |                                    |   !
C-CNF1    --kPDSQITiiRDNVSVFPYFL--------------------------------DNIPeh  970!
           BBBBBBBBB      BBBBBBBB               BBBBB!
HCH_03101 -RATVIGRVSG----GTLTLAYQDIsEQGK---QLYP-wYEITTAvlah  235!
ident        |                                             !
C-CNF1    gFGTSATVLVRvdgnVVVRSLSESY-SLNAdasEISVlkVFSKKF---- 1014!
 HHHHHHHHH             BBBB!
HCH_03101 --------MWSEL-erVMGSlrnatplyttPYFVDIP-----------------------   28!
ident                 |                                               !
C-CNF1    siestsksNFQKLsrgNIDV-------lkgRGSISSTrqraiypyfeaanadeqqplffy  772!
                                      BBBBB                         BB!
HCH_03101 -----------------------gSTSKGQRAIKI---vasespFRFNfvlgdgANSRTV   62!
ident                                       |                    |    !
C-CNF1    ikkdrfdnhgydqyfydntvgpngIPTLNTYTGEIpsdssslgsTYWK--kynlTNETSI  830!
          BBB      BBBBB           BBBB       BBBBB      BBBBB!
HCH_03101 QWLPWEEGGVTKLKLNRDSA----DYWFVTAALSGCSVGFDRN--rGEVFHLN-------  109!
ident             |    |                  ||||     |        |         !
C-CNF1    IRVSNSARGANGIKIALEEVqegkPVIITSGNLSGCTTIVARKegyIYKVHTGttkslag  890!
                                            HHHH      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -GGYSDIP--------------------------ADLRQ----TSDFLCPLQSAtgvtld  138!
ident                                        |        |               !
C-CNF1    fTSTTGVKkavevlelltkepiprvegimsndflVDYLSenfeDSLITYSSSEK------  944!
             HHH          EEEE!
HCH_03101 awaEGAGVR-sNANSNITQYGSirrkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymTDIA--  195!
ident                  |     |                                    |   !
C-CNF1    --kPDSQITiiRDNVSVFPYFL--------------------------------DNIPeh  970!
           BBBBBBBBB      BBBBBBBB               BBBBB!
HCH_03101 -RATVIGRVSG----GTLTLAYQDIsEQGK---QLYP-wYEITTAvlah  235!
ident        |                                             !
C-CNF1    gFGTSATVLVRvdgnVVVRSLSESY-SLNAdasEISVlkVFSKKF---- 1014!
 HHHHHHHHH             BBBB!
HC _03101 --------MWSEL-erVMGSlrnatplyttPYFVDIP-----------------------   28!
ident                 |                                               !
C-CNF1   siestsksNFQK srgNIDV-------lkgRGSISSTrqraiypyfeaanadeqqplffy 772
                                      BBBBB                         BB!
HCH_03101 -----------------------gSTSKGQRAIKI---vasespFRFNfvlgdgANSRTV   62!
ident                                       |                    |    !
C-CNF1   ikkdrfdnhgydqyfydntvgpn IPTLNTYTGE psdss lgsTYWK--kynlT ETSI 830
          BBB      BBBBB           BBBB       BBBBB      BBBBB!
HCH_03101 QWLPWEEGGVTKLKLNRDSA----DYWFVTAALSGCSVGFDRN--rGEVFHLN-------  109!
ident             |    |                  ||||     |        |         !
C-CNF1   IRVSNSAR ANGI IALEEVqegkPVIITSGN TTIVA KegyIYKV TGttkslag 890
                                            HHHH      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -GGYSDIP--------------------------ADLRQ----TSDFLCPLQSAtgvtld  138!
ident                                        |        |               !
C-CNF1   fTSTTGVKkavevlelltkepiprvegimsndflV YLSenfeD LITYSSSEK------ 944
             HHH          EEEE!
HCH_03101 awaEGAGVR-sNANSNITQYGSirrkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymTDIA--  195!
ident                  |     |                                    |   !
C-CNF1    --kPDSQITiiRDNVSVFPYFL--------------------------------DNIPeh  970!
           BBBBBBBBB      BBBBBBBB               BBBBB!
HCH_03101 -RATVIGRVSG----GTLTLAYQDIsEQGK---QLYP-wYEITTAvlah  235!
ident        |                                             !
C-CNF1   gFG SATVLVRvdgnVVVRSLSESY-SLNAdasEISVlkVFSKKF---- 1014!
 HHHHHHHHH             BBBB!
HCH_03101 --------MWSEL-erVMGSlrnatplyttPYFVDIP-----------------------   28!
ident                 |                                               !
C-CNF1    siestsksNFQKLsrgNIDV-------lkgRGSISSTrqraiypyfeaanadeqqplffy  772!
                                      BBBBB                         BB!
HCH_03101 -----------------------gSTSKGQRAIKI---vasespFRFNfvlgdgANSRTV   62!
ident                                       |                    |    !
C-CNF1    ikkdrfdnhgydqyfydntvgpngIPTLNTYTGEIpsdssslgsTYWK--kynlTNETSI  830!
          BBB      BBBBB           BBBB       BBBBB      BBBBB!
HCH_03101 QWLPWEEGGVTKLKLNRDSA----DYWFVTAALSGCSVGFDRN--rGEVFHLN-------  109
ident             |    |                  ||||     |        |         !
C-CNF1    IRVSNSARGANGIKIALEEVqegkPVIITSGNLSGCTTIVARKegyIYKVHTGttkslag  890!
                                            HHHH      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -GGYSDIP--------------------------ADLRQ----TSDFLCPLQSAtgvtld  138!
ident                                        |        |               !
C-CNF1    fTSTTGVKkavevlelltkepiprvegimsndflVDYLSenfeDSLITYSSSEK------  944!
             HHH          EEEE!
HCH_03101 awaEGAGVR-sNANSNITQYGSirrkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymTDIA--  195!
ident                  |     |                                    |   !
C-CNF1    --kPDSQITiiRDNVSVFPYFL--------------------------------DNIPeh  970!
           BBBBBBBBB      BBBBBBBB               BBBBB!
HCH_03101 -RATVIGRVSG----GTLTLAYQDIsEQGK---QLYP-wYEITTAvlah  235!
ident        |                                             !
C-CNF1    gFGTSATVLVRvdgnVVVRSLSESY-SLNAdasEISVlkVFSKKF---- 1014!
 HHHHHHHHH             BBBB!
HCH_03101 --------MWSEL-erVMGSlrnatplyttPYFVDIP-----------------------   28!
ident     |                                               !
C-CNF1    siestsksNFQKLsrgNIDV-------lkgRGSISSTrqraiypyfeaanadeqqplffy  772!
                                     BBBBB                         BB!
HCH_03101 -------------------- gSTSKGQ AIKI---vases FRFNfvlgdgANSRTV  6
ident      | |   
C-CNF1    ikkdrfdnhgydqyfydntvgpngIPTLNTYTGEIpsdssslgsTYWK--kynlTNETSI  830!
         BBB      BBBBB           BBBB       BBBBB      BBBBB!
HCH_03101 QWLPWEEGGVTKLKLNRDSA----DYWFV AALSGCSVGFDRN--rGEVFHLN------- 109
ident    |    |     ||||     |    |         !
C-CNF1    IRVSNSARGANGIKIALEEVqegkPVIITSGNLSGCTTIVARKegyIYKVHTGttkslag  890!
                                           HHHH      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -GGYSDIP--------------------------ADLRQ----TSDFLCPLQSA gvtld 138
ident  |  |               !
C-CNF1    fTSTTGVKkavevlelltkepiprvegimsndflVDYLSenfeDSLITYSSSEK------  944!
            HHH          EEEE!
HCH_03101 awaEGAGVR-sNANSNITQYGSi rkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymTDIA 195
ident    |    |                                    |   !
C-CNF1    --kPDSQITiiRDNVSVFPYFL--------------------------------DNIPeh  970!
          BBBBBBBBB      BBBBBBBB               BBBBB!
HCH_03101 RATVIGRVSG----GTLTLAYQDIsEQGK QLYP wYEITTAvlah  235!
ident   |                        !
C-CNF1    gFGTSATVLVRvdgnVVVRSLSESY-SLNAdasEISVlkVFSKKF---- 1014!
 HHHHHHHHH             BBBB!
HCH_03101 --------MWSEL-erVMGSlrnatplyttPYFVDIP-----------------------   28!
ident     |                                               !
C-CNF1    siestsksNFQKLsrgNIDV-------lkgRGSISSTrqraiypyfeaanadeqqplffy  772!
                                     BBBBB                         BB!
HCH_03101 -------------------- gSTSKGQ AIKI---vases FRFNfvlgdgANSRTV  6
ident      | |   
C-CNF1    ikkdrfdnhgydqyfydntvgpngIPTLNTYTGEIpsdssslgsTYWK--kynlTNETSI  830!
         BBB      BBBBB           BBBB       BBBBB      BBBBB!
HCH_03101 QWLPWEEGGVTKLKLNRDSA----DYWFV AALSGCSVGFDRN--rGEVFHLN------- 109
ident    |    |     ||||     |    |         !
C-CNF1    IRVSNSARGANGIKIALEEVqegkPVIITSGNLSGCTTIVARKegyIYKVHTGttkslag  890!
                                            HHHH      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -GGYSDIP--------------------------ADLRQ----TSDFLCPLQSA gvtld 138
ident  |  |               !
C-CNF1    fTSTTGVKkavevlelltkepiprvegimsndflVDYLSenfeDSLITYSSSEK------  944!
             HHH          EEEE!
HCH_03101 awaEGAGVR-sNANSNITQYGSirrkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymTDIA--  195!
ident    |    |                                    |   !
C-CNF1    --kPDSQITiiRDNVSVFPYFL--------------------------------DNIPeh  970!
          BBBBBBBBB      BBBBBBBB               BBBBB!
HCH_03101 -RATVIGRVSG----GTLTLAYQDIsEQGK---QLYP-wYEITTAvlah  235!
ident   |                        !
C-CNF1    gFGTSATVLVRvdgnVVVRSLSESY-SLNAdasEISVlkVFSKKF---- 1014!
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Figure(6.2.6(L(Structural(alignment(of(HCH_03101(with(CheD.(Panel(A(is!the!structural!
alignment!of!HCH_03101!(green)!with!CheD!(orange).!CheD!aligns!with!HCH_03101!across!108!
of!its!154!residues,!to!within!4.5!Å!RMSD.!!This!region!accounts!for!two!thirds!of!the!entire!
primary!sequence!of!CheD!and!is!located!predominately!within!the!βOsandwich.!Panel!B!zooms!
into!the!active!site!region.!CheD!does!not!align!with!HCH_03101!closely!along!its!peptide!
backbone,!diverging!in!several!places!and!orienting!the!essential!CYS!position!in!a!different!
direction.!Panel!C!is!a!structureObased!sequence!alignment.!The!blue!bars!represent!βOstrands!
and!the!red!arrows!α!helices!shared!in!common.!Outside!of!the!conserved!catalytic!residues!
far!less!sequence!similarity!is!observed!than!with!the!toxin!type!Glutamine!deOamidases,!with!
only!4!positions!shared!between!HCH_03101!and!CheD.!Diagram!produced!using!Lsqkab!
alignments!and!Pymol.!!!!!
A" B"
C"
HCH_03101"
CheD"
CYS"27"/"94"
HIS"44"/"107"
THR"21"/""
""""""""88"
HCH_03101 mwselervmgslrnatplyttpyfvdipgstskgqraikivasespfrfnfvlgdgansr   60!
CheD      ------------------------------------------------------------    0!
                     BBBBB          BBBBB      BBBBBBB       BBBBB!
HCH_03101 TVQWLPWEEGGVTKLKL--nrdsadyWFVTAALSGCSVGFDRNRG----EVFHLNG----  110!
                   |     |            ||  ||||                |                 !
CheD      AHMKKVIGIGEYAVMKN-------PGVIVTLGLSGCVAVCMRDPVAKVGAMAHVmlpdsg   53!
                    HHH              HHH BBBBB             HHHHH!
HCH_03101 ---------gySDIP---------adlRQTSDFLCPLQ--saTGVTLDawaeGAGV----  146!
CheD      gktdkpgkyadTAVKtlveelkkmgakVERLEAKIAGGasmfESKGMN-igaRNVEavkk  112!
                    BBB                                      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -rSNANSNI-TQYGSIRrkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymtDIARATVIGrvs  204!
CheD      hlKDFGIKLlAEDTGGN-------------------------------RARSVEYNI---  138!
               BBBBB        BBB!
HCH_03101 ggtLTLAYQDISEQgkqLYPWYeittavlah  235!
              |                          !
CheD      ---ETGKLLVRKVL---EIKEI---------  154!
HCH_03101 mwselervmgslrnatplyttpyfvdipgstskgqraikivasespfrfnfvlgdgansr   60!
CheD      ------------------------------------------------------------    0!
                     BBBBB          BBBBB      BBBBBBB       BBBBB!
HCH_03101 TVQWLPWEEGGVTKLKL--nrdsadyWFVTAALSGCSVGFDRNRG----EVFHLNG----  110!
                   |     |            ||  ||||                |                 !
CheD      AHMKKVIGIGEYAVMKN-------PGVIVTLGLSGCVAVCMRDPVAKVGAMAHVmlpdsg   53!
                    HHH              HHH BBBBB             HHHHH!
HCH_03101 ---------gySDIP---------adlRQTSDFLCPLQ--saTGVTLDawaeGAGV----  146!
CheD      gktdkpgkyadTAVKtlveelkkmgakVERLEAKIAGGasmfESKGMN-igaRNVEavkk  112!
                    BBB                                      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -rSNANSNI-TQYGSIRrkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymtDIARATVIGrvs  204!
CheD      hlKDFGIKLlAEDTGGN-------------------------------RARSVEYNI---  138!
               BBBBB        BBB!
HCH_03101 ggtLTLAYQDISEQgkqLYPWYeittavlah  235!
              |                          !
CheD      ---ETGKLLVRKVL---EIKEI---------  154!
HCH_03101 mwselervmgslrnatplyttpyfvdipgstskgqraikivasespfrfnfvlgdgansr   60!
CheD     ------------------------------------------------------------  
                     BBBBB          BBBBB      BBBBBBB       BBBBB!
HCH_03101 TVQWLPWEEGGVTKLKL--nrdsadyWFVTAALSGCSVGFDRNRG----EVFHLNG----  110!
                   |     |            ||  ||||                |                 !
CheD     AHMKKVIGI EYAVM N -----PGVI LG VAVCM DPVAKVGAMA Vmlpdsg  53
                    HHH              HHH BBBBB             HHHHH!
HCH_03101 ---------gySDIP---------adlRQTSDFLCPLQ--saTGVTLDawaeGAGV----  146!
CheD     gktdkpgkyadTAVKtlveelkkmgakVERLEAKIAGGasmfESKGMN-igaRNVEavkk 12
                    BBB                                      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -rSNANSNI-TQYGSIRrkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymtDIARATVIGrvs  204!
CheD     hlKDFGIKLlAEDTGGN-------------------------------RARSVEYNI--- 138
               BBBBB        BBB!
HCH_03101 ggtLTLAYQDISEQgkqLYPWYeittavlah  235!
              |                          !
CheD     ---E GKLLVRKVL---EIKEI--------- 154!
HCH_03101 mwselervmgslrnatplyttpyfvdipgstskgqraikivasespfrfnfvlgdgansr   60!
CheD      ------------------------------------------------------------    0!
                     BBBBB          BBBBB      BBBBBBB       BBBBB!
HCH_03101 TVQWLPWEEGGVTKLKL--nrdsadyWFVTAALSGCSVGFDRNRG----EVFHLNG----  110!
                   |     |            ||  ||||                |                 !
CheD      AHMKKVIGIGEYAVMKN-------PGVIVTLGLSGCVAVCMRDPVAKVGAMAHVmlpdsg   53!
 HHH  HHH BBBBB HHHHH!
HCH_03101 ---------gySDIP---------adlRQTSDFLCPLQ--saTGVTLDawaeGAGV----  146!
CheD      gktdkpgkyadTAVKtlveelkkmgakVERLEAKIAGGasmfESKGMN-igaRNVEavkk  112!
                    BBB                                      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -rSNANSNI-TQYGSIRrkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymtDIARATVIGrvs  204!
CheD      hlKDFGIKLlAEDTGGN-------------------------------RARSVEYNI---  138!
              BBBBB        BBB!
HCH_03101 ggtLTLAYQDISEQgkqLYPWYeittavlah  235!
              |                          !
CheD      ---ETGKLLVRKVL---EIKEI---------  154!
HCH_03101 mwselervmgslrnatplyttpyfvdipgstskgqraikivasespfrfnfvlgdgansr   60!
CheD      ------------------------------------------------------------    0!
                    BBBBB          BBBBB      BBBBBBB       BBBBB!
HCH_03101 TVQWLPWEEGGVTKLKL nrdsadyWFVTAALSGCSVGFDRNRG EVFHLNG 11
                  |     |            ||  ||||                |               !
CheD AHMKKVIGIGEYAVMKN-------PGVIVTLGLSGCVAVCMRDPVAKVGAMAHVmlpdsg 53!
                   HHH              HHH BBBBB             HHH H!
HCH_03101 ---------gySDIP-- adlRQ SDFLCPLQ--saTG TLDawaeGAGV---- 146
CheD      gktdkpgkyadTAVKtlveelkkmgakVERLEAKIAGGasmfESKGMN-igaRNVEavkk  112!
                   BBB                                      BBBBBB!
HCH_03101 -rSNANSNI-TQYGSIRrkdavparparttgpafmrrarpaepakymtDIARAT IGrvs 204
CheD      hlKDFGIKLlAEDTGGN-------------------------------RARSVEYNI---  138!
               BBBBB        BBB!
HCH_03101 ggtLTLAYQDISEQgkqLYPWYeittavlah  235!
        |                          !
CheD ---ETGKLLVRKVL---EIKEI---------  154!
G S!
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Despite!two!thirds!of!the!polypeptide!backbone!broadly!aligning!with!HCH_03101,!the!gross!
structural!alignment!is!far!less!strongly!conserved,!with!CheD!deviating!along!the!backbone!by!
upwards!of!4.6!Å!RMSD.!This!deviation!is!particularly!noticeable!at!the!active!site!where!the!
backbone!shifts!both!before!and!after!the!conserved!catalytic!loop!(figure!6.2.6B).!
This!reduction!in!structural!similarity!from!3O3.7!Å!RMSD!along!the!peptide!backbone!in!the!
toxin!type!Glutamine!deOamidases!to!4.6!Å!in!CheD,!is!matched!by!a!reduction!in!primary!
sequence!conservation.!With!only!6!%!sequence!similarity!observed!between!HCH_03101!and!
CheD,!as!opposed!to!10!and!20!%!with!COCNF1!and!BLF1!respectively.!This!is!further!supported!
by!active!site!comparisons,!where!there!is!a!clear!resemblance.!However,!unlike!the!toxin!
types!that!match!HCH_3101!closely,!CheD!exhibits!small!deviations!in!both!the!peptide!
backbone!and!CYSOHIS!dyad!(figure!6.2.6B).!Comparison!of!structural!alignments!made!
between!CheD!and!COCNF1!(figure!2.4.3)!show!that!CheD!shares!a!similar!level!of!conservation!
with!HCH_03101!as!it!does!with!the!toxin!type!Glutamine!deOamidases.!HCH_03101!is!
evidently!far!less!closely!related!to!CheD!than!it!is!with!BLF1!and!COCNF1.!Therefore,!increasing!
the!likelihood!that!it!is!a!member!of!the!toxin!subOfamily.!!!
Examination!of!the!structureObased!sequence!alignments!across!all!3!glutamine!deOamidases!
and!HCH_03101,!exposes!two!conserved!positions!close!to!the!active!site!that!could!be!utilised!
in!future!search!motifs!(figure!6.2.7).!These!locations!are!a!GLY!residue!conserved!
approximately!19O27!residues!upstream!from!the!essential!CYS!across!all!four!examples!and!a!
LYS!residue!13O22!residues!upstream!from!CYS!94,!which!is!absent!in!BLF1.!Whilst!the!location!
of!these!conserved!positions!at!first!appears!too!broad!for!inclusion!in!a!motif,!when!you!
discount!the!distantly!related!CheD!these!distances!are!sharpened!to!between!23O27!and!18O
22!for!the!conserved!GLY!and!LYS!respectively.!With!more!specific!primary!sequence!locations!
in!place,!both!conserved!positions!make!a!compelling!case!for!inclusion!in!future!search!
motifs.!The!above!comparison!also!discounts!the!aforementioned!WLPW!region,!which!shares!
no!conservation!with!either!CheD!or!COCNF1.!!
Having!previously!determined!that!HCH_03101!does!not!share!similar!chemical!characteristics!
in!the!cleft!with!BLF1!comparison!with!the!remaining!Glutamine!deOamidase!enzymes!was!
carried!out!(figure!6.2.8).!Comparing!HCH_03101!with!both!COCNF1!and!CheD!in!this!region!
emphasises!that!there!is!very!little!similarity!between!any!of!the!glutamine!deOamidases.!With!
all!4!examples!displaying!different!cleft!shapes!and!surrounding!charge!distributions.!This!
raises!the!possibility!that!the!small!patch!of!mildly!negative!charge,!shared!between!
HCH_03101!and!BLF1!at!the!heart!of!their!active!site!clefts!(figure!6.2.4)!may!be!more!
significant!than!it!first!appears.!Particularly!as!the!surface!accessible!WLPW!motif!is!specifically!
conserved!with!BLF1.!!
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Figure(6.2.7(–(Constructing(a(stronger(search(motif(by(incorporating(novel(sequence(
conservation(close(to(the(active(site.(This!diagram!shows!structureObased!sequence!
alignments!of!the!active!site!regions!of!HCH_03101!with!BLF1,!COCNF1!and!CheD!respectively.!
The!active!site!dyad!and!conserved!LEU,!incorporated!in!the!current!search!motif,!are!
highlighted!red.!The!previously!highlighted!WLPW!motif!(section!6.2.1)!conserved!between!
BLF1!and!HCH_03101!is!coloured!blue,!whilst!the!single!conserved!residues!identified!through!
comparison!with!COCNF1!and!CheD!are!green.!Underneath!each!alignment!is!a!dotted!line!
denoting!the!length!between!the!conserved!position!and!the!catalytic!CYS!residue.!The!WLPW!
motif!is!only!conserved!with!BLF1,!with!no!alignment!identified!in!the!other!examples.!The!
isolated!GLY!and!LYS!residues!however!are!far!more!prevalent!with!the!conserved!GLY!present!
in!four!examples!and!the!LYS!shared!amongst!three.!When!the!distantly!related!CheD!is!
discounted,!the!distance!between!the!conserved!positions!and!the!catalytic!CYS!across!all!
three!examples!is!reduced!to!a!fine!range!suitable!for!inclusion!in!a!search!motif.!Diagram!
produced!using!Lsqkab!alignments.!
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Figure(6.2.8(–(Comparison(of(the(active(site(clefts(of(HCH_03101(with(CLCNF1(and(CheD.(
Panels!A,!B!and!C!are!electrostatic!charge!diagrams!showing!the!front!face!of!HCH_03101,!CO
CNF1!and!CheD!respectively.!On!each!diagram!blue!and!red!regions!correspond!to!positive!and!
negative!charges!respectively,!with!the!active!site!cleft!highlighted!by!a!black!dashed!circle.!
The!surface!charge!characteristics!of!HCH_03101!are!not!shared!with!either!COCNF1!or!CheD.!
The!active!site!cleft!of!HCH_03101!is!characterised!by!a!deep!negatively!charged!cleft!
surrounded!by!a!highly!charged!ridge,!flanked!by!both!positive!and!negatively!charged!patches!
on!either!side.!In!contrast!COCNF1!shares!the!deep!cleft,!but!is!positively!charged!and!flanked!
by!either!weakly!charged!or!neutral!patches!whilst.!CheD!is!unlike!both!HCH_03101!and!CO
CNF1,!in!that!the!active!site!cleft!is!located!within!a!neutral!valley!in!the!middle!of!a!weakly!
charged!region.!Nothing!in!the!above!comparison!suggests!that!HCH_03101!will!share!binding!
partners!with!either!enzyme.!Diagram!produced!in!Pymol.!!
!
!
A"
C$CNF1"
Ac)ve"site"
cle0"
B" C" CheD"
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6.3(–(Structural(analysis(of(the(C94S(active(site(mutant(of(HCH_03101(
The!C94S!mutant!of!HCH_03101!was!initially!produced!for!the!purpose!of!carrying!out!pullO
down!assays.!In!order!to!validate!these!experiments!it!was!first!desirable!to!determine!
whether!the!mutant!shares!the!WT!protein’s!tertiary!folding!characteristics.!The!structure!of!
the!hypothetical!inactive!C94S!mutant!was!solved!from!a!differing!crystal!form,!exhibiting!unit!
cell!dimensions!extended!12!Å!along!the!c!axis!(section!5.7).!!
Comparison!of!the!gross!structural!alignments!of!WT!HCH_03101!with!the!C94S!mutant!
indicate!that!the!novel!crystal!form!does!induce!subtle!conformational!changes!in!the!
structure!(figure!6.3.1).!The!βOprotrusion!in!particular!is!arranged!in!a!different!orientation,!
appearing!to!fold!about!a!hinge!point!beyond!the!initial!βOstranded!base.!There!are!also!minor!
alterations!observed!in!the!connecting!loops,!particularly!the!longer!examples!flanking!the!
active!site.!Despite!these!deviations!the!core!secondary!structure!elements!in!both!structures!
align!extremely!closely.!Validating!the!mutants!use!in!the!pullOdown!experiments!detailed!in!
chapter!7.!!
The!active!site!region!of!the!C94S!mutant!adopts!a!slightly!different!conformation!compared!to!
the!WT!(figure!6.3.2).!The!majority!of!the!peptide!backbone!in!the!mutant!aligns!perfectly.!
However,!close!inspection!of!the!mutated!position!94!shows!that!the!side!chain!is!oriented!
facing!away!from!any!possible!interaction!with!HIS!107.!This!is!unexpected,!as!the!terminal!
carbonyl!of!the!mutant!SER!94!should!still!be!capable!of!forming!a!hydrogen!bond!with!the!
imidazole!ring.!This!small!shift!at!the!active!site!appears!to!have!a!far!larger!knockOon!effect!on!
a!surface!accessible!loop!above,!which!significantly!alters!the!crystal!contacts!formed!on!the!
top!face!of!the!enzyme.!!
Examination!of!the!crystal!packing!shows!that!there!is!no!alteration!in!either!the!orientation!or!
distances!between!the!crystal!contacts!surrounding!the!βOprotrusion!(figure!6.3.3).!In!both!
cases!the!tip!of!the!protrusion!is!held!in!a!cleft,!formed!from!residues!155O160!located!at!the!
base!of!an!alternate!symmetry!related!βOprotrusion!(figure!6.3.3B).!With!the!side!of!the!
protrusion!held!via!a!hydrogen!bond!between!GLU!186!and!a!symmetry!related!ARG!6!residue!
(figure!6.3.3C).!However,!closer!inspection!of!the!active!site!region!reveals!that!the!C94S!
mutation!has!a!direct!effect!on!the!orientation!of!the!loop!containing!TRP!67.!Part!of!the!
WLPW!motif!conserved!with!BLF1,!which!is!located!at!the!surface!of!the!protein!(figure!6.3.4).!
This!modification!alters!a!crystal!contact!formed!between!the!backbone!carbonyl!of!GLY!70!
and!the!backbone!amide!of!a!symmetry!related!ALA!150,!with!the!C94S!mutant!displaying!an!
18!Å!gap!between!equivalent!positions.!Therefore,!the!12!Å!difference!observed!between!the!
two!crystal!forms!is!because!of!alterations!in!the!crystal!packing.!!
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Figure(6.3.1(–(Comparing(WT(HCH_03101(with(an(active(site(mutant(C94S.(Panel!A!shows!an!
alignment!of!WT!HCH_03101!with!the!C94S!mutant!looking!down!on!the!top!face,!with!panel!B!
showing!the!same!alignment!but!from!the!side!face.!The!gross!secondary!structure!of!both!
crystal!forms!remains!largely!the!same.!However,!there!are!significant!differences!observed!in!
both!the!longer!connecting!loops,!particularly!above!the!active!site!and!past!the!βOstranded!
base!of!the!protrusion.!The!latter!is!particularly!interesting,!as!the!βOprotrusion!appears!to!be!
flexible!about!a!hinge!region!highlighted!in!panel!B!with!a!black!dashed!line.!Diagram!produced!
in!Pymol.!!
!
A"
B"
HCH_03101"WT"
HCH_03101"C94S"
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Figure(6.3.2(–(Active(site(comparison(between(the(C94S(and(WT(structures(of(HCH_03101.(
Panel!A!shows!an!alignment!of!the!active!site!regions!of!WT!(green)!and!C94S!(yellow)!
HCH_03101!shown!from!the!top!face,!whereas!panel!B!displays!the!same!region!but!from!the!
solvent!accessible!face.!This!alignment!shows!that!the!peptide!backbone!remains!unchanged!
across!the!two!crystal!forms.!However,!the!mutation!from!CYS!94!to!SER!94!does!appear!to!
have!a!subtle!effect!on!the!active!site,!with!SER!94!oriented!facing!away!from!an!interaction!
with!HIS!107.!Diagram!produced!in!Pymol.!!!!!!(
!
A"
B"
HCH_03101"WT"
HCH_03101"C94S"
HIS"107"
THR"88"
CYS"/""
SER"94"
THR"88"
HIS"107"
CYS"/""
SER"94"
TYR"157"
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!
Figure(6.3.3(–(The(βLprotrusion(is(held(by(the(same(crystal(contacts(between(both(crystal(
forms.(Panel!A!shows!a!ribbon!representation!of!WT!HCH_03101!with!2!symmetry!related!
subunits!interacting!with!the!βOprotrusion,!the!crystal!contacts!formed!are!highlighted!in!red!
boxes.!The!following!diagrams!show!both!the!WT!(green)!and!C94S!mutant!(yellow)!aligned,!
showing!that!the!contacts!made!in!both!crystal!forms!are!the!same.!Panel!B!zooms!into!the!
first!crystal!contact.!Where!the!tip!of!the!βOprotrusion!is!held!in!place!by!residues!156O159,!
located!on!βO14!at!the!base!of!a!symmetry!related!protrusion,!coloured!blue!and!red!for!the!
WT!and!mutant!respectively.!Panel!C!shifts!to!the!second!crystal!contact!where!residues!183O
188!in!the!centre!of!the!protrusion,!interact!with!residues!4O11!located!on!α1!coloured!
magenta!and!red!for!the!WT!and!mutant!respectively.!These!diagrams!show!that!there!is!little!
alteration!to!the!crystal!contacts!formed!at!the!βOprotrusion,!certainly!none!that!could!account!
for!the!12!Å!difference!observed!between!the!two!crystal!forms.!Diagram!produced!in!Pymol.!!
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Figure(6.3.4(–(The(C94S(mutation(induces(alternative(crystal(packing(along(the(globular(body.(
Panel!A!shows!a!pair!of!symmetry!related!molecules!from!both!the!WT!(green!&!magenta)!and!
C94S!mutant!(yellow!&!red)!of!HCH_03101,!with!the!altered!crystal!contact!highlighted!in!a!red!
box.!Panel!B!zooms!into!this!contact!in!the!WT!crystal!form,!showing!a!clear!hydrogen!bond!
formed!between!the!backbone!carbonyl!of!GLY!70!with!the!backbone!amide!of!the!symmetry!
related!ALA!150.!Panel!C!displays!the!same!region!within!the!C94S!mutant,!where!a!significant!
17!Å!distance!between!the!two!previously!hydrogen!bonded!residues!has!developed.!Panel!D!
shows!that!the!altered!crystal!packing!is!the!result!of!an!alternative!conformation!exhibited!by!
the!loop!containing!GLY!70.!This!modification!is!presently!believed!to!be!the!result!of!the!C94S!
mutation,!which!pushes!the!aromatic!TYR!67!side!chain!upwards!along!with!the!rest!of!the!
loop.!Diagram!produced!in!Pymol.
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6.4(–(Examination(of(the(βLprotrusion!
Having!examined!HCH_03101!alongside!the!other!Glutamine!deOamidase!enzymes,!it!is!clear!
that!the!βOprotrusion!is!a!novel!feature.!It!is!unlikely!that!a!loop!this!long!would!be!conserved!
without!reason.!However,!what!is!not!clear!is!if!the!βOprotrusion!has!a!functional!role!in!
substrate!binding.!Sequence!and!structure!comparison!of!the!protrusion!using!BLAST!and!DaliO
lite!respectively,!identifies!no!similar!features!amongst!characterised!proteins,!leaving!few!
avenues!to!assign!a!functional!role.!However,!it!is!located!directly!in!front!of!the!active!site!and!
has!been!shown!to!be!flexible!about!a!hinge!region!some!30!Å!removed!from!the!cleft,!which!
may!suggest!a!role!in!substrate!binding.!!!
The!βOprotrusion!extends!out!44!Å!projecting!directly!out!from!the!βOsandwich!from!β14!and!
β16.!Examination!of!the!peptide!backbone!(figure!6.1.5C)!reveals!evidence!to!suggest!that!the!
protrusion!is!held!in!a!two!stranded!βOsheet!up!till!a!hinge!point!(figure!6.3.1).!This!hinge!
region!then!marks!the!point!where!the!βOprotrusion!becomes!less!ordered,!with!fewer!
backbone!interactions!formed.!This!flexibility!is!neatly!highlighted!by!the!absence!of!α!15!in!
the!C94S!model,!with!the!turning!point!instead!interpreted!as!a!flexible!3O10!loop.!!
The!charge!distribution!of!the!βOprotrusion!is!also!a!significant!feature,!as!the!vast!majority!of!
the!residues!present!in!this!region!are!positively!charged.!Inspection!of!the!protrusions!residue!
distribution!reveals!a!repeating!ARG!heavy!region!followed!closely!by!an!AXPAXPA!motif!
(figure!6.4.1).!The!APAXPA!motif!is!repeated!on!the!2nd!strand!of!the!protrusion,!as!part!of!
what!appears!to!be!a!duplication!between!positions!165!–!171!and!182!O!188.!This!repeating!
motif!is!noteworthy!because!not!only!is!the!sequence!motif!mirrored!across!both!strands!of!
the!βOprotrusion,!but!so!is!the!structure.!The!two!sequenceOrepeats!adopt!identical!peptide!
backbone!conformations!giving!rise!to!a!pseudoO2Ofold!symmetry!axis,!whilst!interacting!with!
one!another!as!part!of!the!two!antiOparallel!strands!of!the!βOprotrusion!(figure!6.4.1C).!This!
raises!the!possibility!that!the!repeat!has!some!functional!significance.!!
!
6.5(HCH_03101(structural(conclusions(
HCH_03101!closely!resembles!all!the!current!members!of!the!Glutamine!deOamidase!family,!
with!the!βOsandwich!broadly!conserved!between!all!three!and!the!exact!route!of!the!βOstrands!
shared!with!both!BLF1!and!COCNF1!the!toxin!examples.!
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Figure(6.4.1(–(The(long(β(protrusion(contains(a(Proline(rich(repeating(motif.(Panel(A!shows!
the!βOprotrusion!region!of!the!WT!(green)!and!C94S!(yellow)!structures!of!HCH_03101,!
highlighting!the!putative!hinge!region!in!red.!Panel!B!shows!the!protrusion!from!the!top!face,!
with!the!repeating!AXPAXPA!motif!highlighted.!Panel!C(is!a!superOposition!of!the!repeating!
AXPAXPA!motif!with!residues!182O188!aligned!on!top!of!165O171,!showing!that!the!motif!
shared!on!both!strands!of!the!βOprotrusion,!is!not!only!structurally!conserved!but!also!displays!
a!pseudoOdOfold!symmetry!axis!(grey!square).!Diagram!constructed!in!Pymol.!!!
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The!active!site!of!HCH_03101!exhibits!the!characteristic!CYSOHIS!dyad,!with!the!peptide!
backbone!superOimposing!closely!with!BLF1!and!both!dyad!residues!supported!through!
conserved!interactions!from!the!side!and!below.!This!remarkable!level!of!active!site!
conservation!combined!with!a!moderate,!20!%!level!of!sequence!conservation!combine!to!
suggest!that!HCH_03101!likely!exhibits!Glutamine!deOamidase!activity.!!
Despite!these!similarities!HCH_03101!displays!several!novel!features!not!observed!in!previous!
Glutamine!deOamidase!examples.!The!active!site!cleft!in!particular!lies!in!a!very!different!
electrostatic!environment!to!both!CheD!and!COCNF1!with!only!BLF1!sharing!any!common!
characteristics.!The!final!note!worthy!feature!is!the!large!βOprotrusion!that!lies!adjacent!to!the!
active!site!and!displays!a!degree!of!flexibility!about!a!hinge!region,!which!may!play!a!role!in!
substrate!binding.!Even!more!curiously,!this!feature!appears!to!exhibit!a!mirrored!AXPAXPA!
motif!on!both!strands!that!shares!a!pseudoO2Ofold!symmetry!axis.!This!is!not!a!common!
structural!feature!and!likely!involved!in!the!function!of!the!protein,!or!is!as!a!result!of!a!recent!
gene!insertion!event.!!
Structural!alignments!also!highlight!several!conserved!primary!sequence!positions!that!can!be!
used!to!strengthen!the!search!motif!used!to!identify!future!Glutamine!deOamidase!targets.!The!
original!and!strengthened!search!motifs!are!shown!below:!!
!
Original:!
!
! !
!
!
Strengthened:!!
!
G(L(X(4L5)(–(K(–(X(8L15)(–({KRDEH}(4)(–(L(–([AGSTV](2)(–(C(–(X(10L16)(–([FGIPLWAMV](–(H(–({KRDEH}(
!
!"#$%&'()*+,+-+,+./01234(5*+,+6+,+7(89:8;*+,+!<0=>-?/@34+,+&+,+!"#$%&'+
!"#$%&'(#)*+,'&(+'-.&%'-(
/0+(/0%+(10-.203-(
45*$$(*5.30(*#.&-(*6(670(
10-.203-(
8*1(
9:&+01)0;.#(+'-.&%'(
!"#$%&'(#)*+,'&(+'-.&%'(
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Chapter(7:(Characterising(HCH_03101(
(
Having'solved'the'structure'of'HCH_03101'it'was'clear'that'this'protein'shares'significant'
sequence'and'structure'conservation'with'other'members'of'the'Glutamine'de>amidase'super>
family.'The'next'aim'of'this'study'was'to'identify'the'binding'partners'and'functional'
properties'of'HCH_03101.''
'
7.1.1(6(HCH_03101(does(not(display(toxic(activity(in(J774(macrophage(cells(
'
Macrophage'killing'assays,'performed'by'Dr'Lynda'Partridge'(University'of'Sheffield),'highlight'
the'challenges'involved'in'characterising'HCH_03101.'In'this'case'the'toxicity'of'HCH_03101'
was'probed'by'incubation'alongside'a'BALB/c'J774.2'macrophage'cell'line,'held'in'Dulbecco’s'
modified'Eagle'medium'(DMEM)'(4.5g/L'Glucose,'2'mM'L>Glutamine'and'1'mM'Sodium'
pyruvate,'supplemented'with'10'%'(v/v)'fetal'bovine'serum).'No'J774'cell'death'was'observed,'
but'the'assays'probed'with'high'concentration'HCH_03101'(>'1'mg'ml>1)'displayed'crystal'
formation'showing'that'the'concentrations'present'may'have'been'significantly'reduced.''
'
7.1.2(–(HCH_03101(Pull6down(assays((
(
HCH_03101'has'been'shown'to'purify'quickly'and'cleanly'using'a'Ni>NTA'affinity'column'
(chapter'5.3.1).'This'raises'the'possibility'that'HCH_03101'could'be'probed'for'its'binding'
partners'whilst'safely'immobilised'when'bound'to'a'Ni>NTA'resin.''
'
7.1.3(6(General(pull6down(methodology(
'
A'simple'method'to'probe'an'immobilised'protein’s'binding'partners'is'the'pull>down'assay''
(Chapter'4.4).'Pull>down'assays'start'by'immobilising'a'bait'protein'onto'a'Ni>NTA'
aminodiacetic'acid'resin'(Sigma'Aldrich).'This'resin'permits'manipulation'of'the'bound'bait'
proteins'and'any'complexes'formed,'through'rapid're>suspension'in'a'variety'of'buffering'
conditions,'intended'to'first'wash'away'contaminants'and'then'elute'any'bound'proteins.'The'
charged'resin'loaded'with'bait'protein,'is'probed'via'incubation'with'cell'free'extract'
containing'many'potential'binding'partners.'After'this'incubation'the'cell'free'extract'is'
removed'and'the'non>specific'contaminants'washed'away,'through'repeated'rinsing'and'
resuspension'of'the'resin'in'low'salt'buffers.'The'washing'buffers'used'have'their'salt'
concentration'gradually'increased,'which'encourages'the'dissociation'of'weakly'binding'
proteins'and'non>specific'contaminants.'The'putative'binding'partners'that'form'strong'
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complexes'with'the'bait'protein'are'then'eluted'through'two'washing'steps.'The'first'is'a'high'
salt'buffer,'which'dissociates'proteins'in'complex'with'the'bait'protein.'The'second'is'an'
Imidazole'wash,'that'strips'away'all'the'proteins'and'contaminants'remaining'in'complex'with'
either'the'bait'protein'or'resin.''
'
The'eluates'from'the'high'salt'and'Imidazole'washes'are'then'run'on'a'SDS>PAGE'gel'to'assess'
the'quantity'and'size'of'the'potential'binding'partners.'However,'identification'of'significant'
hits'requires'suitable'controls'to'differentiate'the'bands'that'equate'to'specific'interactions'
from'those'that'are'caused'by'non>specific'contamination.'The'target'bands'are'then'excised'
from'this'SDS>PAGE'gel'and'digested'through'incubation'with'200'ng'of'Trypsin'overnight'at'37'
oC,'producing'small'peptides.'These'peptides'were'then'analysed'using'ESI'TOF'MS/MS'Mass>
spectrometry'with'the'peptides'identified'and'matched'to'putative'proteins'using'the'MASCOT'
server'(Matrix'ScienceTM).'The'Mass>spectrometry'data'presented'in'this'study'was'kindly'
provided'by'Dr'Mark'Dickman'(University'of'Sheffield).''
(
7.2(6(Pull6down(proof(of(concept(with(C6CNF1((
(
Pull>down'assays'have'previously'been'used'to'determine'the'substrate'of'BLF1'(Cruz>Migoni'
et#al.,'2011).'However,'prior'to'using'the'technique'to'analyse'novel'targets,'it'was'decided'
that'a'proof'of'concept'would'be'desirable.'For'this'purpose'an'in>active'mutant'of'C>CNF1'
was'produced,'with'the'catalytic'CYS'866'position'substituted'with'a'SER'residue'and'a'6xHIS'
extension'inserted'at'the'N>terminus.'The'rationale'behind'this'experiment'is'if'both'BLF1'and'
C>CNF1'can'be'characterised'using'this'method,'then'it'is'likely'that'any'putative'binding'
partners'of'HCH_03101'can'also'be'identified'this'way.''
'
7.2.1(6(Production(of(recombinant(C6CNF1(C866S(NTD(6xHIS(protein(
'
The'C>CNF1'gene'fragment'was'amplified'from'a'colony'of'UT>189'E.#coli'cells,'kindly'supplied'
by'Professor'Ian'Roberts'(University'of'Manchester).'Both'the'gene'fragment'and'a'sample'of'
pET21a+'expression'vector'were'digested'with'5’'NcoI'and'3’'Bam'HI'restriction'sites'(chapter'
4.1.7),'prior'to'being'ligated'together'with'T4'DNA'ligase'(chapter'4.1.8).'Once'this'construct'
was'confirmed'through'gene'sequencing,'conducted'by'the'core'genomics'group'(University'of'
Sheffield),'the'catalytic'CYS'866'position'was'substituted'for'a'SER'residue'using'the'Quick>
change'II'method'(chapter'4.1.12).'Over>expression'trials'of'this'C>CNF1'C866S'NTD'6xHIS'
construct'were'conducted'across'15,'20,'25,'30'and'37'oC'temperature'brackets'for'4'hours,'
with'C>CNF1'expressing'exclusively'in'the'insoluble'fraction'(figure'7.1.1A).'This'high'level'of'
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insoluble'expression'suggested'that'the'recombinant'protein'was'either'being'incorrectly'
folded'or'immediately're>directed'into'inclusion'bodies.'Attempts'to'resolve'the'latter'
possibility'involved'a'second'set'of'trials,'which'exchanged'the'nutrient'rich'LB'medium'with'
M9'minimal'medium'(chapter'4.2.1).'The'introduction'of'M9'medium'slows'the'rate'of'
expression,'with'sufficient'soluble'protein'obtained'after'4'hours'at'37'oC'(figure'7.1.1B).''
'
7.2.2(6(Purifying(C6CNF1(C866S(NTD(6xHIS(
(
The'tagged'C>CNF1'C866S'protein'was'then'purified'using'a'5'ml'Ni>HP'column'(figure'7.1.2).'4'
g'of'cell'paste'was'resuspended'in'35'ml'of'buffer'A'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'NaCl)'before'the'
cell'walls'were'disrupted'with'3,'20'second'rounds'of'sonication.'The'soluble'fraction'was'then'
separated'by'centrifugation'at'60,'000'g'for'20'minutes'in'a'JLA>25.50'rotor,'before'being'
loaded'directly'onto'the'Ni>HP'5ml'column'at'5'ml'min>1.'The'protein'was'then'eluted'from'the'
column'with'a'0>100'%'linear'gradient'of'buffer'B'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'NaCl,'0.5'M'
Imidazole)'across'10'column'volumes,'C>CNF1'eluting'at'0.2'M'Imidazole.'SDS>PAGE'analysis'of'
the'purification'(figure'7.1.2B)'shows'the'protein'obtained'is'>'90'%'pure'and'suitable'for'pull>
down'assays'without'any'further'chromatography'stages.'
'
7.2.3(6(C6CNF1(C866S(pull6down(assays(against(an(E.coli(expression(strain(for(RhoA6GST(
(
Purified'C>CNF1'C866S'bait'protein'was'bound'on'to'a'Ni>NTA'resin'as'previously'described'
(chapter'4.4.1).'The'charged'resin'was'then'probed'through'incubation'with'cell'free'extract'
from'a'BL21'(DE3)'strain'of'E.#coli'expressing'a'recombinant'fusion'protein'of'RhoA'with'a'GST'
tag,'for'2'hours'at'4'oC.'Post'incubation'the'resin'was'washed'4'times'in'low'salt'buffer'(25'mM'
HEPES'pH'7.5,'0.1'M'NaCl)'to'remove'any'unbound'cell'free'extract'and'non>specific'
contaminants.'The'tightly'bound'complexes'were'then'eluted,'using'first'a'high'salt'buffer'(25'
mM'HEPES'pH'7.5,'1.2'M'NaCl)'and'then'an'EDTA'buffer'(25'mM'HEPES'pH'7.5,'1'M'EDTA)'and'
run'out'on'a'SDS>PAGE'gel'(figure'7.2.3).'This'pull>down'clearly'shows'that'the'RhoA>GST'
fusion'protein'forms'a'strong'interaction'with'C>CNF1,'with'a'significant'portion'of'the'RhoA'
administered'still'associated'with'the'bait'protein'post'salt'wash,'to'be'found'later'in'the'EDTA'
wash'(red'box).''
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Figure(7.2.1(–(Over6expression(trials(for(C6CNF1(C866S(6xHIS.(Panel'A'shows'an'over>
expression'trial'for'C>CNF1'C886S'NTD'6xHIS,'undertaken'in'LB'medium'at'15,'20,'25,'30'and'
37'oC'temperature'brackets,'at'the'4'hour'time'point.'It'shows'that'C>CNF1'expresses'
exclusively'in'the'insoluble'fraction'regardless'of'the'incubation'temperature'and'that'the'level'
of'expression'is'high.'Panel'B'shows'another'over>expression'trial,'where'the'nutrient'rich'LB'
growth'medium'has'been'exchanged'for'M9'minimal'media.'This'alteration'to'the'culturing'
conditions'slows'down'the'rate'of'expression,'with'a'sizable'portion'of'soluble'protein'
produced'at'37'oC'after'4'hours'(red'box).''''
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Figure(7.2.2(–(C6CNF1(C866S(6xHIS(purification.(Panel'A'shows'the'purification'trace'of'a'Ni>HP'
5'ml'column,'the'y'axis'shows'UV'absorbance'and'the'x'axis'eluted'volume.'There'are'two'
peaks'at'37'and'42'ml,'corresponding'to'contaminants'and'C>CNF1'C886S'respectively.'The'
column'was'run'on'a'linear'gradient'from'buffer'A'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'NaCl)'to'100'%'
buffer'B'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'NaCl,'0.5'M'Imidazole),'with'C>CNF1'eluted'at'0.2'M'
Imidazole.'Panel'B'is'an'SDS>PAGE'analysis'of'the'above'purification.'Lane'1,'Mark'12'MW'
marker;'lane'2,'20'μg'C>CNF1'C886S'cell'pellet;'lane'3,'20'μg'C>CNF1'C886S'cell'free'extract;'
lane'4,'20'μg'Ni>HP'run'off;'lanes'5>8,'13'μl'Ni>HP'fractions'9>12.'The'above'gel'shows'that'the'
C>CNF1'C886S'protein'is'>'90'%'pure'from'a'single'step.''
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Figure(7.2.3(–(RhoA(pull(down(with(C6CNF1(C886S(6xHIS.(The'C>CNF1'C866S'NTD'6xHIS'bait'
was'probed'using'cell'free'extract'from'a'BL21'strain'of'E.#coli'expressing'a'GST>tagged'fusion'
protein'of'RhoA.'Lane'1,'20'μg'RhoA>GST'cell'pellet;'lane'2,'20'μg'RhoA>GST'cell'free'extract;'
lane'3,'20'μg'RhoA>GST'cell'free'extract'after'24'hours;'lane'4,'Thrombin'treated'RhoA>GST;'
lane'5,'20'μg'purified'RhoA'and'RhoA>GST;'lane'6,'20'μg'pure'C>CNF1'C886S;'lane'7,'20'μg'
unbound'material;'lane'8,'15'μl'0.1'M'NaCl'wash;'lane'9,'15'μl'1.2'M'NaCl'wash;'lane'10,'15'μl'
0.5M'EDTA'wash.'The'RhoA>GST'band'at'48'KDa,'when'cleaved'with'thrombin'(lane'4)'yields'a'
band'the'correct'size'for'RhoA'at'22'KDa,'validating'the'construct.'The'Ni>NTA'resin'was'
charged'with'purified'C>CNF1'(lane'6)'then'incubated'with'the'RhoA>GST'cell'free'extract'(lane'
2)'for'2'hours'at'4'oC.'Post'incubation'the'resin'was'washed'with'low'salt'buffer'(25'mM'HEPES'
pH'7.5,'0.1'M'NaCl),'removing'the'non>specific'contaminants.'The'putative'binding'partners'
were'eluted,'first'with'a'high'salt'buffer'(25'mM'HEPES'pH'7.5,'1.2'M'NaCl)'(lane'9)'and'then'
with'an'EDTA'wash'(25'mM'HEPES'pH'7.5,'0.5'M'EDTA)'(lane'10).'The'presence'of'RhoA>GST'in'
both'the'high'salt'and'Imidazole'washes'shows'that'one'of'the'components'of'the'fusion'
protein'forms'a'strong'complex'with'C>CNF1.''
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Importantly'this'experiment'shows'that'the'pull>down'methodology'is'successful'for'both'
characterised'Glutamine'de>amidase'toxins.'Therefore,'any'binding'partners'identified'in'this'
fashion'for'HCH_03101'may'well'be'significant.''
'
7.3(–(HCH_03101(pull6down(assay(with(BALB/c(J774.2(macrophages(
'
HCH_03101'has'been'shown'to'share'substantial'structural'similarity'to'BLF1'as'well'as'sharing'
limited'sequence'similarity.'Thus'despite'differences'in'the'regions'flanking'their'respective'
active'sites'(figure'6.2.4),'it'remains'a'possibility'that'HCH_03101'is'a'functional'homologue'of'
BLF1.'To'test'this'hypothesis'the'same'macrophage'cell'line'used'to'characterise'BLF1'and'its'
interaction'with'eIF4a,'BALB/c'J774.2'(J774),'was'also'used'to'probe'HCH_03101.''
'
7.3.1(–(Control(selection(for(the(HCH_03101(–(J774(macrophage(pull6down(
'
The'following'pull>downs'were'conducted'as'previously'described'(chapter'4.4),'with'four'
different'bait'proteins.'These'four'proteins'were'YloQ'(negative'control),'BLF1'C94S'(positive'
control),'HCH_03101'WT'(active'bait)'and'HCH_03101'C94S'(inactive'bait).'YloQ'was'chosen'
because'it'does'not'exhibit'any'specific'interactions'with'the'J774'proteome.'Therefore,'any'
bands'exhibited'in'the'YloQ'assay'would'be'the'result'of'non>specific'interactions'and'could'be'
safely'discounted'if'encountered'in'the'HCH_03101'pull>down.'BLF1'C94S'was'chosen'as'a'
positive'control,'with'an'established'banding'pattern'from'previous'pull>down'assays.'
HCH_03101'may'also'share'a'substrate'with'BLF1,'adding'comparative'value'to'this'control.'
Both'the'WT'and'C94S'mutant'of'HCH_03101'were'tested'to'maximise'the'chances'of'isolating'
a'binding'partner.'The'putative'inactive'C94S'mutant'is'also'a'negative'control,'to'aid'in'
determining'the'binding'site'of'HCH_03101.'''''
'
7.3.2(–(J774(macrophage(pull6down(methodology((
'
A'quantity'of'1.3'x'108'J774'macrophage'cells,'kindly'supplied'by'Dr'Lynda'Partridge'(University'
of'Sheffield),'were'cultured'in'50'ml'flasks'of'DMEM'medium.'The'J774'cells'were'then'
centrifuged'at'5000'g'for'5'minutes'and'resuspended'in'2'ml'of'breakage'buffer'(25'mM'HEPES'
pH'7.5,'0.1'M'NaCl,'1'%'TRITON'X>100,'10'%'Glycerol,'1'mM'PMSF'and'Protease'inhibitor).'
These're>suspended'cells'were'then'broken'by'passage'through'a'fine'syringe'needle'5'times,'
prior'to'centrifugation'at'20,'000'g'for'10'minutes'to'produce'the'clarified'cell'free'extract.'
This'cell'free'extract'had'a'measured'protein'concentration'of'12'mg'ml>1,'determined'by'
Bradford'assay'(chapter'4.2.4).'Dr'Svetlana'Sedelnikova'(University'of'Sheffield)'kindly'supplied'
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the'YloQ'and'BLF1'C94S'samples,'whilst'the'WT'and'C94S'HCH_03101'samples'were'purified'
freshly'(chapter'5.3.1).'20'μl'of'Ni>NTA'resin'was'charged'with'2'mg'of'each'of'the'bait'
proteins'and'equilibrated'in'breakage'buffer.'500'μl'(6'mg)'of'the'J774'cell'free'extract'was'
then'added'to'this'charged'resin'and'incubated'for'2'hours'at'4'oC.'This'cell'free'extract'was'
then'removed'and'the'resin'washed'with'3'rounds'of'buffer'A'(25'mM'HEPES'pH'7.5,'0.3'M'
NaCl,'1'%'TRITON'X>100),'followed'by'a'further'3'rounds'of'buffer'A'minus'the'detergent'to'
remove'low'affinity'contaminants.'The'binding'partners'are'then'eluted'with'50'μl'of'high'salt'
elution'buffer'(25'mM'HEPES'pH'7.5,'1.3'M'NaCl),'incubated'with'the'resin'under'agitation'for'
ten'minutes'at'4'oC.'A'second'wash'step'finally'strips'the'resin'by'introducing'100'μl'of'
Imidazole'buffer'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'Imidazole).'To'identify'the'binding'partners'pulled'
down'15'μl'of'the'high'salt'elution'and'20'μg'of'the'Imidazole'elution'where'then'run'on'a'
SDS>PAGE'gel'alongside'the'purified'bait'protein.'
'
7.3.3(–(HCH_03101(shares(a(binding(partner(the(same(size(as(eIF4a(with(BLF1((
'
The'SDS>PAGE'analysis'of'the'proteins'pulled'down'(figure'7.3.1)'shows'several'potential'
binding'partners'for'HCH_03101'(red'boxes).'Band'1'is'shared'with'BLF1'and'is'approximately'
40'KDa'large,'roughly'the'same'size'as'eIF4a,'strongly'suggesting'that'HCH_03101'also'binds'
the'initiation'factor.'However'HCH>03101'also'exhibits'two'unique'bands'labelled'2'and'3,'
which'are'not'pulled'down'by'BLF1,'at'100'and'80'KDa'respectively.''
'
7.3.4(–(MS/MS(Mass6spectroscopy(shows(that(HCH_03101(binds(to(eIF4a((
(
The'most'intriguing'band'from'the'J774'macrophage'pull>down'is'band'1,'which'at'46'KDa'is'
the'same'molecular'weight'as'eIF4a'and'is'shared'between'HCH_03101'and'BLF1.'Peptides'
analysed'from'this'band,'using'MASCOT'(Figure'7.3.2)'searching'the'SWISSPROT'database,'
show'that'in'both'BLF1'and'HCH_03101'band'1'corresponds'to'eIF4a.'However'unlike'BLF1,'
HCH_03101'also'pulls'down'several'other'proteins'involved'in'translation,'at'a'lower'level'as'
judged'by'the'number'of'unique'peptides'matched.'Such'as'the'Eukaryotic'peptide'chain'
release'factor,'Eukaryotic'elongation'factor'1α'and'Eukaryotic'translation'initiation'factor'3.'
However,'in'comparison'with'the'HCH_03101'pull>down'of'eIF4a,'which'displays'high'prot>
scores,'the'additional'translation'machinery'hits'have'been'pulled'down'with'far'fewer'unique'
peptides'and'correspondingly'lower'prot>scores.'This'is'relevant'because'the'prot>score'
provides'a'qualitative'measure,'based'on'the'number'of'unique'peptides'matched,'of'how'
likely'it'is'that'the'identified'protein'is'present'in'the'sample.'
(
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Figure(7.3.1(–(J774(Macrophage(pull6down(assay.(The'SDS>PAGE'gel'above'is'for'a'pull>down'
assay'run'with'4'different'bait'proteins'against'J774'macrophage'cell'free'extract.'The'four'bait'
proteins'were:'A,'BLF1'C94S;'B,'YloQ;'C,'HCH_03101'WT'and'D,'HCH_03101'C94S.'The'pull>
down'assay'is'divided'into'3'sections'the'first'is'the'purified'bait'protein'prior'to'charging'the'
Ni>NTA'resin.'The'second'is'a'1.3'M'NaCl'salt'wash'intended'to'elute'proteins'in'complex'with'
the'bait,'with'the'final'stage'a'0.5'M'Imidazole'wash'that'strips'the'Ni>NTA'beads.'Lane1,'Mark'
12'MW'marker;'lanes'1>4,'15'μg'bait'protein;'lanes'5>8,'15'μl'high'salt'elution;'lanes'9>12,'20'
μg'Imidazole'elution.'There'are'3'bands'of'interest'highlighted'in'red'boxes.'Band'1'is'present'
in'both'BLF1'and'HCH_03101'and'is'46'KDa,'the'same'MW'as'eIF4a.'However,'bands'2'and'3'at'
100'and'80'KDa'respectively,'appear'unique'to'HCH_03101'and'could'represent'this'enzymes'
specific'binding'partner.''
'
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Figure(7.3.2(–(MS6MS(Mass6spec(analysis(of(band(1(from(the(J774(pull6down(assay.'Panel'A'
shows'the'MASCOT'output'from'MS>MS'Mass>spectroscopy'on'band'1'from'the'BLF1'C94S'
pull>down,'ordered'by'prot>score.'Outside'of'the'heavy'Keratin'contamination'observed,'the'
top'hits'are'eIF4a>I,'alongside'its'two'isomers'eIF4a'II'and'III'(red).'Panel'B'shows'the'MASCOT'
output'for'band'1'from'the'HCH_03101'WT'pull>down,'ordered'by'prot>score.'The'top'three'
hits'are'isoforms'of'eIF4a'(red)'shared'with'BLF1,'but'there'are'also'several'further'
components'of'the'translation'machinery'pulled'back'(blue)'not'present'in'the'BLF1'pull>down.'
Such'as'Eukaryotic'peptide'chain'release'factor,'eIF3'and'elongation'factor'1>α.''''''''''''
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Therefore,'the'elongation'factor'(figure'7.3.4A)'with'a'prot>score'of'47'based'on'a'single'
unique'peptide'may'not'be'a'reliable'identification.'However,'the'peptide'release'factor'has'
been'assigned'from'4'unique'peptides'and'gives'a'prot>score'of'214,'which'strongly'suggest'it'
is'present'within'the'band.'Therefore,'HCH_03101'has'been'shown'to'interact'with'more'than'
one'protein'family,'a'feature'not'observed'in'BLF1,'which'merits'further'investigation.'''
'
The'remaining'potential'binding'partners'located'in'bands'2'and'3'are'specific'to'HCH_03101'
and'correspond'to'α>actinin'and'β>tubulin'respectively.'Both'of'these'proteins'are'common'
contaminants,'that'have'previously'been'identified'in'BLF1'pull>downs.'Therefore,'neither'
band'represents'a'significant'binding'partner'for'HCH_03101.''
'
7.3.5(–(HCH_03101(displays(Glutamine(de6amidase(activity(((
'
The'MASCOT'server'identifies'peptides'based'on'their'measured'mass'and'can'be'configured'
to'take'into'account'de>amidation'and'oxidisation'events.'Closer'inspection'of'the'peptides'
uncovered'for'eIF4a>I'show'that'BLF1'C94S'and'both'HCH_03101'proteins'both'pull>down'a'
peptide'containing'GLN'339,'the'substrate>binding'site'of'BLF1'(figures'7.3.3B'and'7.3.4B).'The'
BLF1'C94S'bait'used'in'this'pull>down'is'inactive'and'as'a'result'the'peptides'identified'at'this'
position'are'not'de>amidated'(figure'7.3.3B).'Whereas'the'WT'HCH_03101'pull>down'(figure'
7.3.3D)'shows'two'variants'of'the'same'peptide,'the'first'is'a'high'scoring'single'de>amidation'
and'the'second'a'low'scoring'double'de>amidation'event.'Given'that'de>amidation'has'been'
detected'in'a'peptide'containing'the'GLN'residue'targeted'by'BLF1,'it'is'likely'that'HCH_03101'
not'only'displays'Glutamine'de>amidase'activity'but'also'targets'the'same'substrate'as'BLF1.'
However,'this'result'is'tempered'by'the'negative'control,'HCH_03101'C94S,'which'also'de>
amidates'this'particular'peptide.'This'is'possibly'due'to'low>level'WT'HCH_03101'
contamination'present'in'the'mutant'C94S'sample,'introduced'during'purification'and'further'
work'is'underway'to'determine'whether'the'C94S'mutant'of'HCH_03101'is'an'active'
Glutamine'de>amidase.''
'
7.4(6(HCH_03101(pull6down(assay(with(Tetraselmis..suecica(Algae('
(
The'J774'macrophages'are'a'useful'cell'line'for'analysing'the'potential'interactions'HCH_03101'
may'form'with'Eukaryotic'proteins.'H.#chejuensis'the'organism'that'produces'HCH_03101,'is'a'
recently'discovered'marine'bacterium,'with'no'evidence'to'suggest'it'is'a'human'pathogen.'
Therefore'it'is'presently'unknown'what'organism'HCH_03101'is'targeted'against.'
(
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Figure(7.3.3(–(MS/MS(Mass6spectroscopy(shows(that(HCH_03101(binds(to(and(de6amidates(
eIF4a.(Panel'A'shows'the'proteins'pulled>down'from'J774'cells'by'BLF1'C94S'(figure'7.3.1'–'
lane'5),'all'three'are'isoforms'of'eIF4a.'Panel'B'is'the'peptide'that'corresponds'to'the'
substrate>binding'site'of'BLF1,'pulled'down'with'BLF1'C94S'no'de>amidation'is'detected.'Panel'
C'shows'the'proteins'pulled'down'from'J774'cells'by'WT'HCH_03101'(figure'7.3.1'–'lane'7),'
which'include'all'three'isoforms'of'eIF4a'along'with'3'other'components'of'the'translation'
machinery.'Panel'D'shows'the'peptides'matched'with'eIF4a>I'from'the'HCH_03101'WT'pull>
down,'which'correspond'to'the'BLF1'substrate'binding'site.'This'peptide'in'the'HCH_03101'WT'
pull>downs'has'been'de>amidated,'with'a'high'scoring'match'made'with'a'single'de>amidation'
site'and'a'much'lower'ranking'match'with'a'double'de>amidation.'Curiously'there'was'no'
peptide'identified'that'matched'the'mass'of'the'unmodified'peptide'seen'in'BLF1'C94S,'
suggesting'that'all'the'available'eIF4a'had'been'modified'by'HCH_03101.'
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'However,'one'possibility'is'that'it'may'target'the'Dinoflagellate'genus,'a'branch'of'red'algae.'
This'is'because'H.#chejuensis'has'previously'been'shown'to'secrete'a'pigment'molecule'that'
causes'cell'lysis'in'these'species'(Jeong'et#al.,#2005).'As'a'result'the'next'batch'of'pull>down'
experiments'were'attempted'with'Algae'cell'free'extract.''
'
7.4.1(–(T..suecica(is(an(un6sequenced(algae(species,(un6related(to(the(Dinoflagellate(genus'
(
Working'with'Algae'presents'a'multitude'of'challenges,'first'amongst'these'is'that'many'algal'
species'are'difficult'to'culture,'moreover'there'is'a'shortage'of'fully'sequenced'organisms.'The'
only'species'available'locally'for'these'pull>downs'was'the'green'Algae'Tetraselmis.#suecica,'
strain'CCAP'66/4,'kindly'provided'by'Dr'Jim'Gilmour'(University'of'Sheffield).'However,'there'is'
presently'no'genome'sequence'for'T.#suecica,'which'limits'the'certainty'with'which'hits'can'be'
identified.'Nevertheless,'sequence'comparison'between'human'eIF4a'and'the'corresponding'
protein'in'Chlamydomonas.#reinhardtii,'a'model'organism'for'green'Algae,'shows'66'%'
sequence'similarity.'This'means'that'if'HCH_03101'pulls'down'an'algal'eIF4a,'in'all'likelihood'
the'peptides'analysed'by'MS>MS'Mass>spectroscopy,'whilst'different,'will'contain'conserved'
motifs.'#
'
7.4.2(–(Production(of(T..suecica(cell(free(extract((((('''
'
A'quantity'of'1'g'of'T.#suecica'cell'pellet'was'resuspended'in'15'ml'of'breakage'buffer'and'
disrupted'through'3,'20'second'rounds'of'sonication'prior'to'centrifugation'at'60,'000'g'for'20'
minutes'in'a'JLA'25>50'rotor.'The'cell'free'extract'had'a'measured'concentration'significantly'
lower'than'anticipated,'at'2'mg'ml>1.'Therefore,'the'pull>down'experiment'proceeded'as'
previously'described'(section'7.3.2)'with'one'alteration;'2'ml'(4'mg)'of'algal'cell'free'extract'
was'incubated'with'the'charged'resin'instead'of'500'μl.''''
'
7.4.3(–(The(T..suecica(banding(pattern(is(different(than(observed(with(J774(macrophages((
'
SDS>PAGE'analysis'of'the'T.#suecica'pull>down'(figure'7.4.1)'shows'that'when'probed'with'algal'
cell'free'extract'BLF1'and'HCH_03101'behave'differently.'There'are'4'prominent'bands'eluted'
from'the'pull>down'that'warrant'further'inspection.'Band'1'is'a'strong'band'at'46'KDa,'the'
expected'size'of'eIF4a,'which'is'eluted'in'the'salt'wash'but'only'present'in'the'two'HCH>03101'
pull>downs.'This'band'appears'to'extend'into'the'Imidazole'wash,'with'a'pair'of'bands'(band'3)'
observed'at'approximately'46'KDa'that'are'present'in'the'BLF1'C94S'and'both'HCH_03101.'
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The'remaining'two'bands'are'exclusive'to'HCH_03101'and'are'present'at'approximately'32'
KDa'(band'2)'and'80'KDa'(band'4).''
'
7.4.4(–(MS/MS(Mass6spectrometry(is(far(less(conclusive(with(un6sequenced(organisms(((
(
The'main'challenge'with'analysing'the'MS/MS'Mass>spectroscopy'data'from'the'T.#suecica'
peptide'fragments'is'the'lack'of'a'genome'sequence.'This'is'because'MASCOT'matches'the'
peptide'mass'with'a'database'of'potential'peptide'sequences,'in'this'case'the'NCBI'non>
redundant'database.'Therefore,'because'T.#suecica'has'not'been'sequenced'the'only'
significant'matches'that'can'be'made'will'be'with'proteins'that'are'strongly'conserved'in'the'
probe'organism.'As'a'result'little'emphasis'has'been'placed'on'either'the'prot>scores'or'the'
number'of'peptides'identified'for'each'hit.''
'
7.4.5(Both(BLF1(and(HCH_03101(pull6down(a(selection(of(translation(machinery(components((
(
Band'1'from'the'salt'elution'is'approximately'46'KDa'large'and'exclusive'to'HCH_03101.'
MASCOT'identifies'a'high'confidence'match'with'the'Elongation'factor'super>family'of'proteins'
involved'in'translation,'particularly'Elongation'factor'1>α>like'protein'from'Tetraselmis.#
tetrathele#(figure'7.4.2A).'Band'2,'also'exclusive'to'HCH_03101,'continues'the'trend'pulling'
down'the'ribosome'biogenesis'GTPase'RsgA,'from'B.#subtilis.'Band'3'is'shared'between'BLF1'
C94S'and'both'HCH_03101'samples,'with'band'3'from'the'BLF1'C94S'pull>down'also'
identifying'both'elongation'factors'and'RsgA'(figure'7.4.3A),'whilst'not'pulling'down'any'
peptides'matching'eIF4a.'The'last'band'to'be'examined'by'MS/MS'Mass>spectroscopy'was'
band'4,'which'is'90'KDa'large'and'exclusively'pulled'down'by'HCH_03101.'MASCOT'identifies'
only'a'single'non>contaminant'match'at'this'position,'the'Heat'shock'protein'90'(HS90)'super>
family.'Whilst'this'family'could'undoubtedly'be'a'potential'toxin'target,'its'relative'abundance'
in'most'cell'types,'upwards'of'6'%'total'cellular'protein'(Crevel'et#al.,'2001)'points'towards'this'
representing'a'non>specific'interaction.''
'
7.4.6(–(HCH_03101(pulls(down(an(Algal(eIF4a(whereas(BLF1(does(not'
(
The'proteins'identified'in'band'3'from'the'C94S'HCH_03101'pull>down'(figure'7.4.3B),'are'
elongation'factor'1>α,'ribosome'biogenesis'GTPase'RsgA'and'a'selection'of'Eukaryotic'
initiation'factors'including'eIF4a.'The'strongest'match'with'a'prot>score'of'1049'is'an'
elongation'factor'1>α>like'protein'from'T.#tetrathele.'
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Figure(7.4.1(–(Tetraselmis..Suecica.pull6down(assay.(The'cell'free'extract'probe'was'sourced'
from(T.#suecica'is'an'un>sequenced'species'of'Algae.'The'four'bait'proteins'used'were'BLF1'
C94S,'YloQ,'HCH_03101'WT'and'HCH_03101'C94S'respectively.'The'figure'above'shows'an'
SDS>PAGE'gel'of'the'pull>down:'Lane1,'Mark'12'MW'marker;'lanes'1>4,'15'μg'bait'protein;'
lanes'5>8,'15'μl'high'salt'elution;'lanes'9>12,'20'μg'Imidazole'elution.'Analysis'of'the'above'gel'
shows'that'there'are'4'interesting'bands,'highlighted'in'red.'The'first'two'are'unique'to'
HCH_03101,'with'BLF1'not'pulling'down'any'binding'partners'within'the'salt'elution.'However,'
there'are'additional'bands'of'interest'located'in'the'Imidazole'wash.'Band'3'is'shared'between'
both'HCH_03101'proteins'and'BLF1'C94S,'and'is'the'same'size'as'eIF4a'at'46'KDa.'However,'on'
close'inspection'band'3'is'shown'to'be'composed'of'two'bands'close'together,'for'MS/MS'
Mass>spectrometry'they'have'been'treated'as'a'single'band.'Finally'there'is'a'4th'band'unique'
to'both'HCH_03101'proteins'with'a'much'higher'molecular'weight,'located'exclusively'in'the'
Imidazole'wash'at'approximately'90'KDa.''
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Figure(7.4.2(–(MS6MS(Mass6spec(analysis(of(T..suecica(pull6down(bands(1,(2(and(4.(Panel'A'is'
the'top'MASCOT'hits'from'band'1,'pulled'down'by'HCH_03101.'Despite'sharing'a'similar'
molecular'weight'with'eIF4a'all'the'identified'binding'partners'are'alternative'translation'
proteins.'Panel'B'is'the'top'MASCOT'hits'from'band'2,'pulled'down'by'HCH_03101.'The'
peptides'identified'here'are'predominantly'dehydrogenase'enzymes.'However'a'single'
component'involved'at'the'ribosome'is'also'identified,'called'RsgA.''Panel'C'is'the'top'MASCOT'
hits'from'the'high'molecular'weight'band'4,'pulled'down'by'HCH_03101.'Without'exception'all'
the'specific'peptides'identified'were'from'the'heat'shock'90'protein'super>family.'''
!" #$%"&'()"*+*,-./-/"+012"3456"789:"/;"
<" #$%"&'()"*+*,-./-/"+012"3456"789:"=;"
+" #$%"&'()"*+*,-./-/"+012"3456"789:"1;"
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Figure(7.4.3(6(MS6MS(Mass6spec(analysis(of(T..suecica(pull6down(band(3.(Panel'A'shows'the'
top'MASCOT'hits'for'band'3,'pulled'down'by'BLF1.'The'hits'from'this'band'correlate'with'band'
1'from'the'HCH_03101'pull>down,'with'all'the'identified'proteins'belonging'to'the'Eukaryotic'
elongation'factor'family.'Panel'B'shows'the'MASCOT'hits'from'band'3,'pulled'down'by'
HCH_03101.'HCH_03101'once'again'interacts'with'elongation'factors.'However,'unlike'BLF1,'
HCH_03101'also'pulls'back'eIF4a'homologues'from'several'species;'the'C.#variabilis'hit'in'
particular'matches'with'a'high'number'of'unique'peptides.'''''
!" #$%"&'()"*+,-"./01"2345"6789":;"
*" #$%"&'()"<.<=>:->-"./01"2345"6789":;"
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Strong'matches'are'also'seen'for'eIF4a'homologues'from'Chlorella.#variabilis'and'Coccomyxa.#
subellipsoidea,'which'are'both'species'of'green'algae.'
'
Therefore,'HCH_03101'is'capable'of'interacting'with'algal'variants'of'eIF4a,'whereas'BLF1'is'
not.'Sequence'alignments'show'that'the'eIF4a'proteins'identified'in'C.'variabilis#and#C.#
subellipsoidea'share'77'and'71'%'sequence'similarity'with'human'eIF4a,'with'both'proteins'
exhibiting'strong'conservation'of'the'BLF1'binding'site.'At'present'it'is'unclear'why'
HCH_03010'is'capable'of'interacting'with'these'algal'eIF4a'homologues'when'BLF1'is'not.'
However,'this'difference'in'binding'affinity'may'suggest'that'HCH_03101'is'better'suited'to'
targeting'eIF4a'from'these'species,'or'alternatively'that'it'binds'its'substrates'in'a'different'
fashion'to'BLF1'possibly'due'to'the'sequence'difference'observed'between'the'initiation'
factors.'Unfortunately'outside'of'identifying'eIF4a'from'algal'sources,'the'MS/MS'Mass>
spectrometry'data'sheds'little'light'on'the'larger'question'of'whether'HCH_03101'can'de>
amidate'algal'eIF4a.'This'is'because'none'of'the'identified'peptides'correspond'to'expected'
de>amidation'site.'''
'
7.5(6(HCH_03101(pull6down(assay(with(Dictylostelium..discoideum.((
(
The'final'organism'to'be'probed'against'HCH_03101'using'the'pull>down'method'was'
Dictylostelium.#discoideum'a'soil'dwelling'amoeba.'This'organism'was'chosen'as'it'exhibits'
genetic'similarity'with'both'animal'and'plant'species,'as'shown'by'an'EF>1α'analysis'placing'
the'phylum'to'which'the'Dictylostelium'belongs,'in'the'animal>fungal'glade'(Baldauf'and'
Doolittle,'1997).'Therefore,'with'the'natural'host'of'H.#chejuensis'still'unclear'this'model'
organism'represents'an'ideal'model'to'identify'potential'binding'partners.''
'
7.5.1(–(Preparation(of(D..discoideum(cell(free(extract(
(
3'g'of'D.#discoideum'cell'paste'was'kindly'supplied'by'Dr'Don'Watts'(University'of'Sheffield).'
This'cell'paste'was'resuspended'in'8'ml'of'breakage'buffer'and'broken'through'3,'4'second'
rounds'of'sonication.'Then'centrifuged'at'20,'000'g'for'10'minutes'to'produce'a'clarified'cell'
free'extract.'This'cell'free'extract'had'a'measured'concentration'of'12'mg'ml>1.'Therefore,'400'
μl'of'cell'free'extract'(4'mg)'was'incubated'with'the'resin'charged'with'bait'protein'(section'
4.4.1).''
'
(
(
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7.5.2(–(The(D..discoideum(pull6down(displays(no(bands(in(the(high(salt(elution(
(
The'SDS>PAGE'analysis'of'the'D.#discoideum'pull>down'(figure'7.5.1)'shows'that'none'of'the'
previously'established'bait'proteins'pull>down'anything'in'the'salt'elution.'There'are'also'no'
bands'at'46'KDa'in'the'Imidazole'wash,'the'anticipated'weight'of'both'the'Eukaryotic'
elongation'and'initiation'factors'previously'pulled'down.'However,'there'are'novel'bands'at'
lower'molecular'weights'in'the'Imidazole'at'20'KDa'and'6'KDa,'highlighted'in'red.'However,'at'
this'point'in'time'these'bands'have'not'been'analysed'through'MS/MS'Mass>spectrometry.''''
'
7.6(–(Recombinant(eIF4a(
(
Having'identified'both'the'functional'activity'and'binding'partner'of'HCH_03101'more'
stringent'assays'were'required'to'confirm'its'functional'properties.'These'additional'
experiments'required'a'stable'source'of'recombinant'eIF4a.'Human'eIF4a'was'chosen'for'two'
reasons,'firstly'there'was'a'stock'of'expression'pellets'left'over'from'the'characterisation'of'
BLF1'and'secondly'HCH_03101'had'been'shown'to'have'catalytic'activity'with'this'homologue'
of'eIF4a.''
'
7.6.1(–(The(initial(eIF4a(over6expressions(yielded(extremely(low(levels(of(protein'
'
The'pre>made'eIF4a'expression'construct,'kindly'provided'by'Dr'Guillaume'Hautbergue'
(University'of'Sheffield),'contained'the'full>length'eIF4a'gene'nicked'with'3’'NdeI'and'5’'Bam'
HI'restriction'sites,'which'were'ligated'into'a'pET9'expression'vector.'However,'the'expression'
of'recombinant'eIF4a'from'this'construct'was'extremely'poor,'with'no'protein'band'visible'at'
46'KDa'on'an'SDS>PAGE'gel.'Despite'this'set'back,'attempts'were'made'to'purify'the'trace'
levels'of'eIF4a'produced.'These'initial'attempts'revolved'around'maximising'the'possible'yield,'
by'minimising'the'chromatography'stages'needed'to'produce'a'homogenous'sample.'6'g'of'
cell'paste'was'resuspended'in'40'ml'and'broken'through'3,'20'second'rounds'of'sonication.'
The'eIF4a'was'then'purified'using'a'single'affinity'chromatography'stage,'a'2'ml'Ni>NTA'
column'(Cube'BioscienceTM)'charged'with'BLF1'C94S.'The'BLF1'affinity'matrix'was'then'washed'
for'2'column'volumes'with'a'low'Imidazole'buffer'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8,'50'mM'Imidazole)'to'
remove'contaminants.'The'eIF4a'was'then'eluted'with'a'linear'gradient'of'0>100'%'buffer'B'(50'
mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'Imidazole)'across'10'column'volumes,'with'eIF4a'eluted'at'approximately'
0.2'M'Imidazole'(figure'7.6.1A).'However,'from'the'6'g'of'cell'paste'broken'this'method'only'
yields'0.2'mg'of'pure'eIF4a,'which'was'not'a'sufficient'quantity'for'the'planned'experiments.''
'
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Figure(7.5.1(–(Dictylostelium..Discoideum(pull6down(assay.(The'Eukaryotic'amoeba(D.#
discoideum'was'chosen'as'the'third'probe'organism'to'test'for'the'binding'partners'of'
HCH_03101.'The'four'bait'proteins'used'were'YloQ,'BLF1'C94S,'HCH_03101'WT'and'
HCH_03101'C94S'respectively.'The'pull>down'assay'is'divided'into'3'sections'the'first'is'the'
purified'bait'protein.'The'second'is'a'1.3'M'NaCl'salt'wash'intended'to'elute'proteins'in'
complex'with'the'bait,'with'the'final'stage'a'0.5'M'Imidazole'wash'that'strips'the'Ni>NTA'beads'
clean.'The'SDS>PAGE'gel'above'shows:'Lane1,'Mark'12'MW'marker;'lanes'1>4,'15'μg'bait'
protein;'lanes'5>8,'15'μl'high'salt'elution;'lanes'9>12,'20'μg'Imidazole'elution.'Neither'BLF1'nor'
HCH_03101'appears'to'bind'with'any'of'the'previously'identified'proteins'when'probed'with'
D.#discoideum#cell'free'extract.'The'SDS>PAGE'analysis'of'the'high'salt'elution'is'clear,'with'no'
identifiable'bands'to'analyse'across'any'of'the'four'bait'proteins.'However'there'are'two'
bands'identified'in'the'Imidazole'wash,'highlighted'in'red,'which'are'approximately'18'and'5'
KDa'large.'Neither'band'corresponds'to'a'similar'sized'match'made'in'either'of'the'previous'
pull>downs.'
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Figure(7.6.1(–(BLF1(affinity(column(purification(of(eIF4a(and(over6expression(trials(of(a(higher(
yield(eiF4a(expression(construct.(Panel'A'shows'an'SDS>PAGE'analysis'of'the'affinity'
purification'of'low'yield'eIF4a,'using'a'2'ml'Cube'Ni>NTA'column'charged'with'6xHIS'tagged'
BLF1'C94S.'The'column'was'loaded'slowly'at'1'ml'min>1.'Lane'1,'20'μg'eIF4a'CFE;'lane'2,'20'μg'
BLF1'affinity'column'run'off;'lanes'3'and'4,'20'μg'50'mM'Imidazole'wash;'lanes'5>10,'15'μl'
eluted'fractions.'Panel'B'shows'an'SDS>PAGE'gel'of'the'over>expression'trials'undertaken'with'
the'eIF4a'construct'transformed'into'both'BL21'(DE3)'and'Tuner'(DE3)'expression'cell'lines.'
When'expressed'in'BL21'cells'eIF4a'is'not'present.'However,'in'the'same'conditions'when'the'
experiment'is'repeated'using'Tuner'cells,'eIF4a'expression'is'abundant'in'the'soluble'fraction.'
With'the'best'eIF4a'expression'obtained'when'incubated'at'13'oC'for'72'hours'in'baffled'flasks.(
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7.6.2(–(Transfer(of(the(eIF4a(construct(into(Tuner((DE3)(cells(yields(improved(expression'
'
A'better'protocol'for'expressing'soluble'eIF4a'was'required.'To'achieve'this'the'plasmid'was'
extracted'from'0.1'g'of'cell'pellet'using'a'modified'version'of'the'plasmid'extraction'method'
(chapter'4.1.10),'with'the'buffer'volumes'doubled.'The'extracted'plasmid'was'then'sequenced'
by'the'core'genomics'group'(University'of'Sheffield)'and'transformed'into'both'BL21'(DE3)'and'
Tuner'(DE3)'strains'of'E.#coli#for'expression'trials.'Expression'trials'conducted'using'the'Tuner'
(DE3)'cell'line,'reveal'that'this'construct'is'capable'of'high'levels'of'eIF4a'production,'with'the'
best'expression'obtained'when'incubated'in'baffled'flasks'at'13'oC'for'72'hours'(figure'7.7.1B).'
Whereas'the'same'construct'expressed'in'the'BL21'(DE3)'cell'line'under'the'same'conditions'
yields'no'detectable'expression.'''''
'
7.6.3(–(Purification(of(eIF4a((
(
With'improved'levels'of'over>expression,'the'fresh'batch'of'eIF4a'had'to'be'purified'using'
large>scale'chromatography'methods.'eIF4a'has'a'predicted'(PROTPARAM)'iso>electric'point'of'
5.32,'indicating'that'it'is'best'suited'for'purification'using'anion'exchange'chromatography.'A'
three>step'protocol'was'developed'to'obtain'high'purity'eIF4a'in'sufficient'quantities'to'allow'
co>crystallisation'trials'to'proceed'(figure'7.6.2).'4'g'of'cell'paste'was'resuspended'in'30'ml'of'
buffer'A'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8)'then'disrupted'through'3,'20'second'rounds'of'sonication.'The'cell'
free'extract'was'then'separated'from'the'insoluble'material'by'centrifugation'at'60,'000'g'for'
20'minutes.'The'cell'free'extract'was'then'loaded'onto'a'5'ml'DEAE'FF'column'(GE'
HealthcareTM),'a'weak'anion'exchange'matrix,'at'5'ml'min>1.'The'eIF4a'was'then'eluted'with'a'
linear'gradient'moving'from'0'–'100'%'buffer'B'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'NaCl)'across'15'
column'volumes,'with'eIF4a'eluting'at'0.29'M'NaCl.'The'protein'was'spread'evenly'across'4'
fractions'(10'ml)'and'prior'to'moving'onto'the'next'chromatography'stage'these'where'
concentrated'to'5'ml'and'buffer'exchanged'into'buffer'A.'The'next'stage'was'a'5ml'Resource'Q'
column,'which'was'loaded'at'2'ml'min>1'and'run'on'a'linear'gradient'from'0'>'100'%'buffer'B'
once'again'across'15'column'volumes,'with'eIF4a'eluted'at'0.25'M'NaCl.'The'fractions'from'
this'stage'were'then'pooled'and'concentrated'down'to'a'1'ml'volume,'prior'to'being'loaded'at'
1'ml'min>1'onto'a'Sepharose''16/60'Gel>filtration'column'(GE'HealthcareTM)'which'was'run'for'
120'ml'at'a'rate'of'1'ml'min>1.'eIF4a'elutes'from'this'column'after'82'ml'which'equates'to'a'
monomeric'molecular'weight'of'46'KDa.'
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Figure(7.6.2(–(Purification(strategy(for(WT(eIF4a.'Panel'A'shows'the'purification'traces'for'all'
three'chromatography'stages:'DEAE'FF'(red),'Resource'Q'(blue)'and'Gel>filtration'(green).'In'
the'case'of'both'anion'exchange'columns'they'were'run'with'a'linear'gradient'of'0>100'%'B'(50'
mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'NaCl)'across'15'column'volumes.'With'the'eIF4a'eluting'with'0.29'and'
0.25'M'NaCl'from'the'DEAE'FF'and'Resource'Q'columns'respectively.'The'final'stage'was'
passage'through'a'Sepharose'16/60'Gel>filtration'column,'with'eIF4a'eluted'after'82'ml,'which'
corresponds'to'a'monomeric'molecular'weight'of'46'KDa.'Panel'B'shows'an'SDS>PAGE'analysis'
of'the'above'purification'protocol,'with'the'final'pooled'Gel>filtration'fractions'>'95'%'pure'and'
suitable'for'future'crystallisation'experiments.''''''
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The'SDS>PAGE'analysis'of'the'above'purification'(figure'7.6.2B)'shows'that'the'eIF4a'left'at'the'
end'is'extremely'pure.'However,'in'future'purifications'the'Resource'Q'column'could'be'
exchanged'for'a'HiTrap'Q>HP'5ml'column'(GE'HealthcareTM),'a'midrange'anion'exchange'resin.'
This'is'because'the'purity'gains'made'with'the'Resource'Q'stage'are'vastly'outweighed'by'the'
loss'in'yield,'with'only'18'mg'being'returned'from'the'70'mg'of'protein'loaded.''''
'
7.7(–(eIF4a(binding(assays(
(
The'previously'described'pull>down'assays'have'shown'that'eIF4a'binds'with'both'BLF1'and'
HCH_03101,'but'up'till'this'point'the'low'yield'of'protein'obtainable'from'the'recombinant'
expression'strain'of'eIF4a'has'prevented'in'depth'studies'of'the'interactions'formed'between'
these'proteins.''
'
7.7.1(–(Complex(formation(with(eIF4a(does(not(improve(HCH_03101(solubility((
(
A'quick'first'experiment'to'attempt'with'the'recombinant'eIF4a'was'to'attempt'complex'
formation'with'HCH_03101.'The'first'attempt'at'mixing'the'two'proteins'was'at'high'
concentration,'100'μl'of'a'20'mg'ml>1'solution'of'purified'eIF4a'(20'mM'Tris'pH'8)'was'mixed'
with'200'μl'of'an'8'mg'ml>1'solution'of'purified'HCH_03101'(20'mM'Tris'pH'8,'100'mM'NaCl).'
Almost'immediately'the'mixture'precipitates,'with'the'protein'concentration'measured'at'4'
mg'ml>1'after'10'minutes'centrifugation'at'20,'000'g.'Currently'the'best'method'of'combining'
these'two'proteins'is'to'slowly'add'a'moderately'concentrated'eIf4a'solution'(5'mg'ml>1)'into'a'
low'concentration'HCH_03101'(1'mg'ml>1)'solution,'before'concentrating'them'together.'
However,'while'it'is'possible'to'then'concentrate'these'proteins'alongside'one'another,'any'
complex'formation'that'maybe'occurring'has'no'positive'effect'upon'the'solubility'issues'
prevalent'when'working'with'HCH_03101.'Therefore,'if'the'intention'is'to'examine'
HCH_03101'interacting'with'its'substrate'any'potential'experiment'has'to'be'planned'with'
limiting'time'and'immobilisation'constraints'in'mind.'
'
Given'the'limited'time'available'(July'2014)'two'experiments'were'selected.'The'first'was'a'
comparison'of'gel>filtration'elution'profiles,'between'the'constituent'proteins'and'the'putative'
complexes'formed'(section'7.7)'.'The'second'experiment'was'to'attempt'co>crystallisation'of'
the'complex'(chapter'8).'These'experiments'were'conducted'back'to'back'and'with'both'BLF1'
and'HCH_03101'for'comparative'value.'Of'particular'note'was'the'compromised'separation'
observed'during'size'exclusion'chromatography'using'a'superdex'200'16/60'column,'likely'
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caused'by'pressure'compression.'Consequently,'the'following'observations'pertaining'to'BLF1'
and'HCH_03101s'affinity'to'eIF4a'only'offer'a'guideline'to'their'relative'specificity.'''
'
7.7.2(–(BLF1(C94S(purification((
(
The'Gel>filtration'and'co>crystallisation'trials'are'the'first'experiments'covered'in'this'thesis'
that'have'been'conducted'with'BLF1.'There'were'ample'frozen'supplies'of'WT'BLF1'but'the'
C94S'mutant'had'to'be'purified'as'required.'The'BLF1'C94S'construct'expresses'well'making'up'
approximately'10'%'of'the'total'protein'content.'The'purification'protocol'for'BLF1'is'
established'(Cruz>Migoni'et#al.,'2011)'and'utilises'two'chromatography'stages.'2'g'of'cell'pellet'
was'resuspended'in'20'ml'of'buffer'A'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8)'and'broken'through'3,'20'second'
rounds'of'sonication.'The'cell'debris'was'then'separated'by'centrifugation'at'60,'000'g'for'20'
minutes'in'a'JLA'25>50'rotor.'The'cell'free'extract'was'then'loaded'onto'a'DEAE'FF'5'ml'column'
at'5'ml'min>1'with'the'protein'eluted'through'a'0>100'%'linear'gradient'of'buffer'B'(50'mM'Tris'
pH'8,'0.5'M'NaCl)'across'15'column'volumes,'BLF1'C94S'eluting'at'0.17'M'NaCl'(figure'7.7.1A).'
The'DEAE'fractions'were'then'pooled'and'concentrated'to'1'ml'before'being'loaded'onto'the'
Sepharose'16/60'Gel>filtration'column'and'run'for'120'ml'at'1'ml'min>1,'BLF1'C94S'is'eluted'at'
88'ml'which'equates'to'a'monomeric'molecular'weight'of'22'KDa'(figure'7.7.1B).'SDS>PAGE'
page'analysis'of'this'purification'shows'that'the'BLF1'C94S'produced'is'90'%'pure'in'the'best'
two'fractions'26'and'27'(figure'7.7.1C).'Future'purifications'may'benefit'from'an'additional'
anion'chromatography'stage,'possibly'a'Q>sepharose'column.''
'
7.7.3(–(WT(BLF1(forms(a(loose(complex(with(eIF4a((
(
For'this'experiment'eIF4a'was'purified'freshly'(section'7.6.3)'and'during'this'purification'a'
control'trace'was'recorded'for'eIF4a'on'its'own'(figure'7.7.2A'–'blue).'The'WT'BLF1'sample'
was'from'a'frozen'stock,'but'the'C94S'mutant'was'purified'freshly'(section'7.7.2)'and'acts'as'a'
second'control'(figure'7.7.2A'–'pink).'1'mg'of'BLF1'WT'was'mixed'with'2'mg'of'eIF4a'in'
approximately'1:1'molar'ratios'at'low'<'1'mg'ml>1'concentrations'in'a'50'mM'Tris'pH'7.5,'0.1'M'
NaCl'buffer.'This'mixture'was'then'incubated'at'20'oC'for'1'hour'prior'to'concentration'down'
to'a'1'ml'volume'for'loading'onto'the'Sepharose'16/60'Gel>filtration'column.'The'Gel>filtration'
column'was'then'run'for'120'ml'at'1'ml'min>1'in'a'50'mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'NaCl'buffer,'with'a'
single'peak'eluted'at'89'ml'(figure'7.7.2A'–'purple).'The'gel'filtration'trace'shows'no'second'
peak'corresponding'to'BLF1'on'its'own,'however'the'single'peak'observed'elutes'at'exactly'the'
same'volume'as'eIF4a'on'its'own.'13'μl'of'eluate'from'the'peak'fractions'(24>30),'were'run'out''
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Figure(7.7.1(–(Purification(of(BLF1(C94S.(Panels'A(and'B(are'the'purification'traces'for'the'
DEAE'FF'5ml'and'Gel>filtration'columns'respectively.'The'DEAE'FF'5'ml'column'was'run'on'a'
linear'gradient'from'0>100'%'buffer'B'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'NaCl)'across'15'column'
volumes,'with'BLF1'C94S'eluting'at'0.17'M'NaCl.'The'Sepharose'16/60'size'exclusion'column'
was'run'for'120'ml,'with'BLF1'C94S'eluted'at'88'ml'corresponding'to'a'monomeric'molecular'
weight'of'22'KDa.'Panel'C'is'an'SDS>PAGE'gel'of'the'above'purification'scheme'showing'that'
the'BLF1'C94S'produced'in'the'best'two'fractions,'26'and'27,'is'approximately'90'%'pure.''
'
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Figure(7.7.2(–(Gel6filtration(analysis(of(the(complex(formation(between(WT(BLF1(and(eIF4a.'
Panel'A'shows'the'elution'profiles'of'eIF4a'(blue),'BLF1'C94S'(pink)'and'eIF4a'in'complex'with'
BLF1'WT'(purple)'run'through'the'same'Sepharose'16/60'Gel>filtration'column.'Independently'
eIF4a'elutes'at'89'ml'and'BLF1'C94S'elutes'at'84'ml,'when'eIF4a'is'combined'with'WT'BLF1'
and'incubated'for'1'hour'at'20'oC'the'resulting'complex'elutes'as'a'single'peak'at'89'ml.'Panel'
B'shows'an'SDS>PAGE'gel'of'fractions'24>30,'which'correspond'to'the'eluted'eIF4a>BLF1'WT'
peak.'The'distribution'of'the'two'component'proteins'within'these'fractions'is'not'balanced'
with'only'a'single'fraction'(27)'appearing'to'contain'a'1:1'stoichiometric'mixture.'''
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on'a'SDS>PAGE'gel,'confirming'that'both'eIF4a'and'BLF1'are'present'within'the'single'observed'
peak.'However,'closer'inspection'reveals'that'the'interaction'is'transient,'under'the'0.5'M'NaCl'
buffering'conditions'the'Gel>filtration'was'run'in,'with'BLF1'appearing'to'elute'later'then'the'
eIF4a.'
'
7.7.4(–(C94S(BLF1(appears(to(form(a(tighter(complex(with(eIF4a'
' '
BLF1'C94S'was'purified'freshly'for'this'experiment'(section'7.7.2)'with'the'Gel>filtration'trace'
retained'as'a'control'(figure'7.7.3A'–'pink)'along'with'the'previous'eIF4a'trace'(figure'7.7.3A'–'
blue).'1'mg'of'BLF1'C94S'was'incubated'alongside'2'mg'of'eIF4a'at'low'(1'mg'ml>1)'
concentration,'in'incubation'buffer'(50'mM'Tris'pH'7.5,'0.1'M'NaCl)'at'20'oC'for'1'hour.'Then'
concentrated'down'to'a'1'ml'volume'before'being'loading'onto'the'Sepharose'16/60'Gel>
filtration'column.'The'Gel>filtration'column'was'run'across'120'ml'at'a'rate'of'1'ml'min>1'in'
buffer'B'(50'mM'Tris'pH'8,'0.5'M'NaCl),'with'a'single'peak'eluted'at'86'ml'(figure'7.7.3A'–'
purple).'The'comparative'gel>filtration'analysis'shows'that'the'BLF1'C94S'–'eIF4a'complex'is'
eluted'3'ml'earlier'than'the'WT'BLF1'equivalent'at'89'ml.'Inspection'of'the'SDS>PAGE'gel'for'
the'peak,'fractions'23>29,'reveals'that'more'of'the'fractions'share'a'1:1'stoichiometric'mixture'
of'the'two'components'in'complex'than'observed'with'WT'BLF1.'
'
7.7.5(–(HCH_03101(C94S(appears(to(bind(eIF4a(as(tightly(as(BLF1(C94S(
(
HIS'tagged'HCH_03101'C94S'was'purified'freshly'(chapter'5.3.1)'using'a'Ni>NTA'column,'but'
due'to'solubility'imposed'time'constraints'it'was'not'run'independently'down'the'Gel>filtration'
column.'The'controls'for'this'experiment'are'eIF4a'on'its'own'(figure'7.7.4A'–'blue)'and'the'
complex'formed'between'eIF4a'and'BLF1'C94S'(figure'7.7.4A'–'purple).'The'pooled'fractions'
from'the'Ni>NTA'column'were'concentrated'from'12'ml'down'to'2'ml,'then'diluted'in'15'ml'of'
incubation'buffer'(50'mM'Tris'pH'7.5,'0.1'M'NaCl)'to'reduce'the'salt'and'Imidazole'present'
during'incubation.'The'HCH_03101'sample'was'calculated'to'contain'14'mg'of'protein'so'30'
mg'of'eIF4a'were'gradually'added'to'the'sample'at'low'concentration.'Unlike'the'BLF1'samples'
that'were'incubated'for'1'hour'at'20'oC,'HCH_03101'C94S'and'eIF4a'were'incubated'for'3'
hours'at'20'oC,'which'was'the'time'the'sample'required'to'concentrate'ready'for'loading'onto'
the'Gel>filtration'column.'The'incubated'complex'was'then'loaded'and'run'on'a'Sepharose'
16/60'Gel>filtration'column'for'120'ml'at'1'ml'min>1,'with'a'single'peak'eluted'at'86'ml'(figure'
7.7.4A'–'green).'Examination'of'both'the'trace'and'SDS>PAGE'gel'for'the'eluted'fractions'
(figure'7.7.4B)'shows'that'HCH_03101'C94S'interacts'with'eIF4a'as'strongly'as'its'BLF1'
counterpart,'with'both'eluting'after'86'ml.'
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Figure(7.7.3(–(Gel6filtration(analysis(of(complex(formation(between(BLF1(C94S(and(eIF4a.(
Panel'A'shows'the'purification'traces'of'eIF4a'(blue),'BLF1'C94S'(pink)'and'eIF4a'in'complex'
with'BLF1'C94S'(purple)'run'through'the'same'Sepharose'16/60'Gel>filtration'column.'BLF1'
C94S'on'its'own'elutes'at'84'ml'and'eIF4a'independently'elutes'at'89'ml.'The'complex'formed'
between'the'two'elutes'at'86'ml'in'the'middle'of'these'two'peaks.'Panel'B'shows'an'SDS>PAGE'
analysis'of'the'eluted'fractions,'corresponding'to'the'eIF4a>BLF1'C94S'peak.'The'distribution'of'
the'two'component'proteins'within'these'fractions'is'relatively'balanced'with'3'fractions'(24>
26)'appearing'to'contain'a'1:1'stoichiometric'mixture'of'both'eIF4a'and'BLF1'C94S.'
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Figure(7.7.4(6(Gel6filtration(analysis(of(complex(formation(between(HCH_03101(C94S(and(
eIF4a.(Panel'A'shows'the'elution'traces'of'eIF4a'(blue),'eIF4a'–'BLF1'C94S'(purple)'and'eIF4a'in'
complex'with'HCH_03101'C94S'(green),'which'have'been'run'through'the'same'Sepharose'
16/60'Gel>filtration'column.'The'eIF4a'–'HCH_03101'C94S'complex'elutes'at'the'same'point'as'
the'eIF4a'–'BLF1'C94S'complex'before'it'at'86'ml.'Panel'B'is'an'SDS>PAGE'gel'showing'fractions'
24>30,'which'correspond'to'the'eIF4a>HCH_03101'C94S'peak.'This'peak'contains'3'fractions'
(26>28)'with'approximately'equivalent'molar'ratios'of'the'component'proteins,'eIF4a'and'
HCH_03101.'(
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7.8(–(Co6crystallisation(trials(for(the(eIF4a((6(BLF1(/(HCH_03101(complex('
(
The'complex'samples'examined'in'the'previous'Gel>filtration'experiments'were'then'
immediately'concentrated'into'crystallisation'(20'mM'Tris'pH'7.5,'0.1'M'NaCl'buffer).'The'two'
BLF1>eIF4a'samples'were'both'concentrated'to'20'mg'ml>1,'but'it'was'only'possible'to'
concentrate'the'HCH_03101'C94S>eIF4a'complex'to'8'mg'ml>1.'All'three'samples'were'then'
placed'in'sparse'matrix'crystallisation'trials'across'the'PACT,'JCSG+,'Classics,'MPD'and'Proplex'
screens.'For'each'screen'4'robot'trays'were'laid'down'between'two'varying'drop'sizes,'400'
and'700'nl'large,'with'one'of'each'droplet'size'incubated'at'8'oC'or'17'oC.'The'methodology'
used'above'failed'to'produce'co>crystals'of'either'WT'BLF1'or'C94S'BLF1'or'HCH_03101'in'
complex'with'eIF4a.'However'efforts'undertaken'with'a'four'fold'excess'of'BLF1'C94S'at'the'
incubation'stage'yielded'well'diffracting'crystals'discussed'in'depth'in'chapter'8.''
'
7.9(–(Conclusions((
(
This'chapter'has'detailed'a'variety'of'pull>down'assays,'encompassing'cell'free'extract'probes'
from'a'diverse'range'of'Eukaryotic'cell'types.'Pull>downs'conducted'with'J774'macrophage'
cells,'show'that'HCH_03101'can'bind'to'and'de>amidate'eIF4a,'a'trait'shared'with'the'
Glutamine'de>amidase'toxin'BLF1.'Binding'assays'conducted'with'recombinant'human'eIF4a,'
comparing'complex'formation'with'both'BLF1'C94S'and'HCH_03101'C94S'show'that'
HCH_03101'forms'a'tight'complex'with'eIF4a'closely'matching'the'complex'formed'with'BLF1.''
However,'when'probed'against'algal'cell'free'extract'HCH_03101'pulls'down'an'algal'
homologue'of'eIF4a'where'BLF1'cannot.'This'is'surprising'because'the'identified'algal'
homologues'of'eIF4a'display'strong'conservation'at'the'BLF1'binding'site.'This'suggests'that'
HCH_03101'interacts'with'eIF4a'in'a'different'fashion'to'BLF1,'which'might'be'expected'given'
the'differences'observed'flanking'their'respective'active'site'clefts.''
'
Presently'not'enough'is'known'about'H.#chejuensis,'the'microorganism'that'produces'
HCH_03101,'to'assign'a'target'organism.'However,'successful'pull>down'experiments'from'
both'macrophage'and'algal'cell'free'extracts'point'towards'HCH_03101'targeting'a'Eukaryotic'
species.'Therefore,'HCH_03101'would'appear'to'conform'to'all'the'traits,'structural'and'
functional,'typically'associated'with'the'toxin'members'of'the'Glutamine'de>amidase'super>
family.'Furthermore,'the'lack'of'any'signalling'peptides,'a'property'shared'with'BLF1,'indicates'
that'HCH_03101'may'share'the'same'delivery'mechanism,'which'suggests'that'H.#chejuensis'
may'be'an'intracellular'pathogen.''
(
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7.10(–(Future(work(
(
There'are'multiple'avenues'for'following'on'from'the'work'presented'in'this'thesis,'which'are'
listed'below'in'order'of'both'urgency'and'personal'interest.''
'
7.10.1(–(BLF1(or(HCH_03101(co6crystallisations(in(complex(with(eIF4a((
(
eIF4a'has'been'shown'to'form'a'tight'complex'with'both'BLF1'and'HCH_03101'(section'7.7),'
particularly'the'C94S'active'mutants'of'each'respective'protein.'Therefore,'the'co>
crystallisation'experiments'currently'underway'(section'7.8)'are'of'particular'importance.'This'
is'because'at'the'present'there'are'no'structures'showing'any'of'the'Glutamine'de>amidase'
toxins'in'complex'with'their'substrates,'as'a'result'how'these'toxins'bind'to'or'effect'catalysis'
in'their'substrates'is'currently'poorly'understood.'A'high>resolution'structure'of'the'complex'
could'potentially'aid'in'assigning'catalytic'roles'to'several'conserved'portions'of'the'active'site.'
The'conformation'of'the'active'site'dyad'upon'binding'to'eIF4a'would'be'particularly'
interesting'to'observe,'as'would'any'change'in'conformation'of'the'β>protrusion'in'
HCH_03101.''
''(
7.10.2(–(HCH_03101(activity(assays(
(
In'order'to'fully'characterise'HCH_03101'as'a'functioning'toxin'it'is'going'to'be'necessary'to'
conduct'a'suite'of'activity'assays'that'quantify'the'rate'of'de>amidation.'There'are'presently'
two'different'assays'that'could'be'attempted'to'ascertain'some'basic'rate'measurements.'The'
first'utilises'Mass>spectroscopy'to'quantify'the'ratio'of'native'and'de>amidated'substrate'
eIF4a,'at'selected'time'points.'The'second'measures'the'helicase'activity'of'eIF4a'and'can'in>
directly'confer'a'measurement'of'the'enzymes'activity.'''
'
7.10.3(–(Characterisation(of(H..chejuensis(as(an(intracellular(organism((
(
The'discovery'of'HCH_03101'raises'the'possibility'that'H.#chejuensis'is'an'intracellular'
pathogen.'Whilst'outside'my'personal'area'of'expertise'it'would'be'interesting'to'conduct'
experiments'with'the'aim'of'ascertaining'both'the'pathogenesis'and'lifestyle'of'H.#chejuensis.'
These'experiments'could'range'from'macrophage'killing'assays,'through'to'visualising'the'
bacteria'gaining'access'to'the'host'cell'using'electron'microscopy.'
'
(
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7.10.4(–(Binding(assays(with(the(assortment(of(targets(not(pursued(from(the(pull6downs(
(
The'pull'downs'described'earlier'in'this'chapter,'particularly'the'T.#suecica'algal'pull>down'
showed'that'HCH_03101'pulls'down'several'proteins'besides'eIF4a.'Recombinant'expression'
constructs'are'required'for'the'elongation'factor'1>α,'ribosome'biogenesis'GTPase'RsgA'and'
Hsp90'hits,'so'that'assays'can'be'conducted'to'show'whether'complex'formation'or'de>
amidation'occurs'when'these'proteins'are'incubated'with'HCH_03101.''
(
7.10.5(–(Structure(determination(of(the(previously(identified(Glutamine(de6amidase(
candidates(
(
In'chapter'5'the'cloning'and'over>expression'trials'for'4'alternative'Glutamine'de>amidase'
candidates,'which'did'not'progress'through'to'structure'determination,'were'described.'The'
reason'for'this'was'that'none'of'these'enzymes'expressed'in'the'soluble'fraction'during'
preliminary'expression'trials.'However,'they'all'warrant'further'investigation.'Therefore,'if'
suitable'expression'conditions'could'be'identified'then'the'subsequent'experiments'would'
follow'a'similar'pattern'to'those'described'to'characterise'HCH_03101.'Starting'with'structure'
determination'before'moving'onto'functional'characterisation'through'pull>down'assays.''''''''
'
(
7.10.6(–(Identification(of(novel(Glutamine(de6amidase(enzymes(with(an(improved(search(
primary(sequence(search(motif(((
(
Analysis'of'the'structure'of'HCH_03101'highlighted'two'residues'that'are'conserved'across'
multiple'Glutamine'de>amidase'enzymes,'which'were'close'to'the'active'site.'Both'of'these'
positions'could'be'used'to'strengthen'the'current'search'motif,'to'aid'in'the'discovery'of'novel'
Glutamine'de>amidase'enzymes.'The'updated'motif'is'shown'below'with'the'new'additions'
coloured'red:''
'
G(6(X(465)(–(K(–(X(8615)(–({KRDEH}(4)(–(L(–([AGSTV](2)(–(C(–(X(10616)(–([FGIPLWAMV](–(H(–({KRDEH}'''
'
'!
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Chapter(8(–(Structure(determination(of(BLF1(in(complex(with(its(substrate(eIF4a(
The$following$chapter$details$structural$studies$undertaken$on$a$stable$complex$formed$
between$an$inactive$C94S$mutant$of$the$glutamine$de=amidase$toxin$BLF1,$with$a$modified$
construct$of$its$substrate$eIF4a.$The$WT$eIF4a$construct$referred$to$throughout$this$chapter$
incorporates$a$short$NTD$truncation$removing$the$first$20$residues$thought$to$be$disordered.$$$$
$
8.1(–(Production(of(a(stable(BLF1(C94S(–(eIF4a(complex(
In$chapter$7.7$and$7.8$attempts$to$form$a$complex$between$BLF1$C94S$and$WT$eIF4a$were$
shown$with$an$approximately$1:1$stoichiometric$mixture$observed$on$SDS=PAGE$gels$after$
incubation$and$co=purification$via$size$exclusion$chromatography,$whilst$in$the$presence$of$
high$0.5M$NaCl$(figure$7.7.3B).$However,$despite$extensive$attempts$to$crystallise$this$
observed,$presumably$stable$complex,$none$of$the$crystals$produced$contained$eIF4a.$$
As$previously$discussed$in$section$7.7,$the$superdex$200$16/60$gel$filtration$column$used$for$
the$complex$formation$studies$exhibited$compromised$separation$characteristics.$However,$
further$co=purifications$undertaken$with$an$undamaged$column,$show$that$an$inactive$C94S$
mutant$of$BLF1$forms$an$extremely$stable$complex$with$eIF4a$(figure$8.8.1A).$A$1:4$molar$
mixture$of$pure$homogenous$WT$eIF4a$with$mutant$BLF1$C94S$was$incubated$at$4$oC$for$45$
minutes$in$50$mM$TRIS$pH$7.5$then$concentrated$to$10$mg$ml=1,$of$the$eIF4a$component$
determined$by$Bradford$assay$(BLF1$does$not$react$with$Bradford$reagent),$then$run$on$a$
Superdex$200$16/60$Gel=filtration$column$in$a$low$salt$buffer$(50$mM$TRIS$pH$8,$0.1$M$NaCl).$
An$SDS=PAGE$gel$was$then$run$(figure$8.8.1B),$with$the$fractions$containing$the$correct$ratio$of$
the$two$proteins$pooled$and$buffer$exchanged$into$a$minimal$buffer$(10$mM$TRIS$pH$7.5)$for$
crystallisation.$$$$
$
8.2(–(Crystallisation(and(structure(solution(of(the(BLF1(C94S(–(eIF4a(complex(
8.2.1(–(Crystallisation(and(data(collection(of(the(BLF1(C94S(–(eIF4a(complex(
The$pooled$fractions$from$the$co=purification$were$further$concentrated$to$12$mg$ml=1$and$
trialled$in$several$sparse$matrix$screens$(JCSG+,$PACT,$MPD,$Proplex$and$Classics)$with$two$
differing$drop$sizes$(400$and$700$nl)$with$each$screen$and$drop$size$incubated$at$both$8$and$17$
oC.$There$were$several$different$crystal$forms$tested$at$Diamond$(2/10/14)$on$beamline$I04.$
However,$only$one$contained$both$protein$components$the$rest$were$BLF1$in$isolation.$The$
complex$crystals$were$grown$in$the$Proplex$screen,$$
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$
$
(
Figure(8.1.1(–(An(inactive(mutant(BLF1(C94S(forms(a(stable(complex(with(WT(eIF4a.(Panel$A(
shows$the$elution$profile$of$eIF4a$(blue)$and$a$mixture$containing$a$4:1$molar$excess$of$BLF1$
C94S$with$eIF4a$(red),$from$a$Superdex$200$16/60$size$exclusion$column.$eIF4a$is$a$46$KDa$
protein$that$elutes$exclusively$as$a$monomeric$species$at$82$ml.$However,$there$is$no$peak$
observed$at$82$ml$when$eIF4a$is$incubated$with$BLF1.$Instead$two$clear$peaks$are$observed$at$
75$and$90$ml,$corresponding$to$the$68$KDa$BLF1$C94S$–$eIF4a$complex$and$the$excess$
monomeric$22$KDa$BLF1$C94S$respectively.$Panel$B$shows$an$SDS=PAGE$analysis$of$the$
fractions$collected$from$the$above$size$exclusion$column,$lanes$1=5$correspond$to$the$first$
peak$eluted$at$75$ml$with$lanes$6=11$matching$the$second$peak$at$90$ml.$In$peak$1$(75$ml)$
there$are$bands$observed$with$masses$at$both$22$and$46$KDa,$which$remain$in$an$
approximately$1:1$stoichiometric$ratio$across$the$entire$peak$from$high$to$low$concentration.$
Peak$2$(90$ml)$on$the$other$hand$is$comprised$exclusively$from$the$excess$BLF1$C94S,$with$no$
eIF4a$present.$Curiously$there$is$no$peak$at$82$ml$post$incubation$at$the$expected$mass$of$
unbound$eIF4a,$which$suggests$that$all$the$eIF4a$is$present$in$complex$with$BLF1$C94S.$$$
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$
$
$
(
(
Figure(8.2.1(–(Crystallisation(condition(and(processing(statistics(for(BLF1(C94S(–(eIF4a(coI
crystals.(Panel$A$details$the$crystals$obtained$in$the$sitting$drop$sparse$matrix$screen$Proplex,$
condition$H10$(50$mM$MgCl2,$0.1$M$MES$pH$6.5,$10$%$(v/v)$2=propanol,$5$%$(w/v)$PEG$4000).$
This$condition$displayed$crystals$with$a$fine$rod$morphology$extending$from$a$single$
nucleation$event.$The$crystals$were$cryo=protected$through$a$10$second$incubation$in$a$
separate$drop$containing$mother$liquor$plus$30$%$(v/v)$ethylene$glycol,$then$plunged$rapidly$
into$LN2.$Panel$B$details$a$dataset$incorporating$200$
o$of$rotation$in$0.1$o$oscillations,$collected$
on$beam$line$I04$at$the$Diamond$light$source.$The$crystals$are$monoclinic,$displaying$a$C2$
space$group$with$unit$cell$dimensions$of$135.9,$50.4$and$95.7$(A,$B$and$C),$with$resolution$
reaching$an$upper$limit$of$2.5$Å.$The$only$unusual$measurement$is$the$low$Wilson$B$Factor$of$
8.4,$with$strong$signal$to$noise$and$merging$statistics$indicating$that$the$data$collected$are$
suitable$for$structure$determination.$$$$
BLF1%C94S%–%eIF4a%WT%0%Na2ve%
Overall% Low% High%
High%resolu2on%limit%(Å)% 2.52$ 11.27$ 2.52$
Low%resolu2on%limit%(Å)% 63.07$ 63.07$ 2.59$
Completeness% 99.2$ 94.9$ 98.7$
Mul2plicity% 3.8$ 3.3$ 3.6$
I%/%sigma%(I)% 8.1$ 30.2$ 1.7$
Rpim%(I)% 0.096$ 0.022$ 0.441$
Wilson%B%factor%(Å2)% 8.4$
Total%observa2ons% 76,647$ 803$ 5285$
Total%unique%
observa2ons%
20,378$ 244$ 1457$
Unit%cell%dimensions%
A,%B,%C%(Å)% 135.98$ 50.36$ 95.74$
α,%β,%γ%(o)% 90.0$ 111.9$ 90.0$
Space%group% C2$
200$nm$
Proplex%H10%–%50%mM%MgCl2,%0.1%M%MES%pH%6.5,%%
10% %(v/v)%20propanol,%5% %(w/v)%PEG%4000%
A% B%
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condition$H10$(50$mM$MgCl2,$0.1$M$MES$pH$6.5,$10$%$(v/v)$2=propanol,$5$%$(w/v)$PEG$4000),$
at$17$oC$in$the$larger$700$nl$drop$size$(figure$8.2.1A).$These$crystals$were$frozen$in$a$cryo=
protectant$containing$the$mother$liquor$plus$30$%$(v/v)$ethylene=glycol.$Initial$tests$revealed$
that$the$crystals$exhibited$a$C2$space$group$with$unit$cell$dimensions$of$135.9,$50.4$and$95.7$
(A,$B$and$C).$A$dataset$incorporating$200$o$of$rotation$in$0.1$o$oscillations$was$collected$to$a$
resolution$of$2.5$Å,$encompassing$the$entire$until$cell$with$a$measured$multiplicity$of$3.8$
(figure$8.2.1B).$$
$
8.2.2(–(Structure(solution(of(the(BLF1(C94S(–(eIF4a(complex(
Having$collected$a$dataset$that$measured$the$whole$unit$cell,$a$molecular$replacement$phasing$
strategy$was$employed.$However,$initial$attempts$to$solve$the$structure$with$either$BLF1$or$
eIF4a$in$isolation$proved$unsuccessful.$With$BLF1$yielding$a$correct$solution$but$poor$electron$
density$features,$which$was$expected$as$it$only$accounts$for$1/3$of$the$unit$cell$contents.$
Conversely,$it$was$not$possible$to$match$full=length$eIF4a$search$ensembles,$indicating$that$
complex$formation$with$BLF1$C94S$induces$substantial$conformational$changes$in$eIF4a.$$
The$eventual$molecular$replacement$strategy$involved$two$stages,$each$incorporating$two$
search$ensembles.$First$an$incomplete$partial$solution$was$produced,$by$searching$against$
BLF1$and$the$NTD$of$eIF4a$(residues$63=231).$This$partial$solution$was$then$passed$forward$to$
a$second$round$of$molecular$replacement$with$the$CTD$of$eIF4a$(residues$240=389)$used$as$the$
second$ensemble.$However,$as$the$two=domain$structure$of$eIF4a$is$the$result$of$probable$
gene$duplication,$the$NTD$and$CTD$exhibit$extremely$similar$tertiary$folds.$To$guard$against$
incorrect$orientations$of$the$two$domains$both$the$NTD$and$CTD$search$ensembles$were$
heavily$truncated$at$both$the$N$and$C$terminus$to$allow$for$accurate$determination$of$a$
correct$solution.$The$molecular$replacement$solution$determined$using$the$above$ensembles$
yields$a$high$quality$electron$density$map$with$ample$novel$density$features,$corresponding$to$
the$truncated$regions$not$factored$into$search$ensemble$(figure$8.2.2).$$$$
(
8.3(–(Structure(of(the(BLF1(C94S(–(eIF4a(complex(
8.3.1(–(Model(building(and(validation(
The$initial$map$revealed$that$the$overall$structure$of$BLF1$was$largely$unchanged$from$the$
search$ensemble$(PDB$ID:$3TU8).$However,$there$were$significant$differences$observed$in$the$
eIF4a$portion$of$the$structure.$Consequently,$a$further$100$residues$located$between$the$NTD$
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$
$
(
(
Figure(8.2.2(–(The(Initial(electron(density(map(produced(post(molecular(replacement,(
displays(difference(density(features(not(accounted(for(in(the(search(ensemble.(The$diagram$
above$shows$the$eIF4a$NTD$search$ensemble$(yellow)$truncated$at$ALA$63,$overlaid$with$the$
initial$electron$density$map$calculated$directly$after$molecular$replacement$contoured$to$1$σ.$
The$map$at$this$point$has$not$been$refined.$However,$there$is$substantial$difference$density$
(green)$accounting$for$the$N$termini$residues$truncated$from$the$search$model,$with$ample$
evidence$to$assign$sequence$register.$Thus$validating$the$orientation$of$the$two$domains$of$
eIF4a$within$the$unit$cell.$$$$$
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and$CTD$domains$of$eIF4a$were$deleted$and$the$remaining$model$was$refined$first$using$5$
cycles$of$rigid$body$refinement$in$Phenix$refine$(Adams$et#al.,$2010)$and$then$10$cycles$of$
maximum$likelihood$refinement$in$Refmac$(Murshudov$et#al.,$1997),$to$an$Rwork$of$0.3$and$Rfree$
of$0.35.$The$resultant$electron$density$map$was$then$used$to$model$the$remaining$residues,$
with$the$final$model$incorporating$585$of$the$597$expected$positions.$All$refinement$past$the$
initial$structure$solution$stage$was$conducted$using$Phenix$refine$(Adams$et#al.,$2010)$in$an$
iterative$fashion$up$till$an$Rwork$of$0.24$and$Rfree$of$0.29.$The$refinement$and$validation$
statistics$are$detailed$in$table$8.3.1.$$
$
8.3.2(–(BLF1(interfaces(with(both(the(N(and(C(terminal(domains(of(eIF4a(
The$global$structure$of$the$BLF1$C94S$–$eIF4a$complex$(figure$8.3.1),$shows$that$eIF4a$is$held$
in$a$closed$conformation$with$BLF1$sitting$directly$in$between$the$N$and$C$terminal$domains$of$
eIF4a.$However,$the$relative$orientation$of$the$N$and$C$terminal$domains,$relative$to$one$
another,$when$bound$to$BLF1$is$significantly$altered$from$either$of$the$previously$observed$
conformations$of$eIF4a$(figure$8.3.2):$closed$(substrate$bound)$or$open$(apo).$The$difference$
observed$between$the$classic$open$and$closed$modes$of$eIF4a$are$relatively$subtle,$with$a$
closure$between$domains$of$approximately$20$o$about$a$central$hinge$region.$Given$that$
molecular$replacement$was$not$successful$with$the$full=length$eIF4a,$in$either$their$open$or$
closed$state,$substantial$deviation$from$previously$reported$structures$was$expected.$
However,$when$bound$to$BLF1$C94S$the$CTD$domain$is$rotated$approximately$70$o$counter=
clockwise$in$relation$to$the$fixed$superimposed$NTD,$with$a$closure$between$the$domains$
more$closely$resembling$the$open$form.$Curiously,$despite$significant$modifications$having$
been$made$to$eIF4a,$there$does$not$appear$to$be$any$conformational$changes$observed$in$
BLF1$upon$complex$formation.$$$
(
8.3.3(BLF1(C94S(binds(to(Glutamine(339(in(human(eIF4a(
Examination$of$the$active$site$of$BLF1$(figure$8.3.3)$reveals$that$the$toxin$binds$to$the$
sidechain$hydroxyl$of$GLN$339$through$hydrogen$bonds$with$the$backbone$amide$moieties$of$
the$conserved$SER$and$GLY$residues$present$in$the$central$LSGC$motif,$forming$an$oxyanion$
hole.$This$oxyanion$hole$is$responsible$for$holding$the$substrate$sidechain$in$place,$adjacent$to$
the$nucleophilic$CYS$located$at$position$94$(in$the$WT$enzyme).$There$also$appears$to$be$an$
unexpected$electrostatic$interaction$with$TRP$66$(BLF1),$which$lays$directly$above$GLN$339$
(eIF4a)$in$the$active$site$and$is$conserved$between$BLF1$and$HCH_03101.$$
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Table(8.3.1(–(Refinement(and(model(validation(statistics(for(the(BLF1(C94S(–(eIF4a(complex.(
The$finalised$model$of$BLF1$C94S$in$complex$with$WT$eIF4a$accounts$for$585$/$597$(98$%)$of$
the$expected$residues$present$across$both$protein$components,$with$all$the$positions$
unaccounted$for$located$in$a$single$loop$in$the$NTD$domain$of$eIF4a.$The$model$was$refined$in$
an$iterative$fashion$using$Phenix$refine$(Adams$et#al.,$2010)$to$an$Rwork$of$0.24$and$Rfree$of$0.29.$
The$completed$model$was$then$validated$using$Molprobity$(Chen$et#al.,$2010),$with$
Molprobity$and$Clash$scores$placing$the$model$within$the$top$98$%$of$structures$deposited$in$
the$PDB$within$a$2.5$Å$(±$0.25$Å)$resolution$range.$The$only$outlying$statistics$are$the$0.87$%$
Ramachandran$outliers,$which$account$for$5$residues$(GLY$51,$ASP$307,$LEU$332,$ALA$333$and$
ILE$336)$all$clustered$in$the$same$region$close$to$where$BLF1$binds$its$substrate$glutamine.$$$$
Model& HCH_03101&CTD&WT&
Resolu3on&(Å)& 63.07&–&2.52&
Total&unique&observa3ons& 20,378&
Protein&molecules&per&
asymmetric&unit&
1&
Number&of&atoms& 4735&
Number&of&waters& 97&
Number&of&residues&/&
modeled&residues&
597/585&
Truncated&residues&(Cα)& N/A&
Ramachandran&favoured&(%)& 96&%&
Ramachandran&outliers&(%)& 0.87&%&
Poor&rotamers&(%)& 0.4&%&
RMSD&bond&length&(Å)& 0.003&
RMSD&angle&(o)& 0.69&
Average&BOfactors&(Å2)&
Protein&(Å2)& 46.0&
Waters&(Å2)& 44.3&
Rwork& 0.24&
Rfree& 0.29&
MolProbity&score& 1.66&(99&%)&
MolProbity&Clash&score& 6.49&(98&%)&
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Figure(8.3.1(–(Gross(structure(of(the(BLF1(C94S(–(eIF4a(complex.(Panel$A$shows$the$complex$
from$a$side$face,$with$eIF4a$in$rainbow$colours$tracking$progression$from$the$N$terminus$(blue)$
to$the$C$terminus$(red).$eIF4a$is$a$two$domain$protein,$each$composed$of$a$single$β=sheet$
flanked$by$α=helices.(Panels$B$and$C(show$the$relative$position$of$BLF1$C94S$(red)$in$relation$to$
eIF4a$(blue)$rotated$180$o$and$looking$down$from$the$top$face$respectively.$$
N"
C"
180"o"
90"o"
B"
A"
C"
eIF4a"NTD" eIF4a"CTD"
BLF1"C94S"
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Figure(8.3.2(–(Interaction(with(BLF1(induces(significant(domain(reorientation(in(eIF4a.(The$
above$diagram$superimposes$three$structurally$characterised$orientations$of$eIF4a,$
superimposed$on$their$NTD$domains.$The$apo$form$(pink)$adopts$an$open$conformation$and$
the$closed$conformation$(orange)$is$bound$to$Tumour$suppressor$programmed$cell$death$
protein$4$(PDCD4),$which$is$not$shown.$These$two$conformations$display$a$closure$of$the$gap$
between$the$NTD$and$CTD$domains$of$eIF4a,$about$a$central$hinge$(black$dashed$circle).$
Conversely,$upon$complex$formation$with$BLF1$C94S$(blue)$eIF4a$adopts$a$more$drastic$
conformational$change;$with$the$hinge$region$(red$dashed$circle)$now$rotated$by$
approximately$70$o$counter$clockwise,$whilst$held$in$a$similar$conformation$to$the$open$form.$$$$$$$
eIF4a&NTD&
eIF4a&CTD&+&closed&
eIF4a&CTD&+&open&
eIF4a&CTD&–&BLF1&complex&
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Figure(8.3.3(–(BLF1(coIordinates(its(substrate(GLN(339(through(formation(of(an(oxyanion(
hole,(prior(to(nucleophlic(attack(by(its(essential(CYS(94(residue.(Panel$A$shows$the$gross$
structure$of$the$BLF1$C94S$–$eIF4a$complex,$with$a$black$dashed$box$indicating$the$location$of$
the$active$site$in$BLF1.$Panels$B$and$C$zoom$into$the$active$site$of$BLF1,$where$GLN$339$the$
site=specific$substrate$of$BLF1$is$present.$Within$the$active$site,$BLF1$interacts$with$eIF4a$via$
hydrogen$bonds$between$the$side=chain$hydroxyl$moeity$and$the$backbone$amide$moieties$of$
SER$92$and$GLY$93$(red),$forming$an$oxyanion$hole.$This$interaction$in$turn$holds$GLN$339$in$
place$close$to$the$catalytic$nucleophile$CYS$94$(mutated$to$SER),$which$in$turn$is$interacting$
with$HIS$107$(blue),$to$form$a$dyad.$Additionally$the$substrate$is$held$in$place$by$electrostatic$
interactions$with$TRP$66,$which$is$likely$involved$in$orienting$the$terminal$amine$of$GLN$339$
within$reach$of$the$catalytic$CYS$nucleophile.$$$$$
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MS=MS$mass$spectroscopy$analysis$of$the$complex$formed$prior$to$crystallisation$and$co=
purified$as$described$in$section$8.1$was$sampled$from$an$SDS=PAGE$gel,$indicating$that$the$
C94S$mutant$of$BLF1$is$inactive,$with$no$de=amidated$peptides$detected.$Therefore,$the$
residue$modelled$at$position$339$in$the$BLF1$C94S$=$eIF4a$structure$remains$an$unmodified$
glutamine.$$
$
8.3.4(The(coIordinantion(of(GLN(339(is(reminiscent(of(the(Papain((
Papain$has$previously$been$used$as$a$model$for$the$mechanism$of$glutamine$de=amidation$
because$it$causes$the$cleavage$of$peptide$bonds,$which$both$involve$the$breakage$of$C=N$
scissile$bonds.$This$new$structure$reveals$that$the$catalytic$similarity$between$these$two$
protein$families$is$extensive,$despite$sharing$no$structural$resemblance,$with$both$forming$a$
characteristic$oxyanion$hole$interaction$with$their$substrates$(previously$shown$in$figure$
1.5.2).$When$combined$with$their$shared$CYS$–$HIS$catalytic$dyads,$it$is$likely$that$the$
Glutamine$de=amidase$enzymes$will$follow$a$similar$catalytic$mechanism$modelled$extensively$
in$papain$(section$1.5).$First$forming$a$tetrahedral$acyl=enzyme$intermediate,$with$dissociation$
of$the$enzyme$driven$by$hydrolysis$with$the$release$of$a$NH3
+$leaving$group,$as$presented$in$
figure$1.5.3.$$
This$is$interesting$for$two$reasons;$first$until$recently$the$catalytic$mechanism$of$the$glutamine$
de=amidase$enzymes$was$poorly$understood.$Second,$the$cysteine$proteases$particularly$
papain,$are$extremely$well$characterised$with$several$inhibitors$available$to$block$their$
activity.$If$any$of$the$current$protease$inhibitors$were$capable$of$inhibiting$BLF1,$or$could$be$
used$as$springboards$towards$the$design$of$novel$synthetic$compounds$against$the$toxin,$this$
information$could$become$extremely$valuable$in$developing$front$line$drugs$for$the$treatment$
of$Melioidosis.$Furthermore,$information$regarding$how$substrate$glutamine$residues$are$
coordinated$within$the$active$site,$allows$for$the$first$significant$models$of$CNF1$interacting$
with$its$small$GTPase$substrates$RhoA,$Rac$and$cdc42.$$$
(
8.4(–(Utilising(the(BLF1(C94S(–(eIF4a(complex(structure(to(characterise(HCH_03101((
8.4.1(–(Docking(HCH_03101(in(the(place(of(BLF1(reveals(a(possible(role(for(the(βIprotrusion(
In$chapter$7$it$was$shown$that$HCH_03101$is$capable$of$de=amidating$the$same$glutamine$
position$as$BLF1$in$human$eIF4a.$Given$the$strong$structural$conservation$observed$between$
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BLF1$and$HCH_03101$at$their$active$sites$it$is$possible$to$superimpose$the$H.#chejuensis$toxin$
in$the$place$of$BLF1$about$this$region$(figure$8.4.1).$$
At$the$present$it$has$not$been$possible$to$produce$a$HCH_03101$C94S$$=$eIF4a$co=crystal.$
Therefore,$modelling$the$likely$interactions$between$eIF4a$and$HCH_03101$is$the$best$avenue$
towards$exploring$the$role$of$this$proteins$unusually$long$β=protrusion.$Conservative$docking,$
with$no$modifications$made$to$the$HCH_03101$model$(detailed$in$chapter$6)$reveals$that$the$
β=protrusion,$which$extends$44$Å$out$from$the$globular$body$of$the$protein,$supports$the$CTD$
domain$of$eIF4a.$Investigating$the$surface$charge$of$eIF4a$on$the$face$interacting$with$the$β=
protrusion$(figure$8.4.2A=B)$reveals$that$the$entire$region$is$negatively$charged.$Conversely,$
the$β=protrusion$is$predominantly$positively$charged,$indicating$that$the$interaction$seen$in$
the$docked$model$is$likely$of$physiological$relevance.$Furthermore,$the$β=protrusion$exhibits$a$
curious$2=fold$pseudo=symmetry,$with$two$prominent$ARG$residues$facing$in$the$same$
direction$on$the$top$(eIF4a$interface)$surface$(figure$6.4.1).$There$are$several$negatively$
charged$side=chains$within$prospective$hydrogen$bonding$distance$of$the$modelled$ARG$
positions$(figure$8.4.2C=D);$most$prominently$ARG$172$could$interact$with$either$ASP$261$or$
265,$whereas$ARG$181$is$potentially$interacting$with$ASP$265,$GLU$268$or$THR$269.$$$
$
8.4.2(–(HCH_03101(shares(no(sequence(conservation(with(BLF1(in(the(eIF4a(interface(region(
Surprisingly$the$conserved$residues$between$BLF1$and$HCH_03101$(figure$8.4.3)$are$not$
clustered$around$the$binding$interface$with$eIF4a$but$instead$are(buried$deep$with$in$the$core$
of$the$toxin.$This$would$suggest$that$the$presumably$aquatic$species$that$H.#chejuensis$infects,$
produces$a$homologue$of$eIF4a$that$is$significantly$different$to$the$human$example$studied.$$$
$
8.5(–(Conclusions(and(future(work((
Structural$solution$of$BLF1$in$complex$with$eIF4a$represents$a$significant$landmark$in$the$study$
of$glutamine$de=amidase$enzymes,$as$it$is$the$first$time$any$toxin$from$this$small$but$significant$
super=family$has$been$structurally$examined$with$its$native$substrate.$The$presented$structure$
not$only$validates$the$functional$characterisation$previously$undertaken$(Cruz=Migoni$et#al.,$
2011)$but$also$provides$substantial$evidence$towards$understanding$the$catalytic$mechanism$
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Figure(8.4.1(–(When(HCH_03101(is(docked(in(the(place(of(BLF1(C94S(the(βIprotrusion(cradles(
the(CTD(domain(of(eIF4a.(Panel$A$shows$HCH_03101$docked$in$the$same$position$as$BLF1,$
based$on$the$superposition$of$conserved$catalytic$residues.$Panels$B$and$C$highlight$the$likely$
role$of$the$long$β=protrusion$of$HCH_03101,$which$cradles$the$CTD$of$eIF4a$with$large$portions$
of$the$protrusion$within$hydrogen$bonding$distance$of$eIF4a.$
$$
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Figure(8.4.2(–(The(modelled(orientation(of(the(βIprotrusion(lays(close(to(a(large(region(of(
negatively(charged(residues(in(eIF4a.(Panels$A$and$B(are$mesh$overlays$showing$the$
electrostatic$surface$charges$of$eIF4a$and$HCH_03101$respectively,$with$positive$charges$
shown$in$red$and$negative$charges$in$blue.$The$outermost$face$of$the$CTD$domain$of$eIF4a,$
which$is$cradled$by$the$β=protrusion$is$almost$entirely$negatively$charged,$in$stark$contrast$to$
the$predominantly$positively$charged$toxin$protuberance.$Panels$C$and$D$highlight$the$possible$
eIF4a$side$chains$responsible$for$specific$interactions$with$prominent$ARG$residues$on$the$β=
protrusion.$$
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(
Figure(8.4.3(–(BLF1(and(HCH_03101(share(little(sequence(conservation(in(the(eIF4a(interface(
region.(The$above$diagram$shows$eIF4a$(blue)$in$complex$with$BLF1$(red)$with$the$sequence$
conservation$shared$with$HCH_03101$highlighted$on$the$toxin$in$yellow.$Outside$of$the$
conserved$catalytic$residues$(black$dashed$box)$there$is$no$sequence$conservation$observed$in$
the$flanking$eIF4a$interface$regions.$Indeed,$the$majority$of$the$conservation$is$located$in$the$
central$β=sandwich$region,$which$contrasts$with$the$total$lack$of$conservation$identified$in$this$
region$between$BLF1$and$C=CNF1.$Consequently,$it$is$probable$that$the$interaction$between$
these$toxins$and$their$substrates$is$either$mediated$by$multiple$less$specific$electrostatic$
interactions,$or$that$HCH_03101$targets$a$divergent$homologue$of$eIF4a.$$$(
$
$
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$
of$these$enzymes.$The$mechanistic$link$to$the$papain$like$family$of$cysteine$proteases$permits$
further$probing$of$their$catalytic$mechanism,$including$several$well=established$assays.$The$
structure$is$also$built$to$the$highest$resolution$data$recorded$(PDB)$for$the$full$length$human$
eIF4a.$$$$$
The$methodologies$described$above$could$also$be$utilised$to$examine$C=CNF1$in$complex$with$
its$small$GTPase$substrates$RhoA,$Rac$and$cdc42.$This$is$particularly$plausible,$as$C=CNF1$has$
been$shown$to$form$a$stable$complex$with$recombinant$RhoA$by$pull=down$assays$(section$
7.2).$With$structural$information$regarding$the$binding$of$GLN$339$into$the$active$site$of$BLF1$
available,$it$is$also$possible$to$design$a$range$of$short$oligo=peptides$to$probe$the$minimal$
binding$site$required$for$substrate$recognition.$Finally,$whilst$attempts$to$co=crystallise$
HCH_03101$in$the$presence$of$human$eIF4a$have$proved$unsuccessful$thus$far,$the$docking$
reveals$that$these$two$proteins$are$not$inherently$unsuitable$for$structural$studies.$
Furthermore,$whilst$the$target$organism$of$H.#chejuensis$remains$unknown$this$model$system$
offers$the$only$readily$available$alternative$for$study.$$
$
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